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Dedication

I am pleased to dedicate this seminal report to the honored memory of my late colleague,
Representative Silvio Conte, who represented the First District of Massachusetts from 1959
to 1991. His tireless efforts to preserve the headwaters of the Farmington River, and his work
to protect the Connecticut River and the many other natural resources that bless New
England, leave us a legacy of which his family and friends can be proud.
The significance of this report and the underlying study cannot be diminished. Years of
effort have gone into this comprehensive endeavor, and the unique, multi-dimensional
strategy of protection that it prescribes for the West Branch and main stem of the
Farmington River in Connecticut should lead to the successful protection of many other
private land rivers. I am proud to have played a role in this project and commend it to you
with great satisfaction.

~/)~
Nancy L. Johnson
Member of Congress·
Sixth District - Connecticut
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This document presents the results ofthe Farmington Wild and Scenic River Study, authorized by Public Law 99-590 (October
30, 1986) and encompassing two segments of the upper Farmington River in Massachusetts and Connecticut. The report
summarizes the extensive information assembled during the project, the numerous actions taken to protect the river, and the
comprehensive management plan that was prepared to ensure the long-term protection ofthe Connecticut Study Segment. It also
presents findings on the eligibility and suitability ofthe two study segments for National Wild and Scenic River designation, along
with the final recommendations regarding designation ofeach ofthe segments made by the Farmington River Study Committee,
a special advisory committee created by the authorizing legislation.
Tjpically, the study report is prepared prior to a final decision by Congress and the President on whether the river area in question
should be designated into the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. In these instances, the report serves as a tool to assist in the
decision-making process. In the case ofthe Farmington River Study, that normal progression did not occur. While this report was
being prepared, legislation to designate the Connecticut Study Segment was passed by Congress and, on August 26, 1994, was
signed into law by President Clinton. This document, therefore, is intended primarily to provide a thorough record ofthe study
process, both for those who will be involved in managing the river post-designation and for those on other rivers who may be
interested in the Farmington River Study as a model for their own efforts.

commumues, regional authorities, state agencies, and
private organizations - to take the actions needed to
ensure compatible management oflands along the river.

0ISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE
STUDY STRATEGY

In response to the particular circumstances of the study area
and the history of limited success in applying the Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act to rivers flowing through private lands,
a nontraditional grassroots strategy was employed for the Farmington River Study. Key elements of that strategy
include the following:
•

•

•

Bottom-up Planning Guided by a Representative
Advisory Committee: Rather than having federal representatives dominate the study team and planning process,
the Farmington River Study Committee was given the lead
role. The Study Committee served as the primary
decision-maker, and spearheaded an extensive effort to
obtain the broadest possible public involvement throughout the project. Staff from the National Park Service (NPS)
played a support role, providing technical and administrative assistance and facilitation to the Study Committee.
Federal Land Acquisition and Land Management Not an
Option: Because fears of a federal takeover had derailed
so many previous efforts to protect private land rivers
through Wild and Scenic River designation, federal land
acquisition and land management were eliminated from
consideration at the outset of the Farmington River Study.
Congressional sponsors of the project gave clear guidance
on this issue during initial legislative hearings, providing
critical reassurance to local residents that the study
would not result in an unwanted federal presence in the
Farmington Valley.
Relying on Local, Regional, State and Private Actions to
Protect the River Corridor: Instead of the traditional
dependence on federal land acquisition as a primary mechanism to protect the river corridor, the Farmington
River Study focused on encouraging those who have had
long-standing responsibility for management of the
corridor -- namely, riverfront landowners, the local

The strong protection from adverse water resource projects
available only through Wild and Scenic River designation
was used as an incentive to motivate these interests to
provide comparably strong protection co the land resources
under their jurisdiction. This incentive-based approach
contrasts sharply with the threat of potential federal land
condemnation that traditionally has been used to
motivate local communities along designated private land
rivers to provide compatible shorelands management.
•

Implementing Actions to Protect the River During the
Study: In past Wild and Scenic River studies, little effort
has been made to pursue implementation of actions to
strengthen river protection during the study period.
Instead, implementation typically has been left until after
designation, when the federal managing agency usually has
the authority to acquire land as a way of ensuring protection if the local communities are unwilling or unable to do
so themselves. The Farmington River Study reversed that
pattern by encouraging the local communities, state agencies, landowners and others co cake actions to protect the
river during the study, prior to designation.

•

Addressing Resource Allocation Controversies Through
Cooperative Scientific Analysis: In response to a
long-standing controversy about the impacts of possible
future water supply withdrawals from the river, the
Farmington River Study Committee initiated a comprehensive scientific examination of the issue. The resulting
"instream flow study" was carried out through an open,
cooperative process, and was overseen by a working group
with representatives from all of the major interests. In
order to maximize objectivity, independent consultants that
were agreed to by all members of the working group were
hired to perform the study.

• xiv
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A view of the upper Farmington River and Sllrrozmding hillsides from the Route 318 bridge in Pleasant Valley. Connectirnt.

hensive management plan was needed regardless of whether
the river was ever made part of the national system.

Long-term Management Based on a Cooperative
Partnership: As on most private land rivers, authority
over the various aspects of river management on the
Farmington River is shared among many different
entities, with no single entity playing a rruly dominant role.
This being the case, the Study Committee recognized that
effective long-term managemenr of the river could only be
achieved through a cooperative partnership involving all
of the major parties with a stake in its future - local and
state government, riverfronr landowners, regional authoriries, pnvate organizations, recreacionists, and others. The
Study Committee also acknowledged that if the river
ulti~acely was to be designated as a Wild and Scenic River,
the federal governmenr would have important responsibilities as a member of chat partnership. However, it was
agreed that the federal role could not , and should not, be
the dominant one of primary manager that had typified
most designations over the history of the Wild and Seen ic
Rivers System.
Preparing a River Management Plan During the Study:
fn sharp contrast to previous Wild and Scenic River
Studies , the Farmington River Study concentrated on the
preparation of a comprehensive management plan during
the study, pnor to a final decision on whether to pursue
Wild and Scenic River designation. The number of
interests and jurisdictions involved and the firm opposition to a major federal presence made it essential to define
up front what the roles, responsibilities, and authorities of
the various interests - including the federal government
-would be if the river was to be designated. The study
participants agreed that, without such an understanding,
it would be difficult, if not impossible, to reach consensus
on designation. The group also recognized that a com pre-

Local Control in the Final Recommendation Regarding
Designation: One of the most frequent concerns among
riverfront communities is that a Wild and Scenic River
Study will lead inevitably to designation, even if the local
people oppose that outcome. To alleviate this concern, it
was made clear from the outset of the Farmington River
Study that each of the affected towns would be asked to
make a formal decision about designation, and chat
designation would be recommended to Congress only if
the communities supported it.
These principal features of the study strategy are discussed in
greater detail in Sub-Section 1.3.1: Special Considerations
for the Farmington River Study.

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Using the nontraditional grassroots strategy described above,
che Farmington River Study Committee and the National Park
Service worked cooperatively to: (I) evaluate whether the study
segments met the requirements for inclusion in the Wild and
Scenic Rivers System; (2) develop a river management plan;
and (3) determine whether a consensus could be reached about
pursuing designation. Over the course of those efforts,
remarkable progress was made in resolving controversial river
management issues and achieving tangible conservation results.
The most significant achievements include:
1

Evaluation of Existing Protection: To determine what
additional actions, if any, might be necessary to ensure
compatible management of the river corridor, the Study
Committee and the NPS conducted a comprehensive

Summary

analysis to determine how well the study segments were
protected by preexisting measures. Three primary
protection mechanisms were evaluated: (I) the amount of
riverfront land protected through public or private
conservation ownership; (2) the strength of existing local,
state, and federal laws and regulations; and (3) physical
characteristics that limit potential development (steep
slopes, wetlands, parallel roads, etc.).
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conservation of private lands through conservation
easements and other options; (2) advocating for and
facilitating the public purchase of critical parcels; (3)
working with town governments to strengthen local
regulatory measures; and (4) participating in the
public review of development proposals that could
adversely affect the river.

>

Several organizations, including the FRWA, the
Farmington River Anglers Association (FRAA), and
the Farmington River Club (a boating group), sponsored annual river cleanups as a way to stimulate
public participation and achieve on-the-ground
improvements to the quality of the river corridor. From
1991 to 1993, the FRWA alone drew a total of almost
1000 people to these events throughout the watershed,
about 300 of whom focused their efforts in the Wild
and Scenic River Study area.

>

In cooperation with the U.S. Soil Conservation
Service and the Town of Barkhamsted, the FRAA
initiated a streambank stabilization effort that
emphasized revegetation as an alternative to structural
techniques.

The evaluation concluded that the segments were
generally well protected, in part because of the large tracts
of adjacent public conservation land (particularly along the
Connecticut Study Segment). Regulations covering
adjacent private lands were found to provide additional
strong protection, especially from water quality degradation; however, the natural integrity of the immediate
shorelands was determined to be somewhat vulnerable to
degradation from inappropriate development.
The complete report of this analysis, entitled the Draft
Evaluation of Existing Protection Oune, 1990), is published
separately as a companion to this report.
•

Local Adoption of Strong Shorelands Zoning Ordinances:
Recognizing the need to provide additional protection to
the river's immediate shorelands, all four towns abutting
the Connecticut Study Segment (Hartland, Barkhamsted,
New Hartford, and Canton) and the Town of Tolland,
Massachusetts, each drafted and adopted a local "river protection overlay district." The ordinances adopted by the
Connecticut towns prohibit new structures, new septic
systems, and sand and gravel extraction within 100 feet of
the river, and establish strict limits on vegetation removal
in that area. The Tolland bylaw prohibits new structures
and sand and gravel extraction within 200 feet of the river
or the 100-year floodplain. It also establishes a 50-foot
no-cut zone, limits vegetation cutting in the area from
50-200 feet from the river, and requires new septic
systems to be setback at least 150 feet.

•

State Land Acquisition: Both the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts and the State of Connecticut acquired
critical pieces of riverfront land during the study. The
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Management
purchased two parcels totalling 467 acres and approximately
8,600 feet of river frontage, for a combined cost of $1. l
million. The Connecticut Department of Environmental
Protection also purchased two important parcels, encompassing 123 acres and roughly 3,000 feet of river frontage,
at a cost of $325,000.

•

Private Conservation Initiatives: In addition to local and
state actions, private organizations in the Farmington
Valley initiated a number of significant efforts to help
protect the river:

>

The Farmington River Watershed Association (FRWA)
launched a diversified program to stimulate land
conservation throughout the Farmington Valley.
The program includes: (1) pursuing voluntary

•

Community Support for Wild and Scenic River
Designation: Given the commitment to local control in
the final recommendation about Wild and Scenic River
designation, each of the communities in the study area was
asked to make a formal decision on the issue. In the longstanding tradition of small-town New England, these
decisions were made by the local townspeople at official
"town meetings." All five of the Connecticut towns voted
overwhelmingly in favor of designation. The three towns
bordering the Massachusetts Study Segment also voted
to support designation initially, but later rescinded those
votes following a rancorous campaign by opponents of
designation.

•

lnstream Flow Study: As mentioned previously, the Study
Committee initiated a cooperative "instream flow study"
in an attempt to resolve the historical controversy over the
potential impacts of future water supply withdrawals on
the Connecticut portion of the river. The study was
designed to provide information on two fundamental
questions: (1) What flows are needed to maintain the
Farmington River's fisheries, recreation, and scenic values?;
and (2) Is there sufficient water in the Farmington basin
under different rainfall conditions to allow for limited
withdrawals without adversely affecting those resources?
Answers to those questions were needed to determine
whether any withdrawal could be compatible with Wild
and Scenic River designation.
The Instream Flow Study incorporated a number of
important assumptions that must be considered when
analyzing its final results. Keeping these assumptions in
mind, the study's overall conclusion was that there appears
to be sufficient water on an annual basis to provide for all
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resource needs and uses, including maintaining historical
levels of fisheries habitat and recreational opportunity in
conjunction with potential limited withdrawals for water
supply. This "win-win" scenario provided the foundation
for resolving the intense controversy over potential
withdrawals, and created an opportunity to achieve a
unanimous consensus of support for Wild and Scenic River
designation of the Connecticut Study Segment.
The final report of the lnstream Flow Study, entitled
An Instream Flow Study of the Mainstem and West Branch
of the Farmington• River (June, 1992), is published
separately as a companion to this report.
•

Completion and Adoption of the Upper Farmington River
Management Plan: The capstone of the study process was
the completion and adoption of the Upper Farmington
River Management Plan. The Plan, which focuses primarily on the Connecticut Study Segment,* was prepared by
the Study Committee with assistance from the National
Park Service. It presents a vision for the long-term protection of the river's outstanding values through compatible
management of its land and water resources, and is founded
on the following principles:

>

Resource conservation should be fully integrated
with traditional patterns of use, ownership, and
jurisdiction.

>

River management should be accomplished through
cooperation among all public and private
organizations with an interest in the river.

>

Long-term resource protection should rely on
existing programs and authorities rather than on new
layers of bureaucracy.

>

In the implementation of Wild and Scenic River
designation, the federal government should act as a
partner in river management rather than the primary
manager.

The Management Plan established strong, detailed standards for resource protection, and identified a range of
actions - many of which have already been implemented
- to achieve those standards. The Plan also established an
administrative framework to ensure its implementation,
and created the "Farmington River Coordinating
Committee" (FRCC) as a successor to the Study
Committee. The FRCC's purpose will be to stimulate
continued cooperation and coordination among the
major players in river management, and to provide a
* The Upper Farmington River Management Plan concentrated on the
Connecticut Study Segment because, at the time the Plan was prepared,
the Connecticut study towns had demonstrated strong eupport for
both river protection and for Wild and Scenic River designation.
A comparable amount of time and energy was not expended to prepare
a comprehensive management plan for the Massachusetts Study
Segment because of the lack oflocal support in the Massachusetts towns
at that time.

forum for all river interests to discuss and resolve issues.
In addition, the Plan incorporated several specific provisions designed to safeguard the interests of riverfront landowners and the adjacent communities and to make clear
that Wild and Scenic River designation will not result in
unwelcome federal control of the Farmington Valley. Those
provisions included the following:

>

There will be no federal land acquisition (through
condemnation or otherwise) in conjunction with
designation.

>

There will be no federal management of non-federal
lands. Private lands along the river will continue to be
managed by their owners in accordance with local land
use regulations.

>

The river area will not become a national park and
will not be subject to the federal regulations that
govern the national park system.

>

No new federal permits will be required as a result of
designation.

At its final meeting on April 29, 1993, the Study
Committee voted unanimously to "adopt the ~
Farmington River Management Plan as providing a balanced approach to long-term protection and use of the
Farmington River." Completion of the Plan marked the
first time in the history of the Wild and Scenic Rivers
System that a comprehensive management plan had been
prepared during the study period, prior to designation.
Together with the Instream Flow Study, the development
of the Management Plan provided the foundation for
achieving a unanimous consensus of support for Wild and
Scenic River designation.
The final version of the Upper Farmington River
Management Plan is published separately as a companion
to this report.

PRINCIPAL FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

MASSACHUSETTS STUDY SEGMENT

Eligibility
The Massachusetts Study Segment was found to be eligible
for designation based on its free-flowing condition and its
outstanding resource values. These values include recreation
(regionally exemplary white water boating opportunities) and
wildlife (regionally exemplary peregrine falcon habitat).

Classification
The segment was determined to be appropriate for
"recreational" classification due to the level of human activity/
development in the river corridor and the accessibility to the
river from adjacent roads and bridge crossings.
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The Massachusens Study Segment was found ro be nor
suitable for designation at rhis time for rhe followmg reasons:

> Wirh rhe exception ofTolland, existing regularions, programs, and orher measures do nor fully protect the natural
inregriry of rhe river's immediate shorelands;
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outstanding resource values. These values include recreation
(a regionally unique combination of recreation opporrunities),
fish (regionally exemplary habitat for trout and Atlantic
salmon), wildlife (regionally unique bald eagle habitat), and
historic resources (regionally exemplary historic and archaeological sires).

> The three communities (Otis, Sandisfield, and Tolland) rhat
directly abut the segment h<1ve nor passed rown meermg
VQ[es supporting Wild and Scenic River designation; and

> No formal management framework currently exists thar
would bring the major parries with <1n interest in rhe
Massachusetts segment together to work cooperatively for
its long-term protection and management.
The segment could become suitable if rhese madequacies are
rectified ar some point 1n the future.
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The segment was derermined to be appropriate for
"recreational" classification due to the level of human activity/
development in the river corridor and the accessibil1ry to the
nver from adjacent roads and bridge crossings.

The Connecticut Study Segment was found to be suitable for
Wild and Scenic River designation. without rhe need for anr
federal land acquisition or land management. This finding 1s
based on the following:

> Protection: The segment is well protected through ex1sr-
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At irs final meenng on April 29, 1993, rhe Farmington River
Study Committee passed by unanimous vote a morion rhar
included rhe following passage: " ... be ir resolved ... that, in the
absence of town vores suppomng designation, no action be
taken regarding a recommendation for the designarion of rhe
Massachusetts section of the nver."

ing mechanisms, particularly the River Protecrion Overlay
Districts adopted by all four adjacent commun1ties and
the high percentage of adjacent public conservanon lands;

> Support: There is broad-based support for designation
among rhe many parries involved in river use and
management;

> Management: The Upper Farmington River Management
( n,
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The Connecticut Study Segment was found ro be eligible for
designation based on its free-flowing condmon and its

Plan provides a comprehensive framework for the longterm protection and management of the segment; and

> Effects: Designation will provide a variery of important
benefits, will entail very modest costs relative to those
benefits, and will nor have significant negative effects.

Among its many values, the Farmington River offers opportunities far solitude, relaxation, and recreation away from the pressures of modem life.
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In addition to the overall suitability finding, the study
produced three ocher important findings related to protection
and management of the Connecticut Study Segment:
(1) The zoning ordinances -

particularly the River
Protection Overlay Districts - adopted by the four riverfront towns provide unusually strong and consistent protection for the river and its shorelands. Those ordinances,
therefore, satisfy the standards and requirements of
Section 6(c) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, which
precludes the potential for land condemnation by the
federal government in situations where the communities
involved have adequate zoning in place to protect the river.

This is the first time in the history of the Wild and Scenic
Rivers System chat the requirements of Section 6(c) have
been met through local zoning ordinances adopted prior
to designation.
(2) The Upper Farmington River Management Plan satisfies
Section 3(d) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, which
requires the preparation of a comprehensive management
plan.
This is the first time in the history of the Wild and Scenic
Rivers System chat the Section 3(d) requirement has been
met with a management plan prepared during the study
period, prior to designation.
(3) Because the Connecticut Study Segment was found
eligible for Wild and Scenic River designation based on
the existing flow regime downstream of the Colebrook
and Goodwin Dams and Hydroelectric Projects, the
continued operation of those facilities is compatible with
the protection of the river and with designation.
Farmington River Study Committee Recommendation
on Designation

Ac its final meeting on April 29, 1993, the Farmington River
Study Committee passed by unanimous vote a motion chat
included the following passage:
Be it resolved chat: The Farmington River Study
Committee recommend to the United States Congress that
the Farmington River, from immediately below the
Goodwin Dam and Hydroelectric Project in Hartland,
Connecticut co the downstream end of the New Hartford/
Canton, Connecticut town line, be designated into the
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System in accordance with
the spirit and provisions of the Upper Farmington River
Management Plan.

Lieberman of Connecticut introduced legislation in their
respective chambers of Congress to designate the river. After
hearings before the relevant subcommittees, an amended
version of the bill was passed by both the House of Representatives and the Senate. On August 26, 1994, President Clinton
signed Public Law 103-313, designating the upper Farmington River in Connecticut into the National Wild and Scenic
Rivers System. The legislation cements the grassroots
principles upon which the study and the Management Plan
were founded, and ensures that the interests of the many
parties that share a stake in the future of the river will be fully
integrated in the implementation of designation.

ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

Chapter I provides background on the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and the Farmington River Study.
Chapter 2 contains a description of the character and resources
of the Farmington River study segments and the surrounding
area.
Chapter 3 presents the methodology and findings of the eligibility and classification analyses, two of the formal requirements of the study process.
Chapter 4 summarizes the many laws, regulations, programs,
agreements, and physical characteristics that currencly affect
the management and protection of the two study segments.
Chapter 5 describes two important water resources studies that
were conducted: a review of the future water supply needs of
the greater Hartford, Connecticut area; and the comprehensive "instream flow study" of the study segments.
Chapter 6 discusses the extent of support demonstrated during the project for Wild and Scenic River designation of each
of the study segments.
Chapter 7 provides a summary of the Upper Farmington River
Management Plan, the comprehensive river management plan
for the Connecticut Study Segment that was prepared in the
latter stages of the study.
Chapter 8 presents the methodology and findings of the suitability analysis, the other formal requirement of the study process.
Chapter 9 recaps the study's major findings, presents the final
recommendations of the Farmington River Study Committee, and provides general recommendations regarding future
management of the river.

DESIGNATION OF THE CONNECTICUT SEGMENT

The "Postscript" summarizes the legislative process that culminated with the designation of the Connecticut Study Segment into the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System.

Following completion of the Upper Farmington River
Management Plan and the Study Committee's vote recommending designation of the Connecticut Study Segment,
Congresswoman Nancy Johnson and Senator Joseph

The report ends with a list of references, acknowledgments,
and appendices, which present background information
related to various aspects of the project.

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Drawings and writings abou[ the Farmington River shown on [he chap[er d ividers rhroughoU[
rhis reporr are courtesy of the 1990-91 fifth grade class ohhe Barkhamsted Elementary School.
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This chapter provides an introduction to the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and the Farmington River Study. It includes a review of
the project's history, the study strategy andprocess, the principal participants, the major issues identified at the project's outset, and
the broad goals that were developed to guide the effort.

I.I BACKGROUND ON THE WILD AND SCENIC

RIVERS AcT
I.I.I HISTORY AND POLICY

Enacted in 1968, the National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
(P.L. 90-542, as amended) was created to balance long-standing federal policies promoting construction of dams, levees,
and other river development projects with one that would permanently preserve selected rivers, or river segments, in their
free-flowing condition. Section 1(b) of the Act states:
It is hereby declared to be the policy of the United States
that certain selected rivers of the Nation which, with their
immediate environments, possess outstandingly remarkable scenic, recreational, geologic, fish and wildlife, historic, cultural, or other similar values, shall be preserved in
free-flowing condition, and that they and their immediate
environments shall be protected for the benefit and enjoyment of present and future generations.
The original Act designated eight rivers into the National Wild
and Scenic Rivers System, and specified two processes by which
other rivers could be added to the system. The more frequently
used of these involves a legislative designation through an Act
of Congress, often following a formal study process that is
also authorized by Congress. The second approach involves
an administrative designation by the Secretary of the Interior,
following a formal application for designation from the governor of the state through which the river flows and provided
that the state has already included the river in its own protected rivers system. The study and designation process used
for the Farmington River is an example of the former - that
is, the legislative or "congressional" route.

As of December, 1994, one hundred fifty rivers or river segments totalling 10,734 miles had been included in the national system. Of the designated segments, only three in addition to the Farmington are located in New England: the
Allagash in Maine; the Wildcat in New Hampshire; and the
Westfield in Massachusetts.
Each river designated into the national system receives permanent protection from federally licensed or assisted dams,
diversions, channelizations and other water projects that would
have a direct and adverse effect on its free-flowing condition
and special resources. 1 The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
explicitly prohibits any new dam or other project licensed by
1
The term "federally assisted" includes projects requiring any type
of license, permit, grant, loan, or other assistance from the federal
government.

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) on or
directly a'.ffecting a designated river segment, and requires that
all other proposed federally assisted water projects in the area
be evaluated for their potential impacts on the river's special
features. Any project that would result in adverse effects to
the designated segment is precluded under the Act.
This same protection is provided on a temporary basis for rivers that are under formal, legislatively authorized study for
potential addition to the national system. The interim protection remains in place from the date of study authorization
until Congress makes a decision on whether or not to designate the river into the national system, or until three years
after a final study report is transmitted to Congress by the
President, whichever comes first.
J.I.2 REQUIREMENTS FOR DESIGNATION

For a river to be designated into the National Wild and Scenic
Rivers System, it must be found both "eligible" and "suitable."
To be eligible, the river must be free-flowing and possess at
least one "outstandingly remarkable" 2 resource value, such as
high quality scenic values, recreational opportunities, geologic
features, fisheries and wildlife, historic sites or cultural resources. Rivers that are found eligible then are given a proposed classification as either "wild," "scenic," or "recreational,"
depending on the amount of development and human presence along the river.
Determining whether a river is suitable for designation is more
complicated than the relatively straightforward resource assessment required to evaluate eligibility. Essentially, suitability is an evaluation of first, whether an eligible river would be
an appropriate addition to the national system, and second,
whether Wild and Scenic designation is an appropriate element oflong-term management for the river. In other words,
does Wild and Scenic designation make sense for the river in
question? For rivers flowing through predominantly private
lands and for which federal land acquisition and land management are not envisioned as part of the long-term management scenario, there are several distinct issues that must be
addressed in the suitability analysis. These include:
•

2

Protection: Are there adequate mechanisms in place to
provide lasting protection for the river's outstanding values without the need for federal land acquisition and management (if those existing mechanisms are complemented
by the instream protection provided by Wild and Scenic
River designation)? These protective mechanisms may in-

Rather than repeat this legal phrase throughout the text, we will
simply use the term "outstanding."
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dude local, state, and federal laws and regulations; land
owned by individuals, governmental bodies or private organizations that is legally dedicated for conservation purposes; and either natural limitations (e.g., adjacent wetlands or steep slopes) or man-made features (e.g., roads
and railroad corridors) that create physical barriers to
shoreland development.
•

Support: Is there demonstrated support for river protection and for Wild and Scenic designation, as well as a commitment to participate in long-term management, among
the major river interests (e.g., adjacent communities, state
government, elected officials, conservation organizations,
regional authorities, and river users)?

•

Management: Is there an existing or proposed management framework that will bring those key river interests
together to work toward the ongoing protection of the river?

•

Effects: What would the effects of designation be? Or,
more specifically: What uses of the associated land and
water base could be enhanced, foreclosed, or curtailed with
designation? What would the costs of designation be, particularly to the local, state, and federal governments? Would
designation provide clearly definable public benefits? Is
the protection afforded by designation needed, or are there
other ways to protect the river that might be more appropriate? Would designation have any significant negative
effects?

The requirements and criteria for eligibility and suitability are
described in greater detail in Chapter 3: Eligibility and
Classification, and Chapter 8: Suitability.
r.r.3

UsING THE AcT To PROTECT RrvERs ON PRIVATE LANDS

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act was initially envisioned primarily as a tool to protect outstanding rivers on public lands
in the western United States. Prior to its enactment, however,
there was a recognition in Congress that the system should be
broad and flexible enough to include rivers flowing through
private lands, as do most streams in the East and certain other
parts of the country. Thus, when the Act was passed in 1968,
it included provisions designed to accommodate so-called "private land rivers."
Yet in the twenty-six years since its establishment, the Wild
and Scenic Rivers System has had only limited success in
protecting private land rivers. Of the one hundred fifty rivers
designated into the national system, fewer than twenty are
bordered predominantly by private lands. Many other
outstanding private land rivers have been studied and found
eligible for federal protection, but have not been designated.
Still others have not even reached the study stage. There are a
number of factors that have contributed to this poor track
record, but the overriding one is the recurrent concern of
landowners and local residents that designation may result
in heavy-handed federal control or an actual takeover of the
river corridor.

Despite that troubled history, encouraging progress has been
made in recent years in the Northeast. Beginning with the
study and designation of New Hampshire's Wildcat River in
1988, a nontraditional grassroots approach to the study process began to emerge that responded to the often-encountered
local concerns. This strategy continued to evolve in the studies of New Jersey's Great Egg Harbor and Maurice Rivers, which
were designated in 1992 and 1993, respectively.
The Farmington River Study represents the next step in the
evolution of this new, nontraditional approach to the study
and designation process. As in the successful precedents mentioned above, the strategy used on the Farmington was based
on the recognition that private land rivers involve different
challenges than public land rivers, and therefore require a fundamentally different approach. The specific features that distinguish the Farmington strategy are described in detail in
Section 1.3: Study Strategy and Process.
1.2 BACKGROUND ON THE FARMINGTON RIVER
STUDY

I.2.I STUDY AUTHORIZATION

Local interest in a Wild and Scenic River Study of the
Farmington River began in the early 1980's, when the Hartford Metropolitan District Commission, or MDC, (the utility that supplies water to about 400,000 people in the greater
Hartford area) proposed a diversion from existing reservoirs
on the river's West Branch to augment their supply. Local
residents and town officials in the river valley and the Farmington River Watershed Association (FRWA) expressed concern that the proposed withdrawal would impact the river's
special resources, particularly its fisheries, canoeing, kayaking,
and scenic values. The diversion proposal was rejected in a
1981 referendum of the MDC's member towns, but anxiety
about the project lingered in the Farmington Valley. At the
same time, many residents of the area were becoming alarmed
by the increasing rate of development along the river's banks
and the potential threat that continued shoreline development
could pose to the natural integrity of the river area.

In an attempt to address these concerns, the FRWA.and towns
along the river requested assistance from the National Park
Service (NPS) in 1982 to evaluate the significance of the river's
resources and recommend strategies for conserving and managing the river. The FRWA, the NPS, and the Connecticut
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) subsequently
collaborated on a yearlong reconnaissance study of the river.
That effort, summarized in the Farmington River Study Final
Report (1984), concluded that (1) the Farmington River possessed a variety of significant resources, and (2) both local residents and government officials were concerned about conserving the quality of the river for the future. The report's principal recommendation was to develop a management plan that
would "establish a regional cooperative partnership between
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to work with rhe National Park Service
in conducting the study. The Study
Committee consisted of seventeen
members, including representatives of rhe
eight towns bordering the rwo study segments,4 rhe Farmingron River Warershed
Association, the Hanford Metropolitan
District Commission, the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, rhe State of Connecticut,
and the Secretary of the Inrerior.
Early on, the Study Committee decided
to channel the bulk of its work into three
subcommittees:

Despite its proximity to major population centers of the Northeast, the Farmington River corridor
retaim a largely undweloped, natural characta

(2) The Water Resources Subcommittee,
which focused on water qualiry and quantity issues, and
the development of management recommendations
concerning chose issues.

all levels of government and privare groups and mdividuals to
develop explicir and integrared policies for rhe furure use and
management of the Farmington River corridor."

As a result of chat study and growing interest madding federal
protection to local and srate efforts to protect the river,
Connecticut Congresswoman Nancy Johnson introduced
legislarion in 1984 ro have the West Branch of che Farmington studied for potential inclusion in the National Wild and
Scenic Rivers System. The legislation was intended nor only
ro initiate an evaluation of whether the river would qualify for
national designation, bur also to stimulate a cooperative
planning process among all river interests to conserve the river's
critical resources .
On October 30, 1986, the Farmington Wild and Scenic River
Study Act (P.L. 99-590) was signed into law, authorizing the
study of rwo segments of the upper Farmington River: an 11mile srrerch of rhe West Branch in Massachusetts, extending
from Hayden Pond in Oris downstream to the confluence with
Thorp Brook in Sandisfield; 3 and a 14-mile stretch of the West
Branch and mainsrem in Connecticut, extending from rhe base
of the Goodwin Dam m Harrland downstream to the sourhern extent of the New Hartford/Canton town line. (See Map
1-1.) The aurhorizing legislation is included in Appendix A.
12 2
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(3) The River Conservation Planning and Public Involvement
Subcommittee, which concenrrated on evaluating issues
and developing recommendations related to the management of river corridor lands and river recreation . Because
public involvement was recognized as being crucial to the
success of che study, this subcommittee also developed and
implemented scrategies to involve the public in all phases
of the process.
The Study Committee also established working groups to address certain technical issues. These groups, which generally
consisted of staff members from several of the principal organizations involved in the project, provided analysis and recommendations for the consideration of the appropriate subcommittees and/or the full Committee.
The whole Study Commmee met regularly (on average five
times per year) from its first meeting in November, 1988 until
May, 1992, with a final meeting in April, 1993. Subcommittee meetings were held as needed, with most meenngs taking
place during the first rwo years and the final year of the
Committee's efforts.

Co\1"11TTEE.

In authorizing the study, Congress recognized that a wide range
of interests shared a stake in the future of the Farmingron and
needed to be direcdy involved in the project. As a result, Congress created a special advisory committee, the Farmington
River Study Committee, to represent those vaned interests and
3

(1) The River Eligibility Subcommittee,
which assisted che National Park Service in
reviewing draft eligibility and classificarion
findings and in determining whether each
study segment was eligible for Wild and
Scenic River designation.

Subsequent analysis revealed chat che Massachuseccs segment is
actually closer co 14 miles long.

4

The Study Committee included represencarives from the Massachusetts cowns of Becket, Otis, Sandisfield, and Tolland, and rhe Connecticur cowns of Colebrook, Hartland, Barkhamsted, and New Hanford.
The Town of Canton, which abuts rhe lower end of the Connecticur
segment, was not officially included in the Study Commmee in the
authorizing legislation. However, on Can con's request, the Study Commirtee voted unanimously co add an unofficial represenrarive of rhe town
to irs membership. The Town was an active and 1mporcanr parricipanr
throughout the study.
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MAP I-I: THE FARMING JON WILD AND SCENIC RIVER STUDY AREA
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The Study Committee and its working groups proved to be
the crucial element in the study process. The Committee
members, most of whom were volunteers, applied themselves
to the project with dedication, energy and creativity for nearly
six years. During that time, they were able to overcome
antagonisms resulting from earlier controversies and work
together - with each representing his or her own perspective
and interest - to pursue improved protection for the river
and mutually beneficial solutions to existing management
issues. Without the Study Committee, the many accomplishments achieved during the study would not have occurred.
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• Strong Emphasis on Public Involvement: Because of the
broad range of individuals, organizations, and governmental
bodies that share a stake in furure of the Farmington River,
an extensive public involvement program was developed
as the cornerstone to the study process. In addition to
being represented on the Farmington River Study Committee, the public was encouraged to parricipate in every
aspect of the study through a variety of techniques:

*

All meetings of the Farmington River Study Committee and its subcommittees were publicly advertised and
open to public participation. These meetings were held
at a variety of locations throughout the srudy area.
Meeting notices and minutes of all Study Committee
meetings were mailed to more than 500 individuals
and groups.
Town representatives on the Study Committee met
frequently with elected and appoinred officials from
their communities to keep them informed about rhe
project and seek their input.

The Farmington River Study Committee -shown here at one ofits many
public meetings - was the focal point of the smdy process.

The National Park Service was assigned by Congress to be the
federal agency responsible for coordinating che Farmington
River Study and preparing a final report. As a federal agency
with no specific ties to the Farmington River, the Park Service
was expected to perform two principal functions: first, to conduct an objective analysis of the river's eligibility and suitability for Wild and Scenic River designation; and second, to act
as a catalyse in bringing together the major river interests to
plan for the river's furure. In doing chis, the NPS relied on che
Farmington River Study Commirree for overall guidance and
leadership. Thus, the Park Service's primary role was to provide teclmical assistance, staff support, and facilitation to the
Study Committee and the interests represented on it.

1.3

S'niov STRATEGY

Several of the local representatives submitted written
updates on the project to community newsletters.

*

Study Committee members and project staff communicated frequently with reporters from the local and
regional media in order to ensure accurate and ongoing coverage of the srudy.
Two informational newslerrers were published and distributed widely to interested parries.

*

A series of four issue-identification workshops and a
water management workshop were held to solicit
direct public input early in rhe planning process.

*

A three-part question-and-answer handout and a landowner and resident questionnaire were mailed to all
11,000 residents of the nine towns in the study area.

*

A letter explaining the effects ofWild and Scenic River
designation was sent to all voters in the three towns
that directly abut the Massachusetts Srudy Segment.

*

A major public forum, attended by more than 200
people, was held near the end of the study to present
the proposed river management plan and receive comments from the public on it.

*

Many other mailings, meetings, presentations and
events were iniriared to keep the public informed and
actively involved throughout the study.
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Because of both the unique circumstances of the Farmington
River Valley and the troubled history of the Wild and Scenic
Rivers System on private land rivers, the study process was
tailored to incorporate a number of special considerations. The
most significant of these are described below.

No Consideration of Federal Land Acquisition or Land
Management: In her testimony supporting the original
study legislation for the Farmington River, Connecticut
Congresswoman Nancy Johnson stated that "the traditional
approach to river conservation, in which government
acquisition and management of land are primary techniques, is not appropriate on rhe West Branch. Federal
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land acquisition is not envisioned as a part of the wild and
scenic program in this case. The river management plan
should rely on existing local land use controls, state authorities, and voluntary private sector and landowner actions."5 Former Connecticut Senator Lowell Weicker, Jr.,
who sponsored the study legislation in the U.S. Senate,
provided similar direction in his testimony.

mechanism to protect the river corridor, the Farmington
River Study focused on encouraging those who have had
long-standing responsibility for management of the
corridor-namely, riverfront landowners, the local
communities, regional authorities, state agencies, and
private organizations-to take the actions needed to
ensure compatible management of lands along the river.

The statements of Congresswoman Johnson and Senator
Weickcr directly reflected both the predominance of private land ownership and the strong traditions of home rule
and local control over land use that exist in the Farmington Valley towns, as well as elsewhere in New England.
There is virtually no existing federal land abutting the
Farmington River Study Segments, 6 and local residents expressed strong opposition to any new federal land acquisition or control over the Farmington Valley that might result from the Wild and Scenic River Study and potential
designation.

The strong protection from adverse water resource projects
available only through Wild and Scenic River designation
was used as incentive to motivate these interests to provide
comparably strong protection to the land resources under
their jurisdiction. This incentive-based approach contrasts
sharply with the threat of potential federal land condemnation that traditionally has been used to motivate local
communities along designated private land rivers to
provide compatible shorclands management.

In response to those local concerns and the strong guidance from Congresswoman Johnson and Senator Weicker,
federal land acquisition and management were not considered as possible conservation techniques for the Farmington. Instead, the study focused on using private, local
and state actions to ensure the compatible management of
river corridor lands.
The same local concerns have created considerable controversy on a number of other northeastern "private land
rivers" that have been considered for Wild and Scenic designation in the past twenty years. Several rivers (for instance, the Housatonic and Shepaug in Connecticut, the
Penobscot in Maine, and Fish Creek in New York) were
found to be eligible for federal protection, but none were
designated because of a lack oflocal political support stemming from the fear of federal land condemnation and loss
of local control. On other private land rivers that did receive designation from Congress - most notably the
Upper Delaware in New York and Pennsylvania - local
concerns about the potential for federal land acquisition
and top-down management after designation resulted in
protracted and contentious efforts to prepare a management plan that all parties ultimately could accept.
The approach used in the Farmington River Study eliminating any consideration of federal land acquisition
and management from the process - evolved specifically
in response to that problematic history.
•

Reliance on Local, Regional, State and Private Actions to
Protect the River Corridor: Instead of the traditional
dependence on federal land acquisition as a primary

5 Testimony of Congresswoman Nancy L. Johnson before the U.S. House
of Representatives' Subcommittee on National Parks and
Recreation, October 4, 1985.
6

The only exception is a small strip of Army Corps of Engineers land
above Colebrook Reservoir in Massachusetts.

The reliance on non-federal actions and local stewardship
to provide the necessary protection for the river corridor
was a central element of the project's "bottom-up"
philosophy.
•

Implementation of River Conservation Actions Oming
the Study: In the past Wild and Scenic River studies, little
effort has been made to pursue implementation of actions
to strengthen river protection during the study period.
Instead, implementation typically has been left until after
designation, when the federal managing agency usually has
the authority to acquire land as a way of ensuring protection if the local communities are unwilling or unable to do
so themselves. This has often resulted in a threatening,
adversarial relationship between the managing agency and
the local communities.
The Farmington River Study reversed that pattern by encouraging the riverfront communities, state agencies, riparian landowners, and private groups to take actions to
strengthen protection for the river during the study
period. The specific actions ultimately pursued were
selected after a thorough evaluation of the adequacy of
existing protection measures and a review of alternative
protection methods that had been used successfully on other
rivers.
This approach was designed to achieve three principal
objectives:
(1) it would improve protection for the river, regardless of

the ultimate decision on Wild and Scenic River
designation;
(2) the additional protection would be an important

component in making the river suitable for Wild and
Scenic designation, thereby keeping the option to pursue designation available to the riverfront communities and other study participants; and
(3) achieving the necessary protection during the study
would give the communities a full understanding of
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the commitments they would be
expected to maintain before making a decision on designation.
A description of the specific conservation actions that were implemented over
the course of the study is provided in
Chapter 4: Resource Management and
Protection.
Special Water Resources Studies:
Because of the long-standing concerns
about possible future water supply withdrawals from existing reservoirs on the
Farmington's West Branch in Connecticut, two special assessments of water
needs were initiated:
(1) Information was gathered and
analyzed regarding the future
water supply needs of the greater Jn order to address long-standing questions about the effects of potential water withdrawals, the
Hartford area and the likelihood of Study Committee initiated a detailed analym ofthe river flows needed to maintain the Farmington's
fisherus, recreatwn, and scenic resources.
withdrawals from the West Branch
ever being needed to augment existing sources of
major parties with a stake in its future - local and state
government, riverfront landowners, the FRWA, the MDC,
supply. This evaluation, which was requested by
Congress in the House of Representatives' Commitrecreationists, and other river interests.
tee Report that accompanied the study legislation,
The Study Committee also acknowledged that if the river
focused on the Hartford Metropolitan District
ultimately was to be designated as a Wild and Scenic River,
Commission's long-range water supply planning
the federal government would have important responsidocuments.
bilities as a member of that partnership (for instance, in
implementing the protections against adverse water re(2) A comprehensive "instream flow study" was conducted
to provide information on two fundamental questions:
sources projects provided by the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act, and providing technical and financial assistance).
First, what river flows are needed to maintain the
However, it was agreed that the federal role could not, and
Farmington's fisheries, recreation, and scenic
should not, be the dominant one of primary manager chat
resources?; and
had typified most designations over the 25-year history of
Second, is there sufficient water in the West
the Wild and Scenic Rivers System.
Branch under different rainfall conditions to
Preparation of a River Management Plan During the
allow for withdrawals without adversely affecting
Study: The central focus of the Farmington River Study
those resources?
was to develop a river management plan that would idenThe study participants recognized that answers to those
tify a long-term strategy for protecting the river's critical
two questions were critical both for long-term
resources and clearly define the roles, responsibilities, and
management of the river and, more immediately, to
authorities of the various river interests. Traditionally, a
determine whether any furure withdrawal could
river management plan is prepared after Wild and Scenic
theoretically be compatible with Wild and Scenic River
River designation is granted. For the Farmington, howdesignation.
ever, study participants concluded chat it would be impossible to make a final decision on designation without knowThese elements of the study are described in greater detail
ing beforehand how the river would be managed followin Chapter 5: Water Resources Studies.
ing designation. Furthermore, the participants agreed chat
Long-term Management Based on a Cooperative Parta management plan was needed regardless of whether the
nership: As on most private land rivers, authoriry over the
river was ever designated.
various aspects of river management on the Farmington
The Farmington River Study represents the first time in
River is shared among many different entities, with no
the history of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System
single entiry playing a truly dominant role. This being the
that a comprehensive management plan has been prepared
case, the Study Committee recognized chat effective longprior to designation of the river in question. A summary
term management of the river could only be achieved
of the Farmington's final plan, which is entitled The
through a cooperative partnership involving all of the
Upper Farmington River Management Plan, is provided
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Conducted an instream flow study to determine the flows
necessary to sustain the river's fisheries, recreation, and scenic values, and to evaluate whether sufficient water exists
to maintain those values while allowing for specified levels
of withdrawal for water supply;

in Chapcer 7. The full Management Plan is published
separately as a companion to this report.
Local Control in the Final Study Outcome: For a river
such as the Farmington that is surrounded predominantly
by private lands and where protection and compatible
management of those private river corridor lands are to be
achieved through the actions of landowners and local government rather than through federal acquisition and management, strong local support for Wild and Scenic River
designation is essential. As a result, each of the rowns in
the study area was asked to make a formal decision through
a town meeting vote ro determine whether the community supported Wild and Scenic designation. The National
Park Service and the Farmington River Study Committee
reiterated thr~mghout the study that they would recommend designation for each of the study segments only if
there was a clear indication of local support through those
town meeting votes.
The results of town rneetmg votes that were held in each
of the srudy area communities are presented in Chapter 6:
Support for River Protection and Designation. The
outcomes are reflected directly in the suitability findings
for each of the study segments (see Chapter 8: Suitability), and in the Farmington River Srudy Committee's
final recommendations on designation (see Chapter 9:
Conclusion).
l \ , , Ar, , ,.,.

Developed a comprehensive river management plan to provide for the long-term protection and balanced management of the Connecticut Srudy Segment; and

*

Prepared chis study report, which summarizes the results
of all of these tasks and presents findings on the
Farmington's eligibility and suitability for Wild and
Scenic River designation.

Each of rhe steps listed above included appropriate public
outreach activities to encourage the broadest possible participation by interested individuals and organizations.
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The firsr major tasks of rhe Srudy Cornminee were ro idemify
the key issues associated with the Farmington River, and then
to develop goals for the study process and rhe conservation
and management of the river that would address those issues.
These issues and goals provided the context for conducting all
subsequent study components.
I
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Over the course of the project, the Srudy Committee and the
National Park Service accomplished the followmg tasks:

* Idenrified key issues and threats facing the river;
*

*

Established goals for the study process and the river
management plan;

In the spring of 1989, the Srudy Committee and the National
Park Service sponsored four workshops throughout the study
area to identify key issues related to the river and the srudy.
Nearly 200 people attended the workshops and identified over
145 issues. The issues identified most frequently are summarized below.

* Assessed river resources ro determine eligibility for Wild
and Scenic River designation;
*

Evaluated existing protection for the river;
Reviewed alternative methods for protecting the river
through private, local and state acrions;
Assessed water supply needs of the greater Hartford area;

* Assessed resident and landowner arrirudes about the river
and possible methods to protect it;
*

*

Requested each town in the study area to provide evidence
of local attimdes regarding Wild and Scenic River
designation through formal town meeting votes;
Encouraged the riverfront towns, along with landowners,
private organizations and the states, to implement specific
actions to provide stronger protection for the river;

* Assisted in the initiation of a private-land protection
program designed to facilitate the voluntary donation of
conservation easements along the river;

Committee members solicit public input at one offour workshops held to
ident(f; key is.rues affecting the river.
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One ofthe most frequently identified ism es zvas the need far addittonal rrumagement ofincrerISing recreational use on the nver.

•

River Corridor Management: The predominant issue from
rhe workshops was concern abour impacts of the study and
potemial Wild and Scenic River designation on private
landowners. Questions focused on the perceived threat of
land acquisition; restrictions on land use; effects on property values, taxes, and sales; and concerns about public access and trespass. Many people wondered who would have
long-term managemenr authority and responsibiliry for
implemenring the river managemenr plan, and emphasized
the need to maintain local autonomy in managing land
use and growth. Several people noted the critical role of
ad1acenr landowners in protecting the river, and suggested
using incentives to encourage landowners ro protect open
space through private conservacton measures.

Participants also questioned whether existing regulations
and enforcement were providing adequate protection co
the river. They folt that inconsistent regulations between
I •
neighboring rowns and a lack of cooperation at all levels of I
government were magnifying th ts problem. They also suggested that local communities might not have the information, planning experience, and fund mg necessary co cope
with rhe development pressures char were evolving along
the river.
Water Quality and Quantity: Attendees identified a wide
range of concerns about water quality. including sand and
salt runoff from Route 8 in Massachusetts, non-point source
pollution from adjacent developments and agricultural
lands, pollution of groundwater along the river, and

sewage impacts on the mainstem and tributaries .
Concern also was expressed about the possibility of a
hazardous waste spill on Route 8 in Massachusetts.
Questions were raised about existing and future water
quality moniroring, and whether designation would limit
future licensing of sewage treatment plants, thereby resrricting development.
Possible diversions from the river and the need to maintain adequate flows for fisheries, recreation, scenic qualities, and adjacent aquifer recharge were a predominant concern throughout the four workshops. Several people felt
that guaranteed flows should be provided for downstream
users in both srates. In addition, many Massachusetts residents did not want future dams and hydroelectric development that would affect flows in the West Branch or its
tributaries.
Recreation: Participants described problems associated
with current recreational use of the river, including rraffic,
parking, litter, trespassing, vandalism, noise, overcrowding, and conflicts between recreationists (e.g., berween
boaters and fishermen, fishermen and tubers, etc.). A general need was expressed for both proper recreational access
points and better management of the rising numbers of
people using the river. Many feared that increased recreational use could intensify the existing problems, further
degrade rhe river and its related resources, and burden rown
and stare support services. Some questioned whether
designation would generate increased river recreation.
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Land Use: Many workshop attendees expressed concern
about incremental development and unsightly land use
practices degrading the natural character of the river. Parking along Route 8 in Massachusetts and sand and gravel
operations in both states were identified as specific problems. Several people favored increased restrictions on timber harvesting, but others felt a need for fewer regulations.
Some were curious about the effect the study and potential designation would have on lands adjacent to tributaries, and whether designation would limit the towns'
ability to grow.
Resource Protection: Fish and wildlife were highlighted
as critical resources needing protection, and many questioned the impact future development along the mainstem
and tributaries would have on these resources. A particularly strong desire was expressed to protect the river's outstanding trout and salmon values. Many supported "catch
and release" areas as an effective fisheries management tool.
Several people identified a need for further protection of
wetlands, while others emphasized the preservation of historic structures and the scenic character of the river corridor. There was also recognition that protecting the river's
natural resources is essential for the economic health of
the Farmington Valley.
Public Awareness and Education about the Study: Much
of the discussion at the workshops centered on general questions about the study, including: the process; the restrictions of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act; relationships
among the Study Committee, the towns, the states, and
the federal government; the boundaries of the study area
and management boundaries associated with designation;
and the types of local actions necessary to protect the river
and make it suitable for designation. There was general
agreement that the Study Committee and the National Park
Service needed to increase awareness and education about
the study through outreach to landowners, local groups
and schools, and through increased publicity of Committee meetings and activities. Participants stressed that the
issues identified by the public at the workshops needed to
be followed up on in the ensuing phases of the study.

1+2 GOALS

Based on the issues identified at the public workshops, the
Farmington River Study Committee adopted the following
set of goals for the study process and for the conservation and
management of the two study segments:
Overall Priorities:

> Increase public awareness of the study process, and encourage broad participation in the development of the
Farmington River Management Plan.

> Determine the quantity and quality of water needed in the
Farmington River to preserve its recreation, fisheries and
scenic qualities.

Study Goals:
Develop a River Management Plan that will do the following:
(1) Conserve and enhance important land-based natural and

cultural resources, including wildlife habitat, forests, diverse landscapes, and the scenic and historic character of
the Farmington Valley;
(2) Encourage effective management of river-related growth
that will protect the river's special qualities, and that will
emphasize existing local control and the rights of private
property owners;
(3) Manage river recreation to minimize resource degradation
and impacts on private and public landowners, while providing for appropriate recreational use and public access;
(4) Balance the legitimate demands on the river for water supply, waste assimilation, energy production, and commercial and industrial uses, while maintaining stream flow and
water quality necessary to sustain fisheries, recreation and
scenic qualities at levels sufficient for potential Wild and
Scenic designation.

.

These goals provided the philosophical foundation for the
Study Committee's efforts throughout the remainder of the
.
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CHAPTER 2: DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA
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This chapter provides an overview of the character and resources of the Farmington River study segments and the surrounding
area. The purpose ofthe chapter is to familianze the reader with the existing condition ofthe river and its adjacent lands through
descriptions offirst, the general regional setting (including geography, history, demographics, land ownership, and land use), and
second, the river's natural, cultural and recreational resources. Additional information on these subjects can be found in two
companion documents to this report - the Draft Eligibility and Classification Report (August, 1989), and the Draft Evaluation
a/Existing Protection Uune, 1990)

2.I REGIONAL SETTING

2..1.l

GEOGRAPHY

The Farmington River is locared in the rolling, forested hills of southwestern New
England, on the periphery of the major
metropolitan region stretching from Boston, Massachusetts to Washington, D.C.
The study segments are within an hour's
drive of Hartford, Connecticut and Springfield, Massachusetts, and within two hours
of Boston, Albany and New York City. (See
Map 1-1.) Despite this proximity to
urban areas, the river flows through a remarkably undeveloped and forested valley,
interspersed with small New England
communities.
The study segments flow through a number of small communities typical of rural New England,

The river originates in the Berk.shire Hills including the town ofNew Hartford, Connecticut, shown here.
in southwestern Massachusetts and flows
2. I 2 H !STO RY
south into northwestern Connecticut. Meeting an ancient
traprock ridge in the town of Farmingron, the river abruptly
The Farmington River is the focal point for the long history
turns north and runs along the base ofTakou Mountain until
of human settlement within rhe river corridor. While current
it finds an ourlet through Tariffville Gorge, where it turns to
residents of the riverfront towns may be less immediately
the east and flows into rhe Connecticut River in the Town of
dependent
upon the river for water, power, food, or other
Windsor. The river is 81 miles long overall and drains an area
resources
than
their predecessors, the communities retain the
of some 600 square miles. The Wild and Scenic River Srudy
of
their
historic ties to rhe river.
influence
Segments include a rota! of approximately 28 river miles in
rhe upper part of rhe basin, not including the area impounded
Indications of rhe Valley's early native inhabitants are much
in the Colebrook and Goodwin Reservoirs. (See Map 1-1
less visible than chose of later European settlers, bur extensive
and Subsection 2.2.3: Hydrology for further description.)
archaeological remains have been documented along the
Springing from high country wetlands and ponds, rhe river
flows past small Massachusetts villages, vestiges oflarger towns
that were originally located here to take advantage of rhe river's
energy for powering mills. These towns are scattered in the
few level and cleared areas wirhin the otherwise heavily wooded,
narrow and steep-sided river valley. This pattern continues
inro Connecticut, although each village downstream becomes
successively larger, and development near the river increases.
From New Hartford downstream, the larger towns support
some commercial and industrial uses near the river, but the
valley retains a primarily rural character, with farms,
woodlands and scattered development seen in the broadening
floodplain.

Connecticut Study Segment in Peoples State Forest. Evidence
indicates chat rhe river valley harbored several permanent settlements as well as a major east-west travel route. Native tribes
relinquished most of their property rights to the valley in a
1640 treaty rhat was bitterly contested. Small residual Native
American populations remained in New Hartford and Riverton
into rhe early nineteenth century, with a few believed ro have
resided in rhe valley as late as 1890.
Europeans first settled in the area in the early l 700's. These
colonists initially used the valley primarily for agriculture, bur
they eventually harnessed the river for powering saw and grist
mills, tanneries and other industries designed to process primary natural resources. The river's long history of impoundment for a variety of purposes began as early as 1750 with a
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dam at Satan's Kingdom in the Town of New Hartford. The
population of the river valley increased rapidly during the
industrial revolution from 1820 to 1850, as iron foundries,
paper mills, textile factories and ocher industries were introduced to the area. The resultant industrial pollution and deforestation of adjacent lands rapidly degraded the environmental quality of the river and surrounding corridor. By 1860,
the river as far north as New Boston in Massachusetts was
unsuitable for swimming, and formerly abundant salmon and
trout were virtually absent.
In an abrupt reversal, the river valley experienced a general
economic decline during the latter half of the 19th century as
the small-scale agricultural and hydropowered operations
became unable to compete with farms and industries in other
regions of the country. .& most of the local factories and mills
closed, the local population declined sharply.
During the last century, the environmental quality of the river
and the surrounding lands has undergone a remarkable recovery, to the point where the river is once again suitable for swimming and fishing. This dramatic improvement is the result of
several factors, including the following: reduced industrial
pressures; the implementation of strong environmental protection and restoration laws such as state and federal clean
water statutes; and citizen activism, spearheaded since the
1950's by the Farmington River Watershed &sociation.
2.I.3 DEMOGRAPHICS

Today, the upper Farmington Valley is characterized by small
communities nestled in an otherwise rural, heavily forested
region. All three of the towns adjacent to the Massachusetts
Study Segment have populations ofless than 1,000 year-round
residents; seasonal inhabitants more than double the population of these towns. There are two primary factions among
the year-round population in the Massachusetts towns: longtime residents, many of whom have family ties in the area
dating back for generations; and relative newcomers, including many who have migrated from urbanized areas to take
advantage of the natural setting and small-town environment
of the Farmington Valley. Also, a significant percentage of the
landowners in the Massachusetts towns are absentee owners,
many having permanent residences in the New York City,
Hartford, and Boston metropolitan areas and traveling to the
Farmington Valley for weekends and vacations.
While sharing a small-town, rural feel with the Massachusetts
communities, the demographic character of the Connecticut
study area towns is influenced by their closer proximity to the
Hartford urban area. The four towns through which the Connecticut Study Segment flows are within reasonable commuting distance of Hartford, which is located only twenty miles
from the lower end of the segment. In combination with the
area's rural character and high qualiry-of-life, this proximity
has made the towns popular "bedroom communities" for
people who work in and around Hartford. This is particularly
true of the downstream-most towns, New Hartford and

Canton, where many residents commute to jobs in the
Hartford area. The populations of the four towns reflect this
influence, increasing steadily as one moves downstream and
gets closer to Hartford. Hartland, at the upstream end of the
segment, has a population of only 1,700, while Canton, which
abuts the lower mile of the segment, has a population of 8,250.
The two towns in between, Barkhamsted and New Hartford,
have populations of 3,200 and 5,300, respectively. 7
The communities along the Connecticut segment support a
broader local economic base - including a variety of servicebased businesses and small industries - than the towns
upstream in Massachusetts. Also, the populations of the
Connecticut towns are generally more stable on a year-round
basis than chose of the Massachusetts communities, with a
much smaller percentage of second home owners.
2.I.4 LAND OWNERSHIP

One of the defining features of the upper Farmington Valley
is the fact chat most of the land is privately owned and has
been chat way for generations. A number of large parcels of
public land (mostly in state forests) do exist in the study area
in both Massachusetts and Connecticut, but more than half
of the frontage along each of the study segments is in private
ownership. 8
Figure 2-1 provides an overview ofland ownership patterns in
the three towns chat directly abut the Massachusetts Study
Segment. Of the 150 individual lots immediately adjacent to
the segment, the vast majority- 135 parcels - are in private
ownership. 9 These private lands account for approximately
73 percent of the overall frontage along the Massachusetts segment. Most of the private lots abutting chis stretch of the
river are small residential parcels with less than 5 acres and
300 feet of river frontage. These smaller lots are clustered
7
The population figures for the study area towns were gathered from
existing records in 1989-90.
8
For both the Massachusetts and Connecticut Study Segments, there
are literally hundreds of individual properties located within the arbitrary 1/4-mile wide study corridor on each side of the river that is required by the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. As a result, land ownership
statistics were not gathered for the entire width of the study corridor.
Instead, the analysis concentrated on identif}ring ownership patterns for
the land that is of greatest importance to the river itself- those parcels
that directly abut the two segments. Most of the information presented
was collected in 1989-90. The statistics also reflect recent acquisitions
made by the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Management
(of the so-called Kelly, Earth Campground, and Hryckvich parcels), and
the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection (of the socalled Shaw-Gates and Ehrlich-Cunis properties). (Note that the arbitrary I/4-mile wide corridor referenced above is for study purposes Qllh:,
and has no bearing on long-term management considerations wirh or
without wild and scenic river designation.)

9

This coral includes any parcel thar abuts a road if chat road is located
direcdy adjacent to rhe river (i.e., if rhere are no other properties between rhe road and the river).
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FIGURE 2-1
Land Ownership Along the Massachusetts Study Segment

Town•

Total Number
of Parcels b

Total Number of
Private Parcels

Total Private
River Frontage
(miles)

Total Number of
Public Parcels

Total Public
River Frontage
(miles I

102

97

12.75

5

1.85

41

35

5.31

6

3.29

Tolland

7

3

2.31

4

2.41

TOTAL

150

135

20.37
(73%)

15

7.55
(27%1

Otis
Sandisfield

Land ownership statistics are not presented for the Town of Becket because although the Town was
represented on the Farmington River Study Committee and was active in the project. it does not encompass
any river frontage directly on the Massachusetts Study Segment.

a

b Statistics presented include parcels that directly abut the Study Segment and those that abut roads along
the river in cases where there are no other recognized parcels between the river and the road.

primarily in the village centers of Otis, New Boston and
Roosterville. In between these more densely settled areas, there
are a number of larger private lots with more than 50 acres
and 1,000 feet of river frontage. 10
A total of 15 parcels along the Massachusetts segment are held
in public ownership, and account for the remaining 27 percent of the total frontage. The largest of these public lands are
in the Oris, Sandisfield and Tolland State Forests, managed by
the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Management
(DEM). The Hartford Metropolitan District Commission and
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers also own and manage sizeable tracts along the lower end of the Massachusetts segment
in conjunction with the West Branch Reservoirs, located a short
distance downstream. (See Subsection 2.2.3: Hydrology for
further information about the West Branch Reservoirs.) The
final pieces of public land along the segment are small parcels
owned by the Towns of Otis and Sandisfield and the Massachusetts Department of Public Works.
Figure 2-2 and Map 2-1 provide further information on the
public lands along the Massachusetts segment.
As shown in Figure 2-3, the ownership patterns along
the Connecticut Study Segment are similar to those of the
To give a more precise sense of the land holdings along the Massachusetts segment, 91 of the private lots abutting the river have less than 5
acres of land, and 58 lots have less than 300 feet of river frontage. On
the other side of the spectrum, 19 private lots have more chan 50 acres
of land, and 31 lots have more than 1,000 feet of river frontage.
10

Massachusetts segment in that the majority of frontage on the
river is privately owned but substantial tracts of adjacent public land also are present. There are 221 separate parcels along
the segment, including 200 in private ownership that account
for about 51.5 percent of the frontage. As in Massachusetts,
the majority of private lots abutting the river in Connecticut
are small residential parcels with less than 5 acres and 300 feet
of river frontage. These smaller lots are primarily clustered in
the community centers of Riverton, Pleasant Valley and New
Hartford. Much of the area in between these communities is
occupied by larger lots, a number of which contain more than
50 acres and 1,000 feet of river frontage. 11
An important difference between the two segments is that there
is nearly twice as much frontage in public ownership along
the Connecticut segment (approximately 48.5 percent) as there
is along the Massachusetts segment (27 percent). Most of the
public land next to the Connecticut Study Segment is located
in three state-owned parcels: the American Legion, Peoples,
and Nepaug State Forests. These large tracts of state land,
which are managed by the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection, account for more than 27 percent of
the entire frontage on the study segment. In addition, the
Hartford Metropolitan District Commission owns several
11

162 private lots abutting the Connecticut Study Segment have less
than 5 acres ofland, and 131 lots have less than 300 feet of river frontage. On the other side of the spectrum, 6 private lots abutting the
segment have more than 50 acres of land, and 19 lots have more than
1,000 feet of river frontage.
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FIGURE 2-2
Massachusetts Study Segment: Adjacent Public Lands

Acreage

River Frontage (feet)

Percent of Total
River Frontage

2,661

22,675

15.4

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

138

11,500

7.8

Hartford Metropolitan District
Commission

271

4,550

3.1

Massachusetts Dept. of
Public Works •

3

274

0.2

Town of Otis

2

820

0.6

Town of Sandisfield

0.2

80

0.1

Town of Tolland

0

Managing Institution
Massachusetts Dept. of
Environmental Management

TOTAL

3,075.2

0
39,899

0
27.2%

• The land ownership figures for the Massachusetts Department of Public Works do not include
several very narrow parcels owned by the agency that are located between Route 8 and the
center of the Farmington River in Otis and Sandisfield. Acreage and frontage statistics for these
parcels were not available.

sizeable parcels, including an important 366-acre floodplain
area (the so-called 'Greenwoods' parcel) in the middle of the
study segment, and three lots totalling 471 acres near the beginning of the segment in Hartland. Together, the MDC's
parcels account for more than 20 percent of the segment's entire frontage. The remaining public lands are small parcels
owned by the Towns of New Hartford and Canton.
Figure 2-4 and Map 2-2 provide further information on the
public lands along the Connecticut segment.
Additional details on the land ownership patterns along the
two study segments, including town-by-town statistics, can
be found in the Draft Evaluation of Existing Protection (June,
1990).
2.r.5 LAND UsE

The Massachusetts study area is characterized by extensive forests mixed with sparse development and overgrown farmlands.
The development that does exist is concentrated in the historic river communities of Otis and New Boston/Roosterville
(part of the Town of Sandisfield). The land between these
communities consists largely of woodlands where limited

timber harvest occurs. Only a few parcels adjacent to the river
have been cleared, primarily for scattered single family residences, a few small farms and a lumber yard.
The northernmost half-mile of the Massachusetts segment is
primarily wetlands and broad floodplain. The floodplain narrows downstream through most of Otis, but the valley remains
fairly moderate with slopes and ridges set back from the immediate river corridor. In the lower half of the study segment,
the river drops more rapidly and steep slopes generally descend directly to the river's banks. The east side of the river
along most of the study segment is heavily forested with little
road access. The west side of the river is more developed in
the town centers, and Massachusetts Route 8 parallels the river
on that side for most of the length of the segment. In New
Boston, Route 8 crosses the river and runs parallel to it on the
east side for one mile south to Roosterville. In this section,
the eastern shoreline has relatively more development, primarily in the form of residential homes and small businesses, while
the west side is largely undeveloped and forested. Below
Roosterville, the valley floor broadens somewhat, and Route 8
crosses back over the river and then climbs up and away from
the western shoreline. For the last half-mile of the Massachusetts segment, a little-used paved road (following the former

MAP 2-1: MASSACHUSETTS STUDY SEGMENT -
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path of Route 8) parallels the west bank, but there is no other
development nearby. Steep, heavily wooded hillsides and
ridgelines set back from the river's immediate shoreline provide an impressive backdrop for this lower sectio_n of the
segment.
The public lands that abut the river for a total of roughly seven
and one-half miles in Massachusetts contribute significantly
to the undeveloped character of much of the river corridor.
Forestry on the state forests in the area has rebounded in recent years as secondary forests have reached harvestable age,
but this activity has a negligible impact on the river. These
lands also support a variety of recreational activities. The MDC
and Army Corps lands along the downstream end of the segment are largely kept in a natural condition. Many of these
public lands provide important public access for river-related
recreation.
In the upstream portion of the Connecticut Study Segment,
the land use pattern and intensity is similar to the Massachusetts Study Segment. Farther downstream, however, the broadened river valley accommodates a greater variety of land uses
and, as mentioned earlier, a higher population and the edges
of suburban growth extending from the greater Hartford area.
The lands along the upper two-thirds of the Connecticut segment are predominantly forested, with steep slopes often rising as much as 500 feet from the valley to mountain ridges
and ledges. Two communities are located directly on this
upper part of the study segment: the historic town center of

Riverton, and, further downstream, the small village of Pleasant Valley. These communities, both located within the Town
of Barkhamsted, are primarily residential with some small businesses. Riverton is home to many historic structures, including the original Hitchcock Chair Factory, the Old Riverton
Inn, and the Union Church. Riverton also hosts the annual
Riverton Fair each October. This event, which has been a
regional institution since the turn of the century, is held on
fairgrounds located just upstream from the confluence of the
West Branch and the Still River.
Two state forests (American Legion and Peoples State Forests)
and several large parcels of land owned by the Metropolitan
District Commission abut this stretch of the river and contribute significantly to the area's undeveloped character. The
state forests are managed for multiple uses, including recreation, wildlife habitat, and harvest of firewood, mountain laurel, and saw timber. Forestry operations have not had a
noticeable effect on the river. MDC lands along the river also
are managed for multiple uses, with more intensive uses such
as timber harvest and sand and gravel removal generally isolated from the immediate river corridor. The MDC's
shorelands areas - particularly the "Greenwoods" parcel in
Barkhamsted and New Hartford - are managed largely for
resource conservation and provide important public access to
the river. The MDC has developed a handicapped fishing
access site at the Church Pool in Pleasant Valley through a
cooperative effort with the DEP and the Farmington River
Anglers Association.

FIGURE 2-3
Land Ownership Along the Connecticut Study Segment

Town

a

Total Number
of Parcels b

Total Number of
Private Parcels

Total Private
River Frontage
(miles)

Total Number of
Public Parcels

Total Public
River Frontage
(miles)

Hartland

14

9

1.0

5

2.3

Barkhamsted

95

91

4.6

4

7.4

New Hartford

94

84

6.9

10

3.1

Canton

18

16

1.13

TOTAL

221

200

13.63
(51.5%)

2
21

0.03
12.83
(48.5%)

• Land ownership statistics are not presented for the Town of Colebrook because although the Town was
represented on the Farmington River Study Committee and was active in the project, it does not encompass
any river frontage directly on the Connecticut Study Segment.
Statistics presented include parcels that directly abut the Study Segment and those that abut roads along
the river in cases where there are no other recognized parcels between the river and the road.

b
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FIGURE 2-4
Connecticut Study Segment: Adjacent Public Lands

Acreage

River Frontage (feet)

Percent of Total
River Frontage

4,760

38,467

27.5

927

28,600

20.4

Town of Hartland

0

0

0

Town of Barkhamsted

0

0

0

Town of New Hartford

5

885

Town of Canton

2

0

5,694

67,952

Managing Institution
Connecticut Dept. of
Environmental Protection

a

Hartford Metropolitan District
Commission

TOTAL

0.6
0
48.5%

The statistics tor river frontage managed by the Connecticut DEP do not include 10-toot wide
permanent easements tor public fishing access that the agency holds on several parcels in
Hartland, Barkhamsted, and New Hartford. These easements were purchased in the 1950's and
'60's by the Connecticut Department of Fish and Game, which subsequently became part of the
DEP. Statistics on the precise amount of frontage covered by these easements are not
available.
a

While the lower third of the study area in Connecticut is
somewhat more developed, the river is generally bordered by
vegetated shorelines that maintain a natural appearance and
function. The town center of New Hartford is the largest
settlement along either of the study segments. Most of the
development in the town - including residential areas and a
strip commercial zone with several small businesses and light
industries - is concentrated on the west side of the river in a
two-mile long section. However, even in this area most of the
development is set back from the immediate shoreline and
does not have a significant effect on the river corridor's
natural character. The east bank of the river in New Hartford
remains largely forested and undeveloped.
An important public access site - the state-owned "Satan's
Kingdom Recreation Area' - is located on the west bank near
the southern end of New Hartford, a short distance above the
gorge bearing its name. The study segment continues downstream for an additional two miles. With Nepaug State Forest
bordering its west side for much of this lower stretch, the river
corridor retains a largely natural character, although a few
houses can be seen set back from the east bank in the last
quarter mile of the segment.

For most of its length, the Connecticut Study Segment is
paralleled on one or both sides by low-speed public roads that
alternately follow along the shoreline or pull out of sight of
the river into dense forests or small hamlets. Connecticut Route
44 also parallels the west side of the river at varying distances
through most of New Hartford, then crosses the river on a
high bridge just upstream from the gorge at Satan's Kingdom.
After the bridge, this two lane highway retreats from the river
for approximately one mile before coming back in next to the
east bank at the downstream end of the segment. In addition
to the state forests and other public sites on the river, the
adjacent roads provide good access to the river for fishermen
and other recreationists.

MAP 2-2: CONNECTICUT STUDY SEGMENT -
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The study area is characterized by rolling, heavily forested hills, mch as those seen here along the lower part ofthe Massachusetts Study Segment.
2.2 NAI'URAL AND CuntrRAL REsouRcEs

2 2 1 ( EO LO C, Y

The West Branch and upper mainstem of rhe Farmingwn River
are located in the New England uplands, an area characterized
by low, steep sided hills broken by narrow winding river
valleys with extensive outcroppings of erosion-resisrnnr rock.
Elevations range from 1,000 to 2,000 feet above sea level.

deposits form an essentially impermeable man de over the bedrock and, therefore, do nor support significanr aquifers. Also,
extensive sand and gravel deposits are found in many locations along the river.

The Farmingron River basin consim of bedrock materials and
overlying glacial deposits of stratified drift and till. Within
rhe study area, the bedrock is made up of metamorphic rock,
including gneiss, schist phyllite and other minor amoums of
crystalline rocks. This bedrock is relanvely hard and impermeable to water, resulting in a sharply carved river valley
dissecting the poorly drained, more level upland topography.

The dominant vegetation along the upper Farmington River
is a mixed hardwood-hemlock-white pine forest. As the river
flows from nonh to south, characteristic nonhern hardwood
species (predominandy sugar maple, American beech and
yellow birch) are gradually replaced by central hardwoods (oaks,
hickories, basswood and ash), although site specific vegetation is heavily influenced by land use history, soil characteristics and topography. Within the river valley, marshes, bogs
and agricultural development are also significant components
of the surrounding vegetation.

Glaciers played a large role in shaping this area by flattening
the peaks, widening the valleys, and leaving behind significant deposits of glacial debris, which obstructed the river's
north-to-south flow and forced it to turn north along Talcott
Mountain. Extensive deposits of stratified drift and rill (which
include gravel, sand, silt and clay) were left during rhe last
retreat of glaciers from southern New England. Stratified drifr
depoms averaging 100 feet in depth cover 22 percenr of the
Farmington Basin, and provide productive groundwater aquifers. Unsorted tills cover 75 percent of the basin. These

A variety of planr species that are more common in northern
New England reach the southern limits of their distribution
in this region. The Massachusetts Study Segment and
surrounding Berkshire County host over 40 percent of the
entire Massachusetts flora, with 30 species found only in the
county. Both study segments provide habitats for planr species identified as rare or endangered by eirher rhe Commonwealth of Massachusetts or the State of Connecticut. Although
derailed plant inventories have not been conducted specifically for the Farmingron Valley, rhe Stare of Connecticut lists
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15 Srare Endangered, 12 Srare Threarened, and 20 Srare
Special Concern (SSC) Species wirhin rhe srudy area. The
Commonwealrh of Massachuserrs identifies an additional nine
species.
'
~ 2 '

HYDROLOGY

The 81-mile long Farmington River drains a watershed of 601
square miles, making ir the largest tributary of rhe Connecticut River in the Stare of Connecricur and the Connecticut
River's fourth largest tributary overall. Discharge data at the
river's mouth in Windsor are nor available due to the lack of a
gaging station there; however, records have been kept during
rhe penods from 1913-1939 and from 1971-1993 at the
Tariffville Gaging Station, located approximately 11.6 miles
upstream from the confluence with the Connecticut River and
encompassing a 577-mile drainage area. The average discharge
of the river at the Tariffville Gage is 1239 cubic feet per
second (cfs), with an instantaneous peak flow of 29,900 cfs
recorded on September 22, 1938, and an instantaneous low
flow of less rhan 30 cfs estimated on March 1, 1938. 12

1

ut!y

Map 2-3 depicts the Farmington River watershed, including
the main stem and principal rriburaries, the locations of
the major dams and impoundments, and the watershed
boundary.
The dams and impoundments dotting the Massachusetts porrion of the watershed have a relatively minor effect on day-today flows in the Massachusetts Study Segment. On rhe other
hand. regulated releases from the West Branch Reservoirs have
a substantial effect on river flows in rhe Connecticut Study
Segment, which begins immediately downstream from the
Goodwin Dam. Additional information on legal and statutory requirements and other factors affecting flow management in each segment is provided in Chapter 4: Resource
Management and Protection.

Seven dams and associated impoundments are located directly
on rhe West Branch and main stem of the river. The second
most northerly of these, a small dam that forms Hayden Pond '
in North Oris, marks the upstream extent of the Massachu- '
setts Study Segment. Continuing downstream, two sizeable
dams and impoundments- rhe Goodwin Dam/Reservoir and
The Low-head Hayden Pond Dam forms the upstream boundary of the
the Colebrook Dam/Reservoir (collectively known as the "West
Mmsachwetts Study Segment. Releases from this dam provide most of the
Branch Reservoirs") - are located bet>veen the two Wild and
water in the upper part of the segment.
Scenic River Srudy Segments.u The other dams on the main
The Massachusetts Study Segment includes a total of 14 river
stem are the Upper and Lower Collinsville Dams 1n Canton,
miles, almosr all of rhe Farmingron's West Branch tn
located approximately 4 and 5 miles respectively downstream
Massachusetts.
(The true headwaters of the West Branch of the Connecticut Study Segment, and the Rainbow Dam
which
include
wetland
areas, several small feeder streams, a
near the nver's mouth in Windsor.
warerbody known as Shaw Pond, and a shorr secrion of the
Dams also have been construcred on many of rhe rributaries
West Branch itself - are located upsrream of rhe study
to the West Branch and main srem In borh Massachusetts and
segment, but were not included directly tn the study area.
Connecricur. In the Massachusecrs pomon of the warershed,
Hayden Pond and the dam that creates it separate this
there are approximately 25 dams in addition ro the one at
~pstream area from rhe srudy segment.) There are 16 direcr
Hayden Pond. There are approximately 66 dams with imperennial rributaries to rhe segment, the largesr of which is
poundments greater than 5 acres locared within the watershed
the Buck/Clam River system that flows in from the northwest
in Connecticut. Warer from 1mpoundmenrs on rwo of the
and joms the West Branch in Sandisfield. The warershed of
Farmingron·s major tributaries tn Connecticur, rhe Nepaug
the Massachusetts Study Segment covers an area of 92 square
River and rhe East Branch, is transferred out of the basin ro
miles.
provide public water supply for rhe grearer Hartford area.
1
Flows from the low-head Hayden Pond Dam provide most of
the water in the upper part of the Massachusetts segment, but
' 2 The maximum discharge figures recorded ar rhe Tanffv1lle Gaging
are
not adjusred on a regular basis. Of rhe 25 other dams in
Sration are somewhat misleading because the staC1on was nor opera- '
the
watershed of the Massachusem Study Segmenr, there is
rional in August of 1955, when exrreme high flows were recorded at
one
rhat periodically exerts a particularly notable influence on
gaging srations throughout the Farrningron River basin. In fact, several
flows
in the West Branch - rhe Otis Reservoir Dam, which
starions locared in the upper reaches of rhe basin (and rhus having much
smaller drainage areas) recorded flows ar rhat t1me that were rhernselves
creares a sizeable impoundment on the Fall River. A subsransubstamially greater rhan the 29,900 cfs maximum discharge recorded
rial amount of warer is released from this dam during a two
ar rhe Tariffville Gage during irs operaoonal perwds.
week period each fall, providing a pulse of warer in the West
1
Branch at a rime of year when it is usually flowing at very low
'- The Goodwin Darn/Reservoir is also known as rhe " Hogback" Darn/
levels. Several of rhe remaining dams on rributaries ro the
Reservoir. The Colebrook Darn/Reservoir is ofren referred ro technically as rhe "Colebrook River" Dam/Reservoir
Wesr Branch are dry dams managed by the U.S. Soil
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FIGURE 2-5
Average Monthly Discharge of the Massachusetts Study Segment a
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Measurements recorded at the U.S.G.S. gaging station in Roosterville, one mile south
of New Boston, from 1913-1993.

Conservation Service for flood control. These structures impound water only during periods of extremely high flow, and
then only for a limited time . The dry dams therefore cause
some short-term reductions in West Branch flows during wet
periods, but generally do not affecr flow volumes on a yea r-toyear basis.
While releases from Oris Reservoir and the other impoundments in the watershed do have some effect on flows in the
Massachusetts Study Segment, this stretch of the river is by
and large naturally flowing and is very responsive to local
wearher patterns and snowmelr. As shown in Figure 2-5
below, the annual hydrograph for the segment is characterized
by moderate flows during the late fall and winter months, peak
flows resulting from snowmelt and rain in rhe spring, and lowest flows during the drier months of summer and early fall.
The average flow in the segment is 182 cubic feer per second,
with a instantaneous peak flow of 34,300 cfs recorded on
August 19, 195 5 and a minimum daily flow of 2.4 cfs recorded

on August 20, 1957. 14 · 15
The Con necticur Study Segment also covers a roral of l 4 river
miles. The segment includes all of the West Branch within
the state, and rhe uppermost 3 miles of the main stem below
the confluence of rhe West and Easr Branches in New
Hartford . There are 18 direct perennial tributaries to rhe
14
These measuremenrs were recorded over che period from 1913-1993
ar rhe U .S.G.S. gaging station in Roosrerville, approximarely 1-1 /2 miles
above rhe downstream end of rhe Massachusercs Srudy Segment.
15
The average volume contributed co flows in rhe West Branch by
releases from Oris Reservoir is nor cerrain because long-rerm measurements of discharges from the Otis Reservoir Dam are not available.
However, based on esrimares from orher gaging srarions at locarions in
rhe Farmington River watershed in Massachuserrs with similar topography, an annual watershed yield of approximarely 2 cfs per square mile
can be expected. Wirh a coral warershed area of 15.9 square miles above
the Oris Reservoir Dam, rhis suggests an esrimared average yield over
rhe course of a year of roughly 32 cfs.
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FIGURE 2-6
Average Monthly Regulated (Actual) Flows vs. Average Monthly Natural (Calculated) Flows
in the Connecticut Study Segment
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{•'~i Regulated Flows - Natural Flows
(Mean regulated flow for entire
period = 273 cfs.)

(Me11n netur11I flow for entire
period = 274 cfs .)

a

b

Average monthly natural flows are projections at Riverton based on changes in the levels of the
Otis, Colebrook and Goodwin Reservoirs (i. e., projections simulate natural conditions if the
dams/reservoirs did not exist) .
Average monthly regulated flows are based on readings from Jan. 1970 - Sept. 1988 at the
Riverton Gage Station and are estimated to be 9 % greater than Goodwin Dam releases due
to 9% greater watershed area at Riverton than at Goodwin Dam.

c All data from U.S. Geological Survey

segment, the largest being the Still River/Sandy Brook
system, which enters from the northwest in Riverton. The
Connecticut Study Segmenr drains an overall area of approximately 310 square miles.
Instream flows in the Connecticut segment are significanrly
affected by releases from the West Branch Reservoirs through
the Goodwin Dam. In fact, these releases accounr for virtually all of the water in the river for the first rwo and one-half
miles of the study segment, down to the confluence with the
Still River in Riverton. Although the pattern of releases from
the West Branch Reservoirs has not significantly altered the
annual average flow in the river, it has flattened out seasonal
variations by reducing high flows during the spring and other
wet periods, and increasing low flows during the late summer
and other dry periods. 16 A comparison of the actual regulated
flows released from the Goodwin Dam and projected natural
flows (as if the dams did not exist) for the period from 1970-

1990 is presented above in Figure 2-6.

16

Augmenred summ er flows have enhanced conditions for canoeing,
tub in g and fishing in che river during su mmer months . In addicion,
releases from the West Branch Reservoirs are considerably colde r chan
normal sum mer river temperatures would be, making the river wirhin
che Conneccicur Study Segmenc mo re suitable for cold warer fisheries.
These benefits of flow regulacion are addressed in Subsection 2.2.5 :
Fish and Subsection 2.2.6: Recreation , as wel l as in Chapter 3: Eligibility and C lassifi cation. Possible ecological consequences of reduced
sp ri ng flows are not fully understood; however, there is general agreement char a lim ited duration high "flushing flow" is necessary to prevent the unhealchy accumulation of fine grained sediments in the srreambed. This issue is discussed in greater decai l in rhe summary of the
"l nstream Flow Study" in Chapter 5: Water Resources Studies, and in
rhe descriptio n of standards fo r warer quantity in C hapter 7: T he
Upper Farmington River Management Plan .
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FIGURE 2-7
Average Monthly Discharge in the Still River
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Measurements recorded at the U.S.G .S. gaging station on the lower Still River, approximately
one mile upstream from its confluence w ith the West Branch of the Farmington River, from
July 1948 - September 1967 and July 1969 - September 1993 .

The average flow in the West Branch above rhe confluence
with the Still River is 251 cfs, wirh an insrantaneous high flow
of 57,200 cfs on Augusr 19, 1955 (estimated by slope-area
measurement) and an instantaneous low flow of 0.9 cfs
recorded in July, 1960. 17
Besides releases from the West Branch Reservoirs, inflow from
the Still River/Sandy Brook system provides the single largest
contribution to flows in the Connecticut Study Segment. The
watershed of this system alone covers an area of 85 square
17

These measurements were recorded over the period from 1955-1993
at the U.S .G .S. gaging station in Rivercon , located approximately
one-quarcer mile upstream from the confluence with the Still River.
The reader should nore that the maximum flow, recorded in 1955,
occurred prior to die construction of the West Branch Reservoirs, and
the lowest flow, recorded in 1960, occurred during rhe construction of
the Goodwin Dam.

miles. The annual average inflow from the Still River is 173
cfs, with an instantaneous peak flow of 44,000 cfs recorded
on August I 9, 1955, and instanraneous low flow of 0.20 cfs
recorded on September 14, 1957. 18 Many of the streams in
the Still River watershed - including the Sandy Brook
system - have not been impounded; as a result, flows in the
lower Still River are very responsive ro local weather patterns
and snowmelr. (See Figure 2-7.)
No gaging sta tions are located near the lower end of the
Connecticut segmenr; recorded measurements of flow levels
in this area the refore are not avai lable. However, an understanding of the river's flow patterns can be gained by looking
"These measurements were recorded over the periods from July. 1948September, 1967 and Ju ly 1969-1993 at th e U.S.G.S. gagi ng station on
the lower Still River, located roughly one mile upstream from its
confluence with the West Branch.
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collectively at the historical data presented above for the West
Branch in Riverton and the Still River. Additional information on flows in the Connecticut segment can be found in the
discussion of the Instream Flow Study in Chapter 5: Water
Resources Studies, and in the report An Instream Flow Study
of the Mainstem and West Branch of the Farmington River
(June 1992), which is published separately as a com pan ton to
this document.
2.2 .\ \ \ \ , R QLA.lri

Water quality in both study segments is very high; the river is
suitable for swimming and cold water fisheries throughout both
study areas. The Farmington's high water quality is a major
success story in ecological resroration . In the past century, the
river has evolved from a pollutant-ridden channel carrying
untreated effluent from adjacent towns, mills and other industnes, into one of rhe cleanest rivers in the region.
The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection
(MassDEP) has classified the entire length of the Farmingron
in the Commonwealth as class B (fishable and swimmable).
There are no sewage treatment plants, industrial wastewater
facilities or other point sources of pollution on the river. Current and anticipated water quality problems in the area are
primarily related to non-point source pollution from septic
systems and road runoff. MassDEP has adopted an "anti-degradation" standard to ensure protection of the river's existing
high water quality.
Water quality in rhe Connecticut Study Segment is also high.
The Farmington has been classified by the Connecticut DEP
as Class A (suitable for drinking water supply) from the
Goodwin Dam downstream to the confluence with rhe Still
River, and as Class B from that potnt downstream to its confluence with rhe Connecticut River. There are four point source
discharges that affect the Conneettcut segment: I) the Winsted
Sewage Treatment Plant on the Still River; 2) the Atlantic
salmon rearing facility in Peoples State Forest; 3) the New
Hartford Sewage Treatment Plant; and 4) Waring Products in
New Hartford. Effluent from these facilities is treated sufficiently ro maintain Class B standards. In fact, even with these
discharges the water quality tn the Class B section of rhe Connecticut Study Segment is higher than the minimum standards required for Class B waters, as shown by the relatively
high levels of dissolved oxygen and low levels of nutrients,
ammonia, and other indicators. This higher water quality is
protected by a strict "anti-degradation" policy for the river established by the DEP under the federal Clean Water Act and
Connecticut's Water Pollution Control Statutes.
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The Farmington River's diverse aquatic habitats and high water quality support 37 native and introduced species of fish.
At least seventeen of these have been identified within the Wild
and Scenic River Study Segments. Fisheries management has
focused on the propagation of three species of trout (brown,
brook and rainbow) for sport fishing in both study segments,
and on the reintroduction of Atlantic salmon ro the Connecticut segment. Although recreational fishing in both areas is
largely oriented roward catching stocked trout, several other
sport fish. including bass, are found in the study segments.
The Farmington is one of the few remaining unpolluted trout
streams in southern New England and is the most heavily
stocked stream in Connecticut. Annually, over 42,000 trout
are srocked in the entire Farmingron River in Connecticut;
about 28,000 of those fish are put into the Connecticut Study
Segment. The Massachusetts Study Segment is stocked with
approximately 9,400 trout each year.
The portion of the Farmingron River system in Connecticut
also provides some of the most critical habitat in southern New
England for the resroration of anadromous fish, particularly
Atlantic salmon. In fact, the Farmington and its rributanes
provide an estimated 9 percent of the salmon nursery habirar
found within the entire 11,250-square mile watershed of the
Connecticut River, the largest of sixteen river systems included
in the long-term program to restore anadromous species in
New England. This major undertaking, begun in 1967, 1s a
cooperative effort relying on important contributions from federal, stare, and local governments and private organizations.
Through 1986, it was estimated that over $75 million had

Additional information on the laws, regulations and policies
that protect the Farmington's high water quality can be found
in Chapter 4: Resource Management and Protection, and
Chapter 7: The Upper Farmington River Management Plan.
The Farmington River is a critical component in the effort to restore
Atlantic salmon to the Connecticut River basin. Returning salmon are
captured at the Rainbow Dam and transported upstream for spawning .u a
facility in People's State Forest.
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been invested in fish passageways, a major fish hatchery,
research, and operational programs in the Connecticut River
watershed. In the early 1980's, the Connecticut was identified as one of only four river systems in the program that was
projected to reach its restoration potential within the next
twenty-five years.
The Connecticut DEP began releasing immature salmon in
the Farmington in 1976, and has carefully monitored and
artificially spawned returning adults since 1978. Currently,
returning adult salmon are captured at the Rainbow Dam near
the mouth of the river in Windsor, then transported upstream
for spawning in holding ponds at a facility located adjacent to
the Connecticut Study Segment. Nursery-raised fry and smolts
are released into the study segment, tributaries and lower segments of the river for their downstream migration. In 1994,
approximately one million newly hatched fry were released
into the Connecticut Study Segment and its tributaries. The
high survival and growth rates of the released fish suggest that
the river will be able to support natural reproduction.
Although the number of returning adults has been relatively
low to date (averaging about 38 fish per year since 1978, with
a low of 6 individuals in 1984 and a high of 126 in 1987), the
consistent annual return of even relatively few fish bodes well
for the eventual success of the program. It is estimated that
the Farmington River can sustain a naturally spawning population of 770 adulc salmon (roughly 17 percent of the entire
projected spawning population of the Connecticut River basin), with an annual sport harvest of 255 fish. In 1982, the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service estimated that this spawning
population could be developed through the introduction of
100,000 to 300,000 immature salmon annually to the Farmington River basin for a minimum of four years. Long-term
stocking levels of 5,800 to 19,000 fish will be required to
maintain desired spawning populations.
Upstream and downstream fish passage facilities at the existing main stem dams are critical for the long-term success of
the restoration program. A fish ladder for upstream passage
has been established at Rainbow Dam, and the Farmington
River Power Company (which operates the dam) has recently
installed a downstream passage facility. The only remaining
obstructions to anadromous fish migration to the Connecticut Study Segment are the Upper and Lower Collinsville Dams,
located a few miles downstream of the segment's terminus in
Canton. There is currently a proposal to reestablish hydroelectric facilities at both of these dams, and the DEP and the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service have mandated that construction of the projects must be accompanied by establishment of
adequate facilities for both upstream and downstream fish
passage. The anadromous fish restoration plan does not envision fish passage upstream of the Goodwin Dam.
The high habitat value of the Connecticut Study Segment for
Atlantic salmon and trout has been enhanced by the managed, coldwater releases from the Goodwin Dam since its
completion in 1960. In particular, releases of water from the
bottom of the Goodwin Reservoir throughout the summer

and early fall provide higher instream flows of colder water
than would be found in the river under natural conditions.
These managed conditions help to sustain the Farmington's
abundant trout population during what would otherwise be
the most stressful time of year, and enable the DEP to continue its stocking program throughout the summer season.
2.2.6 WILDLIFE

The Farmington River corridor supports a large quantity and
diversity of wildlife, including both game and non-game species. The variety of habitats, large areas of undeveloped land,
and year-round availability of water all contribute to the area's
suitability for both resident and migrant animals. A preliminary inventory of the wildlife resources of the two study segments identified the presence of 239 species of amphibians,
reptiles, birds and mammals in the river corridor. This wealth
of biological diversity is particularly noteworthy given the river's
proximity to the heavily developed eastern seaboard.
The Farmington's avifauna is extremely diverse, with 158 species observed within the study areas. This total, which amounts
to more than half of all bird species found in Connecticut,
includes 117 species that breed in the area. The region's range
of habitats accommodates forest dwellers, colonial marsh nesters, raptors, wading birds and water fowl. Game birds are
commonly seen and hunted along the river. Several duck species, Canada geese, ruffed grouse, and woodcock all nest within
the area. Wild turkey have been successfully reintroduced
throughout a broad range that includes the Connecticut study
area, with the first hunting season held in 1981. In addition,
a variety of locally rare raptors occur along both study
segments.
The Connecticut segment is particularly noteworthy for a
population of bald eagles, a federally listed endangered species, that has reestablished a year-round presence in the area.
While much of the birds' activity has been centered in the
protected watershed of the Barkhamsted Reservoir, they regularly feed on fish in the upper Farmington River, particularly
in the winter when the reservoir is frozen. In recent years, the
Connecticut DEP, the Hartford MDC, and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service have worked cooperatively to support, protect and monitor the eagles' activity. These efforts reached a
milestone in May 1992, when a pair of eagles that had been
nesting near the reservoir successfully hatched two chicks the first born in Connecticut in more than 40 years.
The Connecticut Study Segment also provides habitat for many
birds listed by the State as Endangered, Threatened, or Special
Concern, which are species that occur in small numbers or are
undergoing a non-cyclic decline. These species include the
great blue heron, the cliff swallow, the great egret, the bald
eagle, the northern parula warbler, the savannah sparrow, and
the osprey.
An historic peregrine falcon aerie within the corridor of the
Massachusetts Study Segment is considered the best potential
natural nesting habitat for returning peregrine falcons in the
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entire state of Massachusetts. Ongoing efforts ro spur rhe
recovery of the peregrine falcon, a federally endangered species, have to dare resulted in the establishment of breeding
pairs in Boston and Springfield, Massachusetts. The
Commonwealth of Massachusetts considers proreccion of the
Farmington aerie to be "extremely important" for the recovery of peregrine falcons in New England.

2. 2."" R ECREATION

The Farmington River supports tremendous recreational use.
In Massachusetts, the most noteworthy recreational opportunities are white water boating and good fishing for stocked
trout. In Connecticut, trour fishing, boating, and tubing all
are highly popular, attracting an estimated 25,000 fishing trips,
30,000 tubers, and thousands of boaters
each year. The Farmington is widely recognized as one of New England's premier
trout streams, and draws anglers from
throughour the Northeast. Over 40 canoeing and kayaking groups from seven states
regularly hold organized trips on both study
segments, and scores of individual boaters
from around rhe Northeast use the river
independently.

The upper half of the Massachusetts Study
Segment. from Otis to below Cold Spring,
is relatively small and slow moving, with a
few class II rapids suitable for nontechnical boating. In contrast, the 3-4 mile section from below Cold Spring to New Boston consists almost entirely of technical
class III-IV white water (difficult, with
drops and waves of up to 4 feet). These
Anglers from across the Northeast and beyond 1ourney to enjoy the Farmington's renowned trout rapids amacr hundreds of boaters during
fishing. The Connecticut Study Segment receives the heaviest use of any section ofthe river.
rwo weekends every fall, when releases from
rhe Oris Reservoir Dam into a tributary to the West Branch
Forry-nine species of mammals have been documented within
substantially raise water levels in the river. During those rethe study area, including locally rare species such as rhe black
leases, this section is the site of one of the nation's oldest anbear, deer mouse, fisher, snowshoe hare, and cortontail rabbit.
nual white water slalom competitions.
White-railed deer are ubiquitous and hunted in the state forests adjacent to both the Massachusetts and Connecticut study
segments. Over 400 deer are harvested annually on state lands
abutting the Massachusetts Study Segment, representing 8
percent of rhe annual harvest in rhe state. Several riverine
mammals, including river otter, beaver, mink, fisher and muskrat, are found in the study segments and are increasing in population as a result of improved water qualiry. Nearly all of rhe
fur bearing species are trapped in limited quantities.
The study segments are home to 32 species of amphibians and
reptiles. Approximately rwo-thirds of these species, including
rhe Connecticur State Threatened northern spring salamander,
are directly linked to the aquatic and semiaquatic habitats in
and around the river.
The Massachusetts Smdy Segment is also home to a population of scare-endangered swollen wedge mussel (Alasmidonta
varicosa). The presence of these mollusks, which are highly
sensitive to environmental degradation, is indicative of the
unpolluted, high quality habitat found in the segment. The
Farmington population of these mussels is one of only four
extant populations documented in the Commonwealth.

The Connecticut Study Segment is considerably wider than
the Massachusetts portion, and is generally characterized by
densely wooded shorelines with a mixture of flarwarer, riffles,
and class I-II rapids. The most heavily used section of the
nver for boating and tubing is the lower part of the study segment, where the river drops through Satan's Kingdom gorge.
The setting within the gorge is spectacular, with a stretch of
class III white water framed by steep cliffs on both banks. The
state-owned and managed Saran's Kingdom Recreation Area
just upstream offers a developed access poinr co the gorge and
is the site of a popular tubing concession. This concession is
awarded on a competitive bid basis by the Connecticut DEP.
The tubing outfitter frequently reaches the maximum use level
set by the DEP of 750 cubes on the river in one day. The
current concessionaire estimates that use of the area doubled
in just three years from 1986-1988.
The Connecticut Study Segment is the most heavily fished
section of the Farmington, receiving approximately 1,000 angler days per kilometer per year. As a result of this popularity,
in 1988 the DEP's Bureau of Fisheries designated a 2.7-mile
stretch in the middle of the study segment as an experimental
"rrour management area," where only catch and release fishing is permined and no seasonal restrictions apply. The area
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chusetts and Connecticut. Many hikers come through the
area on rhe interstate Tunxis Trail, which traverses Nepaug Seate
Forest and crosses the river just above Satan's Kingdom in New
Hartford. Extensive deer hunring and small game huntrng is
permitted on most public lands. The spectacular New
England foliage also attracts many visitors to the scenic roads
along the river's banks each autumn.

The Massachusetts Study Segment includes a challenging section of tight,
technical cla>S Ill-IV white water that attracts canoeim and kayakers ftom
around the region.

quickly became very popular with anglers, receiving more than
1,600 angler days per kilometer per year (roughly l 0,000 trips
per year for the overall management area compared ro 2,800
trips per year before rhe catch and release requirement went
into effect). The special regulations also resulted in a catch
rate 5 to l 0 times higher than in other parts of rhe river. Because the initial trout management area was so successful, the
DEP subsequemly expanded it in 1993 to 111clude an additional mile upstream of the original boundary. In order to
provide universal access w this outstanding fishing resource,
the DEP, the Hartford MDC. and rhe Farmington River
Anglers Association constructed and maintain a handicapped
fishing access sire in the center of rhe trout management area
in Pleasant Valley.

Public lands in both states support the most intense recreational use of any lands adjacent to the segments. In 1989,
the Connecticut DEP estimated that more than 150,000
people made day visits to the three state forests (American
Legion, Peoples, and Nepaug State Forests) that abut the Connecticut Study Segment. That year, the DEP also issued more
than 9,000 permits for camping at its established facilities in
the American Legion and Peoples State Forests.
2

2.8

SCENERY

The visual diversity of the upper Farmington valley is a key
element contributing to the character of the area. The study
segments and surrounding lands retain a natural character only
moderately altered by human activity. The view from the river
is typically of dense hardwood forests, often covering steep
hillsides and periodically broken by fields and small historic
towns. The forested ridges running along both sides of the
river form visually attractive scenic corridors.

The Farmington's exceptional qualities for instream recreation
in the Connecticut Srudy Segment have been enhanced by
the managed flows that have been provided from the Goodwin
Dam since the l 960's. As shown in Figure 2-6 earlier in this
chapter, the managed releases have subsrant1ally increased flows
during the generally drier summer months. Those conditions
have resulted in a considerably longer season for the various
recreational uses than would exisr under narural conditions. 19
The recreational opportunities encompassed in this extended
season are particularly significant because most other rivers in
the region have insufficient flows w support rhese uses during
the late summer.
In addition to the Farmington's important water-based recreational values, lands along the river also support a wide range
of outdoor recreational opportunities, such as picnicking,
swimming, hiking, bird watching and wildlife observation,
photography, cross-country skiing, and snowmobiling. Camping is very popular in the study area, with public or private
campground facilities located along the river 111 both Massa-

''' Indeed, wah respect co the Fasmmgcon'.s popular tubing opportunines, it is conceivable thac chis warm-weather use might noc exist other
than on an isolated basis without the conrrolled relea~es chroughout rhe
summer. If only naturally occurring higher flows m the spring were
available, the combmanon of colder air and water temperatures ac rhat
time likely would prevem any significant rubmg use.

A winter scene on the Fall River. a tributary to the Massachusetts segment
in the town of Otis.
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In a 1983 study, rhe University of Massachuserrs rated the
Massachusetts segment as having high scenic quality and inract natural quality reflecting litrle evidence of human modification. The Connecticut segmenr offers a similar range of
visual diversity. The Satan's Kingdom area is perhaps rhe most
dramatic scenic resource in rhe Connecticut study area, wirh
turbulent whire warer flowing rhrough rhe sreep-sided, 200foot deep and 1500-foot long gorge. Remarkable views are
offered both from rhe river within rhe gorge and on rhe trails
skirting the cliffs above. The hisroric river communities in
borh stares add to rhe scenic diversity of rhe area, as do rhe
essentially natural sections of the river corridor in the adjacenr
state forests and other undeveloped lands.
2.2 9
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Noreworrhy remnants of the Farmington Valley's long hisrory
of human acrivity can be found rhroughour rhe areas surrounding bmh study segmenrs. Evidence of rhe Valley's early narive
inhabitants include imponanr archaeological sites rhar have
been documented along the Connecttcur Study Segmenr. One
area m Peoples Srare Forest has been norrunated for lisring on
rhe National Register of Hisroric Places in recognition of its
extensive archaeological arrifacrs.
Historic structures associated with early European setdement
are more prevalent. In the Massachuserts study area, 73 historic buildings and sites were identified in the Town of Oris
alone . The New Boston Inn in Sandisfield is a landmark
daring back ro 1737, resrimony ro rhe long history of rravel
through the Farmington River Valley. In rhe Connecricur srudy
area, four buildings near rhe river have been lisred on the
Narional Regisrer of Historic Places: rhe 19rh century Chapin
house in Pine Meadow; rhe Depression-era Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) shelter in rhe American Legion Scare
Forest; the Old Riverton Inn; and the 19th century Gorhic
revival style stone Union Church, also located in Riverton. In
addition, rhirreen buildings have been listed on the Connecricur Stare Register, including the restored and operational
Hitchcock Chair Facrory, originally built in 1818. Also noteworthy are the concerted efforrs made by the Town of New
Hanford ro promote and conserve its many historic buildings. As part of these efforrs, the Town has designated the
Pine Meadow area, locared adjacent to the river, as a local
historic district.

The restored and operational Hitchcock Chair Factory.
located in the village ofRiverton, Connecticut, is one of
many historic structures that contribute to the character
ofthe st11dy area.
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This chapter summarizes the methot:Wlogy and results of the eligibility and classification analyses. The purpose of the eligibility
study was to determine whether the study segments meet the minimum resource criteria of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act for
inclusion in the national system. To be eligible, a river segment must meet two requirements: I) it must be "free-flowing;" and 2)
it must possess one or more outstanding resource value(s), including but not limited to scenery, recreation, fish and wildlife,
geology, and historic and cultural resources. Ifa segment is found eligible, it must then be given a proposed classification as either
"wild, " "scenic, " or "recreational " depending upon the types and amount of development in the river area. This classification
applies ifthe river is eventually designated into the national system. 20
Because the character of the river corridor changes noticeably between the Massachusetts Study Segment and the Connecticut
Study Segment, and because the two segments are separated by the sizeable impoundments of the west Branch Reservoirs, individual assessments ofeligibility and classification were conducted for each segment. Preliminary findings of the eligibility and
classification assessments were reviewed by the Farmington River Study Committee's River Eligibility Subcommittee. Both study
segments were found to be eligible far inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. Each was determined to be most
appropriate far ''recreational" classification.
The information upon which the eligibility and classification determinations were based was gathered from local state, and
federal agencies, private conservation organizations, local colleges, and individual experts. While much ofthat information was
discussed previously in Chapter 2: Description of the Study Area, this chapter presents the information in a more narrowly
defined context- that ofhighlighting the most significant ofthe Farmington River's natural cultural and recreationalfeatures.
Additional information on the river's resources can be found in the Draft Eligibilii, and Classification Rqmrt (August, 1989),
which is published separately as a companion document to this report.

3.1 METHODOLOGY

3.I.I ELIGIBILITY

Free-Flowing Condition
Section l 6(b) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act defines "freeflowing" as:
... existing or flowing in natural condition without impoundment, diversion, straightening, riprapping, or other
modification of the waterway. The existence, however, of
low dams, diversion works, and other minor
structures ... shall not automatically bar... consideration
for... indusion: Provided, That this shall not be construed
to authorize, intend, or encourage future construction of
such structures within components of the national wild
and scenic rivers system.
Federal guidelines provide the following additional clarification: "The fact that a river segment may flow between large
impoundments will not necessarily preclude its designation.
Such segments may qualify if conditions within the segment
meet the criteria [for eligibility] ... Existing dams, diversion
works, riprap and other minor structures will not bar recreational classification provided that the waterway remains
generally natural and riverine in appearance.'' 21
20

A finding that a river segment is eligible for designation does not
necessarily mean that the river is an appropriate addition to the system.
The eligibility analysis simply determines whether the study process
should be carried forward into the suitability phase.

Outstanding Resources
The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and related federal guidelines
do not specify standards for how the determination of resource
significance (i.e., whether a resource value qualifies as "outstanding") should be made, but indicate that it should be based
on the professional judgement of project staff. In the case of
the Farmington River Study, the National Park Service considered a resource to be outstanding if it could be documented
as unique or exemplary in a regional or national context. (It is
accepted practice among Wild and Scenic River planners
nationwide that a river segment should have resources that are
at least regionally significant in order to be eligible for inclusion in the national system.) To be considered unique, a resource (or combination of resources) must be the only one of
its kind in the region. To be considered exemplary, a resource
must be one of the best examples of its kind in the region. For
the purposes of this analysis, the region was defined as the
New England uplands, an area characterized by a landscape of
low, steep-sided hills broken by narrow winding river valleys,
with elevations ranging from 1,000 - 2,000 feet above sea level.
The region includes parts of Connecticut, Massachusetts,
Vermont, and New Hampshire.
3-1.2 PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and associated federal guidelines require that if a river segment under study is found eligible for designation, it then must be evaluated to determine
21

47 Fed. Reg. 39457-58; September 7, 1982.
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which of the classifications established in the Act would be
most appropriate if the segment is eventually included in the
national system. The Act establishes three classifications "Wild," "Scenic," and "Recreational" - that are distinguished
by the amount and types of development along the river. The
Act specifies that:
•

"Wild" river areas are free of impoundments and generally
inaccessible except by trail, with watersheds or shorelines
essentially primitive and waters unpolluted.

•

"Scenic" river areas are free of impoundments, with shorelines or watersheds still largely primitive and shorelines
largely undeveloped, but accessible in places by road.

•

"Recreational" river areas are readily accessible by road or
railroad, that may have some development along their
shorelines, and that may have undergone some impoundment or diversion in the past.

The three main factors that are considered in determining the
appropriate classification for a given segment are: (1) waterway development; (2) shoreline development; and (3) accessibility. To be classified as "wild," a river also must meet certain
water quality standards.

It is important to emphasize that the three classifications are

3.2 FINDINGS FOR THE MASSACHUSETTS STUDY
SEGMENT

3.2.1 ELIGIBILITY

Free-flowing Condition
As noted previously, the Massachusetts Study Segment is
located berween two impoundments - the smaller Hayden
Pond located immediately upstream of the segment, and the
much larger Colebrook Reservoir downstream. However,
within the authorized study boundaries, the segment meets
the definition of "free-flowing;" that is, it is free of impoundments, diversions, and major shoreline modifications. While
bridge abutments, short sections of riprap and road embankments, and the remains of historic power canals and mill races
are scattered along the shoreline of the segment, these modifications do not significantly diminish the river's natural integrity and were determined to be "minor structures". The study
segment "remains generally natural and riverine in appearance"
throughout its length.
Outstanding Resources
•

based solely on the amount and types of development existing
along the river, and do not necessarily reflect either the outstanding resources that may be present or the primary management objectives for the area. This is particularly relevant
for rivers classified as "scenic" or "recreational." For instance,
the term "recreational" does not imply that rivers given that
classification must be managed to promote additional recreational use. Nor does it mean that recreational values are necessarily the most, or the only, significant resources in the segment. Regardless of classification, management plans and
policies should be designed to maintain and enhance the existing character of the river corridor and the outstanding resources identified in the eligibility assessment.

It also should be noted that classification is only important in
a long-term management context for rivers that flow through
federally managed public lands. For those rivers, federal land
management agencies have specific management guidelines for
each classification. On rivers such as the Farmington that flow
through private and/ or non-federal public lands and for which
no federal land management is proposed, Classification is inconsequential. It has no bearing on either the non-federal
management framework for the river corridor, or on the review of federally assisted water resource projects required under Section 7 of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. Nonetheless,
Section 2(b) of the Act requires that a proposed classification
be given to any river segment found eligible for inclusion in
the national system.

Recreation: The Massachusetts segment of the Farmington River is treasured by expert boaters as one of the region's
finest white water runs. While the segment is normally
runable only during spring runoff or following heavy rainfall, controlled releases from the Otis Reservoir (located
on a tributary, the Fall River) during a two week period
each fall provide a high quality canoeing and kayaking experience at a time when nearly all other white water rivers
in the region are impassable. These scheduled releases regularly attract hundreds of boaters, including both individuals and organized groups from around the region. In addition, the Appalachian Mountain Club holds one of the
nation's oldest annual competitions during these releases.
Published river guides for the New England region indicate that fewer than 20 similar high order white water runs
exist in Connecticut and Massachusetts.
These white water boating opportunities were determined
to be a regionally exemplary recreational resource value.

•

Wildlife: The Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and
Wildlife's Natural Heritage Program has identified the presence of an historical peregrine falcon aerie within the study
area. This aerie, which overlooks the Farmington River, is
regarded as the best natural cliff site in Massachusetts for
reoccupation by returning wild peregrines, a federally listed
endangered species. The primacy of the site is a function
of its large size and immediate access to the river, where
peregrines can prey on the abundant bird populations that
fly across the river and adjacent open areas. Protection of
the Farmington River site is considered "extremely important" for the recovery of peregrine falcons in New England.

•
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(3) Accessibility: The river is "readily accessible by road." It
is paralleled by Massachusetts Route 8, a cwo-lane state
road, along its west bank throughout most of the segment.
Smaller local roads also provide access in several areas where
Route 8 pulls away from the immediate river corridor.
Bridge crossings are found on a rough average of one every
rwo miles.
Given rhis level of development and human activity, rhe Massachusetts Study Segment would be mosr appropriately classified as a "recreational" river.

3.3 F IN D I NGS FO R T HE CO NNECTICUT
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Free-j101l'ing Conditwn

Autumn dam refettJes on the Fall River provide flows in the Massachwetts
Stttd.r Segment that support one of the nations oldest annual white waur
comperiu ons.

The rela rionship of rhis hisrori cal aerie and associated habicar for peregrine falcons wirh the river was determined to
be a regionally unique wildlife resource value.

As noted previously, the Connecticut Study Segment begins
immediarely downstream of the Goodwin Dam and Reservoir in Hartland. However, wirhin rhe aurhorized study boundaries, rhe segment meets rhe definition of "free-flowing;" thar
is, it is free of impoundments, diversions , and major shoreline
modifications. While short sections of rhe shoreline scattered
along the segment have been modified by bridge abutments ,
riprap, road embankments, and in one location a retaining
wall, rhese modifications do nor significantly diminish rhe
river's natural integrity and were determined to be "minor structures." The study segment "remains generally natural and
riverine in appearance" throughout its length.
D11tstm1rlmg Res111rcc.

( .011cfw1u11

In light of its free-flowing condition and outstanding
recreation and wildlife values, the Massachusetts Srudy
Segment was found ro be eligible for Wild and Scenic River
designation.
).L.l P ROPOSED CL~SSIF!C.AllUN

The classification analysis for the Massachusetts Study
Segment found the following:
(1) Waterway Development: The Massachusetts segment is

free of impoundments. Scattered modifications to the
riverbanks are evident (e.g., bridge abutments, short sections of riprap and road embankment, and the remains of
a few historical structures such as mill/tannery foundations),
but the "waterway remains generally natural and riverine
in appearance."
(2) Shoreline Development: In some areas, the river shoreline has returned to a largely primitive and undeveloped
stare. However, "substantial evidence of human activity"
exists, particularly in the historical communities of Oris
and New Boston, and limited logging and agricultural prac.
.
t1ces continue.

Recreation: The Connecticut Srudy Segment offers a broad
range of conditions rhat amacr large numbers of sport fishermen, boaters, tubers , and other recreationisrs. Rough
estimates indicate chat tens of thousands of recreationists
participate in each of rhese acrivicies annually within the
study area. The significance of che segmenr's recreational
opportunities is heightened by its close proximity t0 the
major population base of the northeastern United States.
In addition, because of managed releases from the Goodwin
Darn that extend the recreation season beyond what would
be available naturally, the Farmington is one of only rwo
rivers in Connecticut (the Housaronic is the other) rhar
offers white water canoeing, kayaking, and tubing throughout the summer, when these acriviries are most popular.
Over 40 canoeing and kayaking groups from seven states
regularly use the river for group outings, and scores of
individual boaters from around the Northeast use the river
on their own. Satan's Kingdom, a steep-sided gorge with
class III whire water, is the most heavily used stretch of rhe
study segment, where boaters and fishermen often share
the river with over 2,000 tubers on a peak use day.
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Tubers are among the thousands ofrecreatiomsts who en;oy the Connecticut
Study Segment's combination offlntwarer and moderate white water, high
water qi1aliry, beautifitl scenery, and an extended recreation season.

The Connecticut Study Segment also is the most heavily
stocked trout stream in the state and is the most intensively fished section of the entire Farmington River. Each
kilometer of the srudy segment receives an estimated 1,000
fishing days annually; use increases to more than 1,600
angler days per kilometer in the 3.6-mile long Trout
Management Area (TMA) in Barkhamsted. In total, these
figures translate into an estimate of more than 25,000 fishing days per year in the segment as a whole. The river
offers high qualiry fly fishing with a relatively high catch
rate, particularly in the TMA. Most fishing within the
segment is seasonal, with roughly 60 percent of the activity occurring in the spring, although catch and release fishing is allowed year-round in the TMA. Also, controlled
releases of low temperature water from the West Branch
Reservoirs allow for summer and fall stocking throughout
the segment, supporting an extended season. As with
canoeing and kayaking, the Farmington's late-season fishing is particularly valuable because many other trout streams
in the region are no longer fishable.

l' t.

r St u d y

the Farmington is a critical component in the ongoing
effort to reintroduce the once-plentiful Atlantic salmon to
the Connecticut River basin, the southern portion of its
natural range. This large-scale program, which has been
underway since 1967, is a cooperative venture involving
numerous federal, state and local agencies and private
organizations. Of the sixteen river systems in New
England that are targeted for the restoration of the
Atlantic salmon and other anadromous fish populations,
the Connecticur River and its tributaries, including the
Farmington River, is the largest. It is one of only four river
systems. projected to reach its restoration potential within
the next 25 years.
If current proposals are implemented, it is projected that
the Farmington will be able to sustain a population of770
naturally spawning adult salmon, roughly one-sixth of the
entire Connecticut River system's estimated population.
The Farmington River system, and in particular, the prime
spawning grounds found in the Connecticur Study
Segment "are considered critical to the success of the
effort. Any significant alteration that impacts the habitat
in a negative manner within these reaches will cause
irreparable harm ro the restoration program."
In addition to the Atlantic salmon, nearly all of
Connecticut's freshwater sport fish species can be found in
the Farmington River. The river is one of the few remaining unpolluted prime trout screams in southern New
England, and the upper portion of the river in the study
area is the most heavily stocked trout stream in Connecticut. Approximately 28,000 fish are released per year into
the Connecticut Study Segment, which supports the most
intensive fishing of any section of the river both in terms
of annual and peak-period fishing.

The combination of recreational
attributes provided by the segmentnamely, the diversity of activities
available; the intensity of use for several major activities (fishing, boating,
and rubing); the uniformly high quality of experience for all uses; and the
proximity to major population
centers - was determined to be a
regionally unique recreational
resource value.

Fish: The relatively high water quality, gravelly stream bottom, and regulated releases of cold water from the
West Branch Reservoirs throughout
the year combine to make this segment of the river classic habitat for
salmonids. Because of these qualities,
The Connecticut segment's gravelly stream bottom, high water quality, and regulated cold.water releases
throughout the year make far excellent trout habitat. This stretch ofthe Farmington is the most heavily
stocked stream in the state.

3 • Eli g i bi Ii t y and Class i Ji cation

The high quality of fish habitat in the Connecticut segment and the segment's significance both to the Atlantic
salmon restoration effort and as a prime trout scream were
determined to be a regionally exemplary resource value.
• Wildlife: Bald eagles, a federally listed endangered
species, have reestablished a year-round population in the
study area. Most of the birds' activity has occurred around
che Barkhamsted Reservoir, which has a protected watershed chat is closed to the public, providing the undisturbed
conditions these birds demand. However, eagles have been
sighted year-rnund on the West Branch, and are most
common in the winter months when the reservoir freezes
over and the birds fish in the faster flowing sections of the
river that remain ice-free. In May 1992, the effort to
reestablish bald eagles reached a major milestone when a
pair of eagles nesting near the reservoir successfully hatched
two chicks. These were the first eagle chicks born in
Connecticut in more than 40 years.
The regular presence and nesting activity of bald eagles in
the study area was determined to be a regionally unique
wildlife resource value.
•

Historic Resources: In many areas along the Connecticut
Study Segment, historic structures and ocher artifacts
remain chat reflect the river's central role in the cultural
heritage of the Farmington Valley. Structures dating from
the 19th century, when mills and ocher hydropowered
industries dotted the river banks, can be found in all three
of the principal riverfront communities - Riverton,
Pleasant Valley, and New Hartford.
Several nationally recognized historic sites whose past is
linked to the Farmington are located near the river. The
National Register of Historic Places includes four buildings in the area: the 19th century Chapin house in Pine
Meadow; the Depression-era CCC shelter in American
Legion State Forest; the Old Riverton Inn; and the early
19th century Gothic revival style stone Union Church, also
located in Riverton. Other examples of the historic character of these Farmington River communities include the
operational Hitchcock Chair Factory in Riverton, and the
clusters of 19th century buildings found in the state and
locally designated historic districts of New Hartford and
Pine Meadow.
Important archaeological remains also have been found
along the Connecticut segment. An area that includes
portions of Beaver Meadow in Peoples State Forest has been
nominated as a National Historic Site in recognition of its
extensive archaeological remnants of pre-colonial Native
American settlements. In 1986 and 1987, surveys by the
Farmington River Archaeological Project of floodplain,
terrace and upland locations along the segment in the
Peoples and Ncpaug Scace Forests uncovered prehistoric
sites throughout the area. New studies arc revealing that
these were major sites occupied year-round, and that this
may have been a major trade route for the indigenous
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peoples. The cools and artifacts found show chat chis valley was a separate and distinct system from chose of other
regional river valleys, with different forms of land use.
These diverse historic resources were determined to be a
regionally exemplaty resource value.

Conclusion
In light of its free-flowing condition and outstanding recreation, fish, wildlife, and historic resources, the Connecticut
Study Segment was found to be eligible for Wild and Scenic
River designation.
3.3.2 PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION

The classification analysis for the Connecticut Study Segment
found the following:
( 1) Waterway Development: The segment is free of impoundments. Scattered modifications to the riverbanks arc evident (e.g., bridge abutments, riprap, road embankments,
and a short retaining wall), but the "waterway remains generally natural and riverine in appearance."
(2) Shoreline Development: Some portions of the river shoreline have returned to a condition not unlike chat of 300
years ago, but there are several areas that exhibit "substantial evidence of human activity." Residential and
commercial development is concentrated in the historical
community centers of Riverton, Pleasant Valley, and New
Hartford.
(3) Accessibility: The river is "readily accessible by road." Local
and state roads parallel the river on one or both sides
throughout most of the segment. Bridge crossings are
found on a rough average of one every 3.3 miles.
Given chis level of development and human activity, the
Connecticut Study Segment is most appropriately classified as
a "recreational" river.
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This chapter provides an overview ofthe many /aws, regu/ations, programs, agreements, and physical characteristics that cu"ently
affect the management and protection of the two study segments. There are two primary purposes: first, to give the reader an
understanding ofhow the river and su"ounding lands are managed; and second, to provide a foundation for evaluating whether
there are adequate mechanisms in place to provide long-term protection for the Farmington's outstanding values without the need
for federal land acquisition and /and management. The actual determinations ofthe adequacy ofthe existing management and
protection mechanisms for each segment are presented in Chapter 8: Suitability.
Three levels of/aws and regulations are described in this chapter - local state, andfederal While the federal /aws affecting the
two study segments are the same, the States ofMassachusetts and Connecticut have distinct statutes and programs re/ated to the
various aspects ofriver management. Also, there are legal agreements that have an important effect on river management in one
state but not the pther (particu/arly with respect to instream flow management). As a result, the chapter is divided into separate
sections for each state.
Recognizing that the condition ofany river is a function ofboth instream/water resource management and adjacent /and management, the chapter includes detailed discussions ofeach of these subjects in each state. The description of the management and
conservation ofriverfront lands is divided into sections on I) private lands, and 2) public lands. For private /ands, most ofthe
discussion focuses on the local state, and federal programs (/aws, regulations, incentives, etc.} that exert the greatest influence on
/and use. Physical characteristics ofthe corridor (for instance, steep slopes, adjacent wetlands, /ack ofroad access, etc.) that help to
protect the river by limiting the amount ofdevelopment that can occur also are identified. The sections on public /and management describe the policies and programs ofthe relevant agencies that determine how these /ands are used.
For instreamlwater resource management, the discussion is separated into the three main components of instream conditions:
I) water quality; 2) water quantity; and 3) the integrity ofthe river's channel, banks and associated wetlands. Summaries
are provided of the relevant /aws, regu/ations, and other agreements affecting each ofthose three components.
Much ofthe information presented in this chapter is derived from a comprehensive inventory and analysis ofthe effectiveness of
existing management and protection mechanisms prepared by the National Park Service and the Farmington River Study Committee in the early stages ofthe Wild and Scenic River Study. The complete results ofthat analysis are included in a companion
document to this report, the Draft Evaluation efExisting Protection Uune, 1990), to which the reader should refer for additional
details. Since the completion ofthat report, a number ofsignificant actions have been taken at the local and state levels to provide
additional protection to the river. The description that follows includes both the management and protection mechanisms in p/ace
at the outset ofthe Wild and Scenic River Study and those additional actions that occu"ed over the course ofthe project.
The reader also should note. that the /aws, regu/ations, programs and agreements summarized in this chapter formed the foundation ofa comprehensive river management plan for the Connecticut Study Segment that was prepared and adopted during the
latter stages of the Wild and Scenic River Study. That document, entitled the Upper Farmington River Management Plan, is
summarized in Chapter 7; the full Management Plan is published separately as a companion to this report. The Management
P/an binds together the many existing management and protection mechanisms affecting the Connecticut segment by establishing
strong objectives and standards to guide their future implementation.

4.1 MASSACHUSETTS STUDY SEGMENT

4.1.1

LAND MANAGEMENT

Private Lands
As described in Chapter 2, more than 70 percent of the
shorelands along the Massachusetts Study Segment is privately
owned. The laws, regulations, and other programs governing
the ways in which those lands may be used are therefore of
critical importance to the health of the river.

In keeping with New England tradition, land use control along
the Massachusetts segment is primarily under the jurisdiction
of town governments through the implementation of state
authorizing statutes and federal programs. The most important of these locally administered programs are described in
the next part of this subsection.

In addition to the locally administered programs that are of
primary importance, there are certain statutes and programs
having a bearing on land use along the Massachusetts segment
that are administered directly by state and federal agencies.
These programs arc summarized after the discussion oflocally
administered programs.
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The section on private lands concludes with a brief description of the physical characteristics found along the Massachusetts segment that limit the potential for intensive development of the shorelands, which thereby further protect the river
from degradation.

authorized to pass more stringent regulations if deemed
necessary. All three of the towns abutting the Massachusetts Study Segment have used this authority to
establish a 100-foot setback from the river for new
septic systems.
Title 5 is one of the most important regulatory programs for the upper Farmington Valley because all of
the Massachusetts towns in the study area rely entirely
on septic systems. Moreover, these towns have soil
conditions that are exceptionally limiting for the placement of septic systems under Title 5 regulations. (In
face, local and regional land use officials claim chat the
difficulty in finding acceptable percolation sites is the
most important factor limiting growth in these towns.)
Thus, while the intent of Title 5 is to protect water
quality from degradation by sewage disposal, it has
the added practical effect oflimiting development and
thereby protecting the rural and scenic character of
the Farmington Valley.

Locally Administered Programs
Following are summaries of the most important statutes
and programs affecting land management that are implemented primarily at the local level.
•

Wetlands Protection Act (M.G.L. Chapter 131, Section 40): The Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act
was the first of its kind in the country and is still one
of the strongest state wetland acts in existence. The
Act is intended to protect eight public interests related
to wetlands, including: 1) flood control; 2) storm damage prevention; 3) protection of public and private
water supply; 4) protection of ground water supply;
5) prevention of pollution; 6) protection of fisheries;
7) protection ofland containing shellfish; and 8) protection of wildlife habitat. To achieve these goals, the
statute empowers local conservation commissions to
regulate any project that would alter the river, its floodplain, or land within 100 feet of the river or a bordering vegetated wetland. Any activity within those areas
must be approved by the local conservation commission before it can proceed.
The Wetlands Protection Act is particularly effective
in protecting the Farmington's water quality from nonpoint source pollution resulting from activities on adjacent lands. However, it is important to recognize
that the Act does not directly protect the scenic or
recreational values of river corridors. Under the Act,
the natural integrity of riverfront land can only be protected to the extent that it coincides with protection
of the river's water quality or wildlife habitat. Consistency of enforcement from town to town also can be a
problem. Nonetheless, the Wetlands Protection Act
is one of the strongest laws protecting the Massachusetts stretch of the Farmington River from adverse
effects of riverfront development.

•

Title 5 of the State Environmental Code (M.G.L.
Chapter 21A, Sec. 13; M.G.L. 111, Sec. 31 & 127):
Established in 1977, Title 5 provides a comprehensive
set of minimum regulations for the siting and construction of septic systems in order to protect public
health and the environment. The most important section of the regulations for the Farmington is that which
prohibits the siting of any new septic system's leaching field within 50 feet of a watercourse. Title 5 also
requires a minimum of two percolation tests per lot
- one for the septic site and one for a reserve site and two deep observation holes for determining the
character of the soil. These provisions are enforced by
each community's Board of Health, which is

As with any state law relying on local enforcement,
the key to the effectiveness of Title 5 is the ability of
volunteer local health boards to enforce it. Enforcement of siting new septic systems appears to be very
strong in all of the study area towns. However, there
has been a problem with the failure of older systems
established prior to the adoption of the regulations in
1977. The local boards have strong authority to deal
with these problems, but they are often reluctant to
use their full powers.
•

National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP)
(P.L. 90-448): The NFIP was established to provide
homeowners in flood hazard areas with federally
subsidized flood insurance as an alternative to the
escalating cost of disaster relief. To be eligible for the
insurance, however, the homeowner's community must
first adopt official Federal Flood Insurance Rate Maps
that delineate flood hazard areas, and then establish at
least minimum floodplain regulations that place some
restrictions on development in those areas. All development must conform to those regulations to qualify
for flood insurance. The local board that administers
the program (each town's planning board in
Massachusetts) is encouraged to adopt floodplain
regulations more stringent than the Program's
minimum standards.
In general, the NFIP has been quite successful in
motivating communities to voluntarily establish floodplain management ordinances. Three of the four
Massachusetts towns (Becket, Otis, and Sandisfield)
have chosen to participate in the program and adopt
the necessary regulations. However, while the regulations established in those towns do restrict building in
the floodplain to some extent, they do not fully protect the natural functions of the floodplain; building
is still allowed as long as certain conditions are met.
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Municipal Land Use Statutes: The Massachusem
Zoning Act (M.G.L 40A), the Subdivision Control
Law (M.G.L. 41, Sec. 81A - 81GG), and ocher
enabling laws give cowns in the Commonwealth
almost complete authority to regulate land use as they
see reasonable for ensuring che general heal ch, welfare,
and safety of the public. These authorizing statutes
will not be reviewed in this section; rather, the focus
will be on the specific zoning and subdivision bylaws
adopted by the study area towns pursuanr co the
enabling statutes.
Under the various authorizing sea.cutes described above, all
four of the Massachusetts towns in the study area have
established regulations char provide protection eicher
directly or indirectly for rhe Farmington River and its
ad,acenr lands. These include ordinances regulating wetland disturbance, building in floodplain areas, septic
system installation, density and type of development, subdivisions, erosion and sedimentation control, sand and
gravel exuacrion, and forescry praccices More specifically,
the three towns that directly abut the Massachusecrs
segment - Otis, Sandisfield, and Tolland - all have
adopted restrictions on building in the:: 100-year floodplain,
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a 100-fooc setback for new septic systems, and wetlands
regulations that restrict activities within 100 feet of the
river. The three towns also have relatively low-density zoning bylaws (2 acres in Tolland, and l acre in Otis and
Sandisfield) chat emphasize residential and agricultural land
uses for lands along the river. The Town of Becket also has
adopted local bylaws chat help to protect the Farmington's
headwater weclands from derrimenral land uses.
One local zoning action taken during the Wild and Scernc
River Study is sufficiently important for protection of the
river that it deserves to be highlighted. In 1991, the Town
of Tolland adopted a "River Protection District" as an
amendment to its zoning bylaws. The district prohibits
new structures and sand and gravel operations in the river's
100-year floodplain or within 200 feet of the river. It also
includes restrictions on vegetation removal (a 50-foot
no-cut zone and limitations on cutting in the area from
50-200 feet from the river), and a prohibition of new
septic facilities within 150 feet of the river. These features
make Tolland's ordinance the strongest river conservation
action implemented by any of the Massachusetts towns on
the Farmington. A copy of Tolland's River Prorecrion
District is included in Appendix B.
Because the shorelands along rhe Massachusetts Study
Segment are predominantly in private ownership, the local regulations are the primary mechanisms for protecting
this stretch of che Farmington River from detrimental land
uses. These regulations are, therefore, central to the evaluation of the adequacy of protection for the Massachusetts
segment. That evaluation, which is the first component of
the suitability analysis, is presented in Subsection 8.2.1:
Protection Mechanisms. The relative strengths and weaknesses of the various local regulations in protecting the river
are identified in that subsection. In addition, Figure 8-1
provides a town-by-town comparison of the local
ordinances and other protection mechanisms affecting the
segment. Further information and analysis are available tn
the 1990 Draft Evaluation of Existing Protection.

State Administered Programs
Several programs administered by che Commonwealth of
Massachusetts also affect land management and provide
significant protection for the Farmington River. The most
notable are summarized below.

Local land we regulations are the key to protecting the natural mtegriry
of the Farmrngton River corridor. This view is lookmg upstream from the
Route 5 7 bridge in New Boston. Massachusetts.

Forest Cutting Practices Act (M.G.L. Chapter 132,
Sec. 40-46): This statute provides important protection for the Farmington from adverse effects of largescale commercial timber harvests. The Act requires
that any landowner who inrends to cut more than 50
cords or 25,000 board feet of wood for commercial
purposes must first prepare a cutting plan and have it
approved by the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Managemenr. The Act's regulations limit
cutting within I 00 feet of water bodies to less than 50
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percent of the forest. Although there is no requirement for a no-cut buffer, the DEM recommends leaving a 50-foot no-cut area along water bodies.
It is important to note that these regulations apply
only to commercial logging operations exceeding
25,000 board feet of timber. Noncommercial cutting,
clearing of public ways, cutting of less than 25,000
board feet per cut, and clearing ofland for building or
cultivation all are exempted from the Act. These
activities are, however, still regulated by local conservation commissions under the Wetlands Protection
Act, as described above in the discussion of Locally
Administered Programs. In addition, towns can establish their own regulations limiting timber harvest,
as Tolland does through its River Protection District,
for instance.
•

undeveloped forested area with steep slopes and more
than 6,000 feet of frontage on the river's east side, and
a narrow section with about 600 feet of frontage on
the west side. The total cost for these acquisitions was
$1.1 million.
•

Federal and State Clean Water Acts (P.L. 95-217;
M.G.L. Chapter 131, Sec.40): The Massachusetts
DEP has a number of responsibilities under the state
and federal water pollution control statutes that have
a bearing on land use along the river. These include
permitting of point source discharges, issuing water
quality certifications on proposed discharges, and controlling non-point source pollution. These responsibilities are described in the "Water Quality" portion
of Subsection 4.1.2: Water Resources Management.

•

Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA)
(M.G.L. Chapter 30, Sec. 61-62H): This statute is
modeled after the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA), and requires all state agencies to review the
environmental impact of major state actions and consider alternatives. As stated in the Act, "all agencies,
departments, boards, commissions and authorities of
the Commonwealth shall review, evaluate, and determine the impact on the natural environment of all
works, projects or activities conducted by them and
shall use all practicable means and measures to minimize damage to the environment." For any project
covered by the Act, an "Environmental Notification
Form" (ENF) describing the environmental impacts
must be filed with the MEPA unit in the Executive
Office of Environmental Affairs (EOEA). Following
public comment, EOEA officials determine whether
the project is of sufficient magnitude to require the
preparation of a full "Environmental Impact Report"
(EIR), which further evaluates the project's environmental consequences and adequacy of mitigation measures. The Act's associated regulations establish specific thresholds for different types and sizes of projects
that automatically require preparation of an ENF or
EIR.

Preferential Use Assessment (M.G.L. Chapters 61,
61A, & 61B): Preferential or current use assessment
allows for reduced taxation of lands that are committed to forestry, agriculture, or recreation/open space
uses. If a landowner applies and his/her property meets
the criteria for one of these categories, the land is
assessed at a value reflecting its current use, rather than
its full market value for a more intensive use. The
landowner must commit to keeping the land in that
same use for a ten year period; if the land is removed
from the program or converted to another use during
that time, the owner must pay penalty taxes to the
town.
This program plays an important role in sustaining
the largely rural and forested landscapes of the
Farmington Valley by enabling owners of lands that
are rapidly increasing in value to afford to hold onto
those lands. As evidence of the attractiveness of
the program, in 1990 roughly 7,840 acres in the
Farmington River watershed had been enrolled in the
"forest land" classification alone. However, enrollment
in the program does not ensure guaranteed long-term
conservation; the penalties for early withdrawal are not
necessarily steep enough to prevent landowners from
selling their property for development.

•

State Land Acquisition: In 1983, the Massachusetts
legislature authorized $4 million for land acquisition
to facilitate the "preservation and continuation of a
wilderness corridor" along the Farmington River. The
authorization was divided equally between the Department of Environmental Management and the Division of Fisheries and Wildlife. The latter share never
became available for the Farmington, but the DEM
has been able to move forward effectively with their
part of the program. Thus far, DEM has acquired
two important parcels along the study segment in Otis:
a 16.9-acre parcel with over 2,000 feet of river frontage, almost all of which is located within the 100-year
floodplain; and a 450-acre parcel encompassing an

It is important to note that any type of permit or
license required for a project by any state agency is
considered a state action and subject to the Act.
However, permits granted by local boards (e.g.,
conservation commissions, boards of health, etc.)
under state authorizing statute do not constitute state
actions unless someone appeals the local decision to
the MassDEP.

Federally Administered Programs
•

Clean Water Act/Section 404 (P.L. 95-217): Section
404 affects land management along the river by requiring any project that would discharge dredged or
fill material into the river or an adjacent wetland to
receive a permit from the Army Corps of Engineers
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(in consultation with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [EPA]). This program is described further in the "Channel, Banks, and Wetlands" portion
of Subsection 4.1.2: Water Resources Management.

Physical Limitations to Development
In addition to the protections provided by the programs
described above, the Massachusetts section of the Farmington River receives an important measure of protection
from physical characteristics that limit the development
potential of the private lands in the river corridor.
Natural features, including wetlands, steep slopes, and soils
that are unsuitable for individual septic systems, serve as a
significant constraint to development in many locations
along the segment. Wetlands surround the nver for much
of the uppermost one and one-half miles of rhe smdy area
immediately below rhe Hayden Pond Dam. Steep slopes
descend virtually to the river's edge along large sections of
the segment. This is the case along much of the eastern
shore in rhe lower half of the stretch in Oris, and is even
more pronounced on both sides of the river rhrough much
of Sandisfield and Tolland. In fact, more than one-third
of Sandisfield's 8.6 miles of total nver frontage is bordered
by slopes steeper than 25 percent. Whtie these steep slopes
do significantly limit the likelihood of construction, they
are generally heavily forested; intensive logging, particularly along the immediate shorelands, could have serious
impacts on rhe river.
Many areas along the segment, including those with sreep
slopes and near wetlands, have chin and/or poorly drained
soils that are unsuitable for individual septic systems. Because none of the three towns abutting the study segment
has a municipal sewage treatment system, these unsuitable
soils have become the single factor preventing development
of certain locations.
Road access also plays an important role in limiting potential development along pares of the segment. Although
Route 8 does parallel rhe river along the west side for most
of the srudy segment, the lack of road access along much
of the east side has significantly reduced the development
pressure on that shoreline. This is most noteworthy for
much of the stretch in Otis, which otherwise could be vulnerable to a considerable amount of development, logging,
and other activities that could have an impact on the river.
Conversely, rhe river also receives a form of protection in
areas where Route 8 closely parallels the western shoreline.
In many locations chis has resulted in narrow parcels between the road and the river that are undevelopable, thereby
ensuring that ar least the immediate shoreline will retain a
certain amount of natural character and buffering capacity. However, the proximity of Route 8 does create the
potential for water quality problems resulting from runoff
from the road surface.

Adjacent public lands are an importanc factor in maintaining the
undeveloped character of the Massachusetcs Study Segment.

Pu/,!ir f ,111rl.<
The Massachusetts Study Segment receives significant protection from the public conservation lands located along it. As
with private lands, the stare and federal programs described
above help to ensure the conservation of public lands along
the Massachusetts segment. Physical limitations further
constrain potential uses of public lands in some locations.
However, the primary factors influencing the use of public
lands are the policies and practices applied by the agencies
charged with management of these lands.

As shown earlier in Figure 2-2 and Map 2-1, roughly 27 percent of the frontage in Massachusetts is in public ownership;
virrnally all of those public holdings are dedicated for conservation-related purposes and are protected from development
or intensive land uses. (The only exceptions are small parcels
owned by the Towns of Oris and Sandisfield for municipal
purposes and the Massachusetts Departmenr of Public Works
in Otis for salt and equipment storage. Together, these parcels
only account for about 5.2 acres and l, 175 feet, or 0.9 percent, of the total frontage along the segment.)
The largest parcels of protected open space along the segment
are 111 the Otis, Sandisfield and Tolland State Forests, all of
which have substantial river frontage. These lands are managed for multiple uses, including the wildlife habitat, recreation, hunting, and the harvest of firewood, saw timber, and
mountain laurel. These activities do not have an appreciable
effect on the river. The state forest lands are considered well
protected from future development because Anicle 97 of the
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Massachusetts Constitution requires a two-thirds vote of the
Legislature to sell any state forest.
The Hartford Metropolitan District Commission and the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers also own sizeable tracts at the downstream end of the Massachusetts segment. These lands, which
were acquired in conjunction with the development of the
West Branch Reservoirs, arc also protected from intensive
development. The land owned by the MDC is managed
specifically for watershed protection and is restricted from sale
by Connecticut state statutes.
Collectively, the extensive tracts of public conservation lands
arc the best-protected lands in the Massachusetts study area
and have contributed significantly to the continued natural
character of the river valley.
(Refer to Subsection 2.1.4: Land Ownership and Subsection
2.1.5: Land Use in for additional information on the public
lands in the study area.)
4.1.2 WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

While locally administered programs and regulations are
of primary importance for land management along the
Massachusetts segment, state and federally administered statutes and programs provide the foundation for management
and protection of the Farmington's instream/water resources.
Nonetheless, local land use regulations are significant for
certain water resource issues, particularly the control of nonpoint source pollution and the protection of the riverbanks
and adjacent wetlands.
The most noteworthy of the local, state, and federal authorities affecting water resource management on the Massachusetts segment are summarized below.
.

Wtiter Quality

Locally Administered Programs
Several local land use programs provide important protection for the water quality of the Massachusetts segment,
particularly from non-point source pollution. The most
significant are those related to wetlands, septic systems,
subdivisions, and floodplains. The state authorizing statutes and the specific regulations adopted by the individual
towns arc described above in the "Private Lands" portion
of Subsection 4.1.1: Land Management; the strengths
and weaknesses of those regulations are evaluated in the
first part of the suitability analysis for the Massachusetts
segment, presented in Subsection 8.2.1: Protection
Mechanisms.

State Administered Programs
•

Federal and State Clean Water Acts (P.L. 95-217;
M.G.L. Chapter 131, Sec. 40): The federal and state
water pollution control statutes provide substantial protection for the Farmington River's water quality by

regulating all discharges to the river through several
different programs. The Massachusetts Department
of Environmental Protection directly administers the
state statute and, through delegation from the U.S.
EPA, the federal law as well. The MassDEP's major
responsibilities under these statutes include the
following:
(1) Establishment of statewide water qyality standards:
These standards designate water quality goals and
designated uses for different classes of water bodies, and establish base level criteria that must be
met to maintain the designated uses for each class.
The standards form the basis from which a state's
regulatory decisions on water quality are made.

As required under the statutes, the MassDEP has
established a statewide anti-degradation policy that
protects high quality waters from being degraded
to the base level of their classification. The
specific application of this standard to the
Farmington River is discussed below.
(2) Project review and certification under Sec. 401 of
'

the federal Clean Water Act: Section 401 requires
that any proposed discharge into the waters of a
state must receive a water quality certificate from
that ~tate before any necessary federal permits or
licenses can be granted. This requirement makes
Section 401 certification a strong tool for the state
because it ensures that federally-approved projects
must meet the state's water quality standards.
Certification must be related directly to impacts
on water quality; however, a 1994 U.S. Supreme
Court decision held that water quantity is inseparable from water quality, and therefore certifications can legally include requirements related to
water quantity provided they have some connection to the state's water quality standards.
(3) Point source discharge permits: Sec. 402 of the
federal Clean Water Act establishes a permit system - the "National Pollution Discharge Elimination System" (NPDES) - for all point source
discharges, such as new or expanded discharges
from sewage treatment plants and industrial
facilities. Storm water discharges also are regulated under Sec. 402. The NPDES permit system
provides an additional mechanism for the state to
ensure that a proposed point source discharge will
not violate the specific water quality standards
established for the river basin in question.
(4) Non-point source pollution control: The federal
and state statutes also establish limited regulatory
authority and encourage planning efforts for the
reduction of non-point source pollution.
The EPA oversees implementation of the Clean
Water Act in Massachusetts. The agency maintains
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approval/veto authority over the state's water quality
standards and permitting of specific projects under Sec.
402, but not over state certifications under Sec. 401.
The MassDEP has classified the entire length of the
Farmington River in Massachusetts as Class B,
"fishable and swimmable." The agency's current antidegradation policy for the river provides strong protection to its high quality waters, but does not
guarantee protection from future discharges. The
policy prohibits new discharges unless a variance is
granted by the MassDEP. Variances can be granted if
a proposed discharge meets three tests: (1) "socioeconomic" review, in which the agency determines that
the social and economic benefits of the project to the
public outweigh the impacts of the discharge; (2)
"highest and best technology" review, in which the
agency determines that the applicant will use the
highest and best technology available (usually meaning secondary or tertiary treatment) and has evaluated
alternatives; and (3) "water quality" review, in which
the agency determines that the project will not lower
the water quality of the river. 22
•

Other Authorities: Certain other state administered
programs (such as the Forest Cutting Practices Act,
Preferential Use Assessment, State Land Acquisition,
and Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act) also play
a role in protecting water quality in the Massachusetts
segment. These are described above in the
"Private Lands" portion of Subsection 4.1.1: Land
Management.

Federally Administered Programs
National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (P.L. 90-542,
as amended): The protection of the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act (prohibiting any federally licensed, permitted, or funded water resource project that would have
a direct and adverse effect on the river's outstanding
resources) was in place for the duration of the
study period for both the Massachusetts and the
Connecticut study segments. As a designated Wild
and Scenic River, the Connecticut segment will
receive this protection permanently. Although the
Massachusetts segment was not proposed for designation, the protection afforded to the Connecticut
segment will extend to any federally assisted water
resources project in Massachusetts that would have a
significant effect on the river's outstanding values in
Connecticut. Any project that would reduce the
quality of water flowing into the designated segment
downstream will be of particular concern.
22

Discussions are currenrly underway between the Massachusetts
DEP and the Connecticut DEP to evaluate whether the existing antidegradation standard in Massachusetts adequately protects the high
water quality and designated uses of the river in Connecticut.
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Specific provisions for implementing the permanent
protection for the Connecticut segment are described
later in this chapter in Subsection 4.2.2: Water
Resources Management. Should the Massachusetts
segment be designated at some point in the future,
detailed provisions similar to those in effect for the
Connecticut segment would be applied to the
Massachusetts segment as well.
•

Clean Water Act/Section 404: The authority and responsibilities of the U.S. Army Corps ofEngineers and
the U.S. EPA under Sec. 404 are described later in
this Subsection under Channel, Banks and Wetlands.

•

National Environmental Policy Act (P.L. 91-190):
NEPA provides a limited amount of protection for the
Farmington by requiring federal agencies to evaluate
the environmental impact of proposed major federal
actions, to consider less environmentally damaging
alternatives, and to solicit public comment on the proposal. However, NEPA cannot guarantee protection
of the river because it docs not require agencies to pursue the most environmentally sensitive alternative or
the one most favored by the public.

Wtiter {)Jtantity

Flows in the Massachusetts segment arc not managed on a
continual basis through deliberate releases from impoundments
upstream of the segment or on its tributaries. However, as
described in Subsection 2.2.3: Hydrology, the Farmington's
flows are influenced to varying degrees by the following: the
largely unmanaged releases from Hayden Pond in Otis;
autumn releases from Otis Reservoir into the Fall River, which
have a brief but substantial effect on the lower half of the study
segment; and the management of dry flood control dams on a
number of tributaries by the U.S. Soil Conservation Service,
which results in short-term reductions of flow in the West
Branch during very wet periods.
Otis Reservoir is managed by the Massachusetts Department
of Environmental Management primarily to serve reservoir
recreation, fisheries, flood control, and the reservoir's shorefront
property owners. The reservoir is drawn down annually during two fall weekends to create storage capacity for spring runoff
and to prevent winter damage to private docks from ice movement. The resulting releases into the Fall River average roughly
220 cfs, and substantially increase flows in the Farmington at
a time when the river is usually running at very low levels.
The releases, which the DEM coordinates with recreational
groups, provide enough water in the West Branch for intensive white water recreation during a period when other rivers
in the region are too low for boating.
In addition to these direct influences on river flows, there are
a number of state and federal laws and regulations that have a
bearing on water quantity in the Massachusetts segment. These
programs are summarized below.

I ~ , ,,~
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Massachusetts, the Department of Environmental
Management has determined that a full-fledged basin
plan is not needed at this time. However, the agency
has gathered information that provides a hydrological
baseline of current conditions in the Farmington River
basin.
•

Water Management Act (M.G.L. Chapter 21G)
regulates the allocation of water within a river basin.
Permits for withdrawals are issued depending upon the
availability of water in the basin, and new withdrawals are precluded if they would exceed the "safe yield"
for the river. Thus, the process protects minimum
insrream flows by ensuring that the river will not be
ove rallocated.

•

Clean Water Act/Section 401: The state's authority
under Sec. 401 to require a water quality certification
for any proposed discharge is described earlier in this
Subsection under Water Quality. The recent Supreme
Court decision referred to in that section has affirmed
states' authority to deny cerrification tO projects
affecting water quantity if the flow levels (discharges)
released from such projects would impinge upon the
designated uses and water quality criteria established
in rhe state's water quality standards. This is
potentially a powerful new tool for stares ro use in
regulating projects that have significant effects on
water quantity.
Massachusetts Environmencal Policy Act: See rhe
description provided above in the "Private Lands"
portion of Subsection 4.1.1: Land Management.

Occasional releases from Otis Reservoir into the Faf! River. shown here,
provide a rub.w mtial conmbut1on to flows m rhe l>fassaclmsetts segment.

State Administered Programs
•

Federally Administered Programs

lnterbasin Transfer Act (M.G.L. Chapter 21, Sec.

National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act: See the
description provided earlier in this Subsection under
Water Quality. With designation of the Connecticut
segment as a Wild and Scenic River, any federally
assisted water resources project in Massachusetts that
would reduce rhe quantity of water flowing inw the
designated area downstream will be of particular
concern.

8B-D) regulates any proposal w withdraw more than
1 million gallons per day from a river for an out-ofbasin use. Permits are granted only if all efforts have
been made ro develop local water sources within the
"receiving basin," all practical water conservation
measures have been taken, and reasonable minimum
stream flows will be protected. In essence, inrerbasin
transfers are treated as a "last resorr" possibility; very
few have been permitted in the Commonwealrh since
the enactment of this law in 1983.

Water Resources Management Planning Regulations
(313 CMR 2.00) require the development of river
basin plans that are to be considered in all state agency
decisions relating to water resources management in
each watershed. Among other components, each plan
must establish a minimum stream flow threshold to
protect fish, wildlife, and related uses . Withdrawals
that would reduce flows below the minimum
threshold would not be allowed.
Because there are no existing or proposed withdrawals or discharge~ affecting the Farmingwn River in

•

Clean Water Act/Section 404: The authority and
responsibilities of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
and the U.S. EPA under Sec. 404 are described immediately below under Channel, Banks and Weclands.
The jurisdiction of those agencies would extend to
cover any project affecting water quantity in the
Farmingron if that project involved the discharge of
dredged or filled material in to rhe segment or an
adjacent wetland.
National Environmental Policy Act: The responsibilities of federal agencies under NEPA are described
earlier in this Subsection under Water Quality.
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Channel, Banks and Wetlands
Locally Administered Programs

Federally Administered Programs

•

The natural appearance and function of the river's
channel, banks, and adjacent wetlands receive important
protection through several local land use programs. The
most noteworthy include municipal floodplain, wetland,
subdivision and zoning regulations. The specific regulations adopted by each of the study area towns arc summarized in the "Private Lands" portion of Subsection 4.1.1:
Land Management; the strengths and weaknesses of those
regulations are evaluated in the first part of the suitability
analysis for the Massachusetts segment, presented in
Subsection 8.2.1: Protection Mechanisms.

•

Clean Water Act/Section 401: The state's water quality certification authority under Sec. 401 provides an
additional measure of protection to the Farmington's
channel, banks and adjacent wetlands for any proposed
project potentially affecting them that would require
a federal permit or license (such as a Section 404 permit, as described below). The specific provisions of
the state's Section 401 jurisdiction are described
earlier in this Subsection under Water Quality.

•

23

Because Section 404 authority is so encompassing, the
Army Corps has developed "regional," "nationwide,"
and "programmatic general" permits for minor projects
that meet specified criteria. These projects do not need
to go through the more rigorous individual permitting process. However, the Corps' guidelines require
individual permits for all projects that would be
located "in a component of the Wild and Scenic
Rivers System." With designation of the Connecticut
segment, the Corps will apply a screening procedure
for projects on tributaries to the designated area including the Massachusetts segment - that would
otherwise qualify for a nationwide permit but that
could adversely affect the designated stretch.

Waterways Act (M.G.L. Chapter 91): This law enables the MassDEP to regulate construction within the
high water area of the Farmington and other rivers in
the Commonwealth.23 Before building in the river, a
project proponent must obtain a license from the
MassDEP. Issuance of the license is dependent upon
the project's impacts on navigation and public access,
and whether a water quality certification has been
received.
The Waterways Act provides an important mechanism
to regulate the construction of bridges and other structures in and over the Farmington. A plausible example
would be private bridges that might be proposed to
reach currently inaccessible areas along much of the
cast side of the river.

•

National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act: See the
description provided earlier in this Subsection under
Water Quality. With designation of the Connecticut
segment as a Wild and Scenic River, any federally
assisted water resources project that would affect the
Massachusetts segment's channel, banks, or wetlands
and reduce the quality or quantity of water flowing
into the designated area downstream will be of
particular concern.

•

National Environmental Policy Act: The responsibilities of federal agencies under NEPA arc described
earlier in this Subsection under Water Quality.

Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act: See the
description provided above in the "Private Lands"
portion of Subsection 4.1.l: Land Management.

The MassDEP has asserted its authority under the Waterways Act on
the Farmington River from the confluence with Dimmock Brook in
Otis downstream. The agency chose Dimmock Brook as the cutoff
point because the river upstream was considered too small for navigation (one of the fundamental criteria for application of the Act) and
there was no history oflicenses having been issued above that location.

Clean Water Act/Section 404: Section 404 provides
protection to the physical character of the Farmington River by requiring any project that would discharge
dredged or fill material into the river or an adjacent
wetland to receive a permit from the Army Corps of
Engineers (in consultation with the U.S. EPA). This
permitting requirement affects both temporary and
permanent projects. In the permitting process, the
project's potential impacts to aquatic resources and its
ability to serve the public interest arc evaluated
according to EPA guidelines. The guidelines prohibit
fill discharges when less environmentally damaging and
practicable alternatives exist.
Most construction activities affecting the river or
adjacent wetlands would be subject to a Sec. 404
permit because they typically involve what would be
considered a "discharge of dredged or fill material."
Examples include: placement of fill (rock, sand, dirt
or other material) needed for the construction of a
structure, impoundment, intake or discharge pipe, etc.;
site development fill for industrial or recreational uses;
dams and dikes; riprap; and subaqueous utility lines.

State Administered Programs

•
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The level of scrutiny a project receives can vary
substantially depending on the inland wetlands
commission's decision of whether the proposed project
constitutes a "significant activity;" i.e., one that could
have a potentially significant impact on a wetland or
watercourse. All "significant activities" must have a
public hearing, and generally receive a much higher
level of review for potential environmental impacts.

4.2 CONNECTICUT STUDY SEGMENT

4.2.1 LlND MANAGEMENT

Private Lands

As in Massachusetts, the majority of the shorelands along the
Connecticut Study Segment (approximately 51.5 percent) are
in private ownership. Thus, the laws and regulations that govern the use of private lands are critical to the management and
protection of the river in Connecticut. As is the case in Massachusetts (as well as in most of New England), the primary
responsibility for regulating land use in Connecticut rests with
the local communities through their implementation of a number of state and federal statutes. The most important of these
programs are described in the next part of this Subsection.

The Act gives strong enforcement powers to the local
commissions by allowing them to issue cease and desist orders, to order that violations be corrected, and
to levy substantial fines. The Connecticut DEP can
enforce the Act if a local commission fails to do so,
but it cannot override a commission's regulatory
decisions.

If properly enforced, the Act has the ability to provide
thorough protection for wetlands. The Act's strpng
points include: one of the most comprehenkive
wetland definitions in the country (based on soils);
mapping of all wetlands, watercourses and regulated
areas; the ability to regulate projects beyond the actual
wetland boundary; and a strong technical assistance
program for local commissions.

In addition to the locally administered programs that are of
primary importance, there are certain statutes and programs
having a bearing on land use along the Connecticut segment
that are administered directly by state and federal agencies.
These programs are summarized after the description of
locally administered programs.
The private lands section concludes with a brief description of
the physical characteristics found along the Connecticut segment that limit the potential for intensive development of the
shorelands, which thereby further protect the river from
degradation.

Implementation of the Act has presented certain
challenges in the study area towns. Several of the volunteer commissions do not have paid enforcement staff
nor sufficient time and expertise to thoroughly
evaluate many of the detailed engineering studies produced by developers; this has resulted in some enforcement problems. Also, many small projects that are
determined not to be a "significant activity" do not
receive a full environmental review, and are permitted
as is or perhaps with conditions. Thus, although the
Act is strong in not generically exempting projects
below a certain threshold, the local determination on
the significance of a project can have much the same
effect. The Act also has limitations in the extent to
which it can be used to restrict vegetation cutting in
regulated areas. Anything short of a total clear cut is
not automatically a regulated activity, and therefore
may be beyond the jurisdiction of the local
commission. In addition, the Act is rarely used to protect the recreational and aesthetic values of wetlands
or watercourses. Rather, the focus is usually limited
to evaluating the impacts of proposed projects on the
hydraulics or water quality of the wetland or watercourse in question.

Locally Administered Programs
Following are summaries of the most important statutes
and programs affecting land management that are implemented primarily at the local level.
•

Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Act (C.G.S.
22a-36 et seq.): This statute provides significant protection for Connecticut's rivers by prohibiting most
activities involving dredging, filling, altering or
polluting of a wetland or watercourse without the
issuance of a permit from the local inland wetlands
commission. 24 Each local inland wetland commission
is required to adopt boundary maps delineating "regulated areas," which must include all wetlands and
watercourses in the town. A commission may expand
its regulated areas beyond actual wetlands and watercourses to include buffers of adjacent non-wetland
areas. These buffer areas are not protected by the Act,
but rather represent areas of expanded regulation in
which activities are evaluated only for their impact on
an actual wetland or watercourse.

Overall, the Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Act
provides significant protection for the Farmington's
water quality, but is more limited in its ability to
protect the natural character of the shorelands.

24

In Connecticut, wetlands are defined on the basis of soil types, and
include those designated as "poorly drained, very poorly drained, alluvial, and floodplain," while watercourses are defined as any body of
water, standing or flowing, natural or artificial. (C.G.S. Sec. 22a-38(15)
& (16))

•

Connecticut Public Health Code (Sections 19-13BlOO to 19-13-B104): The Public Health Code
establishes minimum standards for the siting and
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design of septic systems. The most important standard for rhe protection of the Farmington River is the
requirement that new septic facilities and leach fields
must be set back at least 50 feet from all open watercourses. In addition, requirements for percolation rests,
deep observation holes, and construction specifications
all must be satisfied and inspected by a sanitary agent
of rhe Farmington Valley Health District (FVHD)
before a "permit to discharge" will be granted by the
District. Implementation of the program by professional staff of the Health District is an important
dist111crion between Connecncut's septic regulations
and the "Title V" regulations in Massachusetts. which
are implemented by volunteer local health boards.
Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Act (C.G.S. 22a325 et seq.): This program protects the Farmington
from erosion and sedimentation impacts associated
with construction and new developments. Any project
that will disturb more than one-half acre of soil must
receive town certification (typically from the planning
and zoning commission or inland wetlands commission) of a soil erosion and sediment control plan.
before construction. Such plans must conform to
specific performance standards and techniques that are
intended to "result in a development that minimizes
erosion and sedimentation during construction; is
stabilized and protected from erosion when completed;
and does not cause off-site erosion and/or sedimentation." Also, towns are encouraged to develop
standards for srorm water management, bur are not
required to do so under the Act
Public Act 490 (C.G.S. l 2-107a-e) : This is similar
to "current use assessment" programs 111 other states
(for instance, rhe Chapter 61 program in Massachusetts), although that name is not formally applied to
the program in Connecticut. Landowners who participate in the program receive reduced tax assessments
in return for committing to keep undeveloped lands
in that condition. Lands are classified as "forestland,"
"farmland," or "open space" under the Act, and are
assessed based on rhe "use value" in that condition
rather than on the full fair market value as if they were
to be developed. The landowner must commit to keeping the land in its present use for a ten year period; if
rhe land is sold or converted to a more intensive use
during that rime, the landowner must pay considerable conveyance taxes.
This program provides an important financial incentive to encourage landowners to keep land from being
developed. It has been widely used in the Farmington
Valley: as of 1990, more than 500 acres in rhe immediate corridor along the Connecticut Study Segment
were enrolled in the program. 2 ~ These open lands contribute significantly to the natural character of the area.
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National Flood Insurance Program: All five of the
srudy area towns in Connecticut have established floodplain regulations pursuant to the NFIP. 26 Jn addition,
the Town of Hartland has gone substantially beyond
the minimum requirements of the NFIP to prohibit
alt building in the 100-year floodplain. See the
description of this program in the "Private Lands" portion of Subsection 4.1.1: Land Management for the
Massachusetts Study Segment for additional details.
•

Municipal Land Use Statutes: The Connecticur
Zoning Act (C.G.S. 8-1 ~.), the Subdivision
Control Law (C.G.S. 8-25), and other enabling laws
give towns almost complete authority to regulate land
use as they see reasonable for ensuring the general
health, welfare, and safety of the public. These authorizing statures will not be reviewed in this section;
rather, the focus will be on the specific zoning and
subdivision regulations adopted by the study area
towns pursuant to rhe enabling statures.

New shore/ands zoning orchnances adopted h_Y the
Connecticut stu.dy towns provide strong protection for
the ri11er rnrridor. Thi.r 1•1ew is looking upstm1m from
the Route 20 bridge in Riverton.

Under the various authorizing statures descnbed above,
all of the Con necricut towns in the study area have
established regularions that provide protection either
direcrly or indirectly for rhe Farmington River and its
adjacent lands. These include ordinances regulating
wetland disturbance, building in floodplain areas,
:< This figure only includes parcels enrolled in rhe Public Acr 490

program near rhe river in Hartland , Barkhamsted, and Canwn.
Stamrics on rhe amount of riparian land enrolled in rhe program in
New Hanford were noc available.
"" In Conneccicuc, che local planning and zoning commissions are
responsible for implemencing rhe Narional Flood Insurance Program
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septic system installation, density and type of development, subdivisions, erosion and sedimentation control, sand and gravel extraction, and forestry practices.

In addition to their underlying regulations, each of
the towns abutting the Connecticut segment adopted
specific zoning improvements during the Wild and
Scenic River Study that are sufficiently important in
protecting the river that they deserve special recognition. In 1991 and 1992, the four towns - Hartland,
Barkhamsted, New Hartford, and Canton - each
adopted a "River Protection Overlay District" as an
overlay to its zoning regulations. These districts prohibit new structures, new septic systems, and sand and
gravel operations within a 100-foot buffer on both sides
of the river, and establish strict limitations on
vegetation removal in that area. The districts provide
strong, uniform protection along the entire length of
the segment for the immediate shorelands, which are
the most critical to the health of the river itself.
Copies of the four towns' River Protection Overlay
Districts are included in Appendix B.
Because the majority of the shorelands along the
Connecticut Study Segment are in private ownership,
the local regulations are the most important mechanisms for protecting this stretch of the Farmington
River from detrimental land uses. They are, therefore, central to the evaluation of the adequacy of protection for the Connecticut segment. That evaluation, which is the first component of the suitability
analysis, is presented in Subsection 8.3.1: Protection
Mechanisms. The relative strengths and weaknesses.
of the various local regulations in protecting the river
are identified in that subsection. In addition, Figure
8-2 provides a town-by-town comparison of the local
ordinances and other protection mechanisms affecting the segment. Further information and analysis
are available in the 1990 Draft Evaluation of Existing
Protection.

State Administered Programs
Several programs administered by the State of Connecticut also affect land management and provide significant
protection for the Farmington River. The most notable
are summarized below.
•

Federal and State Water Pollution Control Statutes
(P.L. 95-217; C.G.S. 22a-416 ~.): The Connecticut DEP has a number of responsibilities under the
state and federal water pollution control statutes that
have a bearing on land use along the river. These
include permitting of point source discharges, issuing
water quality certifications on proposed discharges, and
controlling non-point source pollution. These responsibilities are described below in the "Water Quality"
portion of Subsection 4.2.2: Water Resources
Management.

•

Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Act (22a-36 et
This statute authorizes the DEP to regulate
activities conducted by any state agency on riverfront
lands that would affect the watercourse or associated
wetlands. In such instances, the DEP solicits input
from the local inland wetlands commission.
~.):

•

Flood Management Act (C.G.S. 25-68b ll.Wl.): This
statute authorizes the DEP to regulate state agency
activities within or affecting floodplains. The program
is described below in the "Channel, Banks and
Wetlands" portion of Subsection 4.2.2: Water
Resources Management.

•

State Land Acquisition: In 1987, the Connecticut
General Assembly established the "Recreation and
Natural Heritage Trust Program'' (C.G.S. 23-73 et seq.)
to ensure the long-term protection ofimportant natural resources through state land acquisition. The
program, administered by the DEP, has been used to
protect two adjacent parcels of important riverfront
land in Hartland. These parcels, which were acquired
for a total of $325,000, cover 123 acres and approximately 3,000 feet of frontage on the West Branch. In
addition to setting aside valuable pieces of riparian
land, the acquisitions have provided additional public
access and a potential site for an educational center
and a trout and salmon rearing facility.

•

Connecticut Environmental Policy Act (CEPA)
(C.G.S. 22a-l tt.w1.): CEPA is largely modeled after
its federal counterpart, NEPA, and requires all state
agencies to review the environmental impacts of
major state actions and to consider alternatives. For
projects covered under the Act, the agency in question
must prepare an environmental assessment (EA); if the
EA concludes that the project "may significantly
affect the environment," then the agency is required
to conduct a more full-blown environmental impact
evaluation (EIE). The EIE must document potential
impacts of the activity, alternatives, and mitigating
measures. The EIE must be made available for public
review and receive approval from the Office of Policy
and Management before the project can occur.
While CEPA is a good tool for increasing public and
agency awareness about the potential impacts of
major state activities, it does have certain limitations.
Much like NEPA, the Act requires agencies to evaluate impacts and alternatives and provide for public
participation; however, it does not compel agencies to
pursue the most environmentally sensitive alternatives.
Unlike its Massachusetts equivalent (MEPA), CEPA
does not consider state permits to constitute state
actions. As a result, only projects conducted directly
by a state agency or receiving state funding trigger
CEPA review. Also, many state projects are generically excluded from CEPA review.

'
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Other Authorities: Certain other state admmistered
programs also could have an effect on land use along
the Connecticut segment. These include the DEP's
responsibilities for the regulanon of hazardous waste
srorage under rhe Storage of Hazardous Wastes Near
Watercourses Act (C.G.S. 22a-134p(a) et seq.), and
the State Siting Council's junsd1crion regarding rhe
location of hazardous waste/low-level radioactive was re
storage, energy plan rs, and relecommun1carions facilities pursuant ro C.G.S. 22a-114 et seq., 22a-163 et
~ .. and 16-50g et seq.

Federally Administered Programs
Clean Water Act/Section 404 (PL 95-217): Section
404 affects land management along the nver by
requiring any project that would discharge dredged or
fill material into the river or an adjacent wetland tO
receive a permit from the Army Corps of Engineers
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(in consulrarion with the U.S. EPA) . This program is
described above under "Channel, Banks, and
Wetlands" in Subsection 4 .1.2: Water Resources
Management for the Massachusetts segment.

Physical Limitations to Development
In addition to rhe protection provided by the programs
described above, the Connecticur study segment receives
an important measure of protection from certain physical
characteristics of the river corridor that limit the development potential of privately owned shorelands.
In Hardand, there is essentially no developable private land
immediately adjacent to the river. Along most of the west
side, the lack of road access and steep slopes render the
shorelands undevelopable. On the east side, Hogback Road
parallels the river ar a shorr distance, and rhe land in
berween is either in rhe I 00-year floodplain (which is precluded from development under Harrland's regulations) or a classified wetland (riverwash soils).
Natural feamres play less of a role in limiting potential development along rhe river in Barkhamsted, but
there are few opportunities for new development in
that town for other reasons. As discussed funher in
the next part of rhis Subsection, only 38 percent of
Barkhamsted's 12 miles of river frontage is privately
owned. Those private lands are located in or near
the villages of Riverton and Pleasanr Valley, and most
have already been developed. Thus, the potential
for future subdivision and development is severely
limited.
Physical limitations provide the least amount of
protection for the river as it flows through New
Hartford, bur much of the private land in rhe town
has already been developed. In one important undeveloped area on rhe eastern shoreline extending for
about three-quarters of a mile below the confluence
with the East Branch, steep slopes descend to the
riverbank. A small local road also closely parallels
the river in this area, isolating the immediate
shorelands from any development that might occur
on the hillside. In the heart of the scenic and heavily
used Saran's Kingdom gorge, extremely steep slopes
provide an important natural barrier to roads, structures, or essentially any other potential activity .
The physical conditions in rhe area effectively isolate
the shorelands downstream of the gorge for another
half-mile as well.

Physical limitations to development- 1t1ch as the steep-sided walls o/"latan's Kingdom
- provide an important meamre ofprouction Ill the Connecticut segment.

Little development potential also exisrs along Canton's
1.16 miles of shoreline on the east side of the river.
Seventy-six percent of the developable lots in this area
already have structures on them. These are small
(1-2 acre) lots and, in accordance with rhe rown's
zoning regulations, cannot be further subdivided and
developed.
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Public Lands
The extensive public lands along the Connecticut segment that
are dedicated for conservation purposes are crucial to the longterm protection of the river and the maintenance of the rural
character of the upper Farmington Valley. These lands, which
cover approximately 48.5 percent of the shorelands along the
segment, are the best protected of any lands in the study area
from development or intensive land uses.
As is the case in Massachusetts, state and federal programs
affecting private land management also help to ensure the conservation of public lands in Connecticut. Physical features of
the river corridor also limit the potential uses of these lands.
But clearly the most important factors influencing the use of
public lands are the policies and practices applied by the
agencies charged with management of those lands.

The three state forests in the area (American Legion, Peoples,
and Nepaug) combine to form the largest public holdings,
accounting for more than 27 percent of the entire frontage
on the segment. The state forests are managed by the
Connecticut DEP for multiple uses, including wildlife habitat, water quality, a variety of recreational activities, and the
harvest of firewood, saw timber, and mountain laurel. Transfer of these lands to another agency or sale to private owners is
highly unlikely because they have been dedicated specifically
for conservation purposes.

local park- provides important public access to the east side
of the river.
(Refer to Subsection 2.1.4: Land Ownership and Subsection
2.1.5: Land Use in for additional information on the public
lands in the study area.)
4.2.2 WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

As is the case in Massachusetts, state and federally administered statutes and programs are of greater importance for the
management and protection of the Farmington River's
instream/water resources in Connecticut than are locally
administered programs. Nonetheless, local land use regulations are significant for certain water resource issues, particularly the control of non-point source pollution and the
protection of the riverbanks and adjacent wetlands.

The most noteworthy of the local, state, and federal authorities affecting water resource management on the Connecticut
Study Segment are summarized below.

Wizter Qµality
Locally Administered Programs
•

The Hartford Metropolitan District Commission also owns
several large parcels that encompass more than 20 percent of
the shorelands along the segment. The largest of the MDC's
parcels on the segment, the Greenwoods parcel located in
Barkhamsted and New Hartford, includes an important floodplain area and provides extensive access to the river. The MDC
leases this land to the DEP for fishing, hunting, and other
public recreational uses. The MDC also owns three large
riparian parcels near the beginning of the segment in Hartland.
The MDC's lands are managed for multiple uses, including
water quality protection, recreational access, timber harvest,
and sand and gravel removal. The more intensive of these
uses have been managed so as to avoid detrimental effects on
the river. Transfers of the utility's lands are governed by state
statute and its charter according to the following provisions:
1. Most of the MDC land on the segment is Class I watershed land. Under C.G.S. 25-32(a)-(e) and 25-37c,d, these
lands are precluded from sale except to another water
company or a municipality, unless the classification of the
land is changed.
2. Even if the classification of these lands is changed to a less
stringent level, the MDC's Charter restricts the sale of any
parcel greater than 10 acres in its existing reservoir system
unless it is for "continued public use" or approved by referendum in the MDC's eight member towns.

The last piece of public land on the segment - a small parcel
owned by the Town of New Hartford that is managed as a

•

Municipal Land Use Regulations: Several local land
use programs provide important protection for the
water quality of the Connecticut segment, particularly
from non-point source pollution. The most significant include the River Protection Overlay Districts and
regulations related to wetlands, septic systems, subdivisions, and floodplains. The state authorizing
statutes and specific regulations adopted by the individual towns are described above in the "Private Lands"
portion of Subsection 4.2.1: Land Management; the
strengths and weaknesses of those regulations are evaluated in the first part of the suitability analysis for the
Connecticut segment, presented in Subsection 8.3.1:
Protection Mechanisms.
Municipal Sewerage Systems Statute (C.G.S. 7-245
Under this law, each town is empowered to
establish a local water pollution control authority. This
board is responsible for preparing a local water pollution control plan, and for managing the town's sewage
treatment plant if one exists. In carrying out these
responsibilities, the board can take strong steps to protect riparian water quality through such actions as
developing and implementing a sewer avoidance
program for specific areas and ensuring effective management of on-site facilities - including requirements
for periodic inspection and maintenance of on-site
sewage disposal systems.

~.):

Of the four towns abutting the segment, only New
Hartford and Canton have established local water
pollution control authorities, and New Hartford has
the only municipal sewage treatment plant tha~
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directly affects the segment. (Canton's facility is
located downstream of the segment.) As with all
municipal facilities, the New Hartford plant must
comply with the DEP's water quality standards, regulations, and permitting requirements.

[of the DEP] has determined is clearly in the public
interest, and ... existing uses will be protected fully."
However, during the development of the Upper Farmington River Management Plan, the DEP committed
to amend the Connecticut Water Quality Standards,
including the anti-degradation policy, with a special
provision for the upper Farmington (see Chapter 7).
This new provision will prohibit new discharges from
sewage treatment plants or industrial sites into the segment or its tributaries, and will allow increases in the
volume of existing discharges only if they are accompanied by improved treatment so that pollutant
loading to the river is not increased. 28

State Administered Programs
•

Federal and State Water Pollution Control Statutes
~.): Two laws
govern the protection of water quality in Connecticut: the federal Clean Water Act, a.nd the state's
Water Pollution Control Statutes. The Connecticut
DEP directly administers the state statutes and,
through delegation from the U.S. EPA, the federal law
as well.

(P.L. 95-217; C.G.S. 22a-416

With respect to storm water discharges, the DEP has
established general permits for projects associated with
two types of activities: (I) construction projects that
involve the disturbance of greater than five acres of
land; and (2) industrial facilities, as defined by the
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Codes.
Applicants are covered by these general permits if they
register with the DEP, but they must be able to
demonstrate that they are in compliance with the general permit requirements. The permits require, among
other things, that the permittee develop a pollution
prevention plan and monitor the discharge. The DEP
cannot deny a registration; however, che agency can
enforce the permit requirements if the permittee is
found to be in violation.

The federal and state laws provide substantial protection for the Farmington River's water quality by
regulating all discharges to the river through several
different programs. Much as described in the "Water
Quality" portion of Subsection 4.1.2: Water Resources
Management for the Massachusetts segment, the
Connecticut DEP has four primary responsibilities
under the statutes:
(1) Establishment of statewide water quality

standards;
(2) Project review and certification under Sec. 401 of
the Clean Water Act;

In the Upper Farmington River Management Plan,
the DEP also agreed to establish a new standard for
storm water discharges and other activities regulated
under Section 402 of the Clean Water Act. This standard establishes "Best Management Practices" as a condition for the registration of any new activities of this
nature that would discharge directly into the segment.

(3) Permitting of point source discharges and storm
water discharges;
(4) Non-point source pollution control.27
The upper Farmington River in Connecticut is
currently designated as Class A (suitable for drinking
water supply) from the Goodwin Dam downstream
to the confluence with the Still River, and as Class B
(suitable for fishing and swimming) for the remainder
of the study segment. For Class A waters, the DEP's
general anti-degradation policy prohibits point source
discharges "unless a temporary discharge is necessary
to remediate an existing surface or groundwater
pollution problem" or "the discharge consists of clean
water, treated backwash waters from public or private
drinking water treatment systems or dredging and
dredged material dewatering operations and does not
result in violation of Class A standards." The policy
requires that Class B. waters be maintained at their
existing high quality unless a lowering of water quality "is necessary to accommodate overriding economic
and social development which the Commissioner

To address non-point source pollution problems, the
DEP developed a statewide program described in
Non-Point Source Pollution: An Assessment and
Management Plan (February 1989). In that document,
the agency identified 65 recommendations specific to
national non-point source categories, and 25 actions
designed to enhance non-point source management
in Connecticut's statewide water quality management
programs. The Plan emphasizes existing regulatory
mechanisms, and focuses on water quality and water
resource management, potable water supplies, management of hazardous materials and solid wastes, and
local land use management.

28

27

The EPA oversees implementation of the Clean Water Act in
Connecticuc and maintains approval/veto auchoricy over the state's
water quality standards and permitting of specific projects, bur not over
Sec. 40 I certificacions.
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Implementation of this new provision may require a change in state
statute. Also, the provision includes an exception that allows for minor
increases in the concentration of innocuous water quality parameters
chat are not detrimental to che aquatic environment. See the ~
Farmington River Management Plan for details.
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The DEP has supplemented this program tor the
Farmington by pledging to establish Best Managemenr
Practices as a condiuon for appl1c.1ble permits for
projects involving non-point source pollution within
I 00 feet on both sides of the segment.

Massachusem segment. The jurisdiction of those agencies would extend to cover any projecc affecting the
Farmington's wacer quality through the discharge of
dredged or filled macerial into che river itself or an
adjacent wetland.

Collectively, the special prov 1sions appl 1ed to the
Conneccicuc segmenr by the DEP provide very strong
protection from potennal water quality degradauon,
and clearly demonstrate the agency'.<. comm1tmenc to
proceccing the river.

National Environmental Policy Act: The responsibtlmes of federal agencies under NEPA are described
under "Water Qualiry" in Subsection 4.1.2: Water
Resources Management for che Massachusetts
segment.

Other Authorities: The state h.is certain ocher rcgu
latory responsibilities that could afteu water quality
in che Conneccicut segment . Two such programs are
the DEP's regulation of the storage of hazardous substances near the river under the Storage of Hazardous
Wastes Near Watercourses Act (C.G .S. 221-l34p(a)
et seq.), and the State Siting Council's jurisdiction
regarding the location of hazard ous waste/low-level radioactive
waste scorage, energy plants, and
telecommunications facilities
pursuant to C.G.S. 22a- l l 4 ~
~-· 22a-l63 et seq., and 16-50g
et seq.
Also, any proposed project affecting water qualiry that would be
conducted by a state agency or
receive state funding could rrigge r the requiremencs of the
Connecticut Environmental
Policy Act. This statute is described above in the " Privace
Lands" porcion of Subsection
4.2.l: Land Management

\l.ltf/' C.)11.111/ity

River flows in the Connecncut Study Segment are largely controlled by releases from the Wesc Branch Reservoirs. These
releases are regulated in accordance with a complicated set of
legal .1greemenrs and scarurory requirements, as summarized
below.

f1ows m the Connecticut Study Segment are largely controlled by releases from the ~st Branch
Reservoir.< m accorrliznce with a complicated set oflegal and statutory req11irement1.

Federally Administered Programs
National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act: As a designaced Wild and Scenic River, the Conneccicuc segment
will receive permanent protection under the Ace from
any federally assisted wacer resources project chat would
have a d1recr and adverse effect on its outstanding
values. The Upper Farmmgron River Management
Plan contains detailed provisions describing how the
protections of che Act will be implemented for proposed projects chat could affect water qualicy 1n the
designaced segment. These provisions are summarized
in the synopsis of rhe Management Plan presented in
Chapter 7.
Clean Water Act/Section 404 : The authority and responsibilities of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and
the U.S . EPA under Sec. 404 are described m the
"Channel, Banks and Wetlands" portion of Subsection 4.1.2: Water Resources Management for the

1

Goodwin Dam. Constructed between 1955 and 1960 by the
Hartford MDC for future water supply purposes, che Goodwin
(or "Hogback") Dam releases wacer directly into the Connecticut Srudy Segment. The MDC is required ro release water
from chis dam in accordance with Connecticut General
Statutes, a riparian agreement with the Farmingron River Power
Company (which operaces a hydroelectric facility downscream
at Rainbow Dam), 2'1 and an agreement with the "Allied
Connecticut Towns" (a group of communnies located downstream of che dam). The MDC also operates a hydroelectric
facility in the dam, and must comply with associaced regulatory requirements of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. The instantaneous releases required under these arrangements these include the following:

-'· Tht' riparian agreement between the MDC and ch~ farmingcon River
Power Compan}' was last revised on Jul}' 13. 1961. The original agreement daces from 1911 and 1925.
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*

minimum release of 50 cfs at all times, as required by state
statute;

* additional release of all natural inflow up to 150 cfs;
* additional release of all waters released from Otis
Reservoir; and

In addition to these flow management requirements, there are
a number of other laws and regulations affecting water quantity in the Connecticut Study Segment. These are described
below.

State Administered Programs

* additional release of up to 300 cfs upon request by the
Farmington River Power Company.3°

•

Connecticut Plan for Public Water Supply Coordination (C.G.S. 25-33 ~.): In 1985, the
Connecticut General Assembly established a longrange, statewide water supply planning process under
the administration of the Department of Health
Services. This is the state's official process that will be
used to evaluate whether withdrawals from the West
Branch of the Farmington may be needed to meet
future water supply needs. The overall program and
the relevant documents that have been produced for
the Farmington basin are described in detail in
Section 5.1: Water Supply Issues.

•

Water Diversion Policy Act (C.G.S. 22a-365 ~.):
This statute, adopted by the Connecticut General
Assembly in 1982, was designed to protect the state's
water resources and to ensure the balancing of different needs in the allocation of water within any
particular basin. The Act establishes that any water
diversion must be "necessary'' and compatible with the
state's long range water resource planning for the
basin, and must reflect a balance among the needs for
public water supply, water quality, waste assimilation,
flood management, water-based recreation, wildlife
habitat, agriculture, fish and wildlife, and low flow
requirements. The law requires a permit from the DEP
for any withdrawal of surface or ground water greater
than 50,000 gallons per day, or for any construction
(such as a dam) that would change the instantaneous
flow of any water of the state. In addition to evaluating the factors listed above, the D EP considers whether
the applicant has adequately addressed the following:
thorough exploration of alternatives, including
conservation; implementation of conservation measures; and initiation of public information programs
on conservation techniques. In general, the DEP's
review emphasizes the following sequence: (I) avoid
adverse effects of any diversion; (2) minimize any
unavoidable effects; and (3) pursue mitigation of
unavoidable effects.

•

Clean Water Act/Section 401: The states' authority
under Sec. 401 to require a water quality certification
for any proposed discharge is described in the discussion of"Water Quality" for the Massachusetts segment
in Subsection 4.1.2: Water Resources Management.
The recent Supreme Court decision referred to in that
section has affirmed states' authority to deny certification to projects affecting water quantity if the flow
levels (discharges) released from such projects would
impinge upon the designated uses and water quality

Of these requirements, the one with the greatest impact on
flows in the Connecticut segment is the riparian agreement
with the Farmington River Power Company. In conjunction
with the instantaneous-flow provisions listed above, this agreement requires the MDC to release up to 21.7 billion gallons
of water per year upon request, or to pay the company for
whatever water is not provided up to that total. The riparian
releases can be made from the West Branch, Barkhamsted,
East Branch Compensating, 31 or Nepaug Reservoirs, and are
delivered according to the following general schedule:
May 15 - October 31:

17.4 billion gallons

November 1 - March 15: 4.3 billion gallons plus deficit from
preceding period up to 3 billion
gallons
March 16 - May 14:

no riparian releases

To illustrate the contribution the riparian releases make to flows
in the river, during the four-year period from 1987-1990,
riparian requests averaged roughly 190 cfs/month from May
15 to October 31, and 70 cfs/month from November 1 to
March 15. Excluding the months during those periods when
no requests for water were made, the actual requests ranged
from 100 to 300 cfs, with an average request of210 cfs in the
summer interval and 184 cfs in the winter interval.
Colebrook Dam. Located immediately upstream of the
Goodwin Dam and Reservoir, the Colebrook (or "Colebrook
River") Dam was constructed by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers for flood control and water supply purposes, and
began operation in 1969. The dam is operated jointly by the
Corps and the MDC, which has established a hydroelectric
facility in the structure. While the Colebrook Dam discharges
into the Goodwin Reservoir rather than directly into the
Farmington River, it does influence flows in the river downstream. Extra capacity was built into the Colebrook Reservoir
to provide fishery flows for the river in April and May (to
enhance the shad fishery) and in August, September and
October (to enhance the sea run brown trout fishery). These
flows, which are passed through the Goodwin Dam, are
dictated by the Connecticut DEP and coordinated with the
Corps.

30 The

MDC also provides special recreational releases, if possible, when
requested by canoeing and kayaking groups.

31
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The East Branch Compensating Reservoir is also referred
McDonough."

to

as "Lake
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criteria established in the state's water quality standards.
This is potentially a powerful new tool for states to
use in regulating projects that have significant effects
on water quantity.
•

•

Water Supply Emergencies: Connecticut has two statutes that address this issue: Water Supply Emergency
(C.G.S. 22a-378); and Public Drinking Water
Supply Emergency (C.G.S. 25-32b). Under the first
statute, if a water supply emergency is declared by the
governor or otherwise according to law, the Commissioner of the DEP is empowered to: (1) suspend
existing diversion authorizations for up to sixty days;
and (2) authorize diversions without the usual
permitting requirements for up to ninety days. The
second statute authorizes the Commissioner of the
Department of Health Services (OOHS), in consultation with the DEP and the Public Utilities Control
Authority, to declare a public drinking water supply
emergency. Under those circumstances, the Commissioner of OOHS may authorize the sale, supply, or
taking of any waters for up to 180 days. The definition of a "public drinking water supply emergency" in
the statutes includes the contamination of water, the
failure of a water supply system, or the shortage of
water.
Other Authorities: In addition to the state's other
water resource policies and programs, the Connecticut General Assembly has established two statewide
planning processes that have a bearing on water quantity management in the river: (1) the Long Range Plan
for Management of Water Resources (C.G.S.
22a-352); and (2) the State Plan of Conservation and
Development (C.G.S. 16a-24 ~.). Both of these
programs are administered by the Office of Policy and
Management (OPM). The significance of the upper
Farmington River is recognized in the current "Plan
of Conservation and Development," which identifies
the segment as a preservation area. The "Long Range
Plan for Management of Water Resources" has not yet
been completed. Many of the Plan's components have
been finished, but completion of the overall effort was
put on hold while the statewide water supply
planning process is still underway. The results of that
process are intended to be eventually integrated into
the Long Range Plan.
Also, any proposed project affecting water quantity
that would be conducted by a state agency or receive
state funding could trigger the requirements of the
Connecticut Environmental Policy Act. This statute
is described above under "Private Lands" in
Subsection 4.2.1: Land Management.

Federally Administered Programs
•

National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act: As a designated Wild and Scenic River, the Connecticut segment
will receive permanent protection under the Act from
any federally assisted water resources project that would
have a direct and adverse effect on its outstanding
values. The Upper Farmington River Management
Plan contains detailed provisions describing how the
protections of the Act will be implemented for proposed projects that could affect water quantity in the
designated segment. These provisions are summarized
in the synopsis of the Management Plan presented in
Chapter 7.

•

Clean Water Act/Section 404: The authority and
responsibilities of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
and the U.S. EPA under Sec. 404 are described in
detail in the discussion on "Channel, Banks and
Wetlands" for the Massachusetts segment in
Subsection 4.1.2: Water Resources Management.
The jurisdiction of those agencies would extend to
cover any project affecting the Farmington's water
quantity if that project involved the discharge of
dredged or filled material into the river itself or an
adjacent wetland.

•

National Environmental Policy Act: The responsibilities of federal agencies under NEPA are described
in the discussion of "Water Quality" for the
Massachusetts segment in Subsection 4.1.2: Water
Resources Management.

Channel, Banks and Wetlands
Locally Administered Programs
The natural appearance and function of the river's
channel, banks, and adjacent wetlands receive important
protection through several local land use programs. The
most noteworthy include the River Protection Overlay
Districts and floodplain, wetland, subdivision and zoning
regulations. The specific regulations adopted by each of
the study area towns are summarized in the "Private Lands"
portion of Subsection 4.2.1: Land Management; the
strengths and weaknesses of those regulations are evaluated in the first part of the suitability analysis for the
Connecticut segment, presented in Subsection 8.3.1:
Protection Mechanisms.

State Administered Programs
•

Clean Water Act/Section 401: The state's water quality certification authority under Sec. 401 provides an
additional measure of protection to the Farmington's
channel, banks and adjacent wetlands for any proposed
project potentially affecting them that would require
a federal permit or license (for instance, a Section 404
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permit, as described below). The specific provisions
of states' Section 401 jurisdiction are described in the
discussion on "Water Quality" for the Massachusetts
segment in Subsection 4.1.2: Water Resources
Management.
•

Other Authorities: Connecticut has several other statutes that potentially have a bearing on the physical
character of the river's channel, banks, and adjacent
wetlands. These include the following:

*

Inland Wetlands and Watercourses Act (C.G.S.
22a-36 ~.),which authorizes the DEP to regulate activities conducted by state agencies that
would affect a river or wetland;

*

Flood Management Act (C.G.S. 25-68b tl..WI·),
which authorizes the DEP to regulate activities
conducted by state agencies within or affecting
floodplains;

*

Construction Over or Adjacent to Streams Act
(C.G.S.13a-94), which requires the Connecticut
Department of Transportation to refer plans for
state highways and bridges near streams to the
DEP; and

*

Dams and Reservoir Safety Act (C.G.S. 22a-401
et seq.), which authorizes the DEP to regulate the
construction, repair or alteration of dams, reservoirs, and similar structures.

Also, any proposed project affecting the river's
channel, banks, or wetlands that would be conducted
by a state agency or receive state funding could trigger
the requirements of the Connecticut Environmental
Policy Act. This statute is described above in the
"Private Lands" portion of Subsection 4.2.1: Land
Management.

Federally Administered Programs
•

Clean Water Act/Section 404: The significant
authority and responsibilities of the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers and the U.S. EPA with respect to projects
affecting the river's channel, banks and wetlands
under Sec. 404 are described in the discussion of
"Channel, Banks and Wetlands" for the Massachusetts
segment in Subsection 4.1.2: Water Resources
Management.

•

National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act: As a designated Wild and Scenic River, the Connecticut segment
will receive permanent protection under the Act from
any federally assisted water resources project that would
have a direct and adverse effect on its outstanding
values. The Upper Farmington River Management
Plan contains detailed provisions describing how the
protections of the Act will be implemented for proposed projects that could affect the channel, banks,
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and adjacent wetlands of the designated segment.
These provisions are summarized in the synopsis of
the Management Plan presented in Chapter 7.
•

National Environmental Policy Act: The responsibilities of federal agencies under NEPA are described
under "Water Quality" for the Massachusetts segment
in Subsection 4.1.2: Water Resources Management.
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This chapter describes two water resources studies that were important components of the Farmington River Study. First,
information is presented on the future water supply needs ofthe greater Hartford area, including whether withdrawals from the
Farmington River's West Branch might be needed to meet future demands. This information was requested by the US. House of
Representatives' Committee on Interior and lmular Affairs in the Committee Report that accompanied the legislation authorizing
the Wild and Scenic River Study.
The chapter's second section provides a detailed summary ofa comprehensive "imtream flow study" that was conductedfor the two
study segments. The lmtream Flow Study was initiated to determine the flows needed to maintain the Farmington's fisheries,
recreation, and scenic resources, and to evaluate whether sufficient water is available in the Farmington basin under different
rainfall conditions to allow for limited water withdrawals without adversely affecting those resources. The study participants
recognized that answers to those questions were necessary in order to evaluate whether any withdrawals could be compatible with
Wild and Scenic River designation, or, put differently, how federal designation might affect potential withdrawals. The foll report
ofthe lnstream Flow Study, entitled An lnstream Flow Study ofthe Mainstem and West Branch efthe Farmington River (June,
1992), is published separately as a companion document to this report.
The reader should keep in mind that, to date, the discussion ofpotential use ofthe West Branch for water supply has focused on
withdrawals from the Goodwin and Colebrook Reservoirs. While withdrawals from those reservoirs could have an effect on the
West Branch and main stem in Connecticut, they would not affect the river upstream in Massachusetts. As a result, most ofthe
information presented in this chapter is relevant primarily to the Connecticut Study Segment. However, the lmtream Flow Study
did include collection and analysis ofbaseline data on the health ofthe aquatic system in the Massachusetts Study Segment. The
methodology and results of those efforts are included in the summary ofthe lnstream Flow Study, presented in Section 5.2.

5.1 WATER SUPPLY ISSUES

p.I OVERVIEW

As explained in Chapter 1: Introduction and Background,
concern about the effects of potential water withdrawals from
the West Branch of the Farmington River for Hartford's water
supply was the primary issue that stimulated local interest in
pursuing Wild and Scenic River designation. More specifically, in 1981 the Hartford Metropolitan District Commission proposed a diversion to connect the West Branch Reservoirs with the Barkhamsted Reservoir on the Farmington's East
Branch, which provides the bulk of the MDC's existing
supply. At that time, the MDC saw a growing need for water
to augment their existing supplies. Following a .contentious
public debate, the diversion proposal was rejected in a referendum of the MDC's eight member towns. However, considerable discussion and concern about the proposal continued into
the mid- l 980's.
In the Congressional hearings on the Wild and Scenic River
Study legislation in 1985 and 1986, there was further debate
about the future water supply needs of the greater Hartford
area and whether West Branch withdrawals would be necessary to meet chose needs. As a result, in authorizing the
Farmington River Study, the U.S. House of Representatives'
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs directed that the
study address the issue of potential water supply needs:
The Committee heard testimony that expressed concern
for the possible need of the greater Hartford area to divert
water from that portion of the Farmington River included

in the authorized study during times of severe drought.
While the Committee believes the information provided
during hearings casts doubt on such claims it is in order to
direct the Secretary's a.ttention to this possible
problem ...The Committee notes that Connecticut has an
ongoing comprehensive study to develop a master plan for
future management of potable water resources and urges
the Secretary to coordinate closely with the State during
the Wild and Scenic River Study and to provide information on water supply needs as part of the study. (House
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee Report #503).
In response to the latter part of this mandate, the NPS entered
into a cooperative agreement with the University of
Massachusetts' Water Resources Research Center (UMass/
WRRC) in 1987 to conduct an independent analysis of the
water supply needs of the greater Hartford area. The NPS
and UMass/WRRC agreed that this could be achieved most
appropriately and most efficiently through a review of the
MDC's and the State's most current planning documents,
rather than by having the WRRC conduct new primary
research or a separate planning effort.
At the time when the NPS-UMass/WRRC cooperative
agreement was initiated, the MDC and the other water utilities in north-central Connecticut were in the early stages of
implementing the comprehensive water supply planning
process referred to by the House Interior Committee. This
statewide process, officially named "The Connecticut Plan for
Public Water Supply Coordination," was authorized by the
Connecticut General Assembly in 1985. Under the program,
the state was divided into seven planning regions, and a
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"Water Utility Coordinating Committee" (WUCC) was
established for each region. On a region-by-region basis, each
water utility is required to prepare a 50-year water supply plan;
each WUCC is then responsible for overseeing the preparation of a "Coordinated Water System Plan," which integrates
the individual utility plans into a comprehensive regional plan.
Both the individual utility plans and each Coordinated Water
System Plan must receive approval from the Connecticut
Department of Health Services (OOHS), with concurrence
from the DEP. Recognizing that water supply planning is a
dynamic process, the authorizing statute requires regular
review and revision of Soth the individual utility plans (on a
3-5 year basis) and the regional plans (on a 10-year basis).
Both the MDC service area and the Farmington basin arc
located in the "Upper Connecticut River Water Supply
Management Area." Beginning in 1987, this region became
the second in the state to move forward in developing the required individual and regional plans.
As part of that process, the MDC developed an initial individual utility plan, entitled The Metropolitan District Water
Supply Strategic Plan (February, 1989). Several entities, most
notably the Connecticut DEP and the Farmington River
Watershed Association, provided extensive comments on that
plan during the formal comment period. As part of its obligation under the cooperative agreement with the NPS, UMass/
WRRC also conducted an independent analysis of the plan,
and provided comments to the Study Committee.
The DEP, the FRWA, and UMass/WRRC expressed a number of common concerns about the Strategic Plan, including
issues related to its analysis and estimation of future demand,
its deemphasis of groundwater and conservation alternatives,
and its reliance on the West Branch reservoirs to meet future
water supply needs. In order to assist the Study Committee
and the public in understanding the- plan and the various comments on it, a matrix was prepared that presented the plan's
major elements side-by-side with the related comments of the
DEP, the FRWA, and UMass/WRRC.
The MDC's final Individual Water Supply Plan, released in
August; 1990, responded to many of those concerns. The
final plan puts considerably more emphasis on developing
groundwater sources and achieving specific conservation goals
before using the West Branch Reservoirs. The plan does identify a potential need for the use of up to 20 million gallons per
day (mgd) from the West Branch Reservoirs sometime after
201 O; however, this is considered to be a "last resort" option.
The MDC's Individual Water Supply Plan was approved by
the OOHS in September, 1991. Because the MDC is the
largest utility in the Upper Connecticut River Water Supply
Management Area, its Individual Plan will be a central part of
the overall "Coordinated Water System Plan" for the region.
That regional plan, entitled the Integrated Report for the Upper
Connecticut River Water Supply Management Area, has yet
to be adopted, pending the completion and approval of individual plans for several other utilities in the planning area.

When the Integrated Report receives final approval, it and the
MDC's Individual Water Supply Plan will constitute the official documents on future water needs and potential supply
sources for the greater Hartford area.
The major elements of the MDC's final Individual Plan are
summarized in the next Subsection of this chapter. In addition, the matrix mentioned above was amended to include an
additional column that reflects the major elements of the final
plan. This matrix, which is included in Appendix C, illustrates the evolution that occurred between the Strategic Plan
and the final Individual Plan, and the ways in which the
earlier concerns about the Strategic Plan were addressed.
In light of the completion and approval of the MDC's
Individual Water Supply Plan, it was determined that further
analysis of water supply needs in the context of the Wild and
Scenic River Study was unnecessary. Instead, the Study
Committee agreed that priority should be given to conducting an independent evaluation to determine first, the flows
needed to protect the Farmington's instream resources, and
second, whether sufficient water is available in the
Farmington basin to protect those resources while allowing
for limited withdrawals, if they are, in fact, ever needed for
additional water supply. The Study Committee ultimately was
successful in securing funding for this effort, and the resulting
comprehensive "instream flow study" is summarized in
Section 5.2.
5-1.2 SUMMARY oF THE

MDC's

INDIVIDUAL WATER SuPPLY

PLAN 32

The MDC's Individual Water Supply Plan (IWSP) consists of
two parts. The first describes the utility's current water supply
system; the second presents a strategic plan for meeting water
supply needs through 2030, the end of the state-mandated
planning period.
With respect to the current situation, the MDC serves about
400,000 residential customers and commercial, industrial, and
municipal users in twelve municipalities surrounding and
including the City of Hartford. 33 All of the District's water to
meet this demand comes from surface water reservoirs on
Farmington River tributaries - the Barkhamsted Reservoir
on the East Branch, and the Nepaug Reservoir on the Nepaug
River. The safe yield of this system (the amount of water that
may safely be withdrawn in a 1 in 100-year drought

32

Summary derived from "The Metropolitan District Water Supply Plan:
Executive Summary" (October 1, 1991), and "Comparative Comments
on the MDC's Individual Warer Supply Plan" from the revised matrix
summarizing comments by the DEP, FRWA, and UMass/WRRC on
the MDC's Strac~ic Plan.
33

The MDC serves most of the cities of Hanford and East Hanford
and the towns of Windsor, Newington, Bloomfield, West Hartford,
Rocky Hill, Wethersfield, and Glastonbury.. It also serves small sections
of South Windsor, Farmington, and East Granby.
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[99 percen t d ry year]) is 68 million gallons per day. 34 Of that total, 46.5 mgd
comes from the Barkhamsted Reservoir
and the remaining 21.5 mgd comes from
the Nepaug Reservoir. Average daily demand in 1989 was 60.18 mgd, giving the
system an apparent margin of safety of
12 percent. However, if an unused legal
obligation of 5 mgd to New Britain is
factored in , the margin of safety drops to
4 percent.
In the development of the regional
Integrated Report , the MDC was
assigned an "Exclusive Service Area'; this
area, which generally coincides with the
MD C's existing area of service, was used
as the basis for the utility's projections of
future demand . In its final Individual
Plan, the MDC projects a growth in the
population served in its Exclusive Service
Area to approximately 510,000 people by
2030. Concu rrently, the utility projects
an increase in water consumption to
ro ughly 83 mgd by 2030. (See Figures
5-1 and 5-2.)

FIGURE 5-1
Population Estimated to be Served in the MDC
Exclusive Service Area
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To meet the projected water supply demand through 2030, the MDC's final
plan specifies a four-pronged strategy (in
order of priority) :
(1) Augmenration of existing sources;

1989

1992

2000

2030

(2) Water conservation;
(3) Grou ndwat e r
development;

exploration

and

(4) Further use of available surface water
(i.e., the West Branch Reservoirs).
First, the IWSP idenrifies an additional 6 mgd that will be
ob tained by changing operating practices at the Barkhamsted
and Nepaug Reservoirs. Specifically, the change involves
lowering the minimum surface elevations required for each
reservoir by 10 feet (to 480 feet at Barkhamsted and 445 feet
at Nepaug) .
Next, the IWSP identifies a 10 percent conservation target for
reducing to tal water demand , to be achieved and sustained
through 2030. This goal, which would amount to a 6 mgd
savings, will be pursued primarily through a plumbing retrofit
program, public education, and specific conservation effons
tailored for individual non-domestic users. Evidence indicates
that the MDC's supply system is already qui re efficient (wi th

YEAR

(Source: "The Metropolitan District Water Supply Plan Executive Summary"; October 1, 1991)

less than 9 percent loss through leaks and other inefficiencies); therefore, the IWSP does nor specify a conservation goal
from further reductions of supply losses.
The MDC anticipates producing 10-12 mgd from groundwater sources, specifically through the development of an
aquifer in South Glastonbury. Among the many aquifers in
the area, only three were considered feasible for development
based on potential yield, compat ible land use and proximity
to its existing water system. Of those three, the South
G lastonbury aq uifer is the only one for which a specific yield
target is set, and the MDC acknowledges char the 10- 12 mgd
projection from that source is a conservative estimate for planning purposes. The final plan also calls for exploration and
development of other aquifers as a potential source of additional supply after 2010.

34

The MDC's safe yield cal culation is accually based on the dro ught of
the 1960's, which is believed to have been much more severe than the
1 in I 00-year event.

Finally, the IWSP specifies that surface water will be pursued
as a last resort strategy if needed to meet water needs through
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FIGURE 5-2
MDC Water Consumption Trends and Projections
90

percent dry year." (The results of the
lnstream Flow Study, described in the
next section of this chapter, indicate that
this may indeed be possible, provided
that specific conditions are met to
ensure the protection of the Farmington River's instream values.)
In summary, the IWSP's integrated longrange plan specifies the following process for meeting demand through 2030
by increasing the system's existing safe
yield of 68 mgd:
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(I) Change operating practices at the
East Branch and Nepaug Reservoirs by
lowering the minimum required pool
elevation by 10 feet, starting in 1990.
This adds 6 mgd to the system, for a
total safe yield of 74 mgd.
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(2) Develop groundwater to produce
a minimum of 10 mgd by 1996, bringing the total safe yield to 84 mgd.

:i

50
ACTUAL

2010

2020

2030

YEAR
(Source: "The Metropolitan District Water Supply Plan Executive Summary"; October 1, 1991}

(3) Use either additional groundwater
or, if insufficient potable groundwater
is obtainable, the Goodwin/Colebrook
Reservoir system to provide an
additional 8 mgd or mores om et i me
after 2010. This would bring the total
system safe yield to 92 mgd, which is
projected to be sufficient to meet the
needs of the Exclusive Service Area
through 2030.
This sequencing is shown visually in
Figure 5-3.

*"Projected" consumption includes a 5 million
gallon per day commitment to New Britain

2030. The only surface supplies the MDC considers are the
two reservoirs on the West Branch of the Farmington River,
the Goodwin and Colebrook Reservoirs, which have a combined water supply capacity of 16. 5 billion gallons. However,
the IWSP reaffirms the MDC's earlier commitment made in
the Strategic Plan that "... no use of the Colebrook/West Branch
system will occur before: (1) the safe yield of the augmented
East Branch system ... is exceeded; (2) the range of economically feasible groundwater options is fully evaluated; and (3)
conservation potential is thoroughly assessed from a costeffectiveness standpoint and in terms of expected long-range
results." The IWSP also includes reference to the comprehensive lnstream Flow Study that was still underway at that time,
and indicates the MDC's belief that "as much as 31 cubic feet
per second (20 mgd) could safely [i.e., without adversely
affecting other high priority uses and the environment of
the river'] be used from the West Branch, even during a 99

The IWSP states that if the conservation goal is successful in reducing demand by 6 mgd, then the 84 mgd safe
yield capacity provided by the first increment of groundwater
will be sufficient to meet demand until after 2020. If conservation efforts prove to be even more effective, the tapping of
new supplies will be postponed accordingly. (See Figure 5-3.)

5.2 THE INSTREAM FLOW STUDY

5.2.1 OVERVIEW

Purpose
The second of the two water resources studies - and by far
the more important to the Farmington River Study - was
the comprehensive lnstream Flow Study initiated by the Study
Committee in 1989. This study, which ran until 1992, was
designed to provide information on the following questions:
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FIGURE 5-3
MDC Water Use/Safe Yield Comparison
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> H ow do changes in insrream flows affect the Farmington's
fisheries, recreation, an d scenic resources?

> What fl ows are needed ro maintain those resources?

> ls there sufficient water in rh e Farmingron Basin under
different rainfall conditions ro allow for withdrawals from
the West Branch in Co nnect icU[ while maintaining those
resources?
The Srudy Committee recognized that answe rs to those
questio ns were central ro the long-term management of the
river. But mo re immediatel y, they were needed ro determine
whether any withdrawals could be compa tible wi th protection of the river's resources and, if so, wirh Wild and Scen ic
River designation .
This section presents a derailed summary of the Instream Flow
Study report. When readi ng this summary, o r the final report
itself, there are several important points ro keep in mind :

> The Instream Flow Study report is an i nformation
document rather t h an a decisio n-making doc u ment.
Ir provides esse ntial new dara for determining rhe com patibi lity berween water supply withdrawals and ins tream
resource protection. Thar info rm ation will be one facror
fo r decision - makers ro consi der in making future decisions
o n withdrawals and many other river management issues.
O th er factors will include legal and statutory requirements,
and the standards For ri ve r managemenr incorporated in
the U pper Farmington Ri ver Management Plan (see
Chapter 7).

> T h e res u lts of the Instream Flow St u dy are di rectly
dep end ent on assumptions related to a num ber of factors
chat are of critical importance to water allocation on the
Farmi n gton . Changing any of those ass umpt io ns likely
would produce diffe rent results. The major assumptions
are presenred larer in this chap ter in Subsect io n 5 .2 .5:
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Integration; those assumptions are analyzed in Subsection
5.2.6: Discussion.

> The lnstream Flow Study is not intended to provide
detailed, week-by-week or month-by-month operational
regimes for how flows should actually be managed.
Instead, it provides information on whether it is possible
to satisfy competing resource demands through any of
several hypothetical flow scenarios which look at water
availability and flow requirements on an annual basis. If a
withdrawal is proposed in the future, the applicant would
have to satisfy requirements for applicable state and federal permits and resolve other potential constraints. An
essential element for permitting would be the development
of a plan for reservoir management, including an operational plan and a detailed flow regime.
The discussion that follows provides an overview of the major
components of the lnstream Flow Study, including descriptions of the methodologies used, the results obtained, and
analysis of what the results mean. A complete description can
be found in the final lnstream Flow Study report, which is
published as a companion document to this report.

Project Administration
The Instream Flow Study was made possible through a cooperative effort among the major participants in the Farmington
River Study, and was overseen by the Farmington River Study
Committee. The study's direct budget of $160,000 was funded
jointly by the Hartford Metropolitan District Commission
($75,000) and Congressional appropriations through the
National Park Service ($85,000). In addition, all of the
interests involved in the study made substantial in-kind
contributions of volunteer and staff time, and other resources.
The Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection
administered the project, and contracted with Normandeau
Associates, Inc. of Bedford, New Hampshire to conduct the
study. A core working group with representatives from the
DEP, the MDC, the NPS, the FRWA, and the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts was convened to spearhead the resolution of
a range of technical concerns (e.g., defining a scope of work;
reviewing proposals; selecting a consultant; and addressing
unresolved issues that arose during process). In addition, a
broader "technical advisory committee," with approximately
20 representatives from 12 additional agencies and organizations, was formed to assist in scoping the project and
finalizing the work plan. Normandeau Associates, Inc. prepared the sections on hydrology, aquatic biology/fisheries, and
the final integration and analysis, and subcontracted with Land
& Water Associates of Hallowell, Maine for the work on
recreation and aesthetics.

General Methodology
Following is an outline of the general methodology and
approach used by the consultants:

> Hydrologic modeling was performed to predict total
monthly and ~nnual water yields at various points in the
watershed under normal, dry, and drought conditions.

> For the Massachusetts Wild and Scenic Study Segment,
studies of recreation and aesthetics were conducted to
determine the relationship between those resources and different flow levels. However, since flows in Massachusetts
are largely naturally occurring and are not regularly
controlled by dam releases, an instream flow assessment
for fisheries was not conducted. Instead, the consultant
evaluated the overall healch of the aquatic system through
analyses of aquatic invertebrate communities and other
habitat characteristics.

> For the Connecticut Wild and Scenic Study Segment, the
following procedures were performed:
(I) Studies were conducted on the relationships between
flows and resource quality and related instream flow
needs for fisheries, recreation, and aesthetics.

(2) Flow requirements for other existing uses were compiled (including the 50 cfs minimum release required
under state statute; the riparian agreement with the
Farmington River Power Company; waste assimilation
needs; and the Colebrook Reservoir fisheries enhancement pool).
(3) Annual flow requirements for fisheries and recreation
resources were integrated with the other existing
annual release requfrements listed above to establish
total annual release volumes.
(4) The total release requirements and two potential levels
of withdrawal were subtracted from the annual watershed yields produced through hydrologic modeling to
determine whether all of the demands could be met
under normal, dry, and drought conditions.
(5) As a final step, an estimated "flushing flow" volume
was subtracted from the annual watershed yields for
normal rainfall years.
The fisheries assessment was conducted for the entire length
of the Farmington's West Branch and main stem in
Connecticut down to the confluence with the Connecticut River. However, due to time and budget constraints
and the priority of the Wild and Scenic River Study, the
recreational and aesthetic evaluations in Connecticut were
restricted to the Wild and Scenic Study Segment.
The remainder of this section provides further description of
how the lnstream Flow Study was conducted, the results it
produced, and how those results were analyzed. Four major
topics are addressed: hydrology; aquatic biology; recreation
and scenic values; and integration. The section concludes with
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a discussion of the study's limitations and its implications for
future management of the Farmington River.
5.2.2 HYDROLOGIC MODELING

Purpose and Methods
Hydrologic modeling was necessary for the following
reasons: (1) the entire study hinges on having the best
possible predictions of how much water will be available in
the West Branch Reservoirs in normal, dry, or drought years;
and (2) in order to estimate accurately the total flows available
in the Farmington's West Branch and main stem downstream
of the Goodwin Dam, it was first necessary to determine how
much flow is contributed by tributaries downstream of the
West Branch Reservoirs during normal, dry and drought
conditions.
The basic methodology used was as follows:
( 1) The time frame chosen for hydrologic modeling was 19701990 - chat is, the period since the Colebrook Dam was
completed.
(2) Flow data for that period were obtained from USGS
gaging station records on the main stem, the West Branch,
and the Still River. 35
(3) Those data were extrapolated into mean monthly flows for
each site.
(4) Extrapolations were calculated both for regulated flows
(based on actual dam releases from the period of record)
and estimated unregulated flows (approximating the
natural flows chat would have occurred without the dams).
(5) Statistical analysis was then used to develop monthly regulated and unregulated flow predictions at each gage for
normal, dry and drought conditions.
(6) The monthly unregulated flow predictions for the Riverton
gage ultimately were used as the basis for calculating the
total amounts of water available under different rainfall
conditions at the Goodwin Dam. The unregulated flows
were used for chat purpose because they reflect natural flow
levels and eliminate any effect of storage in the West Branch
reservoirs.
(7) Flow predictions for study sites not near the gaging stations were estimated using data from the nearest gaging
station and correcting for differences in drainage area
between the study site and the gaging station.

Results
The results of the statistically generated predictions of both
regulated and unregulated flows at various points in the
watershed are shown, respectively, in Tables 3-1 and 3-2 on
Gaging records were obtained from stations on the West Branch at
Riverton, the Still River at Robertsville, and the main stem at Tariffville
and the Rainbow Dam.
35
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pages 30-33 of the final Instream Flow Study report. The
total amounts of water available under different rainfall
conditions at the Goodwin Dam (shown in Table 4-5 on page
92 of the final Instream Flow Study report) are as follows:

*
*

205,083 acre feet in a normal year;
137,629 acre feet (67 percent of the normal year volume)
in a dry year (1 in 10-year drought);

* 84,980 acre feet (41 percent of the normal year volume)
in a drought year (1 in 100-year drought).
5.2.3 AssEsSMENT oF AQUATIC BmwGY

Assessment o/Aquatic System Health in Connecticut
Methods
For the Connecticut portion of the river, the relationship between flow and the health of the aquatic system was evaluated
through an assessment of how changing flows affect the amount
of fish habitat available. Fish habitat was assessed using the
"Instream Flow Incremental Methodology (IFIM)," the most
advanced modeling technique for chis type of study. This
technique is based on the principle that fish populations are
directly dependent upon several key habitat characteristics:
water depth and velocity; substrate type; and availability of
cover. The methodology requires taking field measurements
of these characteristics at several sites at a range of flows, and
then integrating those measurements into a computer model.
The computer model then can be used to predict the availability of habitat for different fish species and life stages over a
range of flows. In IFIM outputs, habitat is measured in terms
of "Weighted Usable Area" (WUA), with one unit ofWUA
being equivalent to one square foot of optimal habitat for the
species/life stage in question. The relative quality of habitat is
determined based on known preferences of chat species/life
stage for each of the key habitat characteristics mentioned
above.
The fisheries study was conducted for the entire West Branch
and main stem in Connecticut-from the Goodwin Dam
downstream to the confluence with Connecticut River. The
Wild and Scenic Study Segment was further subdivided into
three smaller segments based on where major tributaries enter
(the Still River, East Branch, and Nepaug River). Within those
three segments, field measurements were taken at a total of 17
specific transect sites which typified the full range of habitat
types (rapids, riffles, runs, pools) available in the river. The
data were collected across a full range of flows in the spring
and summer of 1991 using standard IFIM methods.
The study examined the effects of different flows on the amount
of habitat available for several lifestages of the following species: Atlantic salmon, brown trout, brook trout, American
shad, smallmouth bass, and longnose dace. The habitat preferences used for each species/life stage were developed from a
combination of existing scientific literature, the consultant's
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(a) the significance of trout fishery management;
(b) the importance of the area to juvenile Arlan tic salmon
reanng;
(c) the higher flow requirements of the adult stage
versus the fry and juvenile stages of brown trout;
(d) the higher flow requirements of the juvenile stage
versus the fry stage of Atlantic salmon; and
(e) professional judgement that the projected optimum
flows for adult Atlantic salmon and longnose dace did
not reflect flow conditions necessary for their sustained
health and vitality.
The segment of the West Branch from the confluence with
the Still River downstream to the confluence with the East
Branch ("Segment 2") was identified as the most important segment in which optimum or near-optimum
conditions for those target species/lifestages should be
maintained.
•

Extensive field research provided the foundation for the Imtream Flow Study.
Here, fishenes biologists measure stream characteristics along one of many
transuts used in the shidy.

professional judgement, and consultation with fisheries biologists from the Connecticut DEP These preferences are documented visually in the "Suitability Index curves" which are
presented in Appendix A of the final Instream Flow Study
report.
Habitat modeling was performed using standard IFIM procedures, and included use of a model that the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service's Instream Flow Group recommends for providing the most accurate results over a wide range of flows.
The results of the modeling then were used to develop alternative fisheries flow scenarios incorporated later 10 the water
allocation exercise.

Rem/tr t111d Analy.1is
The results of the IFIM modeling, presented on pages 37-54
of the final report as Weighted Usable Area curves, show the
relationship between flows and habitat for the species and
lifestages srudied. These results provide the basis for developing alternative flow scenarios to protect fisheries resources.
However, before that step could be taken, several significant
issues had to be resolved. Decisions regard10g those issues
were important to both the development of alternative fisheries flow scenarios and the overall water allocation modeling
exercise. They are described briefly below.
•

Species selection: Adult brown trout and iuvenile Atlantic
salmon were selected to serve as surrogates for the fisheries
community as a whole, for which adequate minimum flows
should be maintained. They were selected for a variety of
reasons, including:

In recognition of the Still River's significant contribution
to flows within Segment 2, the alternative flow scenarios
were based on combined projected volumes from Goodwin
Dam releases and Still River flows, rather than through
sole reliance on reservoir releases. The seasonal and
annual variability in Still River flows caused by rainfall was
factored into the alternative flow scenarios by adjusting
required reservoir releases in response to higher or lower
inflow from the Still.

Based on the results of the IFIM analysis and the determinations described above, three alternative flow scenarios to
maintain and protect fisheries resources were developed:
(1) Optimum habitat scenario: Optimum habitat was defined
as the maximum Weighted Usable Area (WUA) for the
target species/life stage. For adult trout in Segment 2, maximum WUA is achieved at a flow of 150 cfs. Although
maximum WUA for juvenile Atlantic salmon in Segment
2 is achieved at 100 cfs, their maximum WUA in Segment
3 (the segment immediately downstream of Segment 2) is
achieved at 150 cfs. A year-round minimum flow of 150
cfs was, therefore, established as the foundation for the
optimum habitat scenario. However, in order ro maintain
sufficiently low water temperatures necessary for truly
optimal conditions in the warmer summer months, DEP
fisheries staff recommended that at least 130 cfs be provided by reservoir releases during those times, regardless of
what inflow from the Still River might be. As a result, the
optimum habitat scenario was modified to include a minimum of 130 cfs contributed by Goodwin Dam releases in
June, July, and August. The scenario is therefore referred
to as the "150/130 cfs minimum flow scenario."

(2) Near-optimum habitat scenario: Near-optimum habitat
was defined as within 5 percent of maximum WUA. For
adult trout in Segment 2, this level is provided by a flow of
95 cfs. The near-optimum habitat scenario therefore
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maintains 95 cfs year-round in Segment 2, with a minimum reservoir release of 95 cfs in June, July, and August.
This is referred to as the "95 cfs minimum flow scenario."
(3) Intermediate scenario: This is a hybrid of the other two
scenarios, and maintains habitat levels chat are within 5
percent of chose provided by either the historical flow
regime or the 150/130 cfs scenario. It compensates for
certain monthly deficiencies in the 95 cfs scenario in which
habitat levels arc significantly below either historical habitat levels or those provided by the 150/130 cfs scenario.
The monthly dam releases needed to maintain these three
scenarios, as well as historic flow conditions, are presented in
Table 3-3 on page 58 of the final lnstream Flow Study report.
Next, the total WUA provided by each scenario was calculated for the entire coldwater fishery section (from the Goodwin
Dam downstream to the confluence with the Pequabuck River).
These levels of overall WUA were then compared with the
habitat levels provided by the historical flow regime to determine how the alternative flow regimes would affect existing
conditions and resources. The data for that comparison are
presented in Table 3-4 on page 61 of the final report.

Assessment ofAquatic System Health in Massachusetts
Methods
The health of the aquatic system in the Massachusetts Study
Segment was evaluated through analyses of aquatic invertebrate communities and other habitat characteristics. The
following procedures were used:

> Samples and observations for these indicators were taken
at six sites spread throughout the study segment.

> Benthic communities were sampled qualitatively using the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's "Rapid
Bioassessment Protocol II" (EPA, 1989). This is an
accepted methodology designed to determine whether the
biological integrity at a site is impaired by water quality or
habitat conditions. The technique focuses on several
different species of bottom-dwelling organisms, some of
which may be highly intolerant of degraded conditions and
others chat may thrive in those circumstances.

> General habitat qualiry was evaluated using accepted EPA
procedures which focus on physical and water quality characteristics (such as substrate, cover, channel morphology,
bank structure, temperature, dissolved oxygen, etc.) near
each sampling station.

Results and Analysis
The assessment at all six sites revealed conditions typical of
unpolluted, coldwater environments in southern New England.
The samples of benthic organisms were dominated by species
which do not survive well in polluted environments, and there
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was no evidence of significant organic or toxic pollution. The
water quality parameters that were sampled indicated very good
to excellent conditions throughout the study area.
5.2.4 ASSESSMENT OF RECREATION AND SCENIC VALUES

Methods
This portion of the lnstream Flow Study evaluated the effects
of different flow levels on the primary recreational uses and
scenic values of both the Massachusetts and Connecticut Wild
and Scenic Study Segments. The assessment included
analyses for the following recreational uses: fishing (both
wading and bank fishing); tubing; downriver canoeing (i.e.,
direct point-to-point travel); and play boating (i.e., using river
currents and features such as eddies and hydraulics to perform
various maneuvers, particularly in kayaks). For each of chose
activities, as well as for scenic enjoyment, the evaluation
identified both the minimum flow needed for an acceptable
experience and the optimum range of flows that provides the
highest quality experience.
Data for the assessment were collected through three major
efforts:
(1) More than 3,000 boaters, tubers, and anglers were surveyed

on weekends during the spring, summer, and fall of 1991.
The surveys were conducted over the full range of normal
flows (approximately 10-250 cfs in Massachusetts, and 1001000 cfs in Connecticut). Respondents were asked whether
the flow on chat day was about right for their particular
activity, or, if not, whether they would have preferred higher
or lower flows.
(2) An intensive three-day field evaluation was conducted by a
team of experts and local volunteers in September, 1991.
During chat period, dam releases were controlled so that
team members could participate in each recreational
activity over a full range of flows in close succession.
(3) For the scenic assessment, video footage was taken of
several strategic sites at each of the different flows that were
provided during the three-day field evaluation. Later in
the fall and winter, three impartial audiences were asked to
view a series of side-by-side videotape images of each
location at different flows, and to indicate which flows they
considered to be the most scenic.
Preliminary conclusions on the minimum and optimum flow
levels for the primary recreation uses were developed by integrating the results from the surveys and the field evaluation.
Those findings were presented to representatives of the
Farmington's major user groups, and were revised based on
their input. Other local experts were also contacted for their
opinions on critical issues such as how different flows affect
safety considerations.
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major recreational use. The historical period of record used
for this purpose was 1961-1990, the period since the Goodwin
Dam was completed and substantial flow regulation went into
effect for the West Branch. Once the historical levels of recreational opportunity were determined, it would be possible to
calculate the annual volumes required to provide those levels
by multiplying the number of days of minimum and optimum conditions by the daily volume needed for a minimum
or optimum experience.

The basic results of the recreation and aesthetics assessment
are presented in Figure 5-4 below.
The next phase of the recreation analysis involved using the
minimum and optimum ranges identified to determine how
much "recreational opportunity" actually existed historically
during normal, dry and drought years. Recreational opportunity was defined as the number of days of both minimum and
optimum conditions that existed in a given year for each

FIGURE 5-4
Summary of Minimum and Optimum Recreation and Aesthetics Flows

Massachusetts Study Area
Minimum
Fishing

11

Scenic Enjoyment

25 cfs

Optimum
75 - 250 cfs

n/a

170 cfs

unsuitable

unsuitable

Downriver Canoeing

250 cfs

250 cfs + 4" b

Play Boating

250 cfs

250cfs + 4"-2'b

Tubing

Connecticut Study Area
Minimum

Optimum

100 cfs

150 - 350 cfs

n/a

240 - 540 cfs

Tubing

200 cfs

350 - 450 cfs

Downriver Canoeing

250 cfs

360 - 980 cfs

Play Boating

250 cfs

540 - 980 cfs

Fishing
Scenic Enjoyment

c

11

While these minimum flows will enhance the physical conditions for fishing techniques, the very low
natural stream flows in Massachusetts (often less than 10 cfsl limit fish production, available fish
habitat, and pools where fish might be found. Thus, while the recommended flow levels may enhance
the conditions for fishing, anglers are unlikely to find many fish except during periods immediately
following state fish stocking releases.
b Because flows above 256 cfs were not observed, we can only estimate how much water would have
to be added to achieve optimum conditions. For downriver canoeing, we estimate 4 inches of water
would have to be added to the level in the river stretch above New Boston, and, for play boating, 4
inches to 2 feet would need to be added.
c Lifeguards with proper equipment are needed at Satan's Kingdom, particularly at flows above 350 cfs.
Optimum flows for tubing at Satan's Kingdom start lower(@ 275 cfs). However, optimum flows on the
upper portion of the river (Goodwin Dam to Pleasant Valley) start at 350 cfs.
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However, before determining the historical levels of recreational
opportunity and the annual volumes needed to maintain them,
several related issues had to be resolved. A working group,
established by the Farmington River Study Committee's
Water Resources Subcommittee, discussed and resolved those
issues. 16 Followtng 1s a summary of the working group's
conclusions:
Recreation Seasons: To determme how many days of
minimum and optimum conditions existed historically for
each major recreational activity, it was first necessary to
identify reasonable "recreation seasons" for each activity
that encompass the periods of heaviest use. Those seasons
were defined as follows:
Fishing:

March 1 October 31

Tubing:

Weekends only from Memorial
Day - July 4th
Daily from July 4th - Labor Day
Weekends only for rwo weeks
after Labor Day

Downriver Canoeing
and Play Boating:
Scenic Enjoyment:

011r1e< St11r11e i
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of the final lnstream Flow Study report.
By comparing the minimum and optimum ranges for each
activity with the actual flow records from the representative
years, it was possible to determine the numbers of minimum
and optimum days that were actually available under hisrorical normal, dry and drought conditions. This information is
presented in Figure 5-5.
The numbers of days with minimum and optimum conditions were then multiplied by the daily volumes (over a 24hour period) required to maintain the low end flows from each
minimum and optimum range. The products are the annual
volumes required to provide the historical recreational opporrunity for each activity under different rainfall conditions. As
was done for fisheries, recreational flows were calculated for
the segment downstream of the confluence with the Still River.
Therefore, the annual volumes contributed by the Still River
were subtracted from the overall annual volumes required for
recreation, producing net annual volumes of reservoir releases
required for each recreational use. The results of these calculations are presented in Table 3-6 on page 64 of the final
lnstream Flow Srudy report.

April 1 - September 30
Daily for the entire calendar
year

Representative Rainfall Years: Because historical recreational opportunity was to be evaluated based on actual
conditions since the Goodwin Dam was completed, it was
necessary to identify the most representative normal, dry
and drought years from that period. After considerable
analysis, the following years were identified:
Most Representative Normal Year:

1974

Most Representative D1y Year;

1988

Most Representative Drought Year-

1965

Vcthorls
Once the initial assessments of hydrology, aquatic biology, and
recreation/scenic values were completed, the next task was to
integrate the information from those assessments inro a senes
of comprehensive water allocation scenarios. This process
involved three major steps:

While these years are not perfect reflections of a statistically "normal," "dry," or ''drought" year (and, in all
probability, no acrual year ever would be), they are the
best available from the period of record and are reasonable
to use.
Selecting Specific Flows To Include in the Analysis: To
calculate the annual volumes required to maintain historical levels of recreational activity, it was necessary to select
specific flows from the minimum and optimum ranges for
each activity. The group ultimately recommended using
the flow from the low end of both the minimum and
optimum ranges for each recreational activity. The
rationale for this decision is discussed fully in Appendix G
36

The working group, which consisted of scaff members from che DEP,
NPS, MDC, and FRWA, prepared a de1ailed memorandum
explaining how chey reached cheir conclusions. This memo is contained
in Appendix G of the final lnscream Flow Scudy repon.

The !nstream Flow Study identified minimum and optimum flow ra12ges
far a variety ofrecreational activities, including kayaking or "play boarmg. "
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FIGURE 5-5

Historical Number of Days of Minimum and Optimum Recreational and Scenic
Opportunities Available under Different Rainfall Conditions

Drought
1965

Dry
1988

Normal
1974

Fishing
(March 1 - October 31 I

Minimum

31

22

20

Optimum

51

171

101

Tubing
(Memorial Day September 15)

Minimum

0

60

9

Optimum

0

12

43

Minimum

n/a

n/a

n/a

Optimum

79

257

243

Minimum

26

135

111

Optimum

8

2

18

Minimum

19

98

37

Optimum

15

39

92

Scenic Enjoyment
(entire year)
Play Boating
(April 1 September 30)
Downriver Canoeing
(April 1 September 30)

(1) The total annual volumes of water available from the West
Branch Reservoirs under normal, dry and drought
conditions were calculated based on the results of the
hydrologic modeling;
(2) The total annual volumes of reservoir releases required to
meet the different resource and use demands under
varying rainfall conditions were calculated; 37
(3) Those total release requirements were subtracted from the
total volumes available to determine if adequate water
exists to meet all of the demands in normal, dry and drought
years.
The exercise was designed to determine the potential for compatible future water supply withdrawals. This was accomplished by conserving reservoir volumes whenever possible,
while still meeting basic resource and use requirements. The
approach sought to accommodate all resources and uses, and
to determine whether any surplus water would be available.

37 Although a full study of the relationship between different flows and
scenic values was conducted, an annual volume of water to provide for
scenic values was not estimated or incorporated into the final water
allocation calculations. These steps were omined because the aesthetics
evaluation concluded that there is no minimum flow level to maintain
scenic conditions.

Assumptions

In developing the water allocation scenarios, it was necessary
to make assumptions about a number of additional factors
that are of critical importance to water allocation in the
Farmington River basin. Those assumptions provide much
of the foundation for the results of the entire exercise. Consequently, if any of the assumptions were changed, the results
likely would change in response. The principal assumptions
are presented below; their implications for river management
are addressed in Subsection 5.2.6: Discussion.
•

Existing Legal Commitments:

*

50 cfs minimum flow - This statutory requirement
was considered the bottom line for reservoir releases.

*

Basic riparian agreement with the Farmington River
Power Company- The riparian agreement requires the
MDC to provide releases totalling 21. 7 billion gallons
per year; however, the schedule for specific releases
varies year-to-year based on the request of the
Farmington River Power Company within certain
seasonal constraints. In order to perform the water
allocation modeling, the consultant developed a
hypothetical scenario to provide the required releases.
The scenario consisted of releases of 300 cfs for 90
consecutive days during the months of July, August,
and September, plus an additional 300 cfs for 22 days
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during midwinter. This scenario was included in the
calculations for normal and dry years only. To
conserve reservoir volumes in drought conditions, it
was assumed that the full riparian commitment would
be bought out in those years by the MDC. (Such
financial compensation is allowed under the existing
agreement.)

*

•

Additional riparian commitments - The calculations
did not include the current requirement to release all
natural inflow to the West Branch Reservoirs between
50 - 150 cfs and any releases from Otis Reservoir (as
required under both the riparian agreement with
Farmington River Power Company and another agreement with the Allied Connecticut Towns). That is,
the study assumed that all flows above 50 cfs plus Otis
Reservoir releases could be stored for future allocation
except when necessary to meet the basic riparian
demand and/or instrcam resource requirements.

Reservoir Storage Capacity: It was assumed that the West
Branch Reservoirs arc large enough to capture and store all
of the runoff flowing into them during normal, dry, and
drought years; that is, the calculations reflect the assumption that all water predicted to be available over the course
of a given year could be stored and distributed as needed
to meet the various instrcam requirements, and that no
water would be lost from the reservoirs as a result of spillage or flood control management, even during seasonal
high flows.

• Water Supply Withdrawals: The MDC was requested to
submit two levels of potential water supply withdrawal from
the West Branch for inclusion in the water allocation
calculations. Those levels were set at constant rates of 10
and 20 million gallons per day (or 11,202 acre-feet per
year and 22,404 acre-feet per year, respectively).
•

•

Fisheries Enhancement Pools: In designing its reservoir
management program for the Colebrook Reservoir, the
Army Corps of Engineers set aside 5000 acre-feet to
enhance anadromous brown trout runs, and an additional
5000 acre-feet to enhance American shad runs. The
anadromous trout pool is drawn upon frequently; however, water has generally not been provided for shad
because that allotment is derived from a small portion of
the reservoir's flood control zone. As a result, the water
allocation calculations included the brown trout enhancement pool as an annual release requirement under all
rainfall conditions, but did not include releases for shad.
Flushing Flows/High Flow Considerations: There was
considerable discussion about what releases, if any, should
be provided as "flushing flows," which arc generally
considered necessary to prevent the unhealthy accumulation of fine grained sediments in the streambcd. Lacking
an intensive, site-specific study of this issue, a desktop
method was chosen to provide an initial approximation
- the 3-day average maximum flow for the period from
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1970-1990. This volume was calculated by first averaging
the flows from the continuous 3-day period with the highest flows during each year from 1970-1990, and then
averaging those 20 yearly 3-day maximums. An assumption was made that extreme high flows arc not necessary
every year. The analysis therefore incorporated this
volume in the water allocation scenarios for normal years,
but not for dry or drought years. (See Appendix G of the
final lnstream Flow Study report for additional discussion
of this issue.)
• Water Quality: Based on the results of the DEP's waste
load allocation studies for the Farmington, the minimum
flow of 50 cfs mandated by state statute was assumed to be
adequate to meet the standards for Class B water quality
classification.
•

Use of Combined Flows from the Goodwin Dam and the
Still River: As described previously, calculations of the
flow needs for both fisheries and recreation did not rely
exclusively on releases from the West Branch Reservoirs,
but also included the annual volumes contributed by the
Still River under different rainfall conditions.

•

Contribution of Riparian Releases Toward Fisheries and
Recreational Release Requirements: The flows provided
to meet the hypothetical schedule of releases for the
riparian agreement were assumed to contribute to the flows
needed for both fisheries and recreation. (This approach
is consistent with the historical reality on the Farmington,
where much of the flows that have helped sustain fisheries
and provide conditions suitable for recreation-especially
in the summer-have been a direct result of riparian
releases.)

•

Contribution of Fisheries Flows Toward Recreational
Release Requirements: The base flows provided under
the alternative fisheries flow scenarios also were assumed
to contribute to the flows needed for recreation.

•

Distribution of Minimum and Optimum Days Within
the Recreation Seasons: To complete the final calculations of the annual reservoir volumes required to provide
historical levels of recreational opportunity, it was
necessary for the consultant to distribute the days of minimum and optimum conditions for each use within the
recreation season for that use. This was done by scheduling high flow recreation days at times when the greatest
flow volume would be provided from Still River inflow,
and riparian releases or fisheries base flows. For instance,
all 18 days of optimum conditions for play boating (flows
of540 cfs or higher) in a "normal" year would be provided
in April, when Still River inflow is at its peak (estimated at
415 cfs).

Farmington River Study
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* two rates of withdrawal for water supply;

The final results of the water allocation exercise are shown in
Figure 5-6. The table shows a series of water allocation
scenarios based on the varying amounts of water available in
the watershed above the Goodwin Dam during normal ("50%
exceedence"), dry ("90% exceedence"), and drought ("99%
exceedence") conditions. The allocation scenarios include
columns depicting the annual volumes required for each of
the following:

* the fisheries enhancement pool;

*

the three different flow scenarios for fisheries;

* historical numbers of minimum and optimum days that
existed during normal, dry and drought conditions for the
different recreational uses;

* the riparian agreement with the Farmington River Power
Company; and

* flushing flows (during normal rainfall years only).
In the calculations, the annual volumes for fisheries, recreation, water supply, the fisheries enhancement pool, and the
riparian agreement were subtracted from the total watershed
yields. The initial results are shown in the "surplus/(deficit)
1" column. The annual volume estimated for flushing flows
was then subtracted for normal years only, producing the final
results shown in the "surplus/(deficit) 2" column.

FIGURE 5-6
Selected Water Allocation Scenarios for Diverse Uses of the Farmington River
(All quantities are in acre-feet.)
Water
Year

Total
Watarohed

(%OX·

Yield

Flehery
Flow

Recreation
Flow

Water d
Supply

Flehery
Enhancement Pool

3,431

0

5,000

Riparian
Rlghtt

Surplue
10.flclt)
1

Fluahlng
Flow

Surplu•
10.flch)
2

99,886
102, 108
102, 108
88,684
90,906
90,908
77,482
79,704
79,704

6,425

.
.

"

93,461
95,683
95,683
82,259
84,481
84,481
71,057
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31,544
35,980
35,921
20,342
24,778
24,719
9,140
13,576
13,517

0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
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35,980
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Keeping in mind the many assumptions upon which the allocation alternatives rest, the results indicate that during dry,
normal and wetter-than-normal years there appears to be
sufficient flow to support all resources and uses, although the
surplus remaining under certain scenarios is small. Under
drought conditions, the MDC has the right to reduce or suspend riparian releases and financially compensate the riparian
owner accordingly. However, even with riparian releases
eliminated under drought conditions, there is insufficient water
available to provide collectively for the "optimum habitat"
fisheries scenario, the fisheries enhancement pool, historical
levels of recreation, and water supply withdrawals of either I 0
mgd or 20 mgd. There does appear to be sufficient water in a
drought to provide for a 10 mgd or 20 mgd withdrawal in
conjunction with either the near-optimum or intermediate
fisheries scenario, although the surpluses with a 20 mgd
withdrawal arc quite small.

It should be noted that near-optimum fisheries flows are
substantially higher than historical flows in the 1965 drought.
Furthermore, the consultant determined that it is probably
unrealistic and unnecessary to maintain higher flows than those
in the near-optimum scenario in a drought to protect the longterm integrity of fisheries resources. Finally, it must be recognized that during a declared water supply emergency,
Connecticut General Statute 22a-378 gives the Commissioner
of the Department of Environmental Protection the authority
to divert water as needed to ease the emergency conditions.
Such diversions could result in reduced or curtailed releases
for instream resources.
5.2.6

DISCUSSION

Study Limitations
Throughout this summary of the Instream Flow Study, a
number of significant assumptions have been identified. These
assumptions have inherent limitations, which should be
considered in future management decisions. The major
limitations include the following:
•

Existing Legal Commitments:

*

Riparian releases to the Farmington River Power
Company - The Goodwin Dam releases required
under the riparian agreement with the Farmington
River Power Company historically have provided a substantial contribution to base flows in the West Branch,
thereby providing much if not all of the water for fisheries and recreation. This is particularly true during
the drier summer months, when the riparian releases
have often produced river flows considerably higher
than what might otherwise be available.
In the lnstrcam Flow Study, the hypothetical scenario
used to satisfy the riparian commitment represents a
near worst-case approach in terms of the reservoir volume required. This conservative approach is reasonable given the variability of releases which the riparian
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owner is allowed to request. Historically, however, the
Farmington River Power Company has generally
requested riparian releases at lesser rates over a longer
period of time than those in the hypothetical scenario.
Using a less conservative scenario that more closely
reflected historical riparian releases could affect the
demand on reservoir volumes required to maintain
fisheries and recreation. Stretching the riparian base
flow contribution over a longer period could help to
reduce the annual reservoir demand needed to provide the relatively low instantaneous flows required for
fisheries. Conversely, however, decreasing daily
riparian releases during the summer recreation season
could necessitate supplemental releases to provide the
relatively high flows required for some recreational
activities. This could result in an additional demand
on reservoir volumes.

*

Additional riparian commitments - One of the most
significant limitations of the study is the fact that it
does not incorporate the current requirement to
release all natural inflow to the West Branch
Reservoirs between 50-150 cfs plus all Otis Reservoir
releases, as mandated under the other existing
riparian commitments. The principal implication is
that if any of the flow scenarios developed in the study
are actually pursued, those commitments would have
to be renegotiated. (Note: If the riparian commitments were changed to allow storage of inflow above
50 cfs, adequate releases would still be required to meet
downstream management objectives, including
satisfying the basic riparian agreement with the
Farmington River Power Company and maintaining
fisheries and recreational opportunities.)

• Reservoir Storage Capacity: The results of the study hinge
in part on the assumption that the West Branch Reservoirs
have adequate capacity to store all the water predicted to
be available in any given year (i.e., that no water will be
lost to spillage/overflows and thus be unavailable for later
distribution). The study concluded that this is probably
accurate for most dry and drought years, but it is not clear
that the reservoirs can entirely capture and regulate flows
during normal rainfall years. Therefore, the actual annual
water surpluses for normal years may be somewhat lower
than those calculated in the final water allocation table. It
should be noted, however, that under these conditions all
surplus water will be released. These releases would
enhance instream flows.
Based on the historical management constraints for the
reservoirs (including the requirements of the existing
riparian commitments), these conclusions seem reasonable.
However, it is possible that changing the riparian commitments to allow storage of inflow above 50 cfs plus Otis
Reservoir releases (as described under the previous issue)
could exceed the reservoirs' storage capacity under other
rainfall conditions as well.
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•

Flood Control Management of Colebrook Reservoir: An
additional issue tied to reservoir storage capacity is the Army
Corps of Engineers' management requirements for flood
control in Colebrook Reservoir. Those requirements were
not considered in the development of the water allocation
scenarios. The Corps would have to approve any management plan which could infringe on their flood control zone
(for instance, by allowing storage of inflow between
50-150 cfs plus Otis Reservoir releases).

•

Water Supply Withdrawals: The withdrawal levels of
10 mgd and 20 mgd are hypothetical rates, used for informational purposes to establish the range of demands that
the upper Farmington River watershed can support. As is
the norm in water supply planning, the hypothetical withdrawals were established as constant rates (i.e., 10 and 20
million gallons per day over the entire year). However, it
is more informative to think of these withd!awals in terms
of the annual reservoir volumes they would require (i.e.,
11,202 and 22,404 acre feet per year, respectively, as shown
in Figure 5-6). The withdrawals would likely be made
from water collected in the reservoirs during nonrecreation season high water periods and storm events.

high Still River flows, and targets most days of moderate
recreation flows (i.e., for minimum and optimum tubing
and minimum boating conditions) in midsummer, the
period when most riparian releases are scheduled. 38 The
relatively low flows needed for minimum and optimum
fishing conditions are distributed throughout all periods
of the recreation season. Certain discrepancies from the
historical patterns do exist, largely as a result of how
riparian releases are distributed (e.g., diminished boating
opportunities in June). To replicate the historical recreational opportunity that existed during those years, the
schedule for the minimum and optimum days for each
activity may need to be adjusted. Such a schedule may
require different annual volumes of releases for recreation
than those included in the final water allocation calculations, with potential impacts on the amount of water
available for other purposes.
In dry and drought years, the flow management scenario
in the Instream Flow Study would provide higher average
releases over the recreation season than existed during the
representative years. As a result, the total days of recreational opportunity would exceed what existed historically,
as shown in Figure 5-7. For example, in the representative
drought year (1965) there were 51 days of optimum
conditions and 31 days of minimum conditions for
fishing. Under the flow regime identified in the Instream
Flow Study, a total of 114 optimum days and 123
minimum days would be available for fishing.

If a withdrawal is pursued, it could be for a lesser or greater
amount than those hypothetical rates. Regardless, any
specific proposal would need to be evaluated to determine
its compatibility with the protection of instream resources.
•

•

•

Flushing Flows: The volume incorporated for flushing
flows was only an initial approximation of the river's needs.
The precise needs of any given river are difficult to determine. A site-specific empirical study would need to be
conducted to determine accurately the Farmington River's
flushing flow needs.
Reliance on Still River Flows: It is reasonable to focus on
the segment below the confluence with the Still River for
maintaining fisheries and recreation, and therefore to rely
on the combined flow contributions of both the Still and
releases from the Goodwin Dam. However, the Still River
contributions in the Instream Flow Study are based on
monthly and annual estimates. Actual daily Still River
flows are likely to be highly variable. Such daily variation
from the monthly and annual projections will require
alterations in dam releases in response to the actual contribution from the Still.
Seasonal Distribution of Recreational Opportunity: The
distribution of days of minimum and optimum recreational
conditions within the recreation seasons outlined in the
flow management scenario is similar to the seasonal patterns of the representative years. However, this similarity
is coincidental rather than intentional. The consultant
scheduled days of minimum and optimum recreational
conditions to take greatest advantage of flows that would
already be in the river for other reasons. For instance, the
study targets days of highest recreation flows (i.e., for optimum boating conditions) in April to take advantage of

In normal rainfall years, the Instream Aow Study also would
provide more days of recreational opportunity than the representative year (1974), although the flows identified would
be lower than historical conditions. This would be achieved
by more intensely managing Goodwin Dam releases to
match Still River flows. That is, high Still River flows would
be matched by lower Goodwin Dam releases, and vice versa.
In this way, West Branch flows would be neither so high
nor so low that only limited recreational opportunities
would be present.
•

38

Flows Needed For Minimum and Optimum Recreational
Conditions: Using only the flows from the low end of the
minimum and optimum ranges for the various recreational
activities does not accurately reflect the actual distribution
of flows within the minimum and optimum ranges that
was provided during the representative years. Historically,
flows spanned the ranges of minimum and optimum
recreation conditions. Using the historical flows in
calculating the annual reservoir volumes required to
support recreation could produce greater total volumes than
those produced by using the low end values. This is
demonstrated in Table B of Appendix G in the final
lnstream Flow Study report. However, it should be

In both normal and dry years, the distribution of riparian releases
incorporated in the flow management scenario is a significant factor in
providing the number of days of recreational opportunity.
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FIGURE 5-7
Comparison of the Numbers of Days of Historical Recreational Opportunity to
Those That Would Be Provided by the Flows Identified in the lnstream Flow Study
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.
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0

20

0
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0

0
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0

3

12

9
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Boating
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8

8

2

2

18

18

Downriver
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19
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98

100
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91

Optimum

15

15

39

39

92

92

Fishing

Tubing

"IFS"

Historic

IFS •

Days of recreation using flows as identified in the instream flow study.

recognized that providing a flow at the low end of the
optimum range for some uses will provide conditions well
into (or even beyond) the optimum range for other uses.
This concept was incorporated into the study. For instance,
flows at the low and high ends of the optimum range for
tubing were used to fulfill the number of optimum days
for that activity while simultaneously meeting some of the
flow levels required for lower and higher water demand
activities (i.e., fishing and boating, respectively). In
addition, the consultant identified a range of flows which
provide optimum conditions for each recreational activity,
and did not specify that flows at the low or high end were
any more desirable.
Opportunities do exist to provide a distribution of flows
within the minimum and optimum ranges without
placing a substantial additional demand on reservoir
volumes. They include:

*

Utilizing surplus water that is available after all
resource needs and uses identified in the instream flow
have been met. This method is particularly viable for
normal rainfall years, in which a large volume of
surplus water has been identified.

*

Linking higher recreational flow needs (e.g., for boating) to naturally occurring high flows in the Still River.

These opportunities should be incorporated into any
future flow management plan for the West Branch.

•

Use of Representative Years in the Recreational Analysis:
In determining the levels of recreational opportunity
present historically, actual flow data from the most
representative normal, dry and drought years were used to
calculate the number of days of minimum and optimum
recreational conditions. Actual flows were used because
there is no way to generate daily flow projections for
normal, dry and drought conditions statistically. It should
be noted, however, that no actual year will precisely mimic
the flow pattern for a statistically generated normal, dry
or drought year. Furthermore, the Connecticut Study
Segment was found eligible for Wild and Scenic River
designation based on actual historical levels of recreational
opportunity, not a statistically generated level of
recreational opportunity.

The Broader Context
The lnstream Flow Study is an unusual example of cooperation among many diverse interests to generate new, objective
information on a highly controversial subject. The study would
not have been successful without the substantial commitment
made by all participants to work cooperatively.
The study provided critical new information both on the flows
needed to protect the Farmington River's fisheries, recreation,
and scenic values, and on the potential for compatibility between future withdrawals and the protection of those instream
resources. That information was essential for the subsequent
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development of rhe Upper Farmington River Management
Plan, and will be a valuable rool for resolving imporranr issues
in the future.
The study also ,,srablished an important precedent that can
serve as a model for oilier Wild and Scenic River Srudies with
similar issues regarding instream flows and water a.llocarion.
This is the first time an analysis of this rype has been used as a
rool for decision-making during a Wild and Scenic River Srudy,
prior to a decision on federal designation. Ir provided all
interested parties with an indication of whether some level of
withdrawal theoretically could be possible in conjunction with
the strong protecrion for insueam resources required under
Wild and Scenic River designation. With designation now in
place, the Instream Flow Study will be useful in evaluating
whether proposed projects would adversely affect rhe river and,
therefore, whether any necessary federal perm its
should be issued.
The reader should keep in mind thar rhe Instream
Flow Study is nor an evaluation of a specific
withdrawal proposal, nor does ir define a
specific management regime for rhe West Branch
Reservoirs. Rather, it incorporates two hypothetical levels of withdrawal into an intricate
resource management and water allocation
exercise. As wit:h any scientific analysis, rhe study
is based on a number of important assumptions;
these assumptions have related limitations that
should be considered in any furure managemenr
decisions.

If a withdrawal is proposed in rhe future, rhe
applicant would have to satisfy requirements for
applicable stare and federal permits and resolve
other potential constraints. An essential element
for permitting would be the development of a
plan for reservoir managemenr, including an
operational plan and a detailed flow regime. The
plan would identify how rhe reservoirs and
releases would be managed to balance competing uses and protect the river's resources as
identified in the Instream Flow Study. Other
constrain rs could include, for example, the need
to renegotiate existing flow management
agreements.

The lnstream Flow Study provided critical new information on the flows needed w protect
the Fam1ington River's fisheries, recreation, and scenic values, and on the potential for
compatibility between fature withdrawals and the protection of those imtream resources.

CHAPTER
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This chapter describes the extent ofsupport demonstrated during the study for Wild and Scenic River designation ofeach ofthe
Farmington River segments. The description includes separate Subsections on each ofthe major parties with a stake in the future
ofthe Farmington: the local communities; state government; state and federal legislators; regional authorities (i.e., the Hartford
Metropolitan District Commission}; and private organizations {such as the Farmington River Watershed Association). The
chapter documents any formaVpublic positions regarding Wild and Scenic River designation taken by each of those interests, as
well as other demonstrations ofsupport or opposition. The reader should note that the results of the Farmington River Study
Committee's formal vote on designation are presented in Chapter 9: Conclusion.
For rivers such as the Farmington that are surrounded by private lands and/or non-federalpublic lands andfor which federal /and
acquisition and land management are not envisioned as part ofthe long-term management scenario, broad-based support for river
protection and designation is essentialfor several reasons. First, in these situations, landowners, local governments, state agencies,
private organizations, and other river interests all must play important roles ifthe river is to be effectively protected and managed
over time. Clear demonstrations ofsupport for river protection and for Wild and Scenic designation provide evidence that those
interests acknowledge their important roles.
Second, it would be inappropriate and largely ineffective for the federal government to provide the permanent protection from
adverse federally assisted water resource projects offered through Wild and Scenic River designation without assurances from the
other river interests that they are committed to doing their part to protect the river through their own authorities and abilities. A
demonstration ofcommitment on the part oflocal governments, state agencies, and other interests to ensure compatible management ofthe lands along the river is particularly important, since the grassroots approach to the study/designation process precludes
any major federal role in managing the corridor. In this context, Wild and Scenic River designation essentially amounts to an
agreement between the federal government and those interests: the federal government agrees to protect the river from major
adverse instream/water-related projects, provided that the other parties demonstrate their commitment to adequately protect the
adjacent lands.
The final reason for requiring an expression ofsupport for designation during the study period on private land rivers is to ensure
that designation is, in fact, desired by the local communities and other interests. As described in Chapter 1: Introduction and
Background, the National Park Service and the Farmington River Study Committee made clear from the outset ofthe project that
they would only recommend designation for each ofthe study segments ifthere was a strong indication ofsupport. Maintaining
that commitment was essentialfor establishing and preserving credibility with the weal communities and other study participants.
As explained in Subsection 1.1.2: Requirements for Designation, an evaluation of the strength of support for river
protection and designation is the second component in determining the suitability ofa private land river for Wild and Scenic
designation. The information presented in this chapter provides the foundation for that evaluation, which is included in
Chapter 8: Suitability.

6.1 MASSACHUSETTS STUDY SEGMENT

6.I.I LOCAL COMMUNITIES

Indications of local attitudes regarding river protection and
designation in the Massachusetts study towns were obtained
through several mechanisms. The most important of these
were official town meeting votes held in each of the communities directly abutting the study segment. Other indications
included local actions taken during the study to strengthen
protection of the river, and the results of" landowner/resident
questionnaire that was distributed to all postal customers in
the study area in the late winter/early spring of 1991.

Town Meeting Votes
All three communities bordering the Massachusetts segment
- Otis, Sandisfield, and Tolland - initially voted in favor of
pursuing Wild and Scenic River designation by overwhelming margins at town meetings in the spring of 1991.39 However, in the late fall of that year, a group of local residents
calling itself the "Friends of the Rivers" (F.0.R.) formed and
began a campaign to prevent designation. The group quickly
established liaisons with opponents of other river designations
and conservation initiatives elsewhere in che country, and
39

Although the Town of Becket was an official member of the
Farmington River Study Committee, the community was not asked to
hold a formal town meeting vote on designation because the study
segment begins downstream of the Becket/Otis town line.
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affiliated itself with national representatives of the selfproclaimed "Wise Use Movement." Using a campaign of
misinformation and unsubstantiated allegations, the F.O.R.
generated a great deal of fear about designation among the
residents of the three Massachusetts communities.
Ultimately, the F.O.R. provoked enough concern that the
towns' selectmen were forced to hold special town meetings to
reconsider the issue of designation. Despite the concerted
efforts of local residents who supported designation and the
Farmington River Watershed Association, all three towns voted
to rescind their earlier decisions supporting designation. Otis
residents voted to rescind by a large margin; the votes were
more closely contested in Sandisfield (136-103) and Tolland
(51-27). Of the three, Otis was the only one to take the additional step of passing a second motion stating the town's
opposition to designation.
The dates and results of the town meeting votes in Massachusetts are presented in Figure 6-1. Additional information on
the battle over designation in Massachusetts, including some
of the material distributed by the "Friends of the Rivers" and
information prepared in response by supporters of designation, is provided in Appendix D.
River Protection Actions

As described in the "Private Lands" portion of Subsection
4.1.1: Land Management for the Massachusetts segment, in
1991 the Town of Tolland adopted a "River Protection
District" that prohibits new structures and sand and gravel
operations in the river's 100-year floodplain or within 200 feet
of the river. The district also includes restrictions on vegetation removal (a 50-foot no-cut zone and limitations on
cutting in the area from 50-200 feet from the river}, and
prohibits new septic facilities within 150 feet of the river. These
features make Tolland's ordinance the strongest local conservation action implemented by any of the riverfront towns

during the study, and is indicative of the Town's commitment
to do its part in protecting the river.
Also, the Town of Becket adopted a strong floodplain wning
overlay district during the study period. Although the adoption of this bylaw was more directly related to a parallel effort
to protect the Westfield River in the eastern part of Becket,
the town-wide ordinance does provide additional protection
to flood-prone areas in the headwaters of the Farmington River
as well.
Neither Otis nor Sandisfield implemented any new local
mechanisms to strengthen protection for the river and.
eliminate the vulnerabilities identified for each in the Draft
Evaluation of Existing Protection. (See the town-by-town
summaries of the strengths and weaknesses oflocal protection
in Subsection 8.2: Protection Mechanisms.)
Results ofLandowner/Resident Questionnaire

A total of 68 residents in the four Massachusetts towns
responded to the "Landowner and Resident Questionnaire,"
representing a return rate of about 3.5 percent of the surveys
distributed in those communities. In general, the respondents
strongly supported conservation of the river. Over 90 percent
felt that the river's water quality, free flowing character,
fishing and canoeing should be protected and that the
adjacent wildlife habitat, forest land, historic resources, scenic
values and rural character should be conserved. Over 80
percent felt that hydroelectric development, future water
supply use, sand and gravel extraction, and sewage transportation should be discouraged.
Regarding potential mechanisms to strengthen protection of
the Farmington, more than 90 percent of the respondents
supported new requirements for building set backs, vegetative
screening, and height limitations on new buildings. Over 80
percent supported low density zoning and voluntary
donation of conservation easements.

FIGURE 6-1
Results of Town Meeting Votes in the Massachusetts Study Area Towns

Town•

Date of Town Meeting

Result

Otis

5/21 /91
1 /30/92

Support designation
Rescind earlier support & oppose designation

Sandisfield

5/18/91
2/1 /92

Support designation
Rescind earlier support

Tolland

2/12/91
3/7/92

Support designation
Rescind earlier support

• The Town of Becket did not hold a formal town meeting vote regarding designation.
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Complete results of the "Landowner and Resident Questionnaire" are provided in Appendix E.
6.I.2 STATE GOVERNMENT
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should change, neither DEM nor any other agency of the
Commonwealth will press for federal Wild and Scenic
designation for the Massachusetts segment of the
Farmington River.

Two primary factors were considered in identifying the extent
of state support: (1) tangible conservation actions taken by
state agencies during the study to strengthen protection of the
river; and (2) official statements made regarding the state's
position on federal designation.

The DEM reiterated this position at the Study Committee's
final meeting on April 29, 1993 (see Chapter 9:
Conclusion).

Agency Actions

The Hartford Metropolitan District Commission's representatives on the Study Committee spoke in favor of strong protection for the Massachusetts segment on several occasions.
This position was based on the District's interest in ensuring
that the water flowing into the West Branch Reservoirs from
the Massachusetts segment continues to be of high quality, in
case the reservoirs are ever needed as a source for public
supply.

In addition to the ongoing implementation of its significant
land and water management responsibilities (as described in
Section 4.1), the Commonwealth of Massachusetts demonstrated its commitment to protect the Farmington River
through several actions taken during the Wild and Scenic River
Study. Most notably, the Department of Environmental
Management purchased two critical riverfront parcels: a
16.9-acre lot encompassing more than 2,000 feet of river frontage and located almost entirely within the 100-year floodplain;
and a 450-acre parcel with more than 6,600 feet of river frontage, covering an important forested area with steep slopes on
the river's east side. The combined cost for these acquisitions
was $1. l million, which is especially noteworthy in light of
the severe budget constraints faced by the state at the time of
their execution. In addition, the DEM contributed significant staff time over the course of the study, and provided
special releases from the Otis Reservoir as part of the Instream
Flow Study.

State Position
The DEM issued a formal statement on behalf of the
Commonwealth regarding Wild and Scenic River designation
at a public forum held by the Study Committee in January,
1993. The statement included the following passages:
... The Department [of Environmental Management] has
been involved with Farmington River protection efforts
prior to the commencement of the Federal Wild and
Scenic Study. The DEM will continue to work toward
protection of this valuable resource long after the Federal
Wild and Scenic River Study is completed and the vote on
federal designation ... has been counted.
... The DEM is well aware of, respects and will defer to the
town meeting votes against designation of the Farmington
River as a federal Wild and Scenic River in Otis, Sandisfield
and Tolland ...
... The Commonwealth, through DEM, strongly supports
all efforts for improved protection of the Farmington River,
and has advocated federal Wild and Scenic designation as
a legitimate and desirable means of such protection for
both the Massachusetts and Connecticut Study Segments.
However, unless and until local opinion as expressed by
the town meetings of Otis, Sandisfield and/or Tolland

6.1.3

REGIONAL AUTHORITIES

The MDC also made significant contributions of staff and
funding to the study; these are described in the discussion of
the Connecticut Study Segment later in this chapter.
6.1.4

PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS

The Farmington River Watershed Association was the primary
private sector advocate for protection and federal designation
of the Massachusetts Study Segment over the course of the
study. The organization was particularly active in working
with a local group in Sandisfield (then known as the "Citizens
for Local Control") to promote designation during the debate
over the issue in 1991-92. The FRWA also organized a river
cleanup along the segment in 1990, and played an important
role in encouraging other conservation actions, such as the
passage of local shoreland zoning ordinances (successful in
Tolland) and the establishment of a voluntary land protection
program .
In the time since the Massachusetts towns voted to rescind
their support of designation, the group formerly known as the
Citizens for Local Control has continued to work for the protection of the Farmington. Now called the "Sandisfield
Citizens Association," the group has initiated on-the-ground
projects (including a river cleanup and a watershed mapping
exercise) and has kept the dialogue about designation going in
the hope that the communities may eventually reconsider the
issue.
6.1.5

STATE LEGISLATORS

The Massachusetts study area lies within the districts of State
Senator Jane Swift and State Representative Christopher
Hodgkins. Both Senator Swift and Representative Hodgkins
were strong supporters of protecting the river over the course
of the study, and both publicly stated their support for Wild
and Scenic River designation during the extended debate on
the issue in the Massachusetts towns in the winter of
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1991-92. Each acknowledged, however, chat the decision on
whether to pursue designation ultimately rested with the towns
along the river.
6.1.6

,\1 EMBERS OF CONGRESS

The Massachusetts portion of the Farmington River study area
lies entirely within the state's l st Congressional District. The
late Silvio Conte, who represenred this dismct for more than
thirty years until his death in 1991, was a strong supporter of
the river's protection and played a crucial role in securing funding for the Wild and Scenic River Study. Following Congressman Conte's death, John Olver was elected to represent the
1st District. In January, 1992, Congressman Olver issued a
joint statement with Congresswoman Nancy Johnson from
Connecticut expressing their mutual position regarding federal designation of the Farmington. The statement included
the following passages:
...While we appreciate the signiflcance of rhe Farmington
River and would welcome the opportunity to sponsor
legislation to ensure its long-term protection , we will
initiate this action only if there is a strong indication of
local support. We will measure local support through two
principal indicators: Town Meeting votes endorsing designation; and a demonstration of town commitment to
protect the river through effective local control, such as a
river protection overlay district .

1

S 1 u dy

6 .2 CONNECTICUT STUDY S EGMENT

6.2.1

LOLAL Co\r\tllNITIES

As in Massachusetts, indications of local attitudes regarding
river protection and designation in the Connecticut study
rowns were obtained through several mechanisms. The most
important of these were official town meeting votes held in
each of the communities involved in the project, and local
river protection actions that were implemented during the
study. The results of the landowner/ resident questionnaire
that was distributed to every postal cusromer in the study area
were also noted, as were certain special activities that occurred
in the towns.
Town Afeeting Vi1te_1

All five Connecticut towns involved in the study voted overwhelmingly in support of Wild and Scenic River designation
at formal town meetings in 1990 and 1991. 40 The resolutions
passed by the communities included the following passages:

...We believe that the Farmington River deserves strong
protection, but we remain convinced that this can only be
achieved through a mechanism that will ensure the continuation of private land ownership and local authority over
land use along the river. Federal acquisition and management of land are inappropriate and unacceptable given these
long-standing traditions of the Farmington River Valley.
We pledge our assurance that no legislation concerning
the Farmingron River will go forward that violates these
principles. We look forward to working with the many
interests involved to achieve a solution that will integrate
both conservation of this important resource and the
legitimate concerns of landowners and residents of the
riverfront communities.
The full text of Congressman Olver's and Congresswoman
Johnson's joint statement is included in Appendix F.
Staff for U.S. Senators Edward Kennedy and John Kerry
expressed the Senators' support for the study process on several occasions. However, neither Senator Kennedy nor
Senaror Kerry took a formal position on designation during
the study.

In keeping with the New England tradition of local
control, each of the study towns held formal town
muting vow to decide on Wild and Scenic River
designatzon.
4
"

Alchough ic does noc directly abut che Connecticuc Study Segmenc,
the Town of Colebrook was encouraged ro hold a formaJ vote on
designation in light of irs active parricipacion throughout the study and
because ic encompasses the Still River/Sandy Brook syscem, che
principal cribucary to the segment.
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FIGURE 6-2
Results of Town Meeting Votes in the Connecticut Study Area Towns

Date of Town Meeting

Result

Colebrook

10/15/90

Support designation

Hartland

2/25/91

Support designation

Barkhamsted

10/30/90

Support designation

New Hartford

11 /6/91

Support designation

Canton

7/30/91

Support designation

Town

Be it resolved that the people of the Town of _ __
petition the Congress of the United States of America that
the Farmington River be designated as a Wild and Scenic
River with the understanding that such designation would
be based on the locally-developed river [management] plan
and would not involve federal acquisition or management
of lands.
Be it further resolved that the townspeople urge our elected
officials to consider and, wherever appropriate, to adopt
additional lQcal measures that will strengthen the Town's
protection of this critical resource.
The dates of the town votes are shown in Figure 6-2 above.
An example of the complete resolution passed by each of the
communities is included in Appendix G.
River Protection Actions

In addition to their votes in support of federal designation, all
four of the towns directly abutting the Connecticut Study
Segment took important actions to protect the Farmington
River during the study. Of greatest significance were the "River
Protection Overlay Districts" adopted by each of the communities as part of its local zoning ordinances. (See the "Private
Lands" portion of Subsection 4.2.1: Land Management for
the Connecticut segment.) The 100-foot buffer zone created
by these districts provides strong protection for the natural
integrity of the Farmington's immediate shorelands, thereby
protecting the river's water quality, fish and wildlife habitat,
and scenic character. Passage of these ordinances is indicative
of the towns' strong commitment to do their part in protecting the river.
Results ofLandowner/Resident Questionnaire

A total of 576 residents in the five Connecticut study towns
responded to the "Landowner and Resident Questionnaire,"
representing a 5.8 percent return rate of the surveys distributed in those communities. Overall, the respondents overwhelmingly supported conservation of the river. More than

90 percent felt that the river's water quality, free flowing character, and fisheries should be protected, and that the adjacent
wildlife habitat, forest land, historic resources, scenic and
rural character should be conserved. Over 80 percent of the
respondents discouraged sand and gravel extraction and
sewage transportation, and over 60 percent believed that new
hydroelectric development and water supply diversions should
be discouraged.
Over 90 percent of the respondents supported new requirements for building setbacks, vegetative screening, and timber
harvesting restrictions. More than 80 percent also supported
height limitations on new structures, stronger restrictions for
building in the 100-year floodplain, low density zoning,
voluntary donation of conservation easements and stronger
enforcement of existing regulations.
Complete results of the "Landowner and Resident Questionnaire" are provided in Appendix E.
Other Indications of Community Support

In addition to the more formal evidence of local support
described above, other activities occurred over the course of
the study that further demonstrate the Farmington River's
importance to the adjacent communities. One example
particularly stands out: the efforts of the 1990-91 fifth grade
class at the Barkhamsted Elementary School, who generated a
great deal of community awareness about the river and the
study through a variety of creative activities. The students
made posters of river scenes to publicize Study Committee
meetings, developed a slide presentation about the river that
they showed to all of the school's classes, wrote stories of their
experiences with the river that were included in a "Book of
Memories," and worked with a group of senior citizens to tabulate the responses of the more than 600 "Landowner and
Resident Questionnaires" that were returned from the
Massachusetts and Connecticut study area towns. The
students' commitment earned them a citation from the
Connecticut General Assembly and a commendation from the
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's "President's Environmental Youth Awards" program. Examples of their work are
presented on the chapter dividers throughout this report.
Also noteworthy was the failure of the opponents of designation in Massachusetts to make any headway in generating
opposition in Connecticut. In the spring of 1992, following
the reversal of local support in the Massachusetts towns, the
"Friends of the Rivers" attempted to rally opposition to designation in the Connecticut towns. The effort was unsuccessful
because of the strong support for designation among local
residents, community leaders, and the Farmington River
Watershed Association.
6.2.2 STATE GOVERNMENT

As in Massachusetts, the two primary indicators of state
support that were considered for the Connecticut segment were
(1) conservation actions taken by state agencies during the
study, and (2) official statements made regarding the state's
position on federal designation.

Agency Actions
In addition to the ongoing implementation of its considerable
land and water management responsibilities (as described in
Section 4.2), the State of Connecticut demonstrated a strong
commitment to protect the Farmington River through additional actions taken over the course of the study. In particular,
the Department of Environmental Protection purchased two
critical riverfront parcels along the study segment, totalling
123 acres and approximately 3,000 feet of river frontage at a
cost of $325,000. The DEP also committed to establish
special provisions to ensure protection of the high water quality in the segment. These provisions, which include a prohibition on new point source discharges into the segment or its
tributaries, are described in detail in the "Water Quality"
portion of Subsection 4.2.2: Water Resources Management.
The DEP also made significant contributions directly to the
study process. These included the dedication ~f substantial
amounts of staff time from several parts of the agency, administration of the Instream Flow Study, and in-kind assistance
such as providing the use of a field office in the Farmington
Valley for project staff.

State Position
Governor Lowell P. Weicker, Jr., an original sponsor of the
study legislation when he was a U.S. Senator, expressed
support for the study process on several occasions. In a
February, 1992 letter to the Barkhamsted Selectmen,
Governor Weicker stated that he considered "the study
process and the effort to evaluate the various methods of
preserving one of the most beautiful rivers in Connecticut [as]
a very desirable undertaking.. .," and that he was "pleased to
fully support the study process and look[ed] forward to being
able to support Wild and Scenic designation once the study is
completed."

The Deputy Commissioner of the DEP subsequently expressed
the agency's support of designation at a hearing of the
Connecticut General Assembly's Environment Committee in
January, 1993. The State's final position, endorsed by the
Governor, was conveyed at the Study Committee's final meeting on April 29, 1993 (see Chapter 9: Conclusion).
The Connecticut General Assembly pronounced its support
for protection and designation of the Farmington with the
passage of Public Act 93-256, signed into law on June 23,
1993. This statute included the following passages:

It is declared to be the policy of the State of Connecticut
that the portion of the Farmington River which is the subject of the authorized study by the Farmington Wild and
Scenic River Study Committee for purposes of designation as a National Wild and Scenic River... be preserved as
provided for in the federal Wild and Scenic Rivers Act ....
The commissioner of environmental protection shall
cooperate with all relevant federal state and local agencies
to provide for such designation and to implement any
management plan developed in accordance with the Wild
and Scenic Rivers Act ...
The full text of the relevant sections of Public Act 93-256 is
included in Appendix H.
6.2.3 REGIONAL AUTHORITIES

The Metropolitan District Commission, the primary regional
authority involved in the study, made significant contributions directly to the study process. For example, the District
provided $75,000 to the Connecticut DEP to help fund the
Instream Flow Study. This amounted to nearly half of the
$160,000 direct budget for that project (the remainder of which
was covered by congressional appropriations through the
National Park Service). Without the MDC's contribution, a
full-scale instream flow study could not have been accomplished. In addition, the MDC dedicated substantial amounts
of staff time, particularly over the course of the Instream Flow
Study and the development of the Upper Farmington River
Management Plan.
The MDC testified in support of Wild and Scenic River
designation at a hearing of the Connecticut General Assembly
in January, 1993. This was the District's only formal public
statement on the issue prior to the Study Committee's final
meeting on April 29, 1993.
6.2.4 PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS

Throughout the study, the Farmington River Watershed
Association was the principal private, nonprofit group to
advocate for protection of the river and for Wild and Scenic
River designation, and the organization worked diligently to
achieve that goal. The group committed extensive staff and
volunteer time to the study process, and initiated a number of
new programs that were directly related to the study's objectives. The FRWA played an instrumental role in galvanizing
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support m rhe riverfronr rowns for rhe River Prorecrion
Overlay Disrricts and the resolutions supporting designarion
that were passed at town meetings . Among other actions, the
group launched a private land protection program, urged the
State of Connecticut ro acquire key riverfront parcels, and
organized annual river cleanups involving hundreds of
volunteers over a five year period.
Two other nonprofit groups 1n rhe Farmingron Valley - rhe
Farmington River Anglers Association (FRAA) and the
Farmington River Club (FRC) - advocated strongly for federal designation and inniated on-the-ground projects ro help
conserve the river. Both organizations formally endorsed
designation at a public forum 1n January. 1993. With respect
ro specific conservation actions, the FRAA was involved with
several important efforts: developing the proposal for state
acquisition of rhe I 20 acre "Shaw-Gares" parcel in Hartland;
promoting rhe establishment of the "Trout Management Area"
in Barkhamsted and New Hartford; initiating a cooperative
streambank stabilization project in Barkhamsred; and organizing periodic river cleanups. The FRC also sponsored
frequent nver cleanups by its members.
In addition to the FRWA, the FRAA. and the FRC. many
other private organizar1ons at the local, regional , and national
levels publicly -endorsed Wild and Scenic River designation
for the Connecticut Study Segment. They include:
American Rivers, lnc.
*

American Whitewater Affiliarion
Sierra Club (Connecticut Chapter)

* National Audubon Society
* National Wildlife Federation
* Isaac Walton League
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National Parks and Conservation Association

* Trout Unlimited

I

*

1

*

West Virginia Rivers Alliance
Appalachian Mountain Club (Connecticut Chapter)
Connecticut Ornithological Association
Housaronic Valley Association
Connecticut River Warershed Council

*

Quinnipiac River Warershed Associarion
Farmingron Land Trust
Greenwoods Garden Club
Farmington Valley Garden Club

1

1

Appendix I presenrs the Farmington River Anglers Association's
written endorsement of designation as an example of rhe testimony of support from private organizations.

The enrire Connecticut Study Segmenr lies within the district
of State Senaror James Fleming, who served on the Farmington River Study Committee as a discretionary appointee of
the Secretary of the Interior for the full duration of the study.
Senaror Fleming was a strong advocate of designation throughout the project, and introduced the resolution supporting
designation and protection of the Farmington char later
became Public Act 93-256.
The study area includes parts of the districts of rhree Srare
Representatives: Jesse Stratton, F. Philip Prelli, and Richard
Ferrari. Each of these legislators expressed strong public
support for designation on several occasions. Representative
Stratron also joined Senaror Fleming in introducing the
resolution that became Public An
93-256.
616

Annual river clean-ups spomored by uveral local organrzatwns have gwen residents and nver men an
opportunity to get involved in "hands-on" nver comervat1on

\ff\IB!- RS C'F C o s L RES5

The entire Connecticut Study
Segmenr lies within the state's 6th
Congressional District, which has
been represented since 1983 by
Congresswoman Nancy Johnson.
Congresswoman Johnson was the
primary sponsor of the legislation
that authorized the Farmington
River Study, and remained a steadfast champion throughout the
project. She played an important
role in challenging her constituents
in the study towns to do their part
to protect rhe river through local
actions, and provided crucial
reassurance to the communities
that Wild and Scenic River designation could be achieved while
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maintaining private land ownership and local control over land
use. As described earlier in Subsection 6.1.6, Congresswoman
Johnson articulated her position on protecting local interests
in the context of designation in a joint statement she issued
with Congressman John Olver in January, 1992. (See Appendix F for the complete text of the joint statement.) The
Congresswoman subsequently reiterated that position in a
constituent mailing distributed to all residents of the five
Connecticut study towns in February, 1992.
On the Senate side, Connecticut Senators Joseph Lieberman
and Christopher Dodd both expressed their support for protection of the river at several points during the study.
In addition to their support of the study process, Congresswoman Johnson and Senator Lieberman played critical roles
in securing the passage of legislation to designate the
Connecticut segment into the National Wild and Scenic
Rivers System. Their efforts are described in Postscript:
Designation of the Connecticut Segment.
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This chapter presents a summary of the comprehemive river management plan that was prepared for the Connecticut Study
Segment in the latter stages ofthe study process. The document, entitled the Upper Farmington River M4n4ganent Plan. was
adopted by a unanimous vote ofthe Farmington Riva Study Committee at its final meeting on April 29, 1993. The full text of
the Pian is published as a companion to this report.
Traditionally, a river management plan is prepared fol/gwing Wild and Scenic Riva designation. In this imtance, however, the
study participants concluded that it would be impossible to consider the issue ofdesignation without first knowing how the river
would be managedfol/gwing designation. Furthermore, they ftlt that a comprehensive management plan was needed to protect
river-related resources regardless ofwhether the river was ever designated. The subsequent completion ofthe Upper Farmington
Riva Ma114t(ment Plan marks the first time in the history ofthe Wild and Scenic Rivas System that a comprehensive management plan has been completed dM.riIJg the study period, prior to designation.
The Pian articulates a vision for future management ofthe uppermost segment ofthe river in Connecticut and its adjacent lands.
It also proposes complementary actions that might be taken upstream and downstream ofthat area. The document consists ofsix
parts:
1. Approach to Resource Management: This section describes the basic philosophy that underlies the Plan, andpresents the goals that
guided the Plan's development. It also describes how designation as a National Wi/J and Scenic River would affect the river and the
various parties involved in river management.
2. Administrative Framework: This section describes the organizational structure that will oversee implementation ofthe Plan and
long-term protection ofthe river.
3. Resource M•nagnnmt: This section, by far the most extensive, is the main body ofthe Plan. The section is divided into three
primary parts: land resources, water resources, and outstanding resources. For each, the Plan identifies actions that will be undertaken, objectives and standards to guide those actions, and specific provisions related to Wild and Scenic River designation.
4. Etiuclltion 11nJ Outreuh: This section identifies a number ofactivities that could be initiated to increase public awareness ofthe
river's values and techniques for managing it wisely.
5. Mlln.llgement ofthe MllSSAChusetts Segment: This section describes how Wild and Scenic River designation ofthe Connecticut
segment will affect the river in Massachusetts, and presents recommendatiom for management ofthe river in Massachusetts. It also
identifies the steps that wou/J need to be talren to obtain Wild and Scenic River designation for the Massachusetts segment.
6. Downstream River Management: This section presents recommended actions that wou/J help protect the lower portion ofthe river

and complement the actions being talren farther upstream.
The Management Pian is directed to local governments, the states of Connecticut and Massachusetts, federal agencies, regional
authorities, private organizations, residents of the river corridor, river users, and others who care about the future of the upper
Farmington River. A basic tenet ofthe Pian is that all ofthese interests will have to work together ifthe river is to be protected and
the Plan's goals are to be achieved.
The Pian does not contain a prescription for every situation that could confront river managers. Instead, it provides a vision for
the future ofthe river and a context for interpreting and acting on future events. The Pian creates a specific mechanism - the
Farmington River Coordinating Committee - to address future management issues.
The Pian focuses primarily on the Connecticut Study Segment. That stretch of the river receives primary emphasis because the
Connecticut study towns had already demonstrated strong support both for river protection and for Wild and Scenic River designation at the time the Pian was prepared. Given the lack of local support in the Massachusetts communities at that time, a
comparable amount ofenergy was not expended in developing a comprehensive management plan for the Massachusetts Study
Segment. Nonetheless, the Plan does include recommendations for management ofthe river in Massachusetts, and is intended to
be readily amendable in the event that the Massachusetts towns decide to seek designation.
As explained in Subsection 1.1.2: Requirements for Designation, an evaluation of the adequacy ofan existing or proposed
management framework is the third component in determining the suitability ofa private land river for Wild and Scenic designation. The summary of the Upper Farmington Riv(r Managmmt Plan presented in this chapter provides the foundation for
that evaluation, which is presented in Subsection 8.3.3: Management Framework.
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The Upper Farmington River Managemenr Plan amculates a vision that will provide for long-term protection of the Connecticut Study Segment's
outstanding 1•alues through compatible management of its Land and water resources. This view is looking upstream toward the Route 318 bridge in
Pleasant Valley.
7.1 ArrROAci-1 TO RuoL1RCE ;vfA"JAC,fMI.NT
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As described in Section 1.4, in September 1989 the Farmington River Study Committee adopted a set of goals to guide
the study process and future management of the upper
Farmingron River. These goals provided the foundation for
the development of the Management Plan. They are:
1. Conserve and enhance important land-based narural
and cultural resources, including wildlife habitat,
forests , diverse landscapes , and the scenic and
hisrorical character of the Farmmgton Valley.

2. Encourage effective management of nver-related growth
that will protect the river's special qualities, and that will
emphasize existing local control and the nghts of private
property owners.
3 . Balance the legitimate demands on the river for water supply, waste assimilation, energy production, and commercial and industrial uses, while maintaining stream Aow and
water quality necessary to sustain fisheries, recreation and
scenic qualities at levels sufficient for Wild and Scenic River
designation.

I

4. Manage river recreation ro minimize resource degradation
and impacts on private and public landowners, while providing for appropriate recreational use and public access.
.., I '

\\1.'\:-<t\t:E'v!E"lT PHILOSOPHY

The above goals give direction as to what the Management
Plan seeks to accomplish . Of equal concern is the issue of
how these goals should be accomplished. To address this
issue, the Study Committee defined a management philosophy to guide the development of the plan. This philosophy
incorporates the following basic elements:

> Resource conservation should be fully integrated with
traditional patterns of use, ownership, and jurisdiction.

> River management should be accomplished through
cooperation among all public and private organizations
with an interest in the river.

> Long-term resource protection should rely on existing
programs and authorities rather than on new layers of
bureaucracy.

> Future management should be based on a cooperatively
developed plan which establishes resource protection
standards and identifies key actions.

7• The Upper Farmington River Management Plan

7.r.3

WILD AND SCENIC RlvER CONSIDERATIONS

The Plan includes the following fundamental principles
related to Wild and Scenic River designation that will apply
to the Connecticut segment:

> The river will be protected from any new water resource
project requiring a federal permit, license, or funding that
would have a direct and adverse effect on the segment.

> Designation will be carried out through a nontraditional
approach, with the federal government as a partner rather
than the primary Ihanager. The National Park Service will
serve as the key federal representative, and will review
federally assisted water resource projects that could adversely
affect the river. The NPS also may provide technical
assistance, staff support, and/or funding appropriated by
Congress for river management.

> To safeguard the interests oflandowners and other parties,
the following will apply:
I.

There will be no acquisition of lands by the federal
government - through condemnation or otherwise
- in conjunction with designation.

2.

There will be no federal management of non-federal
lands.

3.

The river area will not become a national park
and will not be subject to the federal regulations
governing national park units.

4.

No new federal permits will be required as a result of
designation.

> The Plan is intended to satisfy the requirement for a comprehensive river management plan of Section 3(d) of the
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and, therefore, will constitute
the official framework for fui:ure management of the river.

7.2 ADMINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORK

The Plan lays out a structure for administration of the
Connecticut segment that will provide for ongoing coordination and communication among the many interests involved
in the upper Farmington River area. An underlying principle
in this framework is that existing institutions and authorities
will provide the foundation for the long-term protection of
the upper Farmington River. Landowners, riverfront
communities, the state, the MDC, advocacy and user groups,
and federal agencies all will have active and indispensable roles
in maintaining the high quality of the river system. From an
administrative perspective, the principal need is for a
mechanism to coordinate the activities of those interests in
managing the river and its corridor.
There are two key parts to the administrative framework:
I. The establishment of a broadly representative committee
- the "Farmington River Coordinating Committee" to link all of the players together on a long-term basis.
This group will build upon the work and successes of the
Farmington River Study Committee in seeking increased
cooperation among all river interests.
2. The development of agreements among the various parties
involved in river management. These agreements will
reinforce the current consensus to work cooperatively in
implementing the Plan and pursuing the long-term
protection of the upper Farmington River.
7.2.1 FARMINGTON RIVER COORDINATING COMMITTEE (FRCC)

Purpose

The purpose of the FRCC is to promote
the long-term protection of the designated
segment by providing a mechanism for
communication and coordination among
the many entities with an interest in the
river.

Function

The FRCC will have an advisory role only;
it will not have regulatory authority or land
acquisition authority.

Responsibilities

Address river-related issues: The FRCC
will pursue cooperative resolution of
current and future issues affecting the
upper Farmington River.

> The linear area proposed for designation was the segment
of the West Branch and mainstem extending from
immediately below the Goodwin Dam and Hydroelectric
Project in Hartland to the downstream end of the New
Hartford/Canton town line - that is, the Connecticut
Study Segment. With respect to lateral boundaries, the
Study Committee concluded that because most of the
Farmington River corridor is in private ownership and
because some issues - notably water quality - involve
the entire watershed, defining a distinct lateral boundary
would serve no useful purpose and, indeed, could be
counterproductive.
Additional details related to designation for specific resource
management issues are described under the heading "Wild and
Scenic River Provisions" in Subsection 7.3: Resource
Management.
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Monitor activities that might affect the
river: The FRCC will evaluate specific
proposals that could affect the segment,
and will provide comments as it deems
necessary to the appropriate authorities.
Stimulate public involvement and
education: The FRCC will provide
opportunities for the public to become
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aware of, and parncipare in, effons to
resolve issues char affect rhe river
Promote river enhancement initiatives:
The FRCC will support river enhancement
projects initiated by its members or ocher
groups. contingent on endorsement by the
Committee.
Review and update rhe Upper Farmington River Management Plan: The FRCC
will be responsible for reviewing the Plan
on a regular basis (recommended for
every five years), and updating it as
necessary.
Prepare periodic status reports: The
FRCC will prepare brief reports every 3-5
years on the status of river protection and
implementarion of the Plan. These reports
will be provided to the general public,
local officials, the Governor, the General
Assembly, the Secretary of the Interior, and
the U.S. Congress.
The FRCC will consist of one representative and one alternate from each of rhe
following:

* Colebrook
* Hartland
* Barkhamsted
* New Hartford
* Canton
* Stare of Connecticut
* Metropolitan District Commission
* Farmington River Watershed Assoc.
* National Park Service
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take specific projects; and/or (3) to cover
costs related to general operations or
specific responsibilities (office space and
equipment, printing and distributing
information, education and outreach, etc.).
Federal funds to support the Committee
will be pursued through Congressional
appropriations to the National Park
Service for a srart-up period of 3-5 years.
For long-term funding needs or for
specific projects, the FRCC may wish to
pursue financial assistance and/or in-kind
contributions (office space, equipment,
etc.) from individuals, foundations, corporations, and government (federal, state,
and/or local).

The Plan calls for three types of management agreements to
be established:
I. The FRCC will develop a written agreement to be adopted
by its member institutions. This agreement will establish
a cooperative commitment among the members to
participate in long-term management and to implement
those parts of the Management Plan under their jurisdiction or to which they have been assigned specific responsibility.
2. The Connecticut Department of Environmental
Protection and the National Park Service will take the lead
in ensuring consistency with the Plan in the actions of state
and federal agencies, respectively.
3. The National Park Service may enter into formal cooperative agreements with the FRCC or any of its member
organizations pursuant to Section JO(e) and/or Secnon
11 (b)(l) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers AcL Such

Membership may be expanded to include
other representatives, including the State
of Massachusetts, the Massachusetts riverfront towns (Becker, Oris, Sandisfield, and/
or Tolland), downstream towns, and other
river interests.

I>ffijion mak111g

All Committee decisions and actions will
be made by unanimous expressed consent
of all voting members.

Fu11d111g/)1aff'

To implement the responsibilities identified above, the FRCC will likely require
direct funding and possibly in-kind
assistance. Funds may be needed for the
following: (1) to hire staff to coordinate
the Committee's activities; (2) to under-

One of the many meetings held by the River Conservation Planning
Subcommittee to discuss and draft the Management Plan
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agreements could include provisions for limited financial
or other assistance from the federal government to
facilitate the protection and management of the upper
Farmington River.

7.3

7.3.2 LAND RESOURCES

Private Lands
Objective:

Conserve the high water quality, ecological integrity, and scenic character of the
segment and the upper Farmington River
Valley through sensitive management of
privately-owned shoreland and upland
areas, without unduly restricting other uses
of those lands.

Standards:

Shorelands: The shorelands along the river
are the highest priority lands for protection. The River Protection Overlay
Districts adopted in Hartland,
Barkhamsted, New Hartford, and Canton
will constitute the standard for shorelands
protection on private lands. These districts
establish a 100-foot setback for new structures, new septic systems, the removal of
earth materials, and dear-cutting. Existing structures within 100 feet of the river
are not affected, although the districts do
establish limitations on the expansion of
such structures.

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

7.3.1 OVERVIEW

This section of the Plan describes a detailed management
program that will provide long-term protection for the upper
Farmington River and its outstanding fisheries, recreation,
wildlife, and historic values. The discussion is divided into
three parts: Land Resources, Water Resources, and
Outstanding Resources. These arc further subdivided into
more specific categories, as indicated below.
Land Resources:

Private Lands
Public Lands

Water Resources:

Water Quality
Water Quantity
Channel, Bank, and Wetland Protection

Outstanding
Resources:
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Recreation Resources
Fisheries and Wildlife
Historic Resources

Uplands: The Plan docs not establish
specific standards for the management of
privately-owned upland areas beyond the
100-foot shoreland buffer. Although
activities in upland areas can affect river
values, existing regulations, incentive
programs, and topography provide the
segment with strong protection from
potential adverse effects of upland
management.

For each resource management category, the following are
discussed:
Objectives establish a vision for future. management. These
objectives are intended to supplement the broad goals that
were presented in Section 7.1: Approach to Resource
Management.
Standards establish the basic criteria by which future

management actions will be measured.

Key Actions:

Key Actions identify the most essential actions required for

managing river resources according to the defined
standards.~ 1

Wild and Scenic River Provisions include additional details of
how national Wild and Scenic River designation will be
implemented (i.e., the role of the National Park
Service, specific policies and standards that will be linked
to designation, and any additional actions that will be
required of other entities to implement the designation).
In the full version of the Upper Farmington River Mana~em Plan.
"Key Actions" is one of three components of the overall "Action
Program." The other two components are "Supponing Activities," which
identify other programs and actions currently in place that contribute
to effective management, and "Additional Opportunities," which
include recommendations for funher actions that, while not required,
could enhance resource management and protection.
41

Landowner Stewardship: Private lands
will remain private; landowners will
continue as the primary stewards of lands
along the segment.
Local Land Use Management: Riverfront
towns will implement and enforce their
existing land use regulations, including the
River Protection Overlay Districts, and
other programs that provide protection to
the river.

Wild & Scenic
River Provisions:

The federal government will not acquire
private lands along the segment by
condemnation or otherwise, nor will it
regulate the use of those lands, as a result
of Wild and Scenic River designation.
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Furthermore, there will be no requirements
for additional state or local land use
regulation resulting from designation.

Standards:

Public Lands
Objective:

Conserve the high water quality, ecological integrity, and scenic character of the
segment and the upper Farmington River
Valley through sensitive management of
publicly-owned shoreland and upland
areas, without unduly restricting other uses
of those lands.

Standards:

Shorelands: Publicly owned shorelands
will be managed in a way that will maintain or enhance their natural appearance
and function. To achieve this, management will meet or exceed the protection
measures specified by the River Protection
Overlay Districts that have been adopted
in each of the riverfront towns.

Non-point Source Pollution: The riverfront towns and the state will seek to avoid,
reduce, or eliminate non-point source
pollution impacts on the segment.
Key Actions:

Uplands: Upland areas under public
ownership within the segment's watershed
will, to the extent reasonably possible, be
managed in a way that will ensure protection of water quality and quantity, scenic
views to and from the river, wildlife habitat, forest health, and the natural character of the upper Farmington River Valley.
Key Actions:

Land Stewardship: Landowners, both
private and public, will help maintain the
segment's high water quality through
sensitive management of their lands.

Management Practices: The DEP, the
MDC, and the towns will continue to
manage their respective lands along the
segment. Each landowner should review
its current policies and practices for consistency with the objective and standards
stated above, and revise them if necessary.

7.3.3

There will be no additional requirements
related to the management of public lands
as a result of Wild and Scenic River
designation.

Water Pollution Control Statutes: The
DEP will have primary responsibility for
implementing state and federal water
pollution control statutes.
Local Land Use Management: The riverfront towns will implement and enforce
existing land use regulations, including the
River Protection Overlay Districts, and
other programs that protect water quality.

Federal Regulation of Stream Alterations:
For any project that would affect water
quality through the discharge of material
into the segment or an adjacent wetland,
the Army Corps of Engineers will implement its responsibilities under Sec. 404 of
the Clean Water Act in a manner consistent with the Plan's water quality standards.

Land Transfers: Public lands will be kept
in public ownership whenever possible.
Wild & Scenic
River Provisions:

Point Source Discharges:
No new
discharges from sewage treatment plants
or industrial sites into the segment or its
tributaries will be allowed. Increases to
existing discharges will be allowed only if
accompanied by improved treatment so
that pollutant loading to the river is not
increased. 42 For other new activities (e.g.,
storm water drains) that are regulated
under Sec. 402 of the Clean Water Act (P.L.
95-217) and that would discharge directly
into the segment, Best Management
Practi~es will be required.

Wild & Scenic
River Provisions:

WATER RESOURCES

The NPS will review new federal permit
and grant applications that require federal
approval under the Clean Water Act. This
review will be limited to projects that
would discharge directly into the segment
or its tributaries. No project that would

Wllter Qµality
42

Objective:

Maintain or enhance the segment's existing high water quality.

Minor increases in the concentration of certain substances that are
nor derrimenral co rhe aquatic environment that would result from
increases in existing discharges will not be precluded. See rhe ~
Farmington River Manag,ement Plan for funher discussion.
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have a direct and adverse effect on the
segment's outstanding fisheries, recreation,
and wildlife values will be allowed. Additional provisions regarding consultation
and notification ,procedures among the
DEP, NPS, FRCC, U.S. EPA, and the
Army Corps of Engineers are included in
the full version of the Plan.

Surplus Water: After all the water
resource needs are met, as identified in
the lnstream Flow Study, any surplus
water available will be dedicated to
enhancement of instream uses.

Provide flows necessary to maintain the
segment's existing water quality and to sustain aquatic biota, wildlife, recreation and
scenic values, while meeting legal release
commitments, waste assimilation needs,
and compatible water supply demand.

Additional details on the meaning of these
standards are provided in the Plan.

Emer~ncy

Uses: In a declared water
supply emergency, public health and
welfare will be given priority over
instream needs.

miter Quantity
Objective:

Standards:
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Existing Flow Management: The flow
regime that has existed since the Goodwin
and Colebrook Dams were constructed
provides sufficient flows to maintain
water quality and the resources that make
the segment eligible for Wild and Scenic
River designation. That existing flow
regime is dictated by several legal commitments (as described in the "Water
Quantity" portion of Subsection 4.2.2:
Water Resources Management). The Plan
does not propose. nor does Wild and
Scenic River designation require. changes
in the existing flow regime.
Modifications to Existing Flow Management: If changes to the existing flow
regime are proposed, the following standards will apply:
Aquatic Biota: An equivalent or greater
quantity and quality of fish habitat
as existed historically under normal,
dry, and drought conditions will be
maintained.
Recreation Resources: An equivalent
or greater quantity and qualiry of recreational opportunity as existed historically (from 1961-1990) undernormal,
dry, and drought conditions will be
maintained.
Water Quality: Sufficient flows will be
provided to comply with Connecticut's
water quality standards, including the
applicable anti-degradation standard
for the Farmington River.

Key Actions:

Flow Management: The MDC and the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers will manage flows from the West Branch Reservoirs
in accordance with existing commitments.
Any changes to those commitments that
would cause changes in flow management
in the segment must conform to the water
quantity standards described above.
Water Supply Planning: Potential needs
for water supply withdrawals from the
West Branch will be determined through
the state's water supply planning process
and associated documents developed by the
applicant.
Use of the lnstream Flow Study: The
lnstream Flow Study will be used as a
primary source of information in water
management and planning.
State Regulation of Water Diversions:
Any future withdrawal will require
approval from the DEP under the Water
Diversion Policy Act (C.G.S. 22a-365
~.).

State Water Quality Certification: The
DEP will implement the water quality
certification requirements of Sec. 401 of
the Clean Water Act for any project affecting water quantity that requires a Clean
Water Act discharge permit.
Federal Regulation of Stream Alterations:
The Army Corps of Engineers will implement the permitting requirements of Sec.
404 of the Clean Water Act for any project
affecting water quantity that would
discharge dredged or fill material into the
segment or an adjacent wetland.
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State Regulation of Water Supply
Emergencies: The DEP and the DOHS
will maintain their authority to implement
the state's water supply emergency statutes
if conditions arise that necessitate such
action.
Wild & Scenic
River Provisions:

Key Actions:

State Water Quality Certification: The
DEP will implement the water quality certification requirements of Sec. 401 of the
Clean Water Act for any project affecting
the segment's channel, banks, or adjacent
wetlands that requires a Clean Water Act
discharge permit.

The NPS will review any proposed project
involving flow alteration and requiring
federal assistance through permits, licenses,
funding, or other action and that would
be on or directly affecting the segment.
This would apply to projects upstream or
on tributaries, as well as those on the segment itself. No project that would have a
direct and adverse effect on the segment's
outstanding fisheries, recreation, and
wildlife values will be allowed.
Wild and Scenic River designation will not
preclude Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission approvals required for the
continued operation of the Goodwin and
Colebrook Hydroelectric Projects, nor will
it supersede the existing authority of the
Army Corps of Engineers for flood
prevention through management of the
Colebrook Dam and Reservoir.

Local Land Use Regulation: The riverfront towns will implement and enforce
existing land use regulations that protect
the river's channel, banks, and adjacent
wetlands.
Wild & Scenic
River Provisions:

Additional provisions regarding consultation and notification procedures among
the DEP, NPS, FRCC, and the Army
Corps of Engineers are included in the full
version of the Plan.

Standards:

Maintain or enhance the natural condition
of the river system, including its freeflowing character, the integrity of the
stream channel and banks, and the
ecological functions of adjacent wetlands.

Additional provisions regarding consultation and notification procedures among
the DEP, NPS, FRCC, and the Army
Corps of Engineers are included in the full
version of the Plan.

Dams: In order to maintain the segment's
free-flowing condition, no new dams will
be allowed.
Other Alterations: No other new manmade alterations to the river's channel,
banks, and adjacent wetlands that would
degrade their natural appearance and
function will be allowed, unless such an
alteration is clearly in the interest of
public health, safety and welfare and no
feasible and prudent alternative exists.

The NPS will review any proposed
channel, bank, or wetland alteration that
requires a federal permit, license, certification, or funding and that would directly
affect the designated s~gment. No project
that would have an adverse effect on the
segment's free-flowing condition or its outstanding fisheries, recreation, and wildlife
values will be allowed. No new dams will
be allowed on the segment, and no new
hydroelectric projects that would be on or
directly affecting the designated segment
will be allowed.
Wild and Scenic designation will not preclude the relicensing of the Colebrook
Hydroelectric Project, nor the continued
exemption of the Goodwin Hydroelectric
Project.

Channel Bank and Wetland Protection

Objective:

Federal Regulation of Stream Alterations:
The Army Corps of Engineers will implement Sec. 404 of the Clean Water Act,
which requires federal approval for any
project that would discharge dredged or
fill material into a river or wetland.

7.3.4

OUTSTANDING RESOURCES

Recreation Resources

Objective:

Protect and enhance the upper Farmington River's outstanding recreational
resources.

•
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The Management Plan directs the Farmington River Coordinating Committee to take the lead
in promoting the cooperative resolution ofissues related to river recreation. Tubers are shown here
floating through Satan's Kingdom.

Standards

Recreation Oppormnities: Existing
recreation opportunities will be maintained
and enhanced.

Monitoring Recreational Use and
Promoting Issue Resolution: The FRCC
will rake the lead in monitoring river
recreation, identifying persistent issues
associated with recreational use, and
promoting the cooperative resolution of
those issues. This may include developing
a comprehensive recreation management
plan.

Impacts on Land and Water Resources:
Recreational activities and facilities will be
managed in a way that will prevent degradation of land or water resources.

Ke1 Actions

Access: Public lands will be relied upon
ro provide access to the river. Any access
through private lands will be at the
discretion of the landowner.

Wild & Scenic
River Provisions.

Recreation Management on Public Lands:
The DEP, the MDC, and the riverfront
towns will continue to manage recreation
on their respective lands along the segmen r.
Land managers should review current
policies and practices relaung to recreation
management for consistency with the
objective and standards stated above, and
revise them if necessary.

Fisheries and Wildlife

Regulation of Commercial Recreation:
The DEP and the towns will regulate
commercial recreation in accordance with
their existing authorities.
Private Organization Initiatives: River
advocacy and recreation user groups will
continue to play an important role m
recreanon management.

No additional requirements related to the
management of recreation resources will
result from Wild and Scenic River
designation. The NPS will not regulate
recreational use or require permits for
commercial recreation activities.

Objective:

Protect and enhance the upper Farmington River's outstanding fisheries and
wildlife resources.

Standards:

Habitat: The historical quality, quantity,
and diversity of fish and wildlife habitat
will be maintained and enhanced.
Sensitive Species: Populations of sensitive
species, including Atlantic salmon, bald
eagles, and osprey, will be mainrained and
enhanced.
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Sport Fisheries: The upper Farmington
River's high quality sport fishery will be
maintained and enhanced.
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Wild & Scenic
Rh,er Provisions:

Fish and Wildlife Management: The DEP
will retain responsibility for managemenr
of fish and wildlife.
Anadromous Fisheries Restoration: The
Connecticut River Arlantic Salmon
Commission will actively implemenr plans
and programs to restore anadromous fish
in the Farmington River basin.
Bald Eagle Restoration: The MDC, the
DEP, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service will continue their efforts to
reestablish breeding pairs of bald eagles in
the upper Farmington River watershed.

There will be no additional requiremems
related to the management of fisheries and
wildlife resources, and there will be no
National Park Service role in such
management, as a result of Wild and
Scenic River designation.

Hzstonr Resources
Objective

Protect and enhance outstanding historic
resources associated with the upper
Farmington River.

Standards·

Historic Sites: The integrity of sires associated with the segment and listed on the
National Register of Historic Places or
Connecticur's State Register of Historic
Places will be maintained.
Archaeological Sites: The integrity of sites
that are important in understanding and
interpreting the activities of prehistoric
cultures in rhe upper Farmington River
Valley will be maintained.

Key Actions

Historic Preservation Laws: The
Connecticut Historical Commission, the
National Park Service, and the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation will
continue to exercise their respective
authorities to protect historic sites under
C.GS l0-32la et seq. and the National
Historic Preservation Act (P.L. 89-665).
Protection and Investigation of Archaeological Sites on Public Lands: The DEP
and the MDC will review their existing
management plans for the state forests and
watershed lands for compatibility with the
protection of important archaeological sites
that are linked to the river, and will take
additional actions if necessary to ensure the
protection of those sites.

Wild & Scenic
River Provisions:

The !'Lan calls for the Connecticut Department of Environmental
l'rotectzon to cont1mie its leadaship role in managing the Farmington's rrout
and sa/mQn fisherzes.

There will be no additional requirements
related to the management of historic
resources as a result of Wild and Scenic
River designation. NPS authority will be
limited to that already established under
the Historic Preservation Act.
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7.4

EDUCATION AND OUTREACH

Education and outreach will be a critical component of future
management and long-term protection of the river. Organizations with existing education and outreach programs will be
encouraged to continue and expand their efforts. In addition,
the Farmington River Coordinating Committee will help to
organize cooperative efforts among its membership and with
other organizations. The Committee's objective will be to
complement existing activities, rather than to duplicate them.
Examples of activities that might be initiated include:

*

Developing a volunteer water quality monitoring program
with students, local service organizations, and other
residents;

* Providing hands-on opportunities for the public to
experience the river {e.g., through nature hikes and canoe
trips) and to help improve it {e.g., by working on river
cleanups);

* Developing and distributing educational information about
the river's special features and how the Management
Plan will provide for their long-term protection and
management;

* Providing information and assistance to landowners on
techniques to enhance their stewardship of lands within
the watershed of the segment;

* Establishing an awards program to recognize outstanding
conservation achievements by individuals and groups in
the upper Farmington River Valley;

*

Promoting river-related activities in local schools, as well
as with local service organizations and other groups;

* Establishing an information and interpretive center.

7.5

prohibited. Any project that would reduce either the quality
or quantity of water flowing into the designated segment downstream would be of particular concern. Federal agencies that
typically have a role in the funding or approval of such projects,
notably the U.S. EPA, the Army Corps of Engineers, and the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, will be apprised of
the special status of the Connecticut segment and informed of
the requirements of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. The
National Park Service will not have review authority over land
use activities that are not water-related and that do not
require federal permits or other federal assistance.

If the residents of the Massachusetts towns choose to seek
designation at some point in the future, this could be pursued
without additional study. Designation would be contingent
upon:
1. Town votes in support of designation; and
2. Strengthening of land use regulations affecting the immediate shorelands in Sandisfield and Otis so that protection
in those towns would be comparable to that provided in
Tolland and the Connecticut towns.
Designation could be obtained either through Congressional
action or through a request from the Governor for administrative designation by the Secretary of the Interior, as
authorized under Sec. 2(a){ii) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act. In either case, the Management Plan would need to be
revised to include specific provisions for management of the
Massachusetts segment. These provisions would need to be
comparable, but not necessarily identical, to those identified
in the Management Plan for the Connecticut segment.
While designation of the entire Massachusetts segment would
be preferable, it would be possible to designate only a portion
of the segment. For example, the stretch in Tolland and
Sandisfield could be designated by itself, should those two
towns desire such action.

MANAGEMENT OF THE MASSACHUSETTS
SEGMENT

This section describes how implementation of the
Management Plan and Wild and Scenic River designation
of the Connecticut segment will affect the river in
Massachusetts. It also provides recommendations for
management of the Massachusetts segment. These recommendations are made in recognition of both the inherent resource values associated with the Massachusetts portion of the
river, and the effect that river management in Massachusetts
can have on the river in Connecticut.
7.p
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ISSUES RELATED TO WILD AND SCENIC DESIGNATION

With designation of the Connecticut segment, the National
Park Service will review any proposed water resource project
on the Massachusetts segment or its tributaries that requires
federal permits, licenses, or funding. Any project that would
have an adverse effect on the Connecticut segment will, in
accordance with the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, be

7.5.2 RIVER MANAGEMENT ISSUES

The Plan recommends that the Massachusetts segment be carefully managed to protect its inherent values and to prevent
any negative impacts on the river downstream, regardless of
whether designation is ever reconsidered. Landowners, local
governments, private organizations, and state agencies should
protect the river to the best of their abilities and to the extent
of their jurisdiction. The Plan includes specific recommendations for each of those parties.
The Plan emphasizes that any of the Massachusetts towns and/
or the state will be welcome to participate on the Farmington
River Coordinating Committee, either upon its initiation or
at some point in the future. This opportunity will be available
regardless of whether the Massachusetts segment is ever
designated as a Wild and Scenic River.
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7.6 DOWNSTREAM

RIVER MANAGEMENT

This section of the Plan focuses on the downstream portion of
the river, which extends for some 50 miles and includes nine
communities: Burlington, Avon, Farmington, Simsbury, Ease
Granby, Bloomfield, Windsor, and Windsor Locks. le identifies actions chat could be taken by these communities and
others both to protect the downstream portion of the river
and to support actions being proposed for the upper part of
the basin. These are recommendations only, and their implementation is not required as part of the Upper Farmington
River Management Plan. This section also addresses the issue
of anadromous fish restoration in the downstream segment.
7.6.I LOCAL AND PRIVATE INITIATIVES

The Plan recommends chat the downstream towns pursue
implementation of conservation actions, such as the River
Protection Overlay Districts adopted upstream, chat they deem
relevant and beneficial. Opportunities for private organizations to help protect the lower part of the river also are noted.
These include the FRWA's implementation of its "Regional
Land Protection Program," the initiation of a volunteer water
quality monitoring program, and the potential for local land
trusts to focus their efforts specifically on the river.
7.6.2 PARTICIPATION IN THE FARMINGTON RIVER
COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Downstream towns may want to consider participation in the
Farmington River Coordinating Committee, either through
formal membership or through less formal information
exchange and cooperation on specific projects chat involve both
sections of the river. Downstream towns also may wish to
establish a working committee among themselves to address
river related issues chat cross town lines.
7.6.3 ANADROMous FISH REsTORATION

The Plan recognizes chat efforts to restore and enhance anadromous fish in the upper Farmington River will be successful
only if they are complemented by similar restoration efforts
downstream. With Wild and Scenic designation of the upper
segment, special management provisions to protect anadromous fish will apply both within the designated segment and
in downstream areas. Specifically, the NPS will review any
proposed water resource project requiring federal licensing,
permitting, or funding to ensure protection of anadromous
fish and consistency with the Plan. The NPS will consulc
closely with the DEP and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS) in chis regard.
Passage, both upstream and downstream, is critical to the
reestablishment of these fish to the Farmington River basin.
The DEP, the FWS, and the Connecticut River Atlantic
Salmon Commission should continue to use their authorities
to pursue the establishment and maintenance of adequate

passage facilities at the Upper and Lower Collinsville Dams
and the maintenance of existing facilities at Rainbow Dam.

7. 7

ADOPTION OF THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Upon its completion, the Upper Farmington River
Management Plan was presented to the Study Committee for
approval. Ac its final meeting on April 29, 1993, the full
membership of the Study Committee passed the following
motion by a unanimous vote:
Be it resolved chat: The Farmington River Study
Committee adopt the Upper Farmington River
Management Plan as providing a balanced approach to
long-term protection and use of the Farmington River.

CHAPTER
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This chapter presents the methodology and findings of the suitability analysis. Section 4(a) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
requires that the study report detail the river's suitability or nonsuitability for national designation. The Act does not specify
criteria for determining suitability, but the term is generally interpreted as requiring an evaluation offirst, whether the river
would be an appropriate addition to the national system, and second, whether Wild and Scenic River designation would be an
appropriate part oflong-term management for the river. For rivers such as the Farmington that flow through primarily private
lands and for which no federal land acquisition or land management are envisioned, the National Park Service has identified
several specific factors upon which those two evaluations should be based: (1) the adequacy ofexisting protection measures to
conserve the river's outstanding resources without the needfor federal land acquisition and land management; (2) the strength of
support for river protection and national designation; (3) whether there is an existing or proposed managementframework that
will bring the key river interests together to work toward the ongoing protection ofthe river; and (4) the effects ofdesignation on
other uses of the land and water base, the neighboring communities, etc. These factors are discussed farther in Section 8.1:
Methodalogy.
In light of several important distinctions between the two study segments (i.e., unique resource values and management issues,
varying levels ofprotection, different levels ofpublic support for designation, etc.), this chapter includes separate suitability
analyses for each segment.
The Massachusetts Study Segment was found to be not suitable for federal designation at this time. This finding is based on the
need for additional protection for the privately owned shorelands along the river in Otis and Sandisfield, the lack oftown meeting
votes supporting designation in the Massachusetts study towns, and the lack of a workable management framework for the
segment. However, the segment could become suitable for designation ifthese deficiencies are rectified at some point in the foture.
The Connecticut Study Segment was found to be suitable for inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, without
the need/Qr anyfederal /,and acquisition or /,and management. This finding is based on the following:
• Protection: The segment is well protected through existing mechanisms, particularly the River Protection Overlay Districts adopted
by all four adjacent communities and the high percentage ofadjacent public conservation lands;
•

Support: There is broad-based support for designation among the many parties that share an interest in the river's future;

• Management: The U,Pper Farmington River Management Plan provides a comprehensive framework for the long-term protection
and management ofthe segment; and
• Effects: Designation will provide a variety ofimportant benefits, will entail modest costs relative to those benefits, and will not have
significant negative effects.
In addition to those overallfindings regarding suitability, the chapter includes three other important findings related to protection
and management ofthe Connecticut Study Segment:
particularly the River Protection Overlay Districts - adopted by the four riverfront towns provide
unusually strong and consistent protection for the river and its shore/ands. Those ordinances, therefore, satisfJ the standards and
requirements a/Section 6(c) ofthe Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, which precludes the potential for land condemnation by the federal
government in situations where the communities involved have adequate zoning in place to protect the river.

(1) The zoning ordinances -

(2) The Upper Farmington River Management Plan satisfies the requirement for a comprehensive management plan contained in
Section 3(d) ofthe Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.
(3) Because the Connecticut Study Segment was found eligible for Wild and Scenic River designation based on the existing flow
regime downstream ofthe Colebrook and Goodwin Dams and Hydroelectric Projects, the continued operation ofthose facilities is
compatible with the protection ofthe river and with designation.
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8.1 METHODOLOGY

8.I.I PROTECTION MECHANISMS

The first factor that must be evaluated in the suitability
analysis for a private land river such as the Farmington, where
federal land acquisition and management are not being
considered, is whether there are adequate mechanisms in place
to ensure the long-term protection of the river's outstanding
values (if those existing mechanisms are complemented by the
strong protection from potentially adverse "water resources
projects" provided by Wild and Scenic River designation).
This evaluation of protection includes several important
considerations.
First, because the fundamental protection provided by Wild
and Scenic River designation is limited to the prevention of
potentially adverse water resources projects (i.e., instream
projects affecting water quality, water quantity, or the river's
free-flowing condition), the evaluation of protection focuses
primarily on mechanisms and characteristics that will ensure
compatible management of the lands along the river. These
protective mechanisms may include local, state, and federal
laws and regulations; land owned by governmental bodies or
private organizations that is dedicated for conservation
purposes; and either natural limitations (e.g., adjacent
wetlands and steep slopes) or man-made features (e.g., roads
and railroad corridors) that create physical barriers to shoreland
development.
Second, for the river to be found suitable without the need for
federal land acquisition or land management, adequate
protective measures must be in place prior to designation. This
is necessary to demonstrate the ability and commitment of
the local, state, and private interests in the river area to
manage the river corridor effectively themselves, without
federal land acquisition. Such a demonstration before the fact
is necessary if the U.S. Congress is to be convinced to provide
the strong instream protection available through Wild and
Scenic River designation without .the traditional option of
federal acquisition to protect the river corridor.
Third, in areas such as the Farmington Valley that have a
long-standing tradition oflocal control over land use, the most
important conservation measures affecting private lands in the
river corridor are the riverfront communities' municipal land
use regulations. Because these local ordinances are so
fundamental to conserving the corridor and, therefore, to
suitability, the evaluations of protection mechanisms presented
later in this chapter include town-by-town analyses of the
strengths and weaknesses of the municipal regulations.
The evaluations of protection for the two study segments are
based on the information contained in Chapter 4: Resource
Management and Protection, and the Draft Evaluation of
Existing Protection Qune, 1990), published.separately as a companion to this document. The evaluations take into account
both the management and protection mechanisms in place at

the outset of the Wild and Scenic River Study, and the many
additional actions taken by the local communities, state agencies, private organizations, and others over the course of the
project.
8.I.2 SUPPORT FOR RIVER PROTECTION AND DESIGNATION

The second component of the suitability analysis is an examination of the strength of support for river protection and for
Wild and Scenic River designation, and the level of commitment to participate in long-term management, among the
major river interests (for instance, adjacent communities, state
government, elected officials, conservation organizations,
regional authorities, and river users). As described in the
overview to Chapter 6: Support for River Protection and
Designation, there are three primary reasons why demonstrations of support are necessary during the study period in
private land situations such as the Farmington River Study:
(1) they provide evidence that the various interests acknowledge their important roles in the long-term management and
protection of the resource; (2) it would be inappropriate and
largely ineffective for the federal government to provide the
permanent instream protection offered through Wild and
Scenic River designation without assurances that the other river
interests will do their part to protect the river through their
own authorities and abilities; and (3) they ensure that designation is, in fact, desired by the riverfront communities and
other parties.
The evaluations of the strength of support for protection and
designation of the Massachusetts and Connecticut Study
Segments presented later in this chapter are based on the
information contained in Chapter 6. As indicated in that
chapter, the most important indications of support were the
town meeting votes that were held in each of the communities
along the two segments. Because of the firm commitment
made by the National Park Service and the Farmington River
Study Committee to respect the local communities' wishes
regarding designation, those town meeting votes were the
initial benchmark for determining whether adequate support
existed to continue working toward designation for each
segment.
8.1.3

MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

The third component in the suitability analysis for private land
rivers involves evaluating whether there is an adequate
management framework (existing or proposed) that will bring
the key river interests together to work toward the ongoing
protection of the river. On private land rivers, authority over
the various aspects of river management usually is shared among
many different entities, with no single entity playing a truly
dominant role. In such situations, effective long-term
management of the river can only be achieved through a
cooperative partnership involving all of the major parties with
a stake in its future. If the river is designated as a National
Wild and Scenic River, the federal government will have
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important responsibilities as a member of that partnership.
These responsibilities will include, at a minimum, implementing the protections against adverse water resource projects
provided by Section 7 of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, and
could include other functions, such as providing technical and
financial assistance. However, for designation to be successful
and politically acceptable in these situations, the federal
government cannot, and should not, assume the dominant
role that has typified most designations over the 25-ycar
history of the Wild and Scenic Rivers System. Consequently,
a well-defined management framework involving the key
interests must be either in place or ready for implementation
following designation before a favorable suitability finding can
be rendered.
The evaluation of the management framework for the
Connecticut Study Segment presented in Subsection 8.3.3 is
based on the summary of the Upper Farmington River
Mana~mcnt Plan contained in Chapter 7, as well as the full
Management Plan itself, which is printed separately as a
companion document to this report.
8.1.4

EFFECTS OF DESIGNATION

The final clement in the suitability analysis is an evaluation of
the effects of designation. There are three primary issues to
consider in this evaluation:
(1) Impacts on the Resource Base:

What uses of the
associated land and water base would be enhanced,
foreclosed, or curtailed with designation? (This question
applies to upstream and downstream areas as well as to the
specific segment being considered for designation.)

(2) Costs: What would the costs of designation be, particularly to local, state, and federal governments?
(3) Public Benefits: Would designation provide clearly
definable public benefits? Is the protection afforded by
designation needed, or arc there other ways to protect the
river thac might be more appropriate? Would designation
have any significant negative effects?

8.2 FINDINGS FOR THE MASSACHUSETTS STUDY
SEGMENT
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the best protected part of the river corridor. These public lands
have contributed significantly to the continued natural character of the Farmington Valley. On the 73 percent of the
shorelands chat are privately owned, existing local land use
regulations provide considerable protection for the
Farmington's water quality, but they afford less protection for
the natural integrity of the river corridor. Physical characteristics of the corridor (such as steep slopes, poorly drained soils,
adjacent wetlands, and a lack of existing road access) provide a
measure of protection from incompatible activities in certain
locations. Scace and federal programs provide substantial
protection for the river's water quality, particularly from point
source pollution. However, the Farmington River's instream
flows and its free-flowing condition are only moderately
protected by local, state, and federal regulations and programs
in Massachusetts; the river remains vulnerable to projects chat
could adversely affect those values.
Significant actions were taken during the Wild and Scenic River
Study chat have strengthened protection of the Massachusetts
segment. Two arc particularly noteworthy: the Town of
Tolland's adoption of a River Protection District, which
established a 200-foot buffer area along the river; and the
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Management's
acquisition of two key riverfront parcels in Otis, totalling 467
acres and more than 8,000 feet of river frontage. These
important actions will help to maintain the river's high water
quality, protect wildlife habitat, provide recreational access,
and preserve the scenic quality of the river corridor.
Nonetheless, the privately owned shorelands areas in Otis and
Sandisfield - which together account for nearly 65 percent
of the entire frontage along the segment - remain vulnerable
co degradation from intensive or incompatible development,
excessive vegetation removal, and other threats. Additional
protection would be needed in those towns for the river to be
suitable for Wild and Scenic River designation without the
potential for federal land acquisition and management.
The following town-by-town review of river protection
provides a more site-specific analysis co support the general
observations made above. The summaries identify the major
strengths of protection in each of the study area towns, as well
as the vulnerabilities that still exist. The information has been
further condensed in a matrix, presented in Figure 8-1 after
the town-by-town review.

Becket
Overall, the Massachusetts Study Segment is moderately
protected by a combination of existing regulations, public
conservation land, and physical limitations to further development of the shorelands. Currently, however, this protection is insufficient for the segment co be found suitable for
Wild and Scenic River designation without federal land
acquisition and land management.
The 27 percent of the shorelands along the segment chat are
publicly owned and dedicated for conservation purposes arc

While Becket docs not have any frontage directly on the
Massachusetts Study Segment, it docs contain the headwaters of the river in the area above Hayden Pond. Activities in these wetland areas could have a significant impact
on the river's water quality and flood flows if not carefully
managed. Becket has adopted ordinances chat provide
protection for the river and its headwater wetlands, but
more specific standards are merited in selected areas.

r " r ,,,
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Strengths of Existing Prolect1011

Regulation of activities within 100 feet of rhe
Farmington River or bordering vegetated wetland
under the Wetlands Protection Act.
Town-wide low density zoning (2 acres).
Floodplain disrrict with building restrictions.
Subdivision requirement for erosion and sedimenr
control plans and stormwater runoff plans.
Maximum slope requirement of 5 percent for
major subdivision streets and l 0 percent for
minor subdivision streets.

Otis
Oris has the most river frontage on the Massachusetts Study
Segment (14.G miles, or 52 percent of the segmenr), but
rhe smallest amount of adjacent publicly owned conservation land (1.8 miles, or about 12 percent of the town's
overall fronrage). This combination makes Otis's land use
regulations of particular importance for the protection of
the river. The town has taken actions to protect the
Farmington, but additional measures are needed co
protect the natural integrity of the immediate shorelands.
Strengths of Existing Protection:

Local "Stream and Pond Protection Bylaw" that
requires new septic systems to be set back at least
100 feet from any stream or open water body.

Environmental Impact Statements for subdivisions
larger than l 0 lots.

Regulation of acrivities within 100 feet of the
Farmington River or bordering vegetated werland
under the Wetlands Protection Acr.

Vulnerabilities.

Potential pollution from residential septic
facilities.
Potential impacts on wetlands from adjacent
developmenr.

Floodplain district with building restrictions.
•

Lack of paid enforcemenr staff.

The Massachwetts Study Segment looking south from the Route 57 bridge in New Boston.

Erosion and sediment control I limitedstormwater
controls.
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•

Lack of existing road access along much of east
side of river.

•

Steep slopes along lower half of east side of river.

•

Limited potential for degradation of the river's
natural, scenic and ecological character from
riverfront development.

•

Lack of paid enforcement staff.

Vulnerabilities:

•

Most of river frontage (more than 87 percent) in
town is privately owned, with many large lots.
If these lots are developed without regard for the
protection of the river, its natural, scenic and
ecological values could be seriously degraded.

•

Potential encroachments on the river's 100-year
floodplain.

•

Potential impacts on water quality from old
septic systems, building on steep slopes, sand and
gravel extraction, salt runoff and hazardous waste
spills on Route 8.

•

Potential impacts on water quality and aesthetic
values of river corridor from intensive logging.

•

Tolland
Tolland's 4.7 miles of river frontage encompass the most
pristine and best protected lands along the Massachusetts
Study Segment. No roads parallel the river and no buildings exist in close proximity to it. A high percentage of
public land and steep slopes severely limit the potential for
development of the shorelands or nearby uplands. Moreover, with the passage of its "River Protection District" in
1991 and other local bylaws, Tolland has established by far
the strongest regulatory protection for the river of any of
the Massachusetts study towns.
Strengths of Existing Protection:

•

51 percent (2.4 miles) of the Town's river
frontage in public conservation ownership.

•

"River Protection District," which establishes a
200-foot setback (or the 100-year floodplain, if
greater than 200 feet) for new structures and sand
and gravel removal, a 150-foot setback for new
septic systems, a 50-foot "no cut" zone (within
which no trees or other vegetation may be
removed), and a limitation on cutting within
50 - 200 feet of not more than 50 percent of existing basal area in a twenty-five year period.

•

Very steep slopes along much of frontage.

•

Lack of road access.

•

Town-wide low density (2-acre) zoning.

•

Regulation of activities within 100 feet of the
Farmington River or bordering vegetated wetland
under the Wetlands Protection Act.

•

Strong subdivision regulations requiring erosion
and sedimentation control, stormwater control, a
10 percent open space requirement for recreational
use, and "Development Impact Statements."

Lack of paid enforcement staff.

Sandisfield
The Farmington River in Sandisfield is protected by the
large amount of public frontage and adjacent steep slopes
in the town, and by the limited potential for further
subdivision of riverfront land. However, Sandisfield's
regulations provide only a limited amount of formal
protection for the river.
Strengths of Existing Protection:

•

39 percent (3.3 miles) of the Town's river
frontage in public conservation ownership.

•

Very steep slopes (greater than 25 percent) along
more than one-third of the Town's river frontage.

•

New septic facilities required to be set back at least
100 feet from river.

•

Regulation of activities within 100 feet of the
Farmington River or bordering vegetated wetland
under the Wetlands Protection Act.

•

Floodplain district with building restrictions.

•

Sand and gravel removal and logging require
special permits.

Vulnerabilities:

•

Potential impacts on water quality from old
septic systems, underground oil tanks, building
and logging on steep slopes, salt runoff and
hazardous waste spills on Route 8.

•

Limited potential for encroachment on the river's
100-year floodplain.

Vulnerabilities:

•

Lack of paid enforcement staff.

•

No other major vulnerabilities were identified,
provided that the Town's existing regulations are
retained and are well-enforced.
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FIGURE 8-1
Town-by-Town Comparison of Protection for the Massachusetts Study Segment
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KEY FOR FIGURE 8-1
Total River
Frontage

Adjacent Publlc
Conservation Lands

River Protection

District

Wetland Buffer

Septic Setbeck

Floodplain
Regulations

Note:

Total number of miles of river frontage along
both sides of the Study Segment within each
town.
Mileage estimates based on tax
assessor maps of each town.
Includes mileage and acreage of public lands
(town, state, MDC, and federal) along the
Study Segment that are managed specifically
for conservation purposes. The percentages
shown are of the public frontage in each town
relative to the total frontage in that town, .llill
to the entire Study Segment.

Minimum Lot Size

Refers to the minimum lot size requirements for
the development of land abutting the river.

Site Plan

A •yes• here means that the town requires site
plan review of a number of •special permit"
land uses (usually business and commercial
uses). Site plan review allows a planning board
to inspect and potentially modify site-specific
locations of buildings and facilities.

Subclvlalon

A "yes• here means that the town's subdivision
regulations provide specifjc language l!!2
standards for the protection of river-related
resources. Statements such as "due regard
shall be shown for all natural features• (including streams) are considered general language
and would receive a "no" in this category.

Language

Indicates whether the town has adopted a River
Protection Overlay District, and if so, what area
the District covers. These Districts include
setbacks for new buildings, septic systems, and
sand and gravel extraction, and restrictions on
vegetation removal within the boundary.

Maximum Slope

Indicates the area adjacent to the river within
which the jurisdiction of the Wetlands
Protection Act is applied.

Indicates a requirement that roads, driveways,
and/or buildings may not be constructed on
slopes steeper than the specified grade.

Open Space

Indicates whether a specified percentage of the
overall land in a subdivision must be retained as
open space. If open space •may• be required,
a •no• appears in the table.

El&S

Refers to the level of specificity of erosion and
sedimentation control measures required in
subdivision plans.

Stormweter

Refers to the level of specificity required in
subdivision plans for controlling stormwater
runoff.

Indicates the minimum distance from the river
that new septic facilities must be set back. An
asterisk indicates that the setback is
incorporated in the town's River Protection
District.
Refers to the level of regulation applied to the
river's 100-year floodplain. "Minimum (NFIP)"
means that the town has adopted the minimum
standards of the National Flood Insurance
Program.
"Strong (RPO)" means that the
floodplain is protected through the town's River
Protection Overlay District.

Much of the information presented in Figure 8-1 is derived from the 1990 Draft Evaluation of Exjstjng Protectjoil. That information has been updated
wherever possible to reflect actions taken during the course of the Wild and Scenic River Study (such as Tolland's adoption of a local River Protection Overlay
District and the acquisition of riverfront parcels by the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Management).
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8.2.2 SUPPORT FOR RIVER PROTECTION AND DESIGNATION

As described in Chapter 6, the Towns of Otis, Sandisfield,
and Tolland voted at special town meetings during the winter
of 1992 to rescind their earlier support for Wild and Scenic
River designation. The Town of Otis voted further at the same
town meeting to officially oppose designation. In light of those
votes, there is insufficient support for the Massachusetts
segment to be found suitable for designation at this time.

Also, in contrast to Tolland's adoption of a River Protection
District, neither Otis nor Sandisfield implemented additional
river conservation measures during the study. As described in
the previous section of this chapter, the river remains vulnerable to degradation from inappropriate land uses in those
towns. Thus, the two towns have not yet demonstrated a
sufficiently strong commitment to protect the river to
warrant federal designation.
There is, nonetheless, clear evidence of support for protecting
the river at many levels in Massachusetts. Locally, the support
appears strongest in Sandisfield, where a group of local
residents known as the Sandisfield Citizens Association has
organized river cleanups, a public education campaign, and
other efforts. At the state level, the Department of
Environmental Management has taken strong action to better
protect the Farmington by acquiring two important riparian
parcels (as described in the previous subsection), and has expressed clear support for designation on several occasions. The
state and federal legislators who represent the Massachusetts
part of the Farmington Valley - namely, Congressman John
Olver, State Senator Jane Swift, and State Representative
Christopher Hodgkins - also indicated strong support for
designation, although each acknowledged that s/he would
not pursue the issue without the support of the local
communities.
8.2.3 MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

At the outset of the Farmington River Study, no formal
management framework existed that would bring the key river
interests along the Massachusetts Study Segment together to
work cooperatively to protect the river over time. And
because of the lack oflocal support for designation that evolved
in the Massachusetts towns, the study participants chose not
to invest the time, energy, and resources that would have been
necessary to develop a comprehensive management plan for
the Massachusetts segment during the project. Therefore, a
management framework for that segment that would be sufficient to meet the requirements for suitability for Wild and
Scenic River designation does not exist at this time.
However, the management structure established for the
Connecticut segment in the Upper Farmington River
Management Plan could be readily amended to incorporate
the Massachusetts segment, should the communities choose
to pursue designation at some point in the future. The
"Resource Management" section of the Plan can serve as a

detailed model of the types of resource protection standards
and actions to which the towns and the state would need to
commit in order to meet the requirements for designation.
Moreover, the "Wild and Scenic River Provisions" articulated
in the Plan provide a clear, black-and-white explanation of
how designation would be implemented, which could help to
alleviate the concerns that arose in 1992. Further, the existing
Plan includes provisions for how Massachusetts interests can
become full members of the Farmington River Coordinating
Committee, and the management agreements called for in the
Plan could be readily expanded to incorporate the upstream
parties.
8.2.4 EFFECTS OF DESIGNATION

In light of the insufficiencies described above with respect to
existing protection, support for designation, and a management framework, a detailed analysis of the effects of designation of the Massachusetts segment has not been conducted.
In general, however, it is likely that designation of the
Massachusetts segment would have effects comparable to those
projected to result from designation of the Connecticut
segment, as described later in this chapter. Designation would
be expected to have beneficial effects on the biological, hydrological, recreational, and aesthetic values of the river itself by
ensuring that no new dams or other major adverse water
resources projects would be located on the segment. With
respect to land use and ownership, if the Massachusetts towns
and the State pursued a similar approach to designation as was
used in Connecticut, no changes in the existing situation would
occur as a result of designation: land use would continue to
be managed in accordance with relevant local and state regulations; federal land acquisition and land management would
be precluded. Coses to the towns and the Seate of managing
the river and its adjacent lands after designation likely would
be similar to those under existing conditions.
Refer to Subsection 8.3.4: Effects of Designation for the
Connecticut Study Segment for further insight into the kinds
of effects designation of the Massachusetts segment might have.
That subsection also includes a discussion of the effects designation of the Connecticut segment is likely to have on the
Massachusetts portion of the study area.
8.2.5 CONCLUSION

The Massachusetts Study Segment is not suitable for designation at this time for the following reasons:

> Existing regulations, programs, and other measures do not
fully protect the natural integrity of the river's immediate
shorelands;

> The three communities (Otis, Sandisfield, and Tolland)
chat direccly abut the segment have not passed town
meeting votes supporting Wild and Scenic River
designation; and

8• Suitability

>- No formal management framework currently exists that
would bring the major parties with an interest in the
Massachusetts segment together to work cooperatively for
its long-term protection and management.
However, the segment could become suitable if: (1) additional
measures are implemented to better protect the shorelands in
Otis and Sandisfield (either through the adoption of new
local zoning bylaws in those towns or through the establishment of a statewide shorelands protection program, such as
the proposed "Massachusetts River Protection Act" that has
been under consideration by the state legislature in recent
years), (2) the communities pass town meeting votes supporting designation, and (3) a management framework
comparable to the Upper Farmington River Management Plan
is adopted by the Massachusetts towns and the State. 43

8.3

FINDINGS FOR THE CONNECTICUT STUDY
SEGMENT

8.3.r

PROTECTION MECHANISMS

The Connecticut Study Segment is well protected through a
combination of unusually strong local land use regulations, a
high percentage of adjacent public conservation lands, important state and federal programs, and physical characteristics of
the river corridor that serve to limit development potential in
several important areas. Together, these existing mechanisms
provide sufficient protection for the segment to be found suitable for Wild and Scenic River designation without the need
for federal land acquisition or land management.
With respect to land management, the segment receives strong
protection from the extensive public lands located along it that
are specifically dedicated for conservation purposes. These
lands, which cover approximately 48.5 percent of the segment's
frontage and significant upland acreage as well, are the best
protected part of the river corridor from development or
intensive uses. The public conservation lands are vital to the
river's long-term health and for maintaining the natural
values and rural character of the upper Farmington Valley.
The remaining 51.5 percent of the shorelands that are
privately owned are also well protected, primarily through the
exemplary actions taken by the adjacent communities to
ensure the compatible management of those lands. As
described in Chapter 4: Resource Management and
Protection and the Draft Evaluation of Existing Protection,
the four towns along the segment have implemented a variety
of programs for many years that have helped to protect the
43

Should there be renewed interest in designation of the
Massachusetts segment, it would be preferable if the entire stretch were
included. However, it would be possible to obtain designation for only
a portion of the segment; for example, the section in Tolland and
Sandisfield could be designated by itself if those two towns should
desire such action.
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river and its surrounding lands. These include ordinances
regulating wetland disturbance, building in floodplain areas,
septic system installation, density and type of development,
subdivisions, erosion and sedimentation control, sand and
gravel extraction, and forestry practices. However, the abutting towns' most important contribution to protecting the river
are clearly the "River Protection Overlay Districts" that each
adopted during the study period. These ordinances prohibit
new structures, new septic systems, and sand and gravel
operations within a 100-foot buffer on both sides of the river
for the entire length of the segment, and establish strict limitations on vegetation removal within that buffer. By conserving the natural integrity of the river's shorelands through the
protection of natural vegetation and the elimination of most
forms of new development, the River Protection Overlay
Districts provide effective protection for the Farmington River's
biological, scenic, and recreational resources.
In light of the strong. consistent protection they provide to
the Connecticut Study Segment. the local zoning ordinances
- particularly the River Protection Overlay Districts
adopted by the Towns of Hartland. Barkhamsted. New
Hartford and Canton satisfy the standards and requirements
of Section 6(c) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. These
ordinances are fully consistent with the purposes of the Act,
and make federal land acquisition and land management
unnecessary to maintain the integrity of the river's adjacent
lands. As a result. it is appropriate for the provisions of
Section 6(c), which preclude the use of federal land condemnation in situations where adequate local zoning is in force. to
be applied to the Connecticut Study Segment.
In addition to the significant protection provided by adjacent
public conservation lands and strong local land use regulations, the Connecticut segment receives important protection
through several state and federal programs. In particular, the
river's water quality is well protected by the Connecticut
Department of Environmental Protection's implementation of
state and federal water pollution control statutes. This
protection was given added strength with the adoption of the
Upper Farmington River Management Plan, in which the DEP
committed to a prohibition of any new point source discharges
from sewage treatment plants or industrial sites into the
segment or its tributaries. 44 This is among the strictest
standards for water quality protection that the DEP has
applied to any river in the state.
The segment's water quantity/instream flows also received a
substantial measure of additional protection with the
completion of the Management Plan. The standards for
water quantity incorporated in the Plan ensure that if any
changes are made to the existing flow regime, sufficient flows
will be maintained to sustain the river's outstanding fish,
wildlife, and recreation resources, as well as its scenic values.
44

Implementation of this standard may require changes in Connecticut's
Water Quality Standards, including the anti-degradation standard, and
in state statute.
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The following town-by-town review of river protection
provides a more site-specific analysis to support the general
observations made above. The summaries identify the major
strengths of protection and any remaining vulnerabilities in
each of the study area towns. The information has been
further condensed in a matrix, presented in Figure 8-2
following the town-by-town review.

Strengths of Existing Protection:

•

70 percent (2.3 miles) of the Town's river
frontage in public conservation ownership
(including two parcels totalling 123 acres and
roughly 3,000 feet of frontage acquired by the
Connecticut DEP during the study).

•

"River Protection Overlay District," which
prohibits new structures, new septic systems, and
sand and gravel extraction within 100 feet of the
river, and strictly limits vegetation removal within
that distance.

•

Inland Wetlands Commission jurisdiction
increased to 150 feet from the river.

•

Prohibition on building in the 100-year floodplain.

•

Low density zoning (2 acres) .

•

Physical limitations to development (specifically,
steep slopes and a lack of road access along most
of the west side, and a local road buffer along the
entire east side).

•

Erosion and sediment control.

•

Maximum slope requirement of 10 percent for
subdivision roads.

•

Paid enforcement officials (Planning & Zoning;
Inland Wetlands; Town Health Officer (FVHD);
Building Inspector).

Colebrook
Although Colebrook does not have any frontage directly
on the Connecticut Study Segment, is does encompass
important tributaries to the West Branch (particularly the
Sandy Brook/Still River system). These tributaries are
generally well protected from water quality degradation
by Colebrook's existing land use regulations.
Strengths of Existing Protection:

•

Inland Wetlands Commission jurisdiction
increased to 75 feet from rivers and streams.

•

"Streambelt Corridor," within which Inland
Wetlands Commission jurisdiction is increased by
varying distances from rivers to include all soils
which are poor filters for sediment runoff and
waste assimilation.

•

Floodplain district with building restrictions.

•

Erosion and sediment controls; limited stormwater
controls.

•

Sand and gravel regulations.

•

Low density zoning (2 acres) .

•

Maximum slope requirements of 6 percent for
subdivision collector .streets and 10 percent for
local streets and driveways.

Vulnerabilities:

•

Potential impacts from unmanaged releases of
stormwater.

•

Potential water quality impacts from building
on steep slopes and from existing -0r new septic
facilities.

Hartland
Hartland's river frontage represents some of the most
undeveloped land on the Connecticut segment. A high
percentage of public frontage, strong local land use regulations, a lack of road access to the river's west side, and a
local road buffer on the river's east side combine to provide substantial protection for the Farmington's natural
integrity and water quality in Hartland.

Vulnerabilities:

No major vulnerabilities were identified, provided that
the Town's existing regulations are retained and are
well-enforced.

Barkhamsted
Barkhamsted has the most frontage of any of the towns
along the Connecticut Study Segment (12 miles, or 45
percent of the total frontage along the segment), and
encompasses some of the least developed lands in the study
area. The combination of a high percentage of adjacent
public land, solid local land use regulations, and very
limited potential for additional development provide strong
protection for this important section of the river.
Strengths of Existing Protection:

•

62 percent (7.4 miles) of the Town's nver
frontage in public conservation ownership.
"River Protection Overlay District," which
prohibits new structures, new septic systems, and
sand and gravel extraction within 100 feet of the
river, and strictly limits vegetation removal within
that distance.
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•

"Streambclt Corridor," within which Inland
Wetlands Commission jurisdiction is increased to
between 50 - 200 feet from the river, depending
on soil types.

•

Floodplain district with building restrictions.

•

Erosion and sediment controls; stormwatcr
management.

•

Supplemental sand and gravel regulations.

•

Paid enforcement officials (Planning & Zoning;
Inland Wetlands; Town Health Officer (FVHD);
Building Inspector).

Vulnerabilities:

No major vulnerabilities were identified, provided chat
the Town's existing regulations arc retained and are
well-enforced.

Vulnerabilities:

No major vulnerabilities were identified, provided that
the Town's existing regulations are retained and are
well-enforced.

Canton
Canton's short stretch of frontage (1.16 miles) on the
Connecticut segment represents an important scenic
section of the river. The Town has adopted strong land use
regulations chat effectively protect the river, and the
potential for new development of the Farmington's
shorelands in the area is further limited by the face that 76
percent of the privately owned riverfront lots have already
been developed.
Strengths of Existing Protection:

•

"River Protection Overlay District," which
prohibits new structures, new septic systems, and
sand and gravel extraction within I 00 feet of the
river, and strictly limits vegetation removal within
that distance. (Canton's District extends along the
entire length of the Farmington River in the Town,
much of which is located downstream of the
boundary of the Connecticut Study Segment.)

•

Inland Wetlands Commission jurisdiction
increased to 200 feet from the river. (This represents the largest regulated wetland buffer of any
of the Connecticut study towns.)

•

Floodplain district with building restrictions.

•

Erosion and sediment controls; stormwacer
management.

•

Supplemental sand and gravel regulations.

•

Reduced tax assessment for "open space" areas
through Public Act 490, which protects two
important parcels on the river.

•

Open space buffers can be required in subdivisions and can be tailored to protect important
natural resources such as the river.

New Hartford
New Hartford encompasses 10 miles, or about 38 percent,
of the frontage on the Connecticut segment, and includes
the largest town center in the study area. As in
Barkhamsted, the combination of adjacent public conservation lands, effective local land use regulations, and
limited potential for additional development provide strong
protection for the Farmington as it flows through New
Hartford.
Strengths of Existing Protection:

•

31 percent (3.1 miles) of the Town's river
frontage in public conservation ownership.

•

"River Protection Overlay District," which
prohibits new structures, new septic systems, and
sand and gravel extraction within 100 feet of the
river, and strictly limits vegetation removal within
that distance.

•

Inland Wetlands Commission jurisdiction
increased to 100 feet from the river.

•

Floodplain district with building restrictions.

•

Erosion and sediment controls; stormwacer
controls.

•

Supplemental sand and gravel regulations.

•

Site plan review for most activities.

•

Reduced tax assessment for "open space" areas
through Public Act 490.

•

Paid enforcement officials (Planning & Zoning;
Inland Wetlands; Town Health Officer (FVHD);
Building Inspector).

Vulnerabilities:

•

Only 2 percent (0.03 miles) of the Town's river
frontage is publicly owned for conservation
purposes. However, the Town's strong land use
regulations provide adequate protection, provided
they are retained and are well-enforced.
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FIGURE 8-2
Town-by-Town Comparison of Protection for the Connecticut Study Segment
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KEY FOR FIGURE 8-2
Total River
Frontage

Adjacent Public

Conservation Lands

Total number of miles of river frontage along
both sides of the Study Segment within each
town.
Mileage estimates based on tax
assessor maps of each town.

Minimum Lot Size

Refers to the minimum lot size requirements for
the development of land abutting the river.

Site PISI

A •yes• here means that the town requires site
plan review of a number of •special permiiland uses (usually business and commercial
uses). •some• indicates that fewer land uses
are subject to site plan review. Site plan
review allows a planning and zoning
commission to inspect and potentially modify
site-specific locations of buildings and facilities.

Subdivision

A •yes• here means that the town's subdivision
regulations provide soecific language l!lSl
standards for the protection of river-related
resources. Statements such as •due regard
shall be shown for all natural features• (including streams) are considered general language
and would receive a •no• in this category.

Includes mileage and acreage of public lands
(town, state, and MDC) along the Study
Segment that are managed specifically for
conservation purposes.
The percentages
shown are of the public frontage in each town
relative to the total frontage in that town,
to the entire Study Segment.

mu

Indicates whether the town has adopted a River
Protection Overlay District, and if so, what area
the District covers. These Districts include
setbacks for new buildings, septic systems, and
sand and gravel extraction, and restrictions on
vegetation removal within the boundary.

Language

WetlSld Buffer

Indicates the area adjacent to the river within
which the jurisdiction of the Inland Wetlands
and Watercourses Act is applied.

Maximum Slope

Indicates a requirement that roads, driveways,
and/or buildings may not be constructed on
slopes steeper than the specified grade.

Septic Setback

Indicates the minimum distance from the river
that new septic facilities must be set back. An
asterisk indicates that the setback is incorporated in the town's River Protection District.

Open Spece

Indicates whether a specified percentage of the
overall land in a subdivision must be retained as
open space. If open space •may• be required,
a •no• appears in the table.

Floodplain
Regulations

Refers to the level of regulation applied to the
river's 100-year floodplain. •Minimum (NFIP)•
means that the town has adopted the minimum
standards of the National Flood Insurance
Program. •strong INFIP & RPDI• means that
the floodplain is protected through the town's
adoption of both the minimum NFIP standards
and a local River Protection Overlay District.

El&S

Refers to the level of specificity of erosion and
sedimentation control measures required in
subdivision plans.

Stonnweter

Refers to the level of specificity required in
subdivision plans for controlling stormwater
runoff.

River Protection
District

Note:

Oo

Much of the information presented in Figure 8-2 is derived from the 1990 Draft Eyalyation of Exi§tjng Protection. That information has been updated
wherever possible to reflect actions taken during the course of the Wild and Scenic River Study (such as the adoption of local River Protection Overlay
Districts and the acquisition of riverfront parcels by the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection).
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As described in Chapter 6, a clear consensus of support
for river protection and designation also emerged among the
other major interests involved in river management by the time
rhe Upper Farmington River Management Plan was completed
in rhe spring of 1993. The Stare of Connecticut, the
Metropolitan District Commission, the Farmington River
Watershed Association, the respective state and federal legislators, and many other organizations expressed their support
for designation in public testimony and/or in writing. In
addition, several of those parries demonstrated their commitment to protect the Farmington by implementing tangible
conservation actions during the srudy period.

The Farmington River is a defining feature of1he towns through which it
flows, as shown by this stgn in Barkhamsted depicting a nearb;• nver scene.
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As described in Chapter 6. there is srrong, across-the-board
support among rhe ma1or parries involved in management of
rhe Connecticut Study Segment, both for river protection in
general and for Wild and Scenic River designation in particular. The strength and breadth of support that has been
demonstrated is clearly sufficient ro find the Connecticut
segment suitable for Wild and Scentc River designation.
At the local level, the most direct indications of support were
the overwhelming votes in favor of Wild and Scenic River
designation at formal town meetings in all five of the
Connecticut study towns in 1990 and 1991 . This degree of
local support for designation is unprecedented for a private
land river involving several or more communities.
In addition, the four towns abutting the segment demonstrated
a clear commitment to protect the Farmington by taking
substantial acrions to accomplish that goal during the study.
The most important of those actions were the towns' adoption of the River Protection Overlay Districts referenced in
the previous section, which provide consistent protection to
the shorelands along the entire segment. Those actions are
particularly noteworthy because achievmg uniformly strong
regularory protection of a shared resource by several adjacent
communities is extremely unusual. It is also important to note
that when the Draft Evaluation of Existing Protection was completed in 1990, rhe shorelands along the Connecticut Study
Segment were determined to be vulnerable to activities that
could have degraded rhe river's natural integriry and scenic
character. That finding, in pan, spurred the four towns along
rhe segment ro consider additional measures ro provide stronger protection to the river. The River Protection Overlay
Districts subsequently adopted by rhose communtties effectively eliminated rhe major vulnerabilities identified in the
1990 report. This direct local response to the Farmington's
potential vulnerability is a tangible indication of the strong
sense of stewardship for the nver that exisrs in rhe study towns.

The unanimiry of support among the key river interests at the
study's conclusion is a striking contrast to rhe atmosphere char
existed at the beginning of the project, and reflects a consensus rarely achieved in past efforts to designate private land
rivers into rhe national system.

The Upper Farmington River Management Plan, adopted by
a unanimous vote of rhe Farmington River Study Committee
on April 29, 1993, establishes a clearly defined and workable
framework that will bring the major river interests together to
work for the long-term protection of the Connecticut Study
Segment. As summarized in Chapter 7, the Plan identifies
srrong, derailed standards for resource protection, and identifies a range of actions that will be used ro achieve chose
standards. Indeed, many of these actions have already been
implemented by the riverfronr rowns, the Scare, private
organizations, and others. The Plan also establishes an
administrative structure to ensure its implementation. Thar
srruccure focuses on rhe creation of a new entity - the
Farmington River Coordinating Committee - to build upon
the successes of its predecessor, the Study Committee. The
FRCC is designed to stimulate continued cooperation and
coordination among the major players in river management,
and to provide a forum for all river interests to discuss and
resolve issues.
The Plan encompasses a strong package of protection and is
truly comprehensive in scope. Although a river management
plan traditionally is not prepared until after Wild and Scenic
River designation, the Upper Farmington River Management
Plan serves all the same functions as the rypical post-designation plan, and provides comparable protection. Therefore,
the Plan satisfies the requirement of Section 3(d) of the Wild
and Scenic Rivers Act for the preparation of a comprehensive
management plan.
In light of its comprehensiveness and the fact that it has been
approved by all of the major parties responsible for its implementation, the Upper Farmington River Management Plan
fulfills the third component of suitabiliry for private land
rivers. More broadly, the fact that the successful completion
of rhe Management Plan during the study provided the
foundation for a consensus of support for designation on the
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Farmington suggests that this approach may provide
a constructive model for future efforts to protect private
land rivers.
8.3.4

EFFECTS OF DESIGNATION

Impacts on the Resource Base

Land Resources
Designation itself will have no effect on the existing
patterns ofland use and ownership along the Connecticut
Study Segment. Private lands will remain private (unless
the owner of any given parcel should choose to sell or give
it to a town or the State), and will continue to be managed
in accordance with existing local, state, and federal regulations and programs. Existing public lands will continue to
be managed by the relevant agencies. The primary responsibility for protecting important land-based resources
associated with the river (e.g., adjacent wildlife habitat,
scenic areas within the corridor or the broader viewshed)
will rest with private and public landowners and the local
governments.
With regard to property values along the river, designation
is likely to have either no effect or a modest positive effect.
Studies and anecdotal evidence from other Wild and
Scenic Rivers and areas with similar conservation designations indicate that the value of properry adjacent to
formally protected resources tends to increase relative to
that of comparable parcels in unprotected areas. This trend
is expected to be manifested along the Farmington River
for two primary reasons: first, designation will be a major
factor in ensuring that the river retains its present qualities; and second, no other river in the State of Connecticut
has received the protection and recognition afforded by
Wild and Scenic River designation.

It is possible that the recognition associated with designation could result in increased recreational pressure on the
river. This, in turn, could have related impacts on the river's
shorelands (degraded access sites, trespass, litter, parking
shortages, etc.). However, other rivers - such as the
Wildcat River in Jackson, New Hampshire - have seen
little or no increase in recreational activity following designation, at least in part because the local interests chose not
to widely publicize the designation. Also, informal
evidence from recent years on the Farmington (and many
other rivers) suggests that recreational use has been
increasing already, independent of federal designation.
Ultimately, the cause of any increased recreational activity
chat may occur will be irrelevant; what will matter will be
how that increased pressure is managed. In this context,
designation should have a positive effect for the river and
its adjacent lands because it will institutionalize the Upper
Farmington River Mana,gement Plan and the Farmington
River Coordinating Committee created therein. The
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Management Plan explicitly identifies the development of
a comprehensive recreation management plan as a priority
for action, and the Coordinating Committee is specifically
designed to provide a forum for addressing this type of
complicated, multi-jurisdictional issue.

Water Resources
Designation will have significant positive effects on the
Connecticut segment's water resources by ensuring the
protection of its free-flowing condition, high water quality, instream flows, and the natural integrity of its channel,
banks, and adjacent wetlands. The fundamental protection provided by Wild and Scenic River status will prevent
new dams or hydroelectric projects located on or directly
affecting the segment, as well as any other federally assisted
water resource project that would degrade the parameters
listed above to such a point that the Farmington River's
outstanding fish, wildlife, recreation, and historic resources
would be adversely affected. This protection is the strongest available for maintaining instream resources.
While designation will preclude any new federally assisted
water resources project that would adversely affect the
segment, it is important to note that the existing operations of projects in the study area will not be affected. As
described in Chapter 3: Eligibility and Classification, the
Connecticut Study Segment was found eligible for Wild
and Scenic River designation based on the existing flow
regime from the Goodwin and Colebrook Dams and
Hydroelectric Projects, which are located just upstream of
the segment. That flow regime is dictated by a number of
legal commitments, as described in Chapter 4: Resource
Management and Protection. Beca,use the flows provided
by the existing management regime are sufficient for eligibility. the continued operation of the Goodwin and
Colebrook facilities based on that regime is compatible with
the protection of the river and with designation. 45
The broader issue of water allocation - in particular,
trying to balance instream needs with potential needs for
consumptive withdrawals for public water supply - is
another fundamental issue on the Farmington River that
requires attention in an evaluation of the effects of
designation. Two points are especially relevant:
(1) Designation itself will not automatically preclude all

consumptive withdrawals from the river. However, it
will preclude any withdrawal requiring federal assistance (through loans, grants, licenses, or permits) that
would adversely affect the Farmington's outstanding
45
The Upper Farmington River Management Plan specifies that if any
changes to the existing flow regime should be proposed, those changes
must comply with the Plan's standards for water quantity. Those
standards establish specific requirements for maintaining sufficient
instream flows to ensure the protection of the river's outstanding
resources.
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fish, wildlife, and/or recreation resources by reducing
flows wo severely.
(2) The water quantity standards contained in rhe Upper
Farmington River Management Plan will ensure that
if a withdrawal from the West Branch Reservoirs or
the river is proposed, sufficient instream flows will be
maintained ro protect rhe river's oursrandi ng resources.
As described in Subsection 5.2.5: Integration, the results
of the Instream Flow Study indicate that a may, mdeed,
be possible to provide sufficient instream flows to maintain the river's outstanding resources while allowing for a
limited withdrawal for water supply, should such a wirhdrawal prove to be necessary. While th is conclusion rests
on a number of important assumpt10ns, rhe potential it
created for a "win-win~ scenarto ll1 balancmg water allocation needs proved to be instrumental in forging a consensus for Wild and Scenic River designation. lt should be
noted that this concept of balancmg instream needs with
other uses is entirely consisrenr with rhe provisions of
Section 1O(a) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, which
states that "each component of the narional wild and
scenic rivers system shall be administered in such manner
as to prmect and enhance the values which caused it to be
included in said system without, insofar as is consistent
therewith, L1m1ting other uses that do not substantia!Ly
interfere with public use and enjoyment of these values"
(emphasis added).

Outstanding Resources
Designation will have significant positive effects on the
Connecticut segmenr's outstanding fish , wildlife, recreation,
and historic resources for rwo principal reasons:
(I) Most directly, destgnation will preclude new dams,
hydroelectric projects, and other
federally assisted water resources
projects that would impact rhe
nver's free-flowing condition or
adversely affect any of chose
outstanding values.

(2) Designation will further instimrionalize the Upper Farmington
River Management Plan and the
Farmington River Coordinating
Committee. The Plan includes
explicit standards and action
programs designed to protect
and enhance the river's
outstanding resources and to
conserve the land and water base
upon which they rely. The
Coordinating Comminee will
be the group primarily responsible for organizing rhe Plan's
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implementation, and as such will play a crucial role in
helping to ensure the protection of rhe Farmington's
outstanding resources. A major part of the
Committee's role will be to provide a forum for
addressing and promoting the resolution of issues that
could result in degradation of those resources.

Upstream Effects
Wirh designation of rhe Connecticut segment, the National
Park Service will be responsible for reviewing any warer
resource project requiring a federal permit, license, or funding chat is proposed upstream of the segment. This would
include proposed projects on rhe Massachusetts segment
or its tributaries, as well as projects on direct tributary
systems to the Connecticut segment itself (for example,
the Still River/Sandy Brook system). Any projecr that
would have an adverse effect on the free-flowing condition
or the outstanding resources of the Connecticut segment
will, in accordance with the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act,
be prohibited. Any project that would reduce either the
quality or quantity of water flowing into the designated
segment downstream would be of particular concern.
Federal agencies that typically have a role in the funding
or approval of such projects, notably the U.S. EPA,
the Army Corps of Engineers, and the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission, will be apprised of the special
status of the Connecticut segment and informed of the
requirements of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.
While primarily intended to protect the Connecticut
segment, these provisions also will provide a measure of
protection for the Massachusetts segment and other tributaries from major adverse water resource projects.
However, it is important to note rhat the Massachusetts
segment and other upstream areas will remain vulnerable

Wild and Scenic River designation is expected to have significant positive effects for the F11m1ingtonj
outstanding natural, cultural. and recreational resources. Here, fishermen pursue their quarry at the
popular "Church Pool" m PLearant Valley.
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to water resource projects having more localized effects (i.e.,
not affecting the Connecticut segment), but that nonetheless could result in the significant degradation of river
resources in the immediate project area. An example would
be a run-of-the-river hydroelectric project on the
Massachusetts segment or a tributary, such as that proposed
in 1987 on the Fall River in Otis. It is certainly conceivable that this type of project could be constructed without
adversely affecting the water quality or quantity flowing
into the Connecticut segment, in which case the project
would not be precluded by the downstream designation.
Such a project could have significant impacts, however, on
the river's natural, scenic, and recreational values in the
immediate project area.
With respect to land use in upstream areas, designation of
the Connecticut segment will have no effect on activities
that arc not water-related and do not require federal
permits or other federal assistance. Private lands upstream
of the designated stretch will continue to managed by their
owners in accordance with existing local, state, and federal
regulations and programs, and public lands in those areas
will continue to be managed by the respective agencies in
accordance with existing policies.

Downstream Effects
Section 7(a) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Ace specifies
· that designation shall not "preclude licensing of, or assistance to, developments below... a wild, scenic or recreational
river area ...which will not invade the area or unreasonably
diminish the scenic, recreational, and fish and wildlife
values" of the designated segment. Thus, in the case of the
Farmington River, designation of the upper stretch in
Connecticut will affect only two types of possible water
resources projects downstream: (1) those that might
directly "invade" the designated segment {such as a new
dam downstream with a reservoir pool that would inundate the lower part of the segment - a possibility that is,
at best, remote); or (2) chose that would adversely affect
the Farmington River's outstanding anadromous fisheries,
including Atlantic salmon and American shad. Should any
federally assisted water resource project be proposed downstream that could adversely affect the river's anadromous
species, the National Park Service would consult closely
with the Connecticut Department of Environmental
Protection and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in
reviewing the project to ensure the protection of those
fisheries resources.
In a more general context, designation of the upstream
segment should have beneficial implications for both the
river itself and the adjacent communities downstream.
Designation and the Upper Farmington River Management
Plan will play a major part in ensuring continued flows of
high quality water coming from the upstream segment,
thereby helping to protect a variety of instream resources
in the river downstream. For the downstream towns, those
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continued flows of high quality water are important
because they provide a significant environmental amenity
and also will help to maintain the river's capacity to
assimilate the communities' wastewater discharges.

Costs

1

Designation in and of itself is not expected to result in
significant new costs to the riverfront towns, the State of
Connecticut, or the other major parties in the Farmington
Valley. Indeed, limited federal funding to assist the communities, the State, and other parties in implementing the~
Farmington River Management Plan may become available as
a result of designation. In general, the responsibilities and
related costs of river management for each of the major interests should be comparable to what they were prior to designation. Parties with membership in the Farmington River
Coordinating Committee will need to allocate staff and/or
volunteer time to the Committee's activities. However, these
efforts would likely need to be expended on Farmington River
issues regardless of designation, and therefore should not cause
a significant additional burden. In fact, the presence of the
FRCC may simplify long-term river management, thus easing
financial burdens on individual organizations. In any case,
additional expenditures will be at the discretion of each party.
As described in the Management Plan, it is anticipated that
the Coordinating Committee will require funding and
possibly in-kind assistance to implement the responsibilities
identified for it. The Plan specifies that federal funds will be
pursued to support the Committee for a start-up period of
3-5 years. The Plan also suggests that longer-term funding
needs {e.g., to support the Committee, and for specific projects
identified in the Plan) could be met through financial
assistance and/or in-kind contributions from several sources,
including individuals, foundations, corporations, and government {federal, state, and/or local). Any such assistance would
be provided at the discretion of the donating party.

It is estimated chat federal appropriations of $50,000 - 100,000
per year will be required during the 3-5 year start-up phase
to successfully support the work of the Coordinating
Committee and begin implementation of the Management
Plan and designation. This total would likely be applied as
follows:

* $25,000 - 50,000 for staff support and technifal assistance
from the National Park Service to the Coordinating
Committee, its member institutions, and other interests
in the designated area.

*

$25,000 - 50,000 for distribution through cooperative
agreements to the principal parties involved in river
management. These funds would be targeted for specific
river management projects.

Annual federal expenditures are expected to decline somewhat
once the initial phase of implementation is completed and the
Coordinating Committee takes on a greater share of the
responsibility for pursuing funding. However, continued
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federal funding at least at moderate levels will be required in
order for the National Park Service to perform its responsibilities as the primary federal agency involved in implementing
the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and the Upper Farmington
River Management Plan.

It is also possible that federal funding may be needed for
onetime costs of special initiatives. One such project has
already been identified as a high priority for attention: the
development of a comprehensive recreation management plan
for the segment. Preliminary estimates for this effort range
from $50,000 - 100,0QO. Another possibility that was raised
during the study process is the development of an information and interpretive center as a focal point for visitors to the
upper Farmington River Valley. This idea was envisioned as a
longer-term goal; therefore, cost estimates have not been
developed. For these types of large-scale, onetime expenditures, it is expected that funding would be pursued from a
number of sources in addition to the federal government.
It is important to note that the potential federal costs outlined
above are, in fact, quite modest relative to those incurred by
the federal government in other private land river designations. This is a direct result of two crucial elements of the
strategy used in the Farmington River Study that differ
dramatically from those other situations:
( 1) Motivated by the incentive of designation, the towns along
the Farmington took strong actions to protect the
shorelands prior to designation. As a result, there will be
no expensive land acquisition program.
(2) A comprehensive management plan has already been
completed. While the preparation of the plan certainly
increased the costs and time required to complete the study
process, it undoubtedly will result in an overall savings to
the federal government by avoiding the costly, timeconsuming, and potentially divisive process of preparing a
management plan after designation.

Public Benefits
In addition to the significant resource-specific benefits
described above under Impacts on the Resource Base, there
are a number of other advantages that will result from designation of the Connecticut segment. These include the
following:

*

Ensuring consistency on the part of federal agencies with
the Upper Farmington River Management Plan and,
thereby, with the clearly expressed desire of the people of
the Farmington Valley and beyond to protect the river.

* Institutionalizing the provisions and agreements contained
in the Upper Farmington River Man~agement Plan with
a strength, energy, and collective will that could not
otherwise be achieved.

* Creating an opportunity to leverage financial and other
resources for river protection from the federal government,

foundations, corporations, and other institutions that might
not otherwise target those resources to the Farmington.

* Obtaining recognition as one of the nation's outstanding
rivers, which, in addition to its intrinsic value, will
contribute to maximizing the three advantages listed
immediately above.
With respect to potential negative effects, designation will
preclude any opportunity for the development of new dams
and hydroelectric facilities on or directly affecting the
Connecticut segment, as well as other major water resource
projects that would adversely affect the segment's free-flowing
character or its outstanding resources. However, no such
projects are currently proposed, and no nffl dams or hydroelectric facilities have been proposed in recent years. While
the potential consequences of designation for significant
water resource projects should not be ignored, they are
outweighed in this instance by the numerous benefits designation will provide and by the widespread support that has
been demonstrated for it.
Overall, the protection afforded to the Connecticut segment
through Wild and Scenic River designation, and the many
benefits associated with it, could not be obtained through other
mechanisms. Given that and the fact that it will have only
limited negative effects (e.g., on potential hydropower
development), designation of the upper Farmington River in
Connecticut is clearly in the public interest.
8.3.5

CONCLUSION

The Connecticut Study Segment is clearly suitable for Wild
and Scenic River designation, without the need for any
federal land acquisition or land management. This finding is
based on the following:

> The strength of existing protection, particularly that
provided by the local River Protection Overlay Districts
and the high percentage of adjacent public conservation
lands;

> The widespread support for river protection and designation among the many interests involved in river use and
management;

> The strength and comprehensiveness of the

~

Farmington River Management Plan; and

> The likelihood that designation will provide a variety of
important benefits, will entail very modest costs relative to
those benefits, and will not have significant negative
effects.
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This chapter recaps the studjs major findings on whether the two Farmington River study segments meet the requirements
far National Wild and Scenic River designation. It also presents the final recommendations of the Farmington River Study
Committee regarding designation ofeach segment, along with general recommendations regarding future river management.
The Massachusetts Study Segment was found eligible far designation and appropriate far ''recreational" classification, but was
found to be not suitable far designation at this time. The Study Committee voted unanimously to take no action regarding a
recommendation far the designation ofthe Massachusetts segment.
The Connecticut Study Segment was found eligible far designation and appropriate far "recreational" classification. It also was
found suitable far designation without the needfar federal land acquisition or land management. Three other important findings
related to specific river management issues affecting the Connecticut Study Segment were made; these are presented in the body of
the chapter. With respect to the final recommendation ofthe Farmington River Study Committee, the group voted unanimously
to recommend that the Connecticut segment be designated into the national system, with management to be carried out in
accordance with the Upper Farmington River Management Plan.

9.1 MASSACHUSETTS STUDY SEGMENT

9.1.2 FARMINGTON RIVER STUDY COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDATION ON DESIGNATION

9.I.I

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Eligibility
The Massachusetts Study Segment was found to be eligible
for designation based on its free-flowing condition and its
outstanding resource values. These values include recreation
(regionally exemplary white water boating opportunities) and
wildlife (regionally exemplary peregrine falcon habitat).

Classification
The segment was determined to be appropriate for
"recreational" classification due to the level of human activity/
development in the river corridor and the accessibility to the
river from adjacent roads and bridge crossings.

Suitability
The Massachusetts Study Segment was found to be not
suitable for designation at this time for the following reasons:

> With the exception of Tolland, existing regulations,
programs, and other measures do not fully protect the
natural integrity of the river's immediate shorelands;

> The three communities (Otis, Sandisfield, and Tolland)
that directly abut the segment have not passed town
meeting votes supporting Wild and Scenic River
designation; and

> No formal management framework currently exists that
would bring the major parties with an interest in the
Massachusetts segment together to work cooperatively for
its long-term protection and management.
The segment could become suitable if these inadequacies are
rectified at some point in the future.

At its final meeting on April 29, 1993, the Farmington River
Study Committee passed by unanimous vote a motion that
included the following passage: ''. .. be it resolved ... that, in the
absence of town votes supporting designation, no action be
taken regarding a recommendation for the designation of the
Massachusetts section. of the river."
9.1.3 REcoMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RIVER MANAGEMENT

Although the Farmington River in Massachusetts was not
recommended for designation, the Study Committee
recommended that the segment should be managed carefully
over time both to protect its inherent resources and to prevent
negative impacts on the rest of the river downstream.
Landowners, local governments, private organizations, and
state agencies of the Commonwealth all have important roles
to play to ensure that those goals are achieved. The section
of the Upper Farmington River Management Plan on
"Management of the Massachusetts Segment" includes
specific recommendations regarding river management for each
of those interests.
The Massachusetts towns should note that while designation
of the Connecticut segment will provide a certain measure of
protection to the river upstream, the Massachusetts segment
nevertheless remains vulnerable to degradation from a variety
of potential activities. Therefore, the towns are encouraged to
observe implementation of the Management Plan on the
Connecticut segment, and to evaluate whether it may, indeed,
be possible to develop a proposal for designation of the
Massachusetts segment that would be locally acceptable. 46

46

The conclusion to the suitability findings for the Massachusetts
segment presented in Subsection 8.2.5 outlines the basic steps that would
be required to achieve designation.
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Finally, the Massachusem towns and the State are encouraged
to consider active participation on the Farmington River
Coordinating Committee at the earliest opportunity, regardless of whether designation of the Massachusetts segmen r is
ever pursued. Such involvement would not require any
mandatory actions on the part of the towns or the Srate; the
primary commitment would be limned ro the time dedicated
by Committee members, and the broadened pamcipation
would facilnate more effective management and protection of
the shared river resource.

9.2
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and historic resources (regionally exemplary historic and
archaeological sires).
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The segment was determined to be appropriate for
"recreational" classification due to the level of human acriviry/
development in rhe river corridor and the accessibility to the
river from ad1acenr roads and bridge ctossmgs.
)U1tt7bt/tty

The Connecticut Srudy Segment was found to be suitable for
Wild and Scenic River designation, without the need for any
federal land acquisition or land management. This finding is
based on the following:
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The Connecticut Study Segment was found robe eligible for
designation based on its free-flowing condinon and its
outstanding resource values. These values include recreation
(a regionally unique combinanon of recreation opportunities),
fish (regionally exemplary habitat for trout and Atlantic
salmon), wildlife (regionally unique bald eagle habitat),

\r11

1

Protection: The segment is well protected through existing mechanisms, particularly the River Protection Overlay
Districts adopted by all four adjacent communities and
the high percentage of adjacent public conservation lands;

>- Support: There is broad-based support for designation
among the many parries involved in river use and
management;

Looking upsrream ftom the entrance to S1uan's Kingdom. An historical railroad bridge abutment can be seen on
the right-hand edge ofthe photo.
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> Management: The Upper Farmmgcon River Managemenc
Plan provides a comprehensive framework for the
long-cerm proteccion and managemenc of che segmenc; and

> Effects: Designation will provide a vartety of important
benefits, will encail very modest coses relative to those
benefits, and will not have significant negattve effects.
In addition ro the overall suitability finding, the scudy
produced three other important findings relaced co proteccion
and managemenc of the Connecticut Scudy Segmenc

(I) The zoning ordinances - particularly the River
Protection Overlay Dismcts - adopted by the four
riverfronc towns provide unusually strong and consistent
protection for the river and its shorelands . Those
ordinances, therefore , satisfy the standards and
requirements of Section 6(c) of the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act, which precludes the potential for land
condemnation by the federal governmenc tn situations
where the communities involved have adequate zoning in
place w protect che nver.
(2) The Upper Farmington River Managemenc Plan satisfies
Section 3(d) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Ace, which
requires the preparation of a comprehensive managemenc
plan.
(3) Because the Connecticut Study Segment was found
eligible for Wild and Scenic River designation based on
the existing flow regime downstream of the Colebrook and
Goodwin Dams and Hydroelectric Projects, the
continued operation of chose facilities 1s compatible with
the protection of the river and with designation.
9 2'
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Ar its final meeting on April 29, 1993, the Farmington River
Study Committee passed by unanimous vote a morion char
included rhe following passage:
Be it resolved chac : The Farmington River Srudy
Committee recommend co che Uniced Staces Congress char
the Farmington River, from immediately below che
Goodwin Dam and Hydroelecmc Project m Hartland,
Connecticut co the downstream end of the New Hanford/
Canton, Connecticut town line, be designated into the
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System in accordance wich
rhe spirit and provisions of che Upper Farmington River
Managemenc Plan.
lJ. 1 RE( >\11\t "-DAT'lo"'s r
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With designation secured, che most pressing needs for che
proceccion of che Conneccicur segment will be:

(I) cimely activation of the Farmington River Coordinating
Committee; and
(2) spirited implemencation of the Upper Farmington River
Management Plan.

A cnlm spot to tnke n breather from paddling, dowmrrenm of the main
rapids in Satan's Kingdom.

The many interests involved in rtver use and management including riparian landowners and ocher residents of the
riverfront rowns, the local governments, rhe Stace, the
Farmmgcon River Watershed Association, che Metropolitan
Discrict Commission, river recreacionists, and many other
individuals and organizations - are encouraged to reded1cace
themselves to these casks, and to do so wich the energy and
sp1ric of cooperacion chat produced the ground-breaking
achievements of the study process.
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Following the Farmington River Study Committee's unanimous vote on April 29, 1993 to recommend designation of the
Connecticut segment, a great deal of momentum existed to move forward toward that goal. Rather than waiting for the Study
Report to be completed, as would normally be the case, work began immediately on legislation to add the river to the National
Wild and Scenic Rivers System.
Traditionally. designating legislation is briefand generic: it amends the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act to include the segment in
question, identifies the linear extent ofthe segment, and specifies a federal agency to be responsible for its administration. These
typical designations also carry with them the generic provisions ofthe Wild and Scenic Rivers Act regarding sensitive issues such as
the authorization of federal land acquisition and the requirement for a comprehensive management plan to be developed
post-designation.
There was a clear recognition from the outset that this traditional approach would not be appropriate for the Farmington River.
Instead, a detailed bill was needed that would be hand-tailored to reflect first, the Farmington's particular circumstances {including the predominance ofprivate land in the river corridor and the complexity of water management issues in the basin), and
second, the singular achievements ofthe study process (including the implementation of new shore/ands zoning ordinances, the
completion ofthe lnstream Flow Study. and the preparation ofa comprehensive management plan).
After obtaining extensive input from the Study Committee and other participants on specific provisions to be included,
Congresswoman Nancy Johnson and Senator Joseph Lieberman of Connecticut introduced legislation to designate the river in
their respective chambers ofCongress on July 30, 1993. The parallel bills, identified as H.R. 2815 and S. 1332, were introduced
with unanimous cosponsorship by the other members ofthe state's delegation.
Hearings on the legislation were held on October 27 and October 28, 1993, respectively. by the Senate Subcommittee on Public
Lands, National Parks, and Forests, and the House Subcommittee on National Parks, Forests, and Public Lands. At those
hearings, Congresswoman Johnson, Senator Lieberman, Senator Christopher Dodd (also ofConnecticut}, and several members of
the Farmington River Study Committee testified strongly in support ofdesignation. On behalfofthe Department ofthe Interior,
the National Park Service testified in favor ofthe legislation. American Rivers, Inc., a private conservation organization, also
testified in support, but expressed reservations about the bill's possible implications for other designations. Other private
conservation groups submitted written testimony supporting the legislation.
On February 10, 1994, the House Subcommittee forwarded an amended version ofthe legislation to the full House Committee on
Natural Resources. After approval by the Committee on March 2, the amended billpassed the full House on March 15, 1994, by
voice vote.
The House-passed version was subsequently forwarded to the Senate, and refi"ed to the Subcommittee on Public Lands, National
Parks, and Forests ofthe Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. After minor amendments, the full Committee approved
the bill on May 11. The revised legislation passed the full Senate by voice vote on June 25, 1994.
Because of the Senate's amendments, the bill was sent back to the House for final approval. This was secured by voice vote on
August 16, 1994.
The legislation was then sent to the White House for signature. On August 26. 1994, President Clinton signed Public Law
103-313, designating the upper Farmington River in Connecticut into the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System.
Public Law 103-313 includes several provisions that are particularly noteworthy for private land river situations:

> The bill states explicitly that management of the river after designation will be carried out in accordance with the ~
Farmington River Managunent Plan. It also states that the Plan satisfies the requirement ofSection 3(d) of the Wild and
Scenic Rivers Actfor a comprehensive management plan, which traditionally would be prepared after designation. This marks
the first time that designating legislation has recognized an existing plan as the foundation for long-term management, thereby
eliminating the prospect ofadditional authorities or requirements being added after designation.
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>- The zoning ordinances adopted by the riverfront towns, and particularly the "River Protection Overlay Districts," are found to
satisfJ the standards and requirements ofSection 6(c) ofthe Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. As a result, federal Land acquisition
through condemnation is explicitly precluded, in accordance with Section 6(c). This is the first time that Congress has
explicitly recognized the adequacy ofexisting local ordinances at the time of designation.

> In keeping with the Management Plan's emphasis on a partnership approach, the bill specifies that administration ofthe river is to
be handled through cooperative agreements between the Secretary of the Interior and the State of Connecticut, the riverfront
communities, and the other major rwer interests. To achieve this, the biiL employs a rareiy-usedprovision in the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act (Section 1 O(e)) that encourages state and local participation in administration.

> The bill states clearly that the primary role for the National Park Service after- designation will be to provide technical assistance,
staffsupport and fonding to assist in the implementation ofthe Management Plan, rather than becoming the primary manager.

>- To farther ensure that the federal role will not become a dominant one, the biff states directly that the river will not become a unit
ofthe National Park System.
Copies ofPublic Law 103-313 and the complete legislative history are provided in Appendix].
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Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Public Law 90-542 (as amended}. October 2, 1968.

100 STAT. 3332

PUBLIC LAW 99-590-0CI'. 30, 1986

(F) the facilities deemed ~ to KCOmmodate and provide KCem for such vmtoni and ~ includinc the location and
estimated emu of such f'acilitieL
(cl Ruan 10 CoNoua-Witbin three yean of the date of enactment of tbia title, the Secretary of Agriculture shall transmit to the
Consre- a comprehensi'le report containins the 1'9Ults or the study
conducted pursuant to tbia section..
(d} FuNDING.-'Ibere are hereby autbori&ed to be appropriated up
to $150,000 to carry out the provisiona of tbia eec:tion.
(e) Con SHA&D10.-Not more than 75 per_ centum of the coat or the
study carried out under tbia MCtion shall be paid by the United
Statls: ProuidMI., 'niat in no eftllt lhall the contri&ution of the
United Statel exc:eed $150,000. 1be rem•ininr portion or such costs
shall be contributed by int.erated partiea. The portion contributed
by such intere.ted parti• may c:onaiat of appropriated funds or
contributed ..mcm.
S8C. UM. Notwithstanding an_y other ~on of law, the Secretaries of Asriculture and tbe Interior sball, within 30 clays of the
enactment of tbia title, c:omplet.e the acbanp u de8cribed in the
Dec:i8ioli Notice and FindinS of No Sipificant Im~ Trust For
Public Land Propmed IAnd-for-Land Ev:henp. llip9d by the Rocky
Mountain R.ponal Form.er, on A~
i986, to acquire certain
lands in the portion of the Cache la Poudre River d•
Priftt.e
ted in -=tion 3'all56XB> of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
1274<a)(56XB».
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TITLE U-FARMINGTON, WEST BRANCH, CONNECTICUT
AND MASSACHUSETl'S

Farmiqton

Wild and
Scenic River
Studv Act.
l&
12'71

use

nace.

Fbh and fwhinc.

State and local
canmmeara.

Stata and local
pftrllmeDU.

Sa:. 201. Thill title may be cited u the "Farmington Wild and
Scenic River Study Act".
Sa:. 202. <al The Coner- rmds that(1) the West Branch ofthe Farmington River and related land
areas PCl8Mla l"l90urce values of national sirnificance, such as
sipificant white water rapids. undeveloped lands, scenic and
cultural areas, important sport fisheries, and prime agricultural
lands;
(2) ha.cl on the National Rivers Inventory by the National
Park Service, published in January 1982. this ponion of the
Farmington River is eligible for study for incl1111ion in the wild
and scenic riven system;
<3> there is atronr support amonr local, State, and Federal
officials, area rmiclents. and river u.ers for a concened cooperative effort to manap the river in a productive and meaningful
way; and
(4) in Yiew ol the lonpt&Minr Federal practice of misting
Stat. and local pemmenta in protec:t:inr, c:onservinr, and
enhanciq ri.,... of national sipificance, the United States has
an int.enlt in matinr the Stat. of Connecticut and the
Common...Uth or M..achuetta and the appropriate local
pvernmenta in~ the river.
(b) Section 5(a) of the Wild and Scenic Riven Act (16 U.S.C.
12'16(&)) ia amended by addinK the fol1owinr new pararraph:
''(92) FA&111NcnoN, War ~CH. CoNlCErlCUT AND MAsaA.cHuarn.-n. 91111111Dt from the inteniection al the New HartfordCanton, Coaaecticut, town line upm.m t.o the bue or the West
Branch a..noir in Hartland. Conmcticut; and the segment from

PUBLIC LAW 99-590-QCT. 30, 1986

100 STAT. 3333

the confluence with Thorp Brook in Sandisfield. Mauachusetta, to
Hayden Pond in Otis, Massachusetts.".
(c) Section 5(b) of such Act (16 U.S.C. 1276(b)) is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(7) The study of the West Branch of the Farmington River Reporta.
identified in paragraph <92) of subsection (a) shall be completed and
the report submitted thereon not later than the end of the third
fiscal year beginning after the enactment of this paragraph. Such
report shall include a discussion or management alternatives for the
river if it were to be included in the national wild and scenic river
system.".
<dXll At the earliest practicable date following the enactment of
this title, but not later than forty-five days after enactment, the
Secretary of the Interior (hereinafter in this title referred to u the
"Secretary") shall establish the Farmington River Study Committee
(hereinafter in this title referred to u ~ "Committee"). The
Secretary shall conault with the Committee on a regular basis
during the conduct of the study. Membership on the Committee
shall consist of seventeen members appointed by the Secretary as
follows:
(Al One member shall be appointed by the Secretary.
CB) Two members shall be appointed by the Secretary from a
list or candidates supplied to the Secretary by the Governor or
the State of Connecticut.
(Cl Two members shall be appointed by the Secretary from a
list of candidates supplied to the Secretary by the Governor of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
<DI Two members shall be appointed by the Secretary from a
list of candidates supplied to the Secretary by the Farmington
River Watershed Association.
<El One member shall be appointed by the Secretary from
each of the eight towns located along the West Branch of the
river. The governing body of each of the eight towns shall
provide a list of candidates to the Secretary from which the
eight appointments under this paragraph shall be made.
<F> Two members shall be appointed by the Secretary from a
list of candidates supplied to the Secretary by the Metropolitan
District Commission of Hartford, Connecticut.
(2) The members of the Committee shall elect a chairman, vice
chairman. and recording secretary from the membership at the first
official meeting of the Committee. Official minutes shall be kept of
each regular and special meeting of the Committee and shall be
open for public inspection.
(3) Any vacancy on the Committee shall be filled in the same
manner in which the orilinal appointment wu made. Any member
appointed to flll a vacancy occurring before the expiration of the
term for which his predec:essor wu appointed shall be appointed
only for the remainder of such term. Vacancies in the membership
or the Committee shall not affect its power to function if there
remain sufrlc:ient members to constitute a quorum under paragraph
(4) or tbia subeection.
<41 A majority of the members of the Committee shall constitute a
quorum for all meetings.
(5) The Committee shall advise the Secretary in conducting the
atudy of the Farmington River segment specified in section 5CaX92)
of the Wild and Sceriic Riven Act. The Committee also shall advise 16 use 1276.
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the Secretary COllClll'Diq manapmnt alt.emativee ebould the river
be illcluded in the wild aad ICeDic m.n .,.._._
(6) Members of tbe Committee lha1l 88"9 without c:ompenution
but may be c:ompemated for ~e and D8'Wl'y ezpenw
incurred by them in the performuu:e of their dutim • members of
the Onnmitt.e
The Onnmittee may llCC8pt and utilia the aenices of voluntuy, uncompen_.... penollMl.
(8) The Cnmmitt.e shall terminate cm the later of the following:
(A) the completion of the riftr' ltudv of the Farmington River
d8ecrihecl in llCtion 5(&)(92) of the wild and Scemc Rivers Act;
or
(B) the publiaitioa of lllllll8PID8Dt alt.emati.,.. ebould the
river be illcluded in tbe wild and 8CllDic men .,nem.
(e) J.. ul8d in tbil title (other than in mbeectiaD (b)) the t.erm
"Rber" meum the -.menta of the FarmiDpm Riftr delcribed in
puqraph (92) of l8Ctian 5(a) at the W"dd and Sc:enic Rhen Act (16

m

16 USC 1276.
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au~

U.S.C.1275(&)).
(f) There are autborimd to be appropriat.ed up to $150,000 to carry
out the purpmm of tbia title.

TrrLE m--GREAT EGG HARBOR, NEW JERSEY
16USC1276.

Smc. 301. (a) 9nmT.-8ection 5(&) of the W"dd and Scenic Rivers
Act (16· U.S.C. 1271-128'1) ia ameadecl by MldiDg at the end thereof

the following new~
"(93) Great Fa Barbor Riftl', New Jer.y: The entire river.".
(b) CoJOU:nON DAn.-Bec:tion 5(b)(3) of such Act i9 amended by
adding at the end thereof the fo1lowinc: ''The study of the river
named in paragraph (93) of subsection (a) shall be completed not
later than three years after the dat:e of the enactment of this
sentence.".
(c) AtJTBOmzATlON OI' AnaoPlllATlONL-Parqraph (4) of section
5(b) of such Act is amendect by adding at the end thereof the
followiq: ''Eft'ecthe October 1, 1986, there are authorized to be
appropriated for the pmpme ol coadw:tin« the study of the river
named in paragraph (93) not to ma:eed $150,000.".

TrrLE IV-BALINE BAYOU, LOUISIANA

Appropriation

authorization.

Smc. 401. Section 3(&) of the W"dd and Scenic Rivers Act <16 U.S.C.
12'74(a)) ia amended by adding the following new paragraph:
"(57) 8.w:Ns BAYOU, LoUJllWlfA.-The sepaent from Saline Lake
upm.m to tbe Kil&tcbie National Fon.t, a 19D81'allY depicted on
the Propaeed Boundary Map, numbered FB-0'1, and Clatecl March
1986; to be Mmin~ ~ of Apiculture. For the
~ of the eerment
by this paragraph, there are
allthorimd to be
for fUcal years cmunencing after
September 30, 1988, not to aceed $1,000,000 for the acquisition of
landa and interem in l&Dd8 ad for deftlopment.".
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'1T1'LE V-GENERIC AMENDMENTS
Smc. 501. (a) SectioD 3(&) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (16
U.S.C. 1274(&)) is •D19"Md by nd-ipetinr the ~pba relatint
to the Au s.bJe Riwr, the Tuolumu River, the IlliDai8 River, and
the Owyhee Riwr - puqrapbs (52) throulh (56) rmpecttvely.
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PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
TOWN OF HARTLAND, CONNECTl¢UT
EAST HARTLAND, CONNECTICUT 06027

AMENDMENTS TO THE HARTLAND ZONING REGULATIONS
CONCERNING FARMINGTON RIVER PROTECTION OVERLAY DISTRICT

In accordance with section 8-2 of Title 8 of the Connecticu~
General Statutes, and Article VIII of the Zoninq Requlations
of the Town of Hartland, Connecticut as amended and revised
effective December l. 1973, said Zoninq Requlations are hereby
further amended, as follows:
Section I-3 is amended by the addition of the followinq n,...,
definition:
Tbe Farminqton River Protection overlay District (hereinafter
"District".) is a protected corridor of land alonq the entire
lenqth of the Farmington River within tbe Town of Hartland
consisting of the area within the edges of the river's bed and
a contiquous and parallel Buffer Strip as more specifically
defined in Section IV-6.
Section IV is amended by the addition of the following new
subsection 6:
FARMillGTOR RIVER. PROTECTION OVERLAY DISTRICT

The Farminqton River Protection overlay District shall be
defined as the Faraington River (hereinafter the "River")
within the Town of Hartland and includinq the area within
the edges of the River's bed and contiguous and parallel
buffer strip which together constitute a culturally
significant and envirio1111entally sensitive river corridor.
All use and activities established after the effective
date of this requlation shall be in accordance with the
standards and requirements in this regulation which are
established to accomplish the following publicly
recoqnized purposes:
A - Purposes
a. To establish standards and requirements for the use and
conservation of the District in recognition of the River's
eligibility for designation under the National Wild and
Scenic Rivers Act and in the furtherance of the Tow-n's
resolution dated February 25, 1991 to contribute to the
reqional conservation of the River corridor.
b. To prevent any alterations to the natural flow of the
River in order to maintain its ecological. recreational,
aesthetic and other qualities such as documented in th'!
Farminqton River National Wild and Scenic Rivoer Study and
other federal, state, and local documents relatin9 to the
Farmington River.
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c. To prevent water pollution caused by erosion,
sedimentation, nutrient and pesticide run-off, and waste
disposal facilities and to encourage retention and
enhancement of shore vegetation cover, including diversity
of native species, age distribution. and ground cover
density to provide a protected buffer and pollution filter
strip along the river bank as required in other important
riverine corridors and as recommended in numerous
pollution prevention studies.
d. To conserve the ecological, water supply and flood storage
functions of the River's flood plain, and related
qroundwater table and aquifer recharge areas and to
protect lif~. public safety and property from floodinq
hazards, especially within the River's flood hazard areas
as defined and protected under the Flood Plain Overlay
District Requlations.
e. To protect valuabl~ fisheries and wildlife habitat within
and alonq the Farmington River, as cited in various
documents includinq the Farmington Wild and Scenic River
Study (Draft Eligibility Report, Auqust, 19891 and the
State Comprensive Outdoor Recreation Plan.
f. To conserve and enhance the natural scenic and topographic
conditions in the river corridor and its environmental
quality recoqnizing that these are vital to the economic
and environmental health of the Town and, to preserve the
natural scenic quality of the River by maintaining where
possible screeninq of man-made structures from the River
view.
q. To carry out the recommendations of the Town Plan of
Development and the State Plan of Conservatio.1 and
Development and to prevent unnecessary or excessive
expenditures of municipal funds for services and utilities
which might be required as a result of improper
development of land within the District.

B - Definition of the boundaries of the District
The Farmington River Protection Overlay District shall consist
of the West Branch of the Farmington River through the Town of
Hartland and a contiguous and parallel Buffer Strip, defined
as an area extending one hundred feet (100') measured
landward and horizontally from both edges of the river bed as
outlined on the map entitled "Farmington River Protection
Overlay District.- The edge of the river bed is defined as
that mark along the river's edge where the presence and action
of waters are so common and usual, and are so long continued
.in all ordinary years, as to produce soil and/or vegetation
types which are distinct from that of the abutting upland.
-1-
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Where there is a question or dispute over the District
boundary, the Town's Building Inspector shall determine the
precise location of the river bed and district boundary at any
given location. Property owners who own land within the
District shall not incur liability for any expense in
determining the district boundary.
C - General
Applications for proposed activities within the District shall
be subject to the following standards and requirements in
addition to the Town of Hartland Zoning and Wetland
Regulations. No site alterations, regrading, filling, or
clearing of vegetation may be conducted prior to submission of
an application for a zoning permit or Special Exception permit
as required under these regulations, and any such alterations
shall be a vio~ation of these Regulations ~hich shall be·
subject to the penalties provided under Connecticut General
Statutes.
D - Basic Requirements and Limitations
Within this overlay District all uses allowed in the
underlying zoning district shall be subject to the following
limitations unless otherwise provided for as a Special
Exception or Permitted Activity under this regulation.
The following activities shall be prohibited within the
District:
a. construction of new building(s) or structure(s) or
addition to an existing building or structure;
b. construction of a new septic system (including septic
tank, leach fields and reserve leach fields) or any other
type of waste disposal system;
c. dredging or removal of sand, gravel or other earth
materials, including dumping or filling;
d. cutting or removal of trees, shrubs or other vegetation
within the Buffer Strip, or
e. camping or outdoor fires within the Buffer Strip, unless
conducted under permission from the particular landowner
and in accordance with any other applicable ordinances of
the Town of Hartland.
E - Special Exceptions
Uses and activities allowed in the underlying zoning district
may be permitted by the Planning and Zoning Commission as a
Special Exception subject to the above general requirements
and limitations, the general standards and ~equirements of the
Hartland Zoning Regulations,:and only upon compliance ~ith the
following specific conditions, standards and requirements.
-3-

F - Special Exception for the development of a lot existing at
the time of the adoption of this regulation, where there
is no established principal building or use and which lot
is otherwise in compliance with the Zoning and Subdivision
Regulations of the Town of Hartland.
a. Conditions: Where there is a lot which existed at the time
of the effective date of this regulation which did not
have an existing principal buildiag or use, and provided
that either of the following conditions are met, the
Commission will approve development within the Buffer
Strip as a Special Exception subject to the specific
Standards and Requirements contained in subparagraph b.
below:
1. said lot does not contain sufficient depth for a Buffer
Strip as defined herein; or
2. said lot contains sufficient depth for a Buffer Strip,
but does not contain sufficient additional land to permit
establishing a building or use of the lot, as otherwise
permitted in the underlying zoning district.
b. Standards and Requirements
1. The applicant shall; (a)submit a Site Plan in accordance
with Hartland Zoning Regulations, and (b)provide
documentation that proves that the above conditions apply
to the land in question and that the proposed use or
activity has been designed to minimize disturbance within
the Buffer Strip.
2. The Commi~sion shall not permit a reduction of the Buffer
Strip by more than is necessary to provide for the
establishment of a principal building, structure or use
permitted in the underlying zoning district and for
necessary accessory buildings and structures.
3. In no case shall the Commission permit the total area
within the Buffer Strip which is to be improved, regraded
or disturbed to equal or exceed fifty percent (50%) of
the total area of the Buffer Strip on any such existing
lot.
G - Special Exception for the extension or enlargement of
existing structures located on existing lots within the
Buffer Strip.
a. Conditions: Where there is a principal building or
structure located within the Buffer Strip, and both the
building or structure and the lot on ~hich it is located
existed on the effective date of this Regulation, the
Commission will grant a Special Exception permitting such
-4-

building or structure to be extended or enlarged within
the Buffer Strip, subject to the following standards and
requirements:

the plan shall be prepared by a qualified forester licensed in
the State of Connecticut.
J

b. Standards and Requirements:
1. The applicant shall submit a Site Plan and shall also
provide documentation proving (a)that the abO\'e
conditions apply and (b)that the proposal is designed to
minimize disturbance within the Buffer Strip, especially
within the area between the River and the existing
building or structure.
2. In no case shall the Commission permit the existing and
proposed area which is or will be improved, regraded or
disturbed to equal or exceed fifty percent 150%) of the
total area of the Buffer Strip on any such existing lot.
c. Nothing in this section shall prohibit the ordinary repair
and maintenance of existing buildings or structures within
the District, provided all other applicable Town building
and zoning regulations are complied with, and provided
also that such repair and maintenance does not result in
an extension or enlargement of existing structures.

- Special Exception for Municipal Improvement

The Commission may permit by Special Exception a municipal
improvement which una\·oidably must encroach upon the Buffer
Strip provided the To~n demonstates that there is no practical
alternative for the provision of the needed utility or
improvement outside of the District and that all reasonable
measures will be taken to minimize the adverse impact of such
improvement.
K - Special Exception for Fire Prevention Facilities
The Commission may permit by Special Exception the
installation of a Fire Prevention Facility consistent with the
other provisions of this Regulation.
L - Activities Permitted
Permit

~ithin

the District Without a Zoning

The following activities may be carried out within the
District without the necessity of a zoning permit.
a. The selective pruning or removal of trees or shrubs to:

H - Removal of Timber
The Commission may permit by Special Exception the cutting of
timber for forestry management purposes provided that such
cutting is performed in accordance with an approved forest
management plan prepared by a qualified forester licensed in
the State of Connecticut, which plan shall be submitted with
the application. The Commission may impose any additional
conditions deemed necessary in order to protect the District
for the purposes states in Section A above.
I - Removal of Vegetation for Filtered View of River
The Commission may permit by Special Exception the selective
pruning or removal of trees, shrubs, and other vegetation to
allow for the creation of a view of the River, provided that
such shall only be a filtered view of the River designed to
provide reasonable visual access to the River while
maintaining,to the 9reatest extent possible, a natural screen
of man-made structures and objects and otherwise furthering
the purposes of this regulation. Any application for a Special
Exception Permit pursuant to this Section I shall include a
specific plan for the proposed pruning or removal delineating
the particular trees to be affected and the.location of such
trees within the Buffer Strip. Wh~re such plan involves
removal of any tree in excess of 4" diareeter at breast height,
-5-

1. Maintain a pre-existing view of the River from a
principal structure;
2. Provide foot access to the River by means of an
unimproved and unpaved path which meanders down to the
River in accordance with the natural contours of the
property in question;
3. Remove dead, diseased, unsafe or fallen trees and noxious
plants and shrubs in such a manner as to minimize
disturbance of other vegetation within the area;
4. Maintain, repair or expand an existing primary
structure or accessory use as long as the
vegetation is not removed within twenty feet (20')
from the edge of a graded area; and
5. For these purposes and wherever permitted under
this regulation, selective pruning and/or removal
shall be done in a manner that;
(Al promotes stream bank stabilization and erosion
control by maintaining stump and root structure
to the maximum extent poss ib.le. and
-6-

(Bl provides the ~reatest possible screening of manmade structu1· J<; and objects as seen from the River.
b. Grading or other surface alterations necessary for an
existing primary use of a lot, provided that it is done in
such a way as to minimize disturbance of vegetation and of
other natural features in accordance with the purposes of
this regulation. In no case shall the area affected by
such grading or alteration equal or exceed 50% of the area
of such lot located within the Buffer Strip.
c. Planting of perennial native species in the Buffer Strip
is permitted and encouraged, especially where exposed soil
and steep slopes exist, provided that such planting is
otherwise completed in accordance with the other
provisions of this Regulation.
d. Other Permitted Activities:
1. Surveying and Boundary posting.

2. Non-intensive and non-commercial recreational uses not
requiring structures, such as hunting, fishing, and
hiking.
3. Family garden plots as accessory to a residential use.
4. Continuation of farming activity which is in exi.$tence
as of the effective date of this Regulation.
5. Emergency Operations.
6. Fish and wildlife management practices according to a
plan approved by the County Conservaion Director.
This amended regulation and the map entitled "Farmington River
Protection Overlay District" which is adopted herein by
reference, shall become effective 15 days after publication of
a summary thereof pursuant to the provisions of the General
Statutes, Section 7-157, in a newspaper having a substantial
circulation in the Town of Hartland.
Dated in Hartland, Connecticut,
191.2,.

this~ay

of

9~

s~.~hairman

Planning & Zoning Commission
Town of Hartland, Connecticut
-7-

pollution prevention studies, such as published by
the Smithsonian Environmental Research Center.

Amendments to the Barkhamsted Zoning Regulations concerning
Farmington River Protection Overlay District
(Adopted by the Barkhamsted Planning & Zoning Commission, 7/25/91)
• 193-64. Farmington Rive-r Protection Over_lal District

The Farmington River Protection overlay District shall be
defined as the Farmington River within the Town of
Barkhamsted including' the are within the River's ordinary
high water marks and a contiguous and parallel buffer
strip which together constitute a culturally significant
and environmentally sensitive river c6rridor. All use and
activities established after the effective date of this
regulation shall be in accordance with the standards and
requirements in this regulation which are established to
accomplish the following publicly recognized purposes:
(l) PURPOSES
a. To establish standards and requirements for the use
and conservation of the District in recognition of
the River's eligibility for designatio'n under the
National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and l.n·
furtherance of the Town's resolution dated October
JO, 1990 and to contribute to the regional
conservation of the River Corridor.
b. To prevent any alterations to the natural flow of
the River in order to maintain its ecological,
recreational, aesthetic and other qualities such as
documented in the Farmington River National Wild
and Scenic River Study and other federal, State and
local documents relating to the Farmington River.
c. To prevent water pollution caused by erosion,
sedimentation, nutrient or pesticide run-off, and
waste disposal facilities and to encourage
retention and enhancement of shore vegetative
cover, including diversity of native species, age
distribution, and ground cover density to provide a
protected buffer and pollution filter strip along
the River bank as required in other important
river corridors and as recommended in numerous
60

d. To conserve the ecological, water supply and flood
storage functions of the River's flood plain, and
related •,Jroundwater table and aquifer recharge
areas and to protect life, public safety and
prope:ty from flooding hazards, especially within
the River's flood hazards areas as defined and·
protected under the Flood Plain Overlay District
as defined and regulated under Section 901 of
these Regulations; '
e. To protect valuable fisheries and wildlife habitat
within and along the Farmington River, as cited
in various documents including the Farmington Wild
and Scenic River Study (Draft Eligibility Report,
August, 1989) and the State Comprehensive Outdoor
Recreation Plan;
f. To conserve and enhance the natural scenic and
topographic conditions in the River corridor and
its environmental quality recognizing that these
are vital to the ~conomlc and environmental health
of the Town and, to preserve the natural scenic
quality of the River by maintaining where possible
screening of man-made structures from the River
view; and,
g. To carry out the recommendations of the Town Plan
of Development and the State Plan of Conservation
and De~elopment and to prevent unnecessary or
excessive expenditures of municipal funds for
services and utilities which might be required as a
result of improper development of land within the
District.
h. Definition of the Boundaries of the District
The Farmington River Protection Overlay District shall
consist of the following areas:
Cll The River which shall be defined as the area
between the ordinary high water mark on each
:ide of the River. The ordinary high water mark
is that mark along the River's edge where the
presence and action of waters are so common and
usual, and are so long continued in all ordinary
years, as to produce soil and/or vegetation
types which are distinct from that of the
abutting upland.
(2) A Buffer Strip consisting of one hundred feet
(100') measured landward and horizontally from
the ordinary high water mark as defined above.
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Where there is a question or dispute over the
District boundary, the Cowmission may require an
applicant to have the ordinary high water mark
determined by a certified soil scientist and if
necessary the boundary shall be shown on a site
plan prepared by a Connecticut Registered Land
Surveyor.
I. General
Within the District the following standards and
requirements shall apply. These shall be in adQition
to the requirements of the underlying Zoning District.
Site alterations, regrading, filling, or clearing of
vegetation before submission of an application for a
zoning permit or Special Exception permit as required
under this regulation shall be violation of these
Regulation~ and subject to the penalties as provided
under Connecticut General Statues.
j. Basic Requirements and Limitations
Within this overlay District all uses allowed in
the underlying zoning district shall be subject to the
following general requirements and limitations unless
otherwise p~ovided for as a Special Exception or
Permitted Activity under this regulation.
(1) No use shall result in:
- an impoundment, dam or other obstruction
to the flow of the Farmington River,
A new building or structure or addition
to an existing building or structure,
a new septic system (including septic
tank, leach fields and reserve leach
fields) or any other type of waste disposal
system, or
dredging or removal of sand, gravel or
other earth materials, nor dumping or
filling.
(2) No use or activity shall be permitted which
involves cutting or removal of trees, shrubs
or other vegetation in the Buffer Strip.
k. Special Exception
Uses and activities allowed in the underlying zoning
district may be permitted as a Special Exception
subject to the above general requirements and
limitations, the general standards and requirements of
section 193-47 of these Regulations and only under
the following specific conditions, standards and
requirements.
1. Special Except&on for the Development of a lot
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existing at the time of the adoption of this
regulation wh~re there is no established principal
building or use.
(1) Conditions: Where there is a lot which
existed at the time of the effective date of
this regulation (8/18/91) and
said lot has n~ principal building or use,
and
..
"
said lot does not contain sufficient depth
a buffer strip as defined herein,or
said lot contains sufficient land for the
buffer strip but does not contain sufficient
additional depth to permit establishing a
building or use of the lot permitted in the
underlying zoning district:
Under these conditions the Commission may approve
development within the buffer strip as a Special
Exception subject to the following specific standards
and requirements.
(2) Standard3 and Requirements
a. The applicant shall submit a site plan e~d
provide documentation that the above
conditions apply and that the proposal .~
designed to minimize disturbance within
the buffer strip.
b. The Commission shall permit a reduction of
the buffer strip by no more than is
nece3sary to provide for establishment of
a principle building, structure or use
permitted in the underlying zoning
district and for necessary accessory
buildings and structures.
c. In no case shall the Commission permit the
total area within the buffer strip which
is to be improved, regraded or disturbed
to equal or exceed fifty percent (50\) of
the total area of the buffer strip on any
such existing lot.
d. In on case shall the Commission permit any
point of such improved, regraded or
disturbed area be closed to the ordinary
high water mark than a distance equal to
50' of the mean lot depth as measured from
the ordinary high water mark boundary of
the lot to the lot line which is most
opposite said water mark.
m.Special Exception for the extension or
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enlargement of existing structures located on
existing lots within the Buffer Strip.
(ll Conditions: Where there is a principle
building or structure located within the Buffer
Strip, and both the building or structure and
the lot on which it ls located existed on the
effective date of this regulation. Under th~se
conditions such building or structure may be
extended or enlarged within the Buffer Strip
by Special Exception approved by the Commission
subject to the following standards and
requirements.
(2) Standards and Requirements:
a. The applicant shall submit a site plan and
provided documentation that the above
conditions apply and that the proposal is
designed to minimize disturbance within the
Buffer Strip, especially between the River
and the exi·sting building or structure.
b. In no case shall the Commission permit the
existing and proposed area which is or will
be improved, regraded or disturbed to equal
or exceed fifty percent (50') of the total
area of the Buffer Strip on any such
existing lot.
Nothing in this section shall prohibit or require
a permit for the ordinary repair and maintenance
of existing buildings or structures within the
District.
n. Removal of Timber.
The Commission may permit by special exception the
cutting of timber for forestry management purposes
provided that such cutting is performed in
accordance with an approved forest management plan
prepared by a qualified forester which shall be
submitted with the application.
The Commission
may impose any additional conditions necessary to
satisfy the purposes of this regulation.

o.

Removal of Vegetation for Filter View of River
The Commission may permit by Special Exception the
selective pruning or removal of trees, shrubs and
other vegetation to allow for the creation of a
view of the River, provided that such shall only be
a filtered view of the River designed to provide
Feasonable visual access to the River whi~e
maintaining, to the greatest extent possible, a
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natural screen of man-made structures and objects
and otherwise furthering the purposes of this
regulation.
Where such plan involves removal of
tree in excess of 4 inch diameter at breast height,
the plan shall be prepared by a qualified forester.
p. Special Exception for Municipal Improvement
The Commission may permit a Special Exception for a
municipal improvement (such as a water line, sewer
line or needed recreational facility, necessary
public access, eg. handicapped access ramp) which
unavoidably must encroach. upon the Buffer Strip or
be located within the high water mark area provided
the Town demonstrates that there is no practical
alternative for the provision of the needed utility
or improvement outside of the District and that all
measures will be taken to minimize the adverse
impact of such improvement.
q. Activities Permitted within the District Without a
Zoning Permit
The following activities may be carried out within
the District without the necessity of a zoning
permit.
(1) The selective pruning or removal of trees or
shrub:; to:
a. Maintain an existing view of the River from
a principle structure;
b. Provide foot access to the River by means of
a path which meanders down to the River;
c. Remove dead, diseased, unsafe or fallen trees
and noxious plants and shrubs, and
d. P~omote the health and vitality of existing
vegetation.
For these purposes and wherever permitted under this·
regulation, selective pruning and/or removal shall be
done in a ma.nner that:
promotes streambank stabilization and erQsion
control by maintaining stump and root structure
wherever possible, and
- provides the greatest possible scr~ening of man
made structures and objects.
(2) Planting of perennial native species in the Buffer
Strip is permitted and encourage, especially where
exposed soil and steep slopes exist.
(3) Other Permitted Activities.
Activities considered generally compatible with the
purposes of this regulation shall include following
65

and similar activities:
- Surveying and Boundary posting, including fences
for the purpose of marking boundary lines subject
to the limitations of Section 193-30 of these
regulations.
- Non-intensive and non-commercial recreational
uses not requiring structures, such as hunting,
fishing an hiking.
- Family garden plots as accessory to a residential
use.
- .continuation of a farming ac·tivity which is in
existence on the effective date of this
regulation.
- Fire prevention activities.
- Emergency operations.
- Fish and wildlife management practices according
to a plan approved by the County Conservation
District.
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3.

ARTICLE VI SECTION 17 FARMINGTON RIVER PROTECTION OVERLAY DISTRICT
1.

The Farmington River Protection Overlay District shall be superimposed on the other
districts established by these regulations. All existing regulations including the Town's
flood plain regulations and the Zoning Regulations applicable to such underlying
districts, shall remain in effect, except that where the Farmington River Protection
Overlay District imposes additional regulations, such regulations shall prevail.

Overview
The Farmington River Protection Overlay District ("District") shall be defmed as the
Farmington River (west branch snd mainstem) within the Town of New Hartford
including a contiguous snd parallel buffer strip which together constitute a culturally
significant snd environmentally sensitive river corridor.

4.

2.

District Boundaries
The Farmington River Protection Overlay District is designed to protect the entire
length of the west branch snd mainstem of the Farmington River within the Town of
New Hartford snd that area within one hundred feet (100') measured landward from
both edges of the river bed as more specifically described in paragrsph 5 and as more
particularly described on map entitled "Farmington River Protection Overlay District•.
The edge of the river bed is defined as that mark along the river's edge where the
presence and action of water are so common and usual, and are so long continued in
all ordinary years, as to produce soil snd/or vegetation types which are distinct from
that of the abutting upland.

This regulation establishes standards snd requirements for the use snd conservation
of land snd water within the District in recognition of the river's eligibility for
designation under the National Wild snd Scenic Rivers Act. The regulation also
contributes to the regional conservation of the river corridor.
The standards snd requirements of this regulation are based on the Draft. Eligibility
snd Classification Report (August 1989) snd the Draft Evaluation of Existing
Regulations (June 1990) prepared by The National Park Service under the auspices
of the Farmington River Wild snd Scenic Study Committee.

Scope of Authority

5.

River Protection Standards snd Prohibited Uses
Within the Farmington River Protection Overlav District

Purpose
The purposes of the Farmington River Protection Overlay District are to:
a.

Protect life, public safety snd propert:y from flooding hazards;

b.

Prevent any alterations to the natural flow of the river in order to maintain its
recreational opportunities, environmental attributes, snd historic features;

c.

Prevent water pollution caused by erosion, sedimentation, nutrient or pesticide
runoff, and poorly sited waste disposal facilities;

d.

Enhance and preserve existing scenic or environ.mentally sensitive areas along
the shoreline;

e.

Conserve shore cover and encourage environmentally sensitive developments;

f.

Preserve and maintain the groundwater table snd water recharge areas.

g.

Conserve the river's flood plain to maintain its vital ecological and flood storage
functions.

h.

Protect fisheries and wildlife habitat within and along the river.

All uses in the Farmington River Protection Overlay District are permitted as provided
for in any underlying district, except that the following standards shall apply:
a.

A Buffer Strip, defined as an area extending one hundred feet (100') landward
from both edges of the river bed shall be required for all lots within the
Farmington River Protection Overlay District. H sny lot existing at the time
of adoption of this regulation does not contain sufficient depth, measured
landward from the edge of the river bed to provide a buffer strip one hundted
feet (100') in depth, snd to allow the establishment or maintenance of a use
otherwise permitted in the underlying zoning district, then the Buffer Strip
may be reduced to no less thsn fifty percent (50%) of the available lot depth,
measured landward from the edge of the river bed, upon receipt of a special
permit from the Commission. In acting upon sny special permit application
under this section, the Commisaion shall not reduce the Buffer Strip beyond
an amount reasonably necessary to acco=odate an otherwise permitted land

use.

0
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Special permit applications for modifications to the standards in this paragraph
may be made by Owners oflots recorded as of October 31, 1991. Applications
may seek exemption or modification of the District standards. In considering
such applications, the Commission shall be guided by the following:

Pruning and removal activities shall insure that (1) the stump and root
structure remain in place to provide for streambank stabilization and erosion
control and (2) paths to the river shall meander down to the river's edge in a
manner which protects the soil and ..vegetation from erosion while also
screening man-made structures and vehicles where possible. Dead, diseased,
unsafe or fallen trees and noxious plants and shrubs may be removed. Planting
of perennial native species in the Buffer Strip is encouraged, especially where
exposed soil and steep slopes exist.

1. the extent to which there are other locations on the property beyond the
District limits for the use or structure or activity intended;
2. the extent to which the configuration, elevation, and location of the property
enable the proposed use to be in harmony with the purposes of the District;

In no case shall removal of vegetation or grading of land exceed that permitted
by the Inland Wetlands Commission.

3. the extent to which the proposed modifications and/or exemptions are the
minimal'needed to accommodate an otherwise permitted use.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

No new buildings or structures ·shall be erected within, or moved into, the
Buffer Strip. Buildings and structures existing within the Buffer Strip on the
effective date of this regulation may be ·maintained, repaired, improved and
enlarged provided it is done in such a way so as to minimize disturbance of
vegetation and other natural features in accordance with the purposes of this
regulation. Where there is construction and/ or grading, the removal of trees
or shrubs further than 20 feet from the edge of a foundation, or 5 feet from the
edge of a graded area shall be considered disturbance of vegetation and other
natural features.

6.

Excavation or removal of sand, gravel or other earth material within the Buffer
Strip shall be prohibited. Grading or other surface alterations necessary for the
primary use of the lot may be performed within the Buffer Strip provided that
it is done in such a way as to minimize disturbance of vegetation and other
natural features in accordance with the purposes of this regulation.
To minimize erosion, stabilize the riverbank., protect water quality, keep
nutrients out of the water, maintain water temperature at natural levels,
preserve fish and wildlife habitat, screen man-made structures where possible,
and also to preserve aesthetic values of the natural river area, vegetation shall
be maintained within the Buffer Strip. Clear cutting of trees and shrubs is
prohibited within the Buffer Strip. Trees and shrubs may be selectively pruned
or removed to achieve a filtered view of the river from the principal building
or structure, and for reasonable private access to the river.

No impoundments, dams or other obstructions to the flow of the
Farmington River may be located within the District.

h.

Nothing in this regulation shall prohibit the construction, installation or
maintenance of sewer pipes, storm drain pipes, utility poles, sewer plants,
bridges or other municipal projects or utilities, provided that the construction
and design of these projects or utilities is done in such a way so as to minimize
disturbance of vegetation and other natural features in accordance with the
purposes of this regulation.

Additional Site Plan Approval Criteria

In addition to existing site plan approval criteria required in the subdivision

New on-site septic systems, including both primary and reserve areas, may not
be located within the Buffer Strip. Repairs to existing septic systems may be
allowed within the Buffer Strip.
Dredging or removal of sand, gravel, or other earth materials, as well as
dumping, filling, or other alterations, are prohibited between the edges of the
river bed on each side of the Farmington River.

g.

regulations and Zoning Regulations, the Planning and Zoning Commission shall
consider whether the proposed use or uses are so located or arranged as to minimize
disturbance of vegetation and other natural features within the Farmington River
Protection District.
7.

Application Procedures

a.

None of the uses regulated under paragraph 5 shall be commenced until the
Zoning Enforcement Officer has issued a zoning permit for such use.

b.

Any application involving the disturbance of more than 2,500 square feet of
land within the Buffer Strip shall require an application for site plan approval
by the Commission.

c.

Modifications or exemptions as noted in paragraph 5 shall require a special
permit.

Adopted: 11/13/91

SECTION 59 - FARMINGTON RIVER PROTECTION OVERLAY DISTRICT
59 .1

furtherance of the Town's resolution of
July 30, 1991, about the Farmington River,
and by contributing to
the
regional
conservation of the River corridor.

General Provisions:
The Farmington River Protection Overlay District
(herinafter "FRPO District") is a protected corridor
of water and land along the entire length of the
Farmington River within the Town of Canton consisting
of the River and certain shoreline environs as
specified herein and on the Zoning Map of Canton.
This regulation shall apply to all such areas within
the protected corridor of the Farmington River which
constitutes
a
culturally
significant
and
environmentally sensitive area.

b.

preventing any alterations to the natural
flow of the River, excluding the reach of
the
river
below
the
upper
dam
in
Collinsville, in order to maintain its
ecological, recreational, aesthetic and
other qualities such as are documented in
the Farmington Wild and Scenic River Study
and
other
federal,
State
and
local
documents
relating to
the
Farmington
River;

59.2

The FRPO District overlaps other zoning districts,
and, in all cases of land use in an area governed by
river protection regulations as well as other zoning
regulations,
the
more
restrictive
will
take
precedence.

c.

59.3

Site alterations, regrading, filling or clearing of
vegetation before approval of Application for a
Certificate of Zoning Compliance, Special Exception
application, Site Development Plan or o~her permit as
required under this regulation shall be a violation of
these Regulations and subject to penalties as provided
under Connecticut General Statutes.

59.4

The FRPO District is identified in part in the
Farmington Wild and Scenic River Study's Draft
Evaluation of Existing Protection dated June 1990 and
further on the zoning Map of Cahton, and any
subsequent revisions thereto are adopted by reference
and declared to be a part of this regulation.

preventing or reducing water pollution
caused by erosion, sedimentation, nutrient
or pesticide run-off, and waste disposal
facilities,
in
part
by
encouraging
retention
and
enhancement
of
shore
vegetative cover, including diversity of
native species, age distribution, and
ground cover density that provides a
protected buffer and pollution filter
strip along the River bank as required in
other important riverine corridors and as
recommended
in
numerous
pollution
prevention studies, such as published by
the
Smithsonian Environmental Research
Center, and giving due regard to those
decisions of the Inland Wetlands and
Watercourses Agency that prevent water
pollution.

d.

conserving the ecological, water supply
and flood storage functions of the River's
flood plain, and related groundwater table
and
aquifer
recharge
areas
and
by
protecting
life,
public
safety
and
property from flooding hazards, especially
within the River's flood hazards areas as
defined and protected under the Flood
Plain District as defined and regulated
under Section 53 of these Regulations;

e.

protecting valuable fisheries and wildlife
habitat within and along the Farmington
River, as cited in various documents
including the Farmington Wild and Scenic
River Study and the state Comprehensive
Outdoor Recreation Plan;

59.5

Purpose and Objective:
The Farmington River is a
major geographic feature of the Town calling for wise
use, conservation and development of its resources in
a way that preserves its special qualities for Canton
and the larger ~atershed community.
59. 5 .1

I t is the purpose of the FRPO District to
promote the public health, safety, and general
1.·elfare and to minimize public and private
loss due to excessive or insensitive use of
the river corridor by:

a.

establishing standards and requirements
for the use and conservation of the FRPO
District in recognition of tte River's
eligibility for designati~n under the
National Wild and Scenic kivers Act and in

......

f.

g.

59.6

carrying out the recommendations of the
Town Plan of Development and the State
Plan of Conservation and Development and
by preventing unnecessary or excessive
expenditures
of
municipal
funds
for
service and utilities which might be
required as a result of
inappropriate
development of land within the district.

District Boundar·ies: The Farmington River Protection
Overlay District is defined as being all of the River
in its entire length throughout Canton and between the
ordinary high water mark on each side of the River
plus additienal shoreline and upland areas for a width
of 100 feet measuring landward and horizontally from
the ordinary high water mark and extending lineally
along the entire west side of the River, and lineally
upstream along the east side of the river beginning
from a line perpendicular to the River and tangent to
Connecticut Coordinate Sytem value N. 356822. 67 E.
553123.10
and as shown
on
the map entitled
"Farmington River Protection Overlay District" dated
February 7, 1992.
59. 6 .1

59.6.2

59. 6. 3

in the underlying zoning district and for
necessary accessory building and structures.

conserving and
enhancing the
natural
scenic and topographic conditions in the
river corridor
and
its
enYironmental
quality, recognizing that these are vital
to the economic and environmental heal th
of the Town and, to preserve the natural
scenic quality of the River by maintaining
where possible
screening of
man-made
structures from the River view; and,

a.

59.7

Permitted Uses in the FRPO District:
The following
uses are permitted by right in the FRPO District to
the extent they are not prob ibi ted by any other
ordinance or regulation a'nd provided no "alteration"
takes place which would result in any outcome
contravening the General Provisions and the River
Protection Standards of this Section. As used herein
the term "alteration" means any man-made change to
improved or unimproved real estate, including but not
limited to buildings or structures of any nature,
storage of materials, fences or barriers of any
nature, mining, dredging, filling, grading, paving,
excavating, drilling or clearing of vegetation.
59.7.1

The ordinary high water mark is that point or
series of points along the River's edge where
the presence and action of water are so common
as to produce soil and/or vegetation types
which are distinct from that of the abutting
upland.
Where there is a question or dispute over the
FRPO District boundary, the Commission may
require an applicant to have the ordinary high
water mark determined by a certified soil
scientist, and if necessary the boundary shall
be shol.'n on a site plan prepared by a
Connecticut registered land surveyor.
Extension of Use.
Where conditions of Para
59.8.l exist, the Commission shall permit an
extension of an underlying use by no more than
is necessary into the required shoreline and
upland area to provide for establishment of a
principle building, structure or use permitted

In no case shall the Commission permit the
total area l.'i thin the required shoreline
and upland area which is to be improved,
regraded or disturbed to equal or exceed
fifty percent (50%) of the total area of
the required shoreline and upland area on
any such existing lot, nor shall any point
of such improved, regraded or disturbed
area be closer to the ordinary high water
mark than a distance equal to 50% of the
mean lot depth as measured from the
ordinary high water mark boundary of the
lot to the lot line which is most opposite
said water mark.

59. 7. 2

Selective pruning or removal of trees to:
a.

maintain a filter view of the River from a
principal structure;

b.

provide pedestrian access to the River by
means of a meandering foot path;

c.

remove dead, diseased, unsafe or fallen
trees and noxious plants and shrubs; and,

d.

promote
the
health
existing vegetation.

e.

Also see Sec. 59.8.4

and

vitality

of

Planting of perenial native species
in the
shore'line and upland areas within the District
is permitted and encouraged, especially where
exposed soil and steep slopes exist.

N

59.7.3

establishing a building, structure or use of
the lot permited in the underlying zoning
district. (See Para. 59.11, Approval)

Other permitted activitiesand uses considered
generally compatible with the purposes of this
Section shall
include the
follo~ing
and
similar activities:
59.8.2
a.

surveying and boundary posting, including
fences
for
the
purpose
of
marking
boundaries lines subject to the provisions
of Para. 8.4 of these Regulations;

b.

non-intensive and non-commercial uses not
requiring structures or Site Development
Plans pursuant to Para. 59.13, except that
organized limited water events held for
the purposes of show, competition or other
social benefit may be allowed with a
Permit issued by the Zoning Commission;

Enlargement of
existing structures and
buildings on an existing lot and ~ithin the
upland portion of the District when subject to
the criteria of Para. 59.8.1.
·
a.

59.8

c.

maintenance
of
existing
residential
accessory uses incuding lawns, gardens,
play areas and sealed water supplies with
encouragement of buffer plantings;

d.

fire prevention activities and emergency
operations
necessary
for
safety
or
protection of property;

e.

fish and wildlife management practices
according to a plan approved by the Coutny
Conservation District; and,

f.

continuation of a farming activity which
is in existence on the effective date of
this regulation.

Special Exception Uses as permitted by the Zoning
Commission.
All permitted uses as provided in the
underlying zoning district may be permitted only bl'
Special Exception in the FRPO District subject to the
General Provisions and River Protection Standards of
this Sect ion and to the prov is ions of Sect ion 52 of
these Regulations. Other Special Exception uses shall
be:
59.8.1

Development of a lot
existing but 1..-ith no
principal building or use at the time of the
adoption of this Section (February 7, 1992),
where the lot does not contain sufficient
depth for the required shoreline and upland
area within the District, or where the lot
contains sufficient land for the required
shoreline and upland area but does not contain
sufficien~
·additional
depth
to
permit

After granting a special exception, no
additional square footage shall be added
to the same structure or building.

59. 8. 3 Removal of timber
including the cutting o,f
timber for forestry management purposes. Such
cutting must be performed in accordance with a
forest management plan prepared by a qualified
forester and submitted with an application for
Special Exception, and must be consistant with
the vegetative cutting provisions of the
Inland
Wetland
and
Watercourses
Agency
regulations. Also see Sec. 59.11.lc.
59. 8. 4

Removal of vegetation to create a
filtered
view of the River
by selective pruning or
removal of trees, shrubs and other vegetation
to allow for reasonable visual access to the
River while maintaining, to the greatest
extent possible, a natural screen of man-made
structures or objects as viewed from the
river, and otherwise furthering the purposes
of this Section.

a.

59.8.5

Where such activity involves removal of
any tree in excess of 4" diameter at
breast height, a plan shall be prepared by
a qualified forester.

State, municipal and quasi
municipal
improvements and operations \."hich unavoidably
must encroach into the FRPO District, provided
that there is
no practical or
feasible
alternative for the provision of the needed
improvement or operation outside of the FRPO
District and that all measures will be taken
to minimize the adverse impact of
such
improvement or operations as:
a.

In place rehabilitation, replacement or
upgrading
of
existing
infrastructure
elements including bridges, water, sewer
and power lines, and drainage facilities.

b.

Enlargement, relocation, or redistributio11
of highway maintenance facilities or those
uses permitted under Para. 21.2.2.

c.

Community facilities that enhance and rely
upon river resources for their purpose and
function.

c.
59.12

59.10

Prohibited Uses:
All uses and activities not
specifically allowed as permitted uses or Special
Exception uses in Paras 59. 7 and 59.B above are
prohited
Definitions: Unless specifically defined below, words
or phrases used in this ordinance shall be interpreted
so as to give them the meaning they have in common
usage and to give this regulation its most reasonable
application
59.10.l "Underlying District" is the zone that exists
beneath the FRPO District on the zoning map.
59.10.2 "Upland Area" is that portion of the District
which lies between the ordinary high water
mark and the landward edge of the District
(e.g. 100' landward from the ordinary high
1.;ater mark).

59 .11

River Protection Standards.:
Applications shall be
prepared according to the following standards:
59.11.lin reviewing an
application for
Exception within the FRPO District:

Special

a. The applicant shall submit a Site Plan and
provide documentation that
the
above
conditions apply and that the proposal is
designed to minimize disturbance within
the FRPO District, especially between the
River and
the
existing
building
or
structure.
b. In no case shall the Commission permit the
existing and proposed area which is or
will be improved, regraded or dis':urbed,
including during construction, to equal or
exceed fifty percent (50%) of the
total
area of the FRPO District on any such
existing Jot.

of

trees

and

shrubs

is

Approval:
Applications may be approved according to
the follo1.'ing:
59 .12 .1 In acting upon an application for Special
Exception within th~
FRPO
District,
the
Commission will consider such issues as:

59.B.6 Rehabilitation, replacement or upgrading of
existing
canals,
mill
ponds
and
dams
generally, but also incorporating fish ladders
and hydroelectric facilities.
59.9

Clear cutting
prohibited.

59 .13

a.

Standards set forth in Section 52.

b.

The
general provisions,
objectives of this section.

purposes

and

Site Development Plans:
All applications for a
Special Exception shall include a Site Development
Plan as described in Section 51 of these regulations.

Add to Section 4:
FRPO - Farmington River Protection Overlay District

.(as defined by K.G.L. Chapter 131, Section 40),
the River
Protection District •hall be defined as that area within 200
feet, •eaPured horizontally of the river bank. The FHAB maps are
hereby aade part of this ordinance. and are on file with the Town
clerk.
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Recreational uses, provided there is minimal disruption of
wildlite habitat and a minimal erosion of land.

c.

Maintenance •nd repair usual
of an existing use.

d.

Conservation ot water, plants and wildlife,
raising and management of wildlife.

e.

Reasonable emergency procedures
protection of property.

f.

residential accessory uses including
areas and sealed water supplies.

1.

The purposes ot the Farmington lliver Protection District are to!

c.

d.
a.
f,
II·

2.

Protect life and propert7 Croa flooding:
Prevent an7 altitratl,.ons to the natural flow of the river;
Protect fisheries and wildlife habitat within and· along the
river:
Control erosion and siltation:
Enhance and preserve existing scenic or anvironaentally
sensitive araaa along the shoreline:
Conserve shore cover and encourage well-designed
developments;
Prevent water pollution caused b7 erosion, sadiaentation,
nutrient or pesticide runoff, and poorly sited waste dispose:
facilitiH.

Scope pt luthptity

5.

Di•ttict Bpundeti••
The area subject to tbe bJ'l•• ahall be the entire length of the
•••t Branch of tha Farwington River within the Town of Tolland.
The Faraington ltiver Protection District •hall anco•~••• tho••
floodplain er••• da•i!l1latad on tbe Town of Tolland Flood·"azard
Area Boundarf Ma119 CFllABI for the Farmington River, Weat Branch.
WIMre the floodplain haa not.been delineated on the FRAI ••P• or
where the delineation ia la•• than 200 feat froa lb• river bank

and necessary for continuance

necessary
lawns,

including the
for

safety or

gardens. play

Ptohibited Uses Within the farminqtpn tiver Protection District

a.

~o
altering,
dumping, filing
or removal of ri~erine
materials or dredging is permitted.
Maintenance of the
river ••Y be done under the requirements of H.G.L. Chapter
131, Section 40, and any other applicable laws, bylaws, and
regulations.

b.

All commercial forest cutting shall require the filing of a
Forest Cutting Plan in accordance with the Massachusetts
Forest cutting Practices Act (H.G.L. Chapter 132, Sections
4o-t6). In addition, no cutting of forest or vegetation
shall occur within 50 feet of the river bank. In the area
between SO feet and 200 feet from the river bank, no more
than SO percent of the existing forest basal area shall be
cut in a twenty five (251 year period.

c.

No impoundments, dams or othet obstructions
within the area subject to this bylaw.

d.

All other uses not apecifically permitted or allowed by site
plan approval within the overlay zone are prohibited.

The Farmington .River Protection District is an overlay district
and shall be supariaposad on the other district• established b7
this Bylaw.
All regulations and the Zoning Bylaw applicable to
such underlying district• shall reaein in affect, except that
where the Far11in11ton River .Protection District iapo••• additional
regulations, such regulat~ons •hall prevail.
3.

production,
including
raising
of cropa,
livestock, poultry, nur•eries, orchards, and hay, provided
that a SO' setback from the river bank is maintained.

b.

FAllKIHGTON llIVEJt PllOTECTION DISTlllCT

a.
b.

igricultu~al

may be located

-2-

-
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6.

11.

kjver Protection Standards
All land uaes, including
following standards:
a.

all residences,

shall comply

with the

i.

A buffer

strip extending at least two hundred 1200) feet in
depth, to be •essured landward from each bank of the
rarmington kiver shill be required tor all lots wit~ih· ~he
kiver Protection District. If any lot, •~iating at the time
of 1doption of this bylaw, does n~~ contain sufficient
dei:ith, neasured landward from the river bank, to provid.e a
two hundred (200) foot buffer strip, th~ buffer.strip may be
reduced to 50 percent of the available lot depth, measured
landward trom the tiver bank.

b.

Ar.y lawful use. building. structures. premises, land or
parts thereof existing at the effecti~e date of this Bylaw
or amendments thereof and not in c~nformance with the
provisions of this Bylaw shall be ccr.sidered to be a nonconforming Use.

:i.

Any existing use or etructure may continue
maintained, repaired and improved but in no
larger.

3.

Any non-conforming structure which i~ destroyed may be
rebuilt on the same location but no larger than its overall
original square footage.

and may be
event made

The buffer strip shall include trees atd shall be kei:it in a
natural or scenic condition.
Ill

No buildings nor structures shall be
or moved within the buffer strip.

erected. enlarged

c.

The proposed use must be in complianc& with the floodplain
requirements of the Massachusetts Building Code and the
Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act.

d.

New on-site wastewater disposal systems and leach tields
shall be located 1t least one hundred and fifty 1150) teet
trom the river bank.
land, gravel
or other earth material 1•
within 200 feet of °""e Farminqton River or within
the river's 100 year floodplain, whiche~er is greater.

ktmova1

ot

prohibi~ed

7.

Uon-Conf ormihd Yses

Additional Site Plan Approval Criteria

l!ard$ltit>S
To avoid.undue hardship, nothing in this Byla~ shall be deemed to
require a change in design, construction, or intended use ot any
structure for·which a building permit was legally issued prior to
the effective date this Bylaw.
Such construction may be
completed within two years from the effective date of this Bylaw,
or such construction shall be required to conform to this Byltw.

This article passed unani..wusly by the 21 voters present..
l'.eeting adjournee at 7:20 p.m.
A true copy. ATTEST:

In addition to the Site Plan Approval Criteria contained in
section VIII-B, the.Planning Board shall consider whether uses
proi:iosed for Site Plan Approval in the River Protection District
meet the following criteria:

a.

Complies with River Protection Standards in Section V(6J:

b.

Is situated in 1 portion of the site
conserve shoreland vegetation and
buff er st:rii>:

c.

Is integrated into the existing landscape through feature&
such as vegetative buffers and through natural retention of
llhorelinea:

d.

~ill

not result in erosion or sedimentation;

e.

~ill

not result in water pollution.

-3-

9.

th!t will most likely
the integrity of the

SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON THE MDC'S STRATEGIC PLAN ELEMENTS BY 3 AGENCIES:
The Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection, the Farmington
River Watershed Association, and the University of Massachusetts
Water Resources Research Center
Supplemented by Comparative Comments on the MDC's Individual Water Supply Plan
Sources: MDC Water Supply Strategic Plan, Final Report, February 1989 and Appendices thereto:
Report of DEP Commissioner Carothers 9/29/88; FWRA •comments" 919/88; WRRC, various
memoranda; e.g., "Questions of Fact ... •, 1124189
The Metropolitan District Water Supply Plan as approved by the Commissioner of Health Services September 6, 1991
MDC Strateaic Planning Elements

DEP Comments

FRWA Comments

WRRC Comments

A. The Strategic Planning Process (pp.
1-1 + 2; p. 1\/-3, Item 5). Explains the
strategic approach to planning;
emphasizes formation of a managerial
decision - making framework that can
accommodate changes in circumstances.
Specifies a series of managerial actions
structured to have a high probability of
success.
Features the use of
implementing strategies best calculated
to meet future needs.
In this case,
sources of supply, such as the
augmentation of the East Branch
System and groundwater, will be
vigorously pursued, as will water
conservation efforts; the West Branch
of the Farmington
River
is
recommended to be reserved now for
future use as a water supply source (pp.
VII, IV-3). The "99% dry year· standard,
as mandated by the State of
Connecticut, has been used for planning
purposes.

This is an improvement
over
the
usual
planning process in
water resources which
often
features
unequivocal longrange commitment to
planned facilities. (p.
18)
East
Branch
augmentation,
groundwater and
conservation "will
carry the District
through the year 2030
planning
horizon
without the need for
use of the West
Branch. The proposed
mixed use of the West
Branch
System,
therefore, should be
reserved
as
an
alternative of last
resort• (p. 2).

MDC is "missing a
leadership
opportunity". A truly
strategic plan would
focus on groundwater
and conservation,
holding the West
Branch
of
the
Farmington River in
reserve as a back-up
option.
The West
Branch
will
be
protected, while the
other options may be
lost to pollution or
development (p. 3).

1. The "change with
changing circumstances"
aspect of the strategic
planning process is
inconsistent
with
statement that the West
Branch must be reserved
now for future use as a
water supply source.

2. The "99% dry year" is a
Ct. State regulation but it
is 5 times more stringent
than the traditional safe
yield standard. In a humid
state it is very conservative.
3. Adoption of both the
99% dry year and high
likely demand scenario,
which does not include
any
conservation,
compounds
the
conservativeness
of
forecasting even further.

-l-

Approved MDC Individual
Water Supply Plan
Before
2030,
the
Colebrook/West Branch
reservoir system will be
used only as a last resort in
the event that the amount
of
good
quality,
economically accessible
groundwater anticipated
in the plan does not
sufficiently materialize to
fulfill actual demand.
Consistent with the State
Plan of Conservation and
Development,
these
existing improvements
should be preserved as a
potential future regional
water supply for the
period beyond 2030, if not
before, in other words, a
"backup" source.

MDC Strategic Planning Elements
B. Water Demand

DEP Comments
No comment.

FRWA Comments
No Comment.

1. Population Increase to 2030.
Population served by the MDC system
(within the MDC's •exclusive service
area) is projected to increase from
about 400,000 in 1987 to 440,000 by
2010 and to about 500,000 by 2030
when population •saturation• in the
•exclusive service area" is expected to
occur (p. 111-1).

WRRC Comments
1. The CDMIWFA document does
not
provide
adequate
information to specify size of
population served by the MDC
system in 1980, 1985, or any other
date (Appendix 8-1).
For
example, • 10-town" area is said
to con~ain •over 99%" of MDC's
domestic service (Table 3, B-1, p.
11), but approximately 7.0 mgd
(or 15% of MDC usage) appears
to occur outside the 10-town area
(Flaherty & Giavara, p. 26 and
CDM/WFAAppend. B-1, p. 13).
2. Hartford, E. Hartford, and
West Hartford contain about two
thirds of MDC's service
population. The basis for
predicting population increases in
those communities is not
sufficiently clear given the recent
population decline in each. The 3
communities lost 33,375 people
between 1970 and 1980.
Hartford's population decline is
long-term, 41,005 between 1950
and 1980. (The federal census of
1980 is the most recent actual
head-count of population.)
3. The idea of population
saturation is a radical assumption
in this otherwise conservative
planning document.
If
population saturation occurs,
MDC will need no additional
supply beyond 2030 (except for
increased use per capita - which,
itself, would be contrary to water
conservation policy).

-~-

Approved MDC Individual
Water Supply Plan
The basis for population
projection of the IWSP are
the official projections of
the Office of Policy and
Management as required
by Department of Health
Service regulations. The
OPM projection of 510,
140 for the MDC's
exclusive service area - in
2030 is virtually the same
as
the
500,000
"saturation" population
estimate used in the earlier
MDC Strategic Plan.
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MDC Strateaic Planning Elements

PEP Comments

FRWA Comments

WRRC Comments

2. Per capita use increases and
forecast Kenarios (Appen. B1, pp. 5
& 6; p. 111-2) each based on different
levels of per capita consumption:
Upper Bound, High Ukely, Low Likely,
and Lower Bound. Spread between
Upper Bound and Lower Bound is 23
gpcd or 11 mgd by 2010. No estimate
of gallons per capita/day is given for
2030. Increased need for 5 mgd
domestic is estimated after 2010 (p.
18, B-2).

1.
MDC should
establish conservation
goals to reduce per
capita projections (pp.
2&7).

1. Water conservation
goals
should
be
established (pp. 2, 6-7).

1. ·Low Likely• and "Lower
Bound• scenarios are not used
in the strategic plan, i.e., they
are purely academic forecasts.

3. Not-domestic demand. Nondomestic demand is expected to
increase from 30.0 mgd in 1986 to
44.3 in 2030. Amounts for industry,
commercial and municipal are
Flaherty & Giavara estimates, as
reviewed by Camp Dresser & McKee.
All non-domestic demand figures in
the Plan Report include a 5 mgd
contractual commitment to supply
New Britain.

2. High Likely and
Upper Bound scenarios
are unacceptable given
the state's policy
regarding
conservation.
3. With a reasonable
retrofit program alone,
the domestic demand
should fall from about
71 gpcd to at least 65
gpcd
or
lower,
resulting in a 2030
projected decrease of 5
mgd in the 10-town
area demand (p. 10).
1. Since non-residential
demand is 56% to 65%
of total demand, MDC
should
document
nondomestic demand
(pp. 2, s & 11).
2. Industrial demand is
likely to decrease in the
future because of
increased treatment
technology and a shift
toward service industry
in the State (p. 11).

2. Examination of the
curve of the per capita
demand shows a
leveling off of demand
without any input of
water conservation.
Given the trend to
water conservation and
new water legislation
which establishes firm
state
water
conservation policy and
requires
water
conservation actions
increases in per capita
demand are without
basis.
1. Since Flaherty and
Giavara were very
wrong on domestic
projections,
nondomestic FGA data
should
also
be
challenged (p. 8).

2. The New Britain
commitment is purely
legal
and
not
substantive (p. 8).
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2. Use of very conservative per
capita demand scenarios c·nigh
likety•. and •upper bound•) in
addition to use of the
conservative "99% dry year•
safe yield standard (under state
regulation) doubles-up the
conservativeness of water
demand.
3. Reliance on upper bound
and high likely scenarios in the
strategic plan precludes use of
conservation in per capita use
forecasts, contrary to state
policy and legislation.
1. The FGA non-residential
data are contradictory. For
example, the Phase I report
says that •new companies are
replacing those that move out
on a one-to-one basis' (p. 12),
but •the decline of water use
by exiting industries is
expected to be balanced by the
anticipated growth of new
industries... • (p.24). Also, the
report declares that new
industry uses much less water
than old (p. 13), that ·01d•
industries are expected to cut
water use in half by the year
2000 (p. 24), but that industrial
water use will nevertheless
increase from 13.8 mgd in

Approved MDC Individual
Water Supply Plan
1. The IWSP projection of
demand is based on a
gallons per capita per day
consumption rate of 79
which is the same as
experienced in 1989. It is
assumed that this rate will
be constant through the
period to 2030.
2. The IWSP uses an
approach
which
•discounts• the estimated
effects of conservation
from total demand and, in
effect, relies on two
projections -- one with
conservation and one
without with supply
source actions geared to
what actually transpires
(see chart: HMDC Water
Use/Safe, Yield Comparison).
1. The IWSP non-domestic
demand projections are
based on a totally new
study by Camp Dresser &
McKee (COM) with no
reference or connection to
the Flaherty & Giavara
estimates of 1981. 1989
has been used as a base
year
wherein
nondomestic demand was 23. 1
mgd. An additional 8.4
mgd is projected bringing
the total of non-domestic
to 31.5 mgd in 2030.

n
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DEP Comments

FRWA Comments

3. Non-domestic demand (cont.)

WRRC Comments
1990 to 17.6 mgd in 2010 (p. 26).
2. Non-domestic demand is not
discussed in the Strategic Plan
"Final Report• of Feb. 1989. The
appendix to the strategic plan
report declares that it has
adopted FGA's nonresidential
demand figures, but it presenu a
table (81, Table 4, p. 14) which
bears no relationship to anything
presented by FGA (including
major increased industrial use
forecasts
for
Hartford,
Wethersfield, Rocky Hill,
Newington, Windsor, East
Hartford, West Hartford,
Glastonbury, and Farmington,
where FGA say, p. 24, that no net
industrial use increases will
occur.)
3. CDM/WFA have made no study
of their own of non-domestic
demand which is over 50% of
MDC demand.
4. FGA's approach to municipal
and commercial use is to forecast
continuation of increases
experienced between 1970 and
1980 without regard to
conservation.

-4-

5. In light of the 4 points above,
there appears to be insufficient
evidence for predicting any
increase in non-domestic
demand, and, in fact, for
industrial use in particular, the
evidence favors future reduction
in demand.

Approved MDC Individual
Water Supplv Plan
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DEP Comments

FRWA Comments

WRRC Comments

Agree with strategic
plan (p. 2) but an
environmental impact
study will be required

Agree that these
operational changes
should be implemented.

1. The argument that under-water
geometry limits yield is not
sufficient by itself for not going
lower than 480 feet at
Barkhamsted & 445 at Nepaug.
According to the final plan report
(p. 111-6), Barkhamsted alone
could be lowered to 450 feet. This
would mean an increased safe
yield of over 3 mgd beyond the 4
mgd realizable at 480 feet
(Append. C6).

Approved MDC Individual
Water Supply Plan

C. Potential Supply Sources
1. East Branch Modifications.
Obtain 10 mgd addition by
lowering minimum pool at
Barkhamsted and Nepaug by 10
feet each and activating Lake
McDonough for limited water
supply during during nonrecreational season.
These
modifications are projected to
enable MDC to meet demands to
approximately 2010.

(p. 7).

East Branch Modifications
1.
Obtain 6 mgd
additional by lowering the
minimum elevation at
Barkhamsted to 480' and
the minimum at Nepaug
to 445'. Use of Lake
McDonough has been
removed as a supply
element.

2. Additional storage to catch
spillage should be investigated
(C6, p. 69).
2. Groundwater (111-10, IV-7, V10-12; Appen. CS) Obtain a
minimum of 4-8 mgd from an
unknown potential in available
aquifer areas. Focus initial efforts
on the South Glastonbury aquifer
area (DEP area 40-3) as identified in
section CS of the Appendix; place
second priority for groundwater
exploration and potential
development on areas 40-4 and 4313 due to estimated potential yield,
land use considerations and
proximity to MDC system. Be
prepared to adjust estimate of
groundwater yield upon thorough
investigation of these and other
area aquifers.

1. Groundwater is 1. Groundwater is a
usually a less costly •missed opportunity" in
alternative and MDC is · MD C's planning. 15
biased toward surface mgd is a conservative
sources (p. 5).
figure. It should be
protected now and
2.
MDC should developed systemadevelop a specific tically in the future
strategy and budget using only the first
for
groundwater "short list" I
source protection and
land acquisition (pp. 3 2. The site-elimination
&9).
rationale
in
the
Strategic
Plan
is
3. Connecticut River inconsistently applied
Rocky
Hill
aquifers should be (e.g.,
developed before the eliminated but Granby
Farmington (pp. 2 & 9). retained). (p. 5).
4. The amount of
ground
water
realistically obtainable
is from 21.2 to 39.8
mgd(p. 2).

3.
The
MDC
groundwater program is
limited, lacks specifics
and emphasizes not
how groundwater can
be achieved, rather

-s-

1. No engineering analysis or cost
data as with West Branch analysis.
2. Lack of engineering and cost
data cited as main reason for
reducing potential yield from this
source; yet it is CDM/MDC's own
decision not to deal
with
engineering or cost of ground
sources in detail.
3. Elimination criteria used for
aquifer sites are not substantive.
For example, the first criterion (on
the basis of which over 80% of the
potential ground water sites are
eliminated) is: yield of less than "3
or 4 mgd". But even 1 or 2 mgd is
a relatively high rate of yield for
any aquifer.

Groundwater. 1. The IWSP
reflects the Groundwater
Feasibility Study of 1989
done by COM which
suggested 10-20 mgd may
be available from the
Glastonbury aquifer,
subject to testing for
volume and quality. The
IWSP provides for a twostage use of this potential
source: 10 mgd to be
brought on line in the late
1990's and an additional 8
mgd scheduled sometime
after 2010.
Use of
groundwater is, in fact,
the primary new source of
water which MDC plans
rely on.

4. Where wells are too far from
MDC system, wells could be used
locally to reduce future MDC
expansion needs.

n
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2. Groundwater (cont.}

DEPCommenu

FRWA Comments
constant doubt about its
suitability. The MDC
groundwater commitment is by definition
limited in stating that it
will pursue groundwater
only "to the degree
necessary to provide an
assured 4-8 mgd".
4. Substantial coarse
grained aquifers may lie
under
fine
grain
sediments and provide
additional potential
above the reported 39.8
mgd. Why is this not
even considered by
MDC?
5. MDC elimination
rationale is inconsistent
with the state's high
priority for protection of
aquifers
and
is
inappropriate
considering the MDC's
quasi-public role. The
rationale
is
"cost
effectiveness based" yet
the MDC does not show
that
groundwater
development above and
beyond 4-8 mgd is not
cost effective. The 20
mgd
West
Branch
diversion, however, is by
MDC's own information,
not cost effective.
-6-
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Approved MDC Individual
Water Supply Plan
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MDC Strateaic Planning Elements

DEP Comments

FRWA Comments

WRRC Commenu

3. Conservation (IV-6, 7; V-5, 6;
Appen. 84 and E)

1. MDC should set
specific goals and then
change demand projections accordingly.

The Governor and
legislature have made
conservation state
priority. As a large and
quasi-public utility, the
MDC should be a leader
in water conservation.
The MDC is capable but
does not propose a
specific program with
schedule and budget to
make
water
conservation a reality.
A strong conservation
commitment can be
assured by specific mgd
goals. The 9 mgd goal
is achievable.

1. The impact of state
initiatives, such as plumbing
code changes should be
factored into the Strategic
Plan.

MDC claims that 8 to 9
mgd of substitute
water from the Ct.
River can be developed
(p. 6). This potential
should be figured as a
source.

Even under legal •use
prohibition•, the Connecticut
River might, in effect, be
tapped legally by drilling
production wells in the flood
plain.

1. uPilot" residential retrofit
programs will be undertaken.

2. Industrial substitution is being
pursued, starting with Pratt &
Whitney, the MDC's largest user (6
mgd).
3. Efforts will be expended to
"manage demand' in both
residential and non-residential
sectors (p. x).
4. Conservation programs will be
vigorously pursued regardless of
longer-term
strategy
implementation activities (p. IV-7).

2. Treat conservation
as another water
source and maximize
before considering
other alternatives (p.
2).

3. Plan should include
substitution, cogeneration recycling, reuse,
retrofit, water rate
adjustment, & public
education programs (p.

2. Plan say non-domestic
conservation will be pursued,
but not how.

Approved MDC Individual
Water Supply Plan
Conservation. The IWSP
outlines an assertive program
which is already well
underway. Through the
IWSP, the District has stated a
conservation goal of 6 mgd by
2030 which is 10% of 1989
(base year) usage.
As
previously pointed out, actual
conservation results will
lower the demand projection
which will mean that new
supply sources will be
triggered later in the
planning period.

7).

4. Studies elsewhere
show
immediate
savings possible (p. 10).
In this case, 9 mgd
easily (p. 12).
4. Connecticut River (111-10, IV-7, V·
13; Appen. AS, B4 , C3).
Connecticut River was thoroughly
evaluated as an original area of
investigation for the strategic plan
study.
For legal reasons
(prohibition of use of Class B
waters), OOHS policy positions, and
indications that State policies are
not apt to change, the river has not
been included as a drinking water
source for the planning period
ending in 2030. However, the
Connecticut River has the potential
to play a significant role in the
MDC water supply strategy as a
projected source of industrial
quality water for large users.

Groundwater along the
Connecticut
River
should be used before
the Farmington (p. 2).

-7-
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DEP Comments

FRWA Commenu

WRRC Comments

5. West Branch Preservation (viii, ix,
x, 111-10). Preserve West Branch
supplies to obtain up to 20 mgd
(Plan p. 111-10) from the West Branch
(Colebrook Hogback system) within
the confines of downstream
requirements on the West Branch;
promote, support and participate in
efforts to establish a Farmington
River management plan geared to
evaluating various uses and needs
of the West Branch to determine
how multiple uses, including
drinking water, can be compatible.

1. West Branch should be
an alternative of last resort
(p. 2).

1. West Branch water
•may be too limited•,
particularly considering
the
limits
of
the
Farmington basin as a
whole, to provide both
consumption and other
needs (p. 7).

1.
West Branch is
estimated to cost $4
million per mgd at 20
mgd; more per mgd at
lesser
amounts
of
diversion water. No other
cost figures are provided
in this plan, except for cost
of treating Connecticut
River water to an
acceptable (potable)
quality
(which,
coincidentally works out
to approximately the same
cost
pet
mgd
as
development of the West
Branch).

2.

Low flows in West
Branch should not be
reduced.

3. MDC should not use
DEP emergency flow
recommendation in its
water supply planning (p.
8).

2. The West Branch is not
cost effective at 20 mgd or
less and creates an
economic pressure to
divert greater I eve Is.
Diversion infrastructure
once established, will
easily allow for larger
diversions and will be its
very existence, greatly
weaken any attempt to set
or limit the degree of
diversion.

6. Summary of potential sources
and scheduling.
East Branch modifications: all needs
can probably be met to 2010 by
lowering minimum pool 10 feet (to
480 feet) at Barkhamsted and (to
445 feet) at Nepaug and activating
Lake McDonough for use in nonrecreational season (10 mgd).

East Branch modifications:
agree with 1 O mgd
estimate (p. 7).

East Branch modifications:
agree with estimate of 10
mgd (p. 9).

2. Downstream needs
requirements are not
clearly explicated (Appen.
Cl).
3. Extremely thorough
and detailed treatment of
this option is not
replicated for any other
options.
East Branch modifications:
at least 3 mgd could be
added
by
reducing
Barkhamsted to 460 feet
from MDC's recommended
level of 480 feet.

-8-

Approved MDC Individual
Water Supply Plan
West Branch Preservation.
To reiterate the West
Branch figures into the
IWSP as a back-up or last
resort and also to be
reserved as a possible
regional source for the
post 2030 period; the need
for additional water may
not peak until then. Its
preservation for possible
use as a regional drinking
water resource is clearly
prudent and beneficial to
all interests because while
it is so designated, water
quality will be uppermost
and development of the
watershed
wi II
be
forestalled.

Approved MDC Individual
Water Supply Plan

MDC Strategic Planning Elements

DEP Comments

FRWA Commenu

WRRC Comments

Groundwater: Groundwater sources
will be actively pursued with the
expectation that between 4 and 8 mgd
can be obtained as part of future
supply; adjust estimate of yield as
additional aquifer research is
completed.

Groundwater:
Goal
should be 14-15 mgd (p.
9).

Groundwater:
Goal
should be 15 mgd (p. 4)
with 5 mgd by 1992 (p.
4), 10 mgd by 2010 and
15 mgd by 2030 (p. 9).

Groundwater:
The
Strategic Plan does not
consider engineering
feasi bi I ity
of
implementing
groundwater.

Groundwater. The goal of
the IWSP is 18 mgd of
groundwater by 2030.
MDC has already begun
feasibility studies and the
IWSP layout a specific
program for exploration
and testing.

Conservation & Ct. River: conservation
in the form of demand management
will be actively pursued in both
residential and non-residential sectors.

Conservation & Ct. River:
4 mgd substitution water
should be part of plan (p.
12). Also add 5 mgd for
minimum conservation
making 9 mgd total by
2030 (p. 12).
All
calculations should be
redone after setting
these goals (p. 7).

Conservation & Ct. River:
Goal should be at least 9
mgd as· a combination of
the Connecticut River
and water Conservation
(3 conservation and 6 CT
River) (p. 7). There could
be 15% savings from
building code changes or
8.4 mgd additional (p. 7).
At least 9 mgd by 2030
(p. 9). The combination
of 15 mgd groundwater
and
9 mgd
from
conservation would give
MDC a 12 mgd margin
over its own estimate of
2030 demand (p. 9).

Conservation & Ct. River:

Conservation & Ct. River:
The IWSP target a 6 mgd
reduction in consumption
due to conservation and
source substitution by
2030. If conservation
proves more effective, the
tapping of new supplies
will
be
postponed
accordingly. Conservation
is not only a substantive
part of the plan, it is a
major strategy element.

Conservation goals have not yet been
incorporated into the Strategic Plan.
Upon completion of domestic pilot
programs and further program
development among larger users, such
estimates can be incorporated in the
Plan. The CT River will be pursued as
"industrial conservation" in the form
of use of River water as a substitute for
MDC's supply.

1. The adoption of upper
bound and high likely
scenarios totally discounts
the feasibility of using
conservation to meet
future demand.
2. If it is •dangerous· to
depend on conservation, it
is dangerous to depend on
anything, including West
Branch diversion. In a
democracy,
both
conservation and new
source implementation
depend on preferences
and acceptance by water
consumers.
3. Conservation and Ct.
River options are not a
substantive part of the
Strategic Plan because no
specific goals for them
have been incorporated
into
the
Plan's
calculations.

-9-
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West Branch: should be preserved
and reserved as part of the
Connecticut Plan process for
possible regional use after 2010.

DEP Comments

FRWA Comments

West Branch:

West Branch:

1. It is clear that East
Branch augmentation,
groundwater
and
conservation can carry
the MDC system through
2030 without the West
Branch (p. 2).

1.
MDC should
consider diversion as a
last resort and relegate
the West Branch to a
backup role only (p. 7).

2. However, this conclusion
should
be
updated every 3 to 5
years (p. 3).
3. MDC should delineate
expected service expansions (p. 16).
4. The West Branch
should be considered a
source of last resort only
(p. 8).

2. Since uncertainty
seems to be the major
reason for discounting
the
groundwater
option, why is not the
same reasoning applied
to diversion from the
West Branch? (e.g., a
possible prohibition of
diversion by DEP or
Congress place that
source in a state of
uncertainty as great as,
for example, the
possible
future
polluting of ground
water) (p. 9).

-1n-

WRRC Comments
West Branch: The calculation
showing a possible need for
20 mgd by 2030 doesn't
appear justified for following
reasons.
1. The Strategic Plan itself
predicts sufficient supply
from the East Branch to meet
all demands to 2010.
2. Domestic demand after
2010 is not expected to
exceed 5 mgd (Appen. B2, p.
18).

3. The Strategic Plan doesn't
provide data sufficient to
justify prediction of an
increase in non-domestic
demand (e.g. see comments
above on non-domestic
demand, p. 5).
This •planning deficit' of 5
mgd can be obtained from
any one of several sources
including New Britain
saturation, groundwater, and
conservation, as well as the
West Branch. The claim that
the West Branch must be
reserved as a requisite supply
source is therefore no more
justified than reservation of
these other options, unless it
can be shown that the West
Branch is a preferred option
for reasons of cost or other
variables. The Strategic Plan
does not demonstrate that
the West Branch hes
compelling advantages to
justify its choice as preferred.

Approved MDC Individual
Water Supply Plan
West Branch. The MDC's
IWSP for the period
extending
to
2030
considers diversion as a last
resort and relegates the
West Branch to a back-up
role. Its use is anticipated
only if groundwater yields
prove to be disappointing
and actual demand
justifies accessing new
sources. In short, MDC
expects to get by without
use of the West Branch
before 2030 unless other
aspects of the plan turnout
to be overly-optimistic. It
is therefore a back up, a
contingency source for the
planning period and a
regional source for the
future
beyond
the
planning horizon.

'
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DEP Comments

FRWA Comments

WRRC Comments

Approve<f MDC lndjvidual
Water Supply Plan

6. Summary (cont.)
West Branch (cont.)

Furthermore, if the Strategic
Plan is correct that
population saturation will
occur by 2030, then the
West Branch will not be
required after 2030 either.
That is to say, it does not
appear likely that the West
Branch will be required for
future water supply in the
Hartford Metropolitan area.

-ll-
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YOUR LAND HAS BEEN

TOLLAND LAND OWNERS

S'IOL'EA[ll
Learn how our government has come like a thief in the night
and taken our land without us even knowing it has happened.

MEETING OF:

Friends of the Rivers
Otis Elementary School
Wednesday, Deeember 4, 1991
7:00p.m.

For further information call:

At present, you have been or are about t.o be swindled out of your land
and homes by the largest land GRAB in Southwestern New England.
The Scenic River Study has been exposed as a lion in lambs clothing.
'This is not aimless rambling or foolish talk, but a prediction backed
up by documentation and the past record of our government.

To learn the facts, attend the meeting of "Friends of Rivers" at the
Otis Elementary School, 7 p.m. on Wednesday, December 4, 1991.

258-3336
258-4800
258-4472

0
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Law Sect. C of Sect. 10 of PL 99-590
Becoming designated Wild and Scenic automatically make us a National Wildlife ~ .

FRIENDS OFTHE RIVERS
''FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION"
What We Have Been Told!
Become desi~ Wild and Scenic and we will protect the rtverfrom dams and pollution. Nothi~ will
change. You will conlrOI the river with local authority forming your own rules and regulalions.

Law Sect. 16 A of PL 99-630
The definition of Rivers is a fto~ body of water or estuary or a section. portion or tributary thereof.
including rivers. sireams. a-eeks. runs. kills. rills and small lakes.
1bink back and remember if any one who promotes or desires designation ever mentioned any of these
laws. aD of which may be found in your local library. Once the government is &iven the power to do
somethingitdoesitandmoreso.Ourgovemmemspastandpresentrecordaroundthiscoun1ryisample
proof of what they can and will do. Their starement of" this isadifferenI situalion·holds no water. as the
same laws apply to All. silualions.
ThisenlicementbytheNationalParkServicetobecomeWddandScenicisverysimilartothedrugdealer
who says. "Just try the harmless white powder. it won't hurt you. and it sure will make YoU feel good·

What We Have NOT Been Told and What We Will Get!
Law1281
Any component of the Nalional Wild and Scenic RiversSystem shall be administered by the Secretary
of the Interior through the National Park Service and shall become pan of the National Park System
Law 1271
Notbini& shall preclude the-use of condemnation when necessary to get tide or easements to river
property.

Law1277
The secretary of the Interior shall issue guide lines of the standards for local mning which are consistent
with the purpose of the act. failure to up hold these standards will result in condemnation. ( There goes
Self Management)

r-------------------------~

DYau Want To Get Jnwlwd. Start Hen!
Your help is urpatly needed.
We !wed s-ple to write ldtiera Ill. aftk:I-. altJald
b.earinl&s. do mailinp, and maka phone calla!
We need your cantributians to help 11'1¥ Sar ....mnp,
ac11on alerts, phone b111a and adwrtisemants.
WON'T YOU HELPT

Cily.S-.Z;p - - - - - - - - - - - -

Law 1272
Additional land may be added to the s~em from time to time.
Law 1275
The boundaries of any river in the Wild and Scenic system shall be II 4 mile from the high warer mark
on each side but not limited to areas which may lie more than II 4 mile from the.high water mark
Law1283
The Secretaries of the llllelior or .~culture has the jurisdiction over any lands which include.
border upon. or are adjacent to any river in the Nalional Wild and Scenic River System or Me
UNDER CONSIDERAllON for such inclusion.
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I Mail completed 1onn to f.O.R. HC66 Box 143. Sandisfield. MA 01255 I
~-------------------------~

Laws taken from Wild '32 Scenic Rivers aa. public law 9S42. October 2. 1968 and amended by PL 99-.i90 October 30. 1986

Dear Sandisfield Resident:
As your representative on the Farmington River Study Committee,
I have decided to write to all of the people of our town one
last time before the Public Forum on January 13.
You have recently received a question and answer format from the
National Park' Service. This is the Government's official stand
on all the concerns you have been hearing about.
You must
read this carefully to find out what they have to say. You have
also, recently, heard from the Farmington River Watershed Assoc.
Inc. This is a group made up, by and for the people in the
Farmington River Valley. They speak very strongly to issues
concerning our river in .Q.!!!: town.
You have also received many
letters recently which have nothing to do with the Farmington
River. Letters about horror stories that have taken place
elsewhere in the country. Letters that intend only to put fear
into Sandisfield people. Letters talking about "Greenway Refuge
Parks, National Parks, coercive preservationists and professional
preservationists". This is another obvious scare tactic to confuse
people.about what is happening right here at home, or to make
people think that there is something hidden in the Farmington
River Study that our people are not hearing about.
The truth is that I was asked by our Selectmen to sit on the
Farmington River Study Committee.
I was chosen because of my
six years of formal education in Natural Resource Management and
my background in environmental studies.
I am not a Federal
Govt. employee. I don't work for the MDC.
I aiilnot a member of
any environmental group.
I am especially not a professional
preservationist. My ideals conflict strongly with preservationists
What I am is a Sandisfield resident and landowner. I am against
Federal control of private land.
I am so against it, that I
would lead any fight, to make sure this could never happen to .Q.!!!:
people in 2J!E town. For the past three and a half years I have
done what I was asked to do.
I studied this issue and learned
what wild and scenic designation means to our town, our people,
and the Farmington River.
I learned that the Farmington River is a very special resource.
I have learned there is a very real threat of diversion for
Hartford's future water supply needs. The river is also vulnerable
to hydro projects and dams.
Sandisfield has already once felt the
pain from the installation of the Colebrook River Dam.
I have
learned that the best and only way to protect against these threats
are through wild and scenic designation.

I have learned we could have this protection without Federal control
of private land.
I learned we could get this protection by making
sensible choices about river protection through our own planning
and zoning board. What has happened elsewhere in the country, in
the past, is not what the Farmington River Study is about. It
is unprecedented. It will not be designated unless everything I
tell you is true.
Protection against Gov't control will be built
right into the legislation when we ask Congress for wild and scenic
designation.
These are not my opinions. This is not the way I feel. This is
what I have learned. This is what I am relating to the people of
my town, because they asked me to.
It makes no sense to give you
unrelated horror stories about things that have happened elsewhere
in the country. I can find you many of these. What is important
is what is happening on .Q.!!!: river, in .Q.!!!: town, right now.
I tell
you we will not go to Congress unless it is permanently impossible
for Federal control of private land on the Farmington River.
My children always ask me how we could have polluted so much air
and water, why we have an out-of-control waste problem and why
we are such a global environmental mess.
I tell them that it is
terrible, and that we arc trying now to change this.
I have no
other response for them.
Right here, right now, in our town we have an opportunity to prove
to the children that we care about our water and that we are going
to do something to protect it. Will they thank us for what we have
done here in Sandisfield or be bitter because we made a decision
based on fears that were not even related to this issue? I ask
you to come to the Public Forum at the Otis Consolidated School
at 7PM on January 13. Any fear you now have can be put to rest
at this time, If you attend, you will not.walk away wondering
who is right or who you should listen to.
You will be able to
make an independent decision based on what you learned at this
fort.

. A/

,//I,.,_...

_./

Rober Tarasuk
Farmington River Study Committee
Sandisfield Representative
RT/st
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Citizens of Sandisfield, MA

January 25, 1992

January 25, IQ92
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% Mr. Bob Tarasuk

P.O. Box 6

If you have read this far, you are truly a concerned citizen.

Sandisfield, MA

01255

was a book called Flowin11 Free which

dc~r.rihPd

the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968.
To

t~e

Allong

the first information to come to Jackson regarding Wild and Scenic protection
in •IPtail

t~e

provisions nf

Upon reading the provision for the

Concerned Citizens of Sandisfield,

establishment of river corridors through the purchase of lands, so many acres

h.,ve been approached by both proponents and opponents (Friends of

per mile, etc., etc., being a riparian landowner I became very concerned with

the River) of your involvement in the Farmington River Wild & Scenic River

the direction of this process.

Study in their effort to assess the impact which designation might have on

the National Park Service representatives was to create a forua of dialogue

your coaaunity.

I feel compelled to respond to you directly because

Ill)'

experience with the process may shed some light on the direction you choose

One of the first valuable contributions of

through which concerns such a mine could be accurately addressed.

The language

of the original Act was written to address needs along our large western
rivers where the land ownership pattern is very different from here in the

to take in your upcoming vote on Wild & Scenic.
The story of the Wildcat River and the Town of Jackson, NH has no doubt
been repeated in text, video, and discussion in your community.

For those

of you who have not been exposed, a brief synopsis should suffice.

Jackson

is a small co111111Unity of 600+ in northern NH which has evolved from a rural/
agricultural economy of the IBOO's to the present tourism-based economy without
losing the trappings and atmosphere of the former.

Indeed, the strong suit

East.

Typically, the land is already public or owned by large corporations.

Essentially, the River Study Act for the Wildcat amended and rewrote the 1968
Act by addressing the needs of smaller rivers and specifically excluding
purchase of private lands.

The River Study legislation also directed the Town

of Jackson to evaluate other possibilities of resource protection.

of Jackson has been the asset of its surrounding geography •••• its natural

management around the country.

resources.

Jackson would have to take to qualify for Wild & Scenic protection.

In the early 1980's a group of developers, with the support of

The

National Park Service served as a clearing house for information on resource
At no time did they mandate specific actions
We were
e~fective

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERt:) proposed construction of a

left to examine our existing zoning and Kaster Plan to evaluate their

hydropower facility at Jackson Falls on the Wildcat River.

ness in protecting our resources and preserving the rural character of the

Jackson Falls

is in the center of the village and has served as a calling card to visitors

Town.

and residents alike since the town was built.

protection but our zoning ordinances fell short of this goal.

The hydro propos•l carried

Local citizens determined that our Master Plan addressed the need for
Our Board of

with it the power of eminent domain through which access to the Falls could

Selectmen and Planning Board proposed emendments to our zoning to address

have been denied.

these shortcomings.

The citizens of Jackson were up in arms but responses

to the proposal were thwarted at every level of bureaucracy.
the help of our two U.S. Senators, our pleas were heard.

Finally, with

Through Act of

At the time of our river study, the State of New Hampshire had no river
protection program and no other direction would supercede the power of FERC

Congress a moritorium was placed on licensing proiects on the Wildcat for a

to follow their mandate of supporting energy development.

proscribed period during which the citizens of Jackson could decide the

means for us to oppose this mandate was fC'r the citizens of Jackson to voice

course of action they wished to take.

At the same time the Act funded a

The only viable

their support for Wild and Scenic designation at Town Meeting in 1988 and

study of the Wildcat River to determine its suitebility and eligibility for

offer as a demonstration of good faith the adopted zoning amendments.

inclusion in the National Wild & Scenic Rivers System.

The rest is history.

Because federal funds

were involved, the National Par'< Service vu ·nr•lf!d as the lead agency in the
river study.

Now. tC' your Ct"ncerns.

The Wilc!cat River still flows freely over Jacltson

Falls and the zoning changes are working.

Property values have not dropped

as a result of designation nor has there been an increase in visitation and

attendant problems.
in Jackson.

There is no

lon~er

a National Park Service presence

Public lands in the Wildcat watershed are

~anaged

by the USDA

National Forest Service (White Mountain National Forest) as they have since

January 25, IQ92
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the early 1990's.

Private landholding are subject to provisions of local

government, as they are in Sandisfield, and are overseen by the efforts of
the Board of Select.,..n, the Planning Board, and the Conservation C01111ission.
The Wild & Scenic designation legislation provided for the creation of an
advisory river co11Dission consisting of •embers of these agencies and also
including riparian landowners.
the Town of Jackson.

Jackson Conservation C01111ission.
have not felt or

The weight of the membership vote falls to

I serve on the advisory cot1111ission and also on the

~bserved

My work is in general contracting and I

any negative impact arising frOll designation.

There are no hidden agendas and 91C>st Jackson citizen• would report that
Wild and Scenic designation has been a very positive. experience.
for •yself, getting there wes not half the fun.

However,

The local people involved

in the study process were required to sacrifice many days and evenings •••
work time •.. fuiily time ••• to make this project 'IOrk.
obstacles to overcome.

There were •any

Not everyone is pleased with change, but this was

a coawunity project and everyone had an opportunity to participate and
voice their concerns.
In the case of Sandisfield, as an outsider let me be the last to suggest
the proper direction for you to take.

It is your decision.

Wild and Scenic

designation for your sel""'nt of the Pa.,,,ington River can certainly be a
useful tool for protecting that resource and maintaining the character of
your C0111Unity for future generations.

Designation will not bring on the

worst case scenarios which apparently the Friends of the River have chosen
to believe and spread around your ca..unity.

Representatives of this group

visitied with me in Jackson to learn 1110re of this process but
my comments fell on deaf ears.
of private lands.

suspect
The federal government will not take control

They have no jurisdiction.

Rather, federal law gives this

power to state govern11ents which in turn have transferred this power to local
governing bodies through the concept of zoning.
with

desig~ation

This is to say that even

of your river, your local government will have jurisdiction

over private landholdings.

Local government is you.

your local land use regulations.

I a• not f . .iliar with

Perhaps they are adequate.

If there are

needed changes such as increased set-backs or building restrictions, they
can be developed and adopted through your town meeting process.

Thia is a

wonderful civic• lesion and a remarkable opportunity for the citizen• of
Sandisfield to provide a legacy for the future.
no throw-away votes .•. every ooe counts.

In a •'"al:: town tliere are

_&-nys;;?~~
George J. Bordash
lacki:>on.

~H

0
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CoMPLETE REsuLTS OF lANDOWNER!REsrnENT QuEsTIONNAIRE

FARMINGTON RIVER SURVEY RESULTS
Total Survey Results

11/7/91

The Farminqton Landowner and Resident Questionnaire was developed
by the Farminqton River study committee and sent to every resident
(via postal customer) in the towns included in the Farmington Wild
and Scenic River Study: Becket, Otis, Sandisfield and Tolland in
Massachusetts, and Hartland, Colebrook, Barkhamsted, New Hartford
and canton in Connecticut. There were a total of 645 responses to
the survey. [Note: n = number of responses for a qiven question
when different from 645.]
QUESTION #1 Where is your primary residence (where you live 6
months or more)?
Becket
Otis
Sandisfield
Tolland
Colebrook
Hartland
Barkhamsted
New Hartford
Canton
Total

=
=

=
=
=

13
36
12
8

=
=
=

29
67
120
149
211

=

645

=

2%)
5%)
( 2%)
( 1%)
( 4%)
(10%)
(19%)
(23%)
(33%)

(
(

QUESTION #2 Prior to receivinq this questionnaire, had you heard
about the Wild and Scenic Study of the Farmington River that is
being conducted by the Farmington River study Committee and the
National Park Service? [n=640]
Yes = 533
No = 107

(83%)
(17%)

If yes, where did you receive your information?
(Listed in order of highest to lowest response]
Newspaper
Study Q&A handout
other Study info
Friend
Attended meeting
other

= 404

= 237

= 162

= 130
= 96
= 49

(63%)
(37%)
(25%)
(20%)
(15%)
( 8%)

E- I •
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OUESTI:Olf #3
How do you or members of your family use the
Farmington River corridor? [Listed in order of highest to lowest
response for "Frequent Use"] [n=568]
Activity

Frequent Use

Occasional Qse

wildlife appreciation
hiking
fishing
picnicking
photography
swimming
canoeing or kayaking
other
tubing
x-c skiing
hunting
camping
snowmobiling

329
190
169
115
113
92
73
52
46
41
31
25
14

195
236
175
239
204
177
195

(58%)
(33%)
(30%)
(20%)
(20%)
(16%)
(13%)
( 9%)
( St)
( 7%)
( 5%)
( 4%)
( 2%)

7

226
105
25
108
25

(43%)
( 42%)
(31%)
( 42%)
(36%)
(31%)
(34%)
( 1%)
(40%)
(18%)
( 4%)
(19%)
( 4%)

No Use
44
117
181
140
151
191
198
32

( 8%)
(21%)
(32%)

(25%)
(27%)
(33%)
(35%)
( 6%)
(35%)
(49%)
(59%)
(50%)
(61%)

196

278
337
286
345

#4
Please indicate how important you feel it is to
encourage or discourage the following uses and activities in the
upper Farmington River Valley. [Listed in order of highest to
lowest response for "strongly encourage" and "encourage." NOTE:
responses are lumped into three categories below.] [n=653]
QUESTION

River Use

Encourage

protect water quality
protect free-flowing
fishing
fishery management
canoeing
tubing
flood control
hydroelectric dev.
future water supply
sewage transportation
sand and gravel

631
620
584
579
533
396
264
113
69
35
30

(98%)
(96%)
(91\)
(90\)
(83%)
(61\)
(41\)
(18\)
(11\)
( 5%)
( 5%)

Neutral

Discourage

9
21
59
52
95
146
217
116
182
51
97

4
9
7
13
19
106
157
404
379
404
515

10

4
12
3
16
9
30
21
40
119
444
433

( 1%)
( 1%)
( 1%)

( 2%)
( 3%)
(16%)
(24%)
(63%)
(59%)
(63%)
(80%)

Adjacent landµse
conserve wildlife habitat
conserve forest land
conserve scenic qualities
conserve rural character
conserve historic resources
outdoor recreation
protect landowner rights
maintain local control
tourism
residential development
population growth

639
637
636
612
607
522
465
448
291
77
53

(98%)
(98%)
(98%)
(94%)
(93\)
(80%)
(71%)
(69\)
(45%)
(12%)
( 8%)

8

10
21
34
92
158
130
233
134
171

( 1%)

( 2%)
( 1%)

2%)
1%)
St)
3%)
( 6%)
(18\)
(68%)
(66%)

(
(
(
(
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industrial development
other
commercial development

23 ( 4%)
23 ( 4t)
22 ( 3t)

44

581 (89%)
5 ( 1%)
444 (68%)

7

134

Do you think qrowth and development are threatening
the natural, scenic, historic and recreational resources of the
upper Farmington River Valley?
QVl&TIOI 15

Yes
• 470
No
• 60
Undecided • 104
Tbreats [listed in order of highest to lowest response]
1) water pollution

growing population
3) commercial development
4) residential development
S) industrial development
6) loss of rural character
7) loss of scenic character
8) loss of forests
9) too much tourism
lo) other
11.) too much recreation
2)

337
325
323
313
289
284
244
216
116
28
19

(52t)
(50%)
(50%)
(49%)
(45%)
(44t)
(38%)
(33%)
(18%)
( 4%)
( 3t)

Do you think efforts to conserve natural, scenic,
historic and recreational resources are threa.tening qrowth and
development in the upper Farmington River Valley?
OUllTIOI #6

Yes
No
Undecided

= 46
= 509
- 87

( 7%)
( 79%)
( 13%)

OOBSTIQl! #7 Please indicate how you feel about the following land
use options for protecting the critical resources of the upper
Farmington Valley. [Listed in order of highest to lowest response
for "strongly support" and "support." NOTE: responses are lumped
into three categories below.]
Protection tool

Support

require set back for
new development

601 (93%)

29

15 ( 2t)

restrict timber cutting
near river

592 (92%)

34

12 ( 2%)

require vegetative
screening

573 (89%)

53

11 ( 2t)

®

Neutral

Oppose

• E- 4

Protection tool cont.

Support

height limitations on
new structures

545 (85%)

80

12 ( 2%)

stronger restrictions for
building in 100 yr f .p.

542 (84%)

72

18 ( 3%)

state or town acquisition
of key parcels

538 (83%)

62

36 ( 6%)

zoning to low density
districts abutting river

529 (82%)

65

28 ( 4%)

stronger enforcement of
existing regulations

514 (80%)

88

11 ( 2%)

voluntary donation of
conservation easements

488 (76%)

99

26 ( 4%)

19 ( 3%)

4

other

Neutral

Oppose

l

(<1%)

QUESTION I a What group(s) do you think should be responsible for
protecting the natural, scenic, historic and recreational resources
of the upper Farmington River Valley? [Listed in order of highest

to lowest response for "yes"]

Unsure
conservation group
representative commissn.
town government
local land trust
state government
landowners
federal government
private business
other

494
469
446
429
411
383
344
202
21

47 ( it)
49 ( 8%)
83 (13%)
61 '( 9%)
107 (17%)
108 (17%)
156 (24%)
270 (42%)
3 ( 3%)

(77%)
(73%)
(69%)
(67%)
(64%)
(60%)
(53%)
(31%)
( 3%)

46
75
66
95

66
89
82
70
6

QUESTIONS POR LANJ)OWNERS ONLY
QUESTION #9 In which of the upper Farmington River Valley towns do
you own land? (n=493]
Becket
Otis
Sandisfield
Tolland

=
=

=

1%}
6%)
8
2%)
9 ( 2%)
5

(

31

(
(

Total Landowners = 493

Hartland
= 49
Colebrook
= 29
Barkhamsted
98
New Hartford = 97
Canton
= 167

-

®

( 9%)
( 6%)
(20%)
(20%)
(34%)
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OUESTIQN #10 Approximately how many acres in total do you own in
the towns listed above? [n=493)
1.
2.
3)
4)
s.

less than 1 acre
1-10 acres
10-so acres
more than so acres
not sure

=
=
=
=
=

102
316
49
23
7

(21%)
(64%)
( 9%)
( 5%)
( 1%)

OUESTIQJI #11 How is your land used? [listed in order of highest to
lowest responses] [n=493]
residence
=
undeveloped open space=
other recreation
timber management
=
5) wildlife management
=
=
6) rental housing
7) hunting trapping
=
8) secondary vacation
=
9) retail commercial
=
10) real estate invest. =
11) industrial
=
12) tourism (restaurant) =

1)
2)
3)
4)

...

467
87
71
31
30
15
18
14
13
7

3
2

QUESTION #12
Does any of your
Farmington River? [n=493]
Yes
No

(95%)
(18%)
(14%)
( 6%)
( 6%)
( 3%)
( 4%)
( 3%)
( 3%)
( lt)
( lt)
(<1%)
land

include frontage

on

the

= 84 (17%)
= 409 · (83%)

Why did you
QUESTION #13
farmington Valley?
[listed
responses.]
[n=493]

own land in the upper
of highest to lowest

choose to
in order

1) pleasant rural community
2) natural surrounding and tranquility
3) good place to raise children
4) recreational opportunities
5) wanted to live near a river
6) Easy access to work
7) land in area is a good investment
8) family has always lived here
9) other
10) favorite vacation place
11) good location for my·business
12) job opportunity

®

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

402
387
261
243
144
110
106
84
60
36
33
22

{82%)
{78%)
(53%)
(49%)
(29%)
(22%)
(22%)
{17%)
(12%)
( 7%)
( 6%)
( 4%)

<ti:ongrcss of tlJc ~nitcb ~tatcs

January 13, 1992
Page Two

J1oul5t ot Beprel5entatibtl5
Ealflin;ton, Ja.<. 20515
to protect th• river through effective local control, auch •• a river
protection overlay district.

January 13, 1992
In keeping with the philoaophy of maintaining private ownership and
local control, legislation that we may propo•• to deaiqnate th• Farmington
River as a wild and scenic river will include the followinq proviaiona:
Dear Farmington River Valley r••ident:
1. Tb•r• will be DO land acqui•ition b)' the federal gcnrernaeat.
we are aware that there ha• been conaiderable diacuaaion in recent
week• about the potential effects of d••iqnatinq the Weat Branch of the
Farminqton River a• a wild and ac•nic river on the cOlllllUnitie• throuqh which
the river flow•. We believe that thia dialoqu• ia poaitive and ultimately
will be beneficial both to area r••identa and the river. A• your elected
repreaentativea to the U.S. Conqr••• who would be reaponaible for introducir.q
legialation to deeiqnate the river, we believe we ahould clarify our po•ition
on thi• important i••ue.
We conaider the Farminqton River to be one of the reqion'• mo•t
important natural reaourcea. The river i• a defininq feature of the area'•
acenic character. It aupports an impr•••ive diveraity of plant and animal
apeciea, offers a broad range of recreational opportunities, and i• an
inteqral part of daily life in the valley. The Farminqton River clearly i•
worthy of protection.
Of equal importance i• the fact that th• vaat . . jority of land alonq
the river is privately owned. Thh, too,. i• a defininq feature of the
Farmington River Valley. In the pa•t, the threat of federal acquiaition and
management of private land a•aociated with wild and acenic de•ignation ha•
often created controversy. Preciaely becau•• of that hi•tory, the Parminqton
Wild ~nd Scenic River Study wa• •pacifically tailored to enccxnpa•• a new
approach, founded on maintaining the tradition• of private land ownerahip and
local authority while removing .lllY con•ideration of federai acqui•ition and
management frocn the atudy proc•••· Throughout the atudy, the National Park
Service and Farmington River Study Coa111ittee have demonatrated their
commitment to this approach, and thi• cCX1111itment i• articulated in the
detailed question and answer handout recently diatributed by the Park Service.

2. Control oyer tbe u•• of land• along the Pa.:milagtoa Ki••r will r . . . ia
tbe reapon•ibility of local !IO••~t. ftere will be ao federal
laad -aa9eaeat.
3. Federal preaeace ia tbe Paraington Ki•er Vall•J will DOt be
ilacreaaed a• a reault of deaipation. lfo federal pe.:.it• will
be required, and tbe ri••r area will not bec:Ollll • caaponeat of tbe
Watioaal Park •r•tea or be aubject t.o tlaa federal re<JUlatioa•
go••rnia9 laad• ia tbe •J•t...
If, after legislation i• introduced, any effort• are made to weaken or
remove these prcviaiona, we would withdraw the bill from further conaideration.
To reiterate. we believe that the Fa:cminqton River deaervea strong
protection, but we remain convinced that thi• can only be achieved through a
mechanism that will enaure the continuation of private land ownerahip and
local authority over land u•e alonq the river. Federal acquiaition and
management of land are inappropriate and unacceptable given th••• lonqstandinq traditions of the Farmington River Valley. WI pltpdpa our a11urance
that no legislation concerning the Farmington River will go forward that

violates the•e principles. We look forward to working with the many interests
involved to achieve a solution that will integrate both con•ervation of this
important resource and the legitimate concern• of landowner• and residents of
the riverfront communities.

Very truly yours,
For the Farmington River to be deaignated a wild and acenic river, a
new law must be adopted by Congr•••· The principal effect of thia law would
be to restrict federally asaiated water project• that would degrade th• river.
While we appreciate the significance of the Parminqton River and would welcome
the opportunity to sponaor legislation to ensure it• long-term protection, l!!!l
will initiate this 1etion only if there ia a 1tronq indication of local
~·

we will meaaure local aupport through two principle indicator•: Town
Meeting votes endorsing designation; and, a demonetration of town commitment

APPENDIX
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SAMPLE ToWN MEETING REsoLUTION SuPPORTING WILD AND ScENIC RrvER DESIGNATION
PASSED BY THE CONNECTICUT STUDY

AREA ToWNs

Resolution that the Farmington River be designated as a Wild and Scenic River
for a hearing of the Town of Barkhamsted on Wednesday, September 26th,1990.
Resolved
Whereas:

The Farmington River flows through the Town of Barkhamsted,
Connecticut, and is a natural resource of great importance
to the Town and the State of Connecticut.

Whereas:

The quality and quantity of its water are essential and
intrinsic to the maintenance and enhancement of wildlife,
fisheries, recreation, ground water supplies and the
physical beauty of the landscape.

Whereas:

The National Park Service has determined that the Farmington
River is eligible for Wild and Scenic River designation based
on its outstanding fisheries, wildlife, recreational and historic values.

Whereas:

The people of Barkhamsted recognize the importance of this
irreplacable natural asset and hereby express a conmitment
to the protection and preservation of the Farmington River
corridor and the outstanding values identified in the Wild
and Scenic River Study.

Whereas:

The Town of Barkhamsted, the Farmington River Study Comnittee
and the National Park Service ~re working cooperatively to
develop an effective locally-based plan that will ensure the
necessary protection of the river and its related resources.

Whereas:

The Wild and Scenic River Designation would provide further
protection of the river and yet would afford local control
and regulation by such towns conmitted to the protection of
the Farmington River.

Therefore:

Be

Therefore:

Be it further resolved that the townspeople urge our elected
officials to consider and, wherever appropriate, to adopt
additional local measures that will strengthen the Town's
protection of this critical resource.

it resolved that the people of the Town of Barkhamsted
petition the Congress of the United States of America that
the Farmington River be designated as a Wild and Scenic
River with the understanding that such designation would
be based on the locally-developed river conservation plan
and 'NOuld not involve federal acquisition or management of
lands.
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THE CoNNECTICUT GENERAL AssEMBLY

House Bill No. 6925

PUBLIC ACT NO. 93-256
AN ACT CONCERNING THE ATLANTIC STATES MARINE FISHERIES COMMISSION, FREE FISHING, HUNTING AND TRAPPING LICENSES FOR DISABLED PERSONS AND PERSONS SIXTY-FIVE YEARS OF AGE AND OLDER,
THE DESIGNATION OF THE FARMINGTON RIVER AS A WILD AND SCENIC
RIVER ANDTHE STATE GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY
SALES AND.PUBLICATION ACCOUNT.

JANUARY 1993

P.A. 93-256

805

Sec. 3. Section 24-3 of the general statutes is repealed and the following is
substituted in lieu thereof:
(a) Said commissioner shall cause to be prepared a report to the general assembly before each regular session of the same in the odd-numbered years, showing
the progress and condition of the survey, together with such other infonnation as he
deems useful or as the general assembly requires. The regular and special reports of
the survey, with illustrations and maps, shall be [prepared for publication, and, when
printed, the reports} PRODUCED FOR PUBLIC USE AND shall be distributed or
sold by the commissioner as the interests of the state and of science may demand.
(b) There is established a separate account within the general fund, to be
known as the state geological and natural history survey sales and publication account,
for the purpose of providing moneys for [the printing} PRODUCTION of [survey)
ENVIRONMENTAL publications and purchase, for resale, of related [maps and reports) MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS. All moneys obtained from the sale of such
publications, [maps and reports) MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS shall be paid to the
state treasurer and credited to said account and the commissioner may expend moneys
of said account for the [editing and printing] PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION
of such publications and the purchase, for resale, of such [maps and reports. Any
moneys in excess of thirty thousand dollars remaining in said account at the close of
anv fiscal vear shall revert to the general fund] MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS.
Sec. 4. (NEW) (a) It is declared to be the policy of the state of Connecticut
thatthe portion of the Fannington River which is the subject of the authorized study by
the Farmington Wild and Scenic River Study Committee for purposes of designation
as a national wild and scenic rivers system be preserved as provided for in the federal
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Public Law 90-542, as amended.
(b) The commissioner of environmental protection shall cooperate with all
relevant federal, state and local agencies to provide for such designation and to implement any management plan developed in accordance with the WiJd·and Scenic Rivers
Act. Upon the designation of the river segment by Congress, the commissioner shall
notify the joint standing committee of the general assembly having cognizance of matters relating to the environment regarding any statutory changes necessary to implement the preservation and conservation of the river segment in accordance with the
federal Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. The commissioner shall cause a copy of this section to be delivered to all United States Representatives and Senators representing
Connecticut in the Con2ress of the United States.
Sec. 5. Section 26-28 ot the general statutes is repealed and the following is
substituted in lieu thereof:
(a) Except as provided in subsection (b), the fees for firearms hunting, archery hunting, trapping and sport fishing licenses or for the combination thereof shall be
as follows: (I) Resident firearms hunting license, ten dollars; (2) resident fishing license, fifteen dollars; (3) resident combination license to firearms hunt and fish,
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Since 1977 our club has been actively involved in the stewardship of
the Farmington River. From small actions such as trash cleanup, to
large actions such as sponsorship of the Shaw-Gates riverfront
property acquisition; our 15 year history has been a testament to
the protection of a vital resource. During the past tuo decades our
small state has witnessed a quantum growth of civilization. Vast
areas of open space have been swallowed up by condominium developments, roads, commercial buildings, and shopping malls. For various
reasons this growth has placed increasing demand on our remaining
open spaces and water resources. The F.R.A.A. has gained much wisdom
in its short life, and we have come to the understanding that future
stewardship of the Farmington River must come from an authority much
greater than any one club or group can provide. The source of this
authority can be the provisions of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act,
and we urge the adoption of this status for our home river.
From a purely angling perspective, the area proposed for Wild and
Scenic designation has come into national prominence as one of the
premier trout waters of the eastern United States. It has received
national attention in magazines such as "Fly Fisherman". The Trout
Management Area of the Farmington River has flourished to the point
where it has just been exµandeJ to handle the traffic jtim of fishermeD.
In recent times this area has been fished by visitors from all across
the country and as far away as Japan. This angling tourism has directly benefited the local economy of the study area. But it must be
recognized, however, that the high quality of the fishery comes from
the benefits of having class B water quality and open spaces along
the rverfront. The best insurance policy for the future of the
angling populace and the resident trout is the adoption of Wild and
Scenic status for the river.
In the greater environmental perspective, we have come to see the
oasis that the river corridor has become for numerous species of
plants, birds, and mammals. We have observed many of them in our time
spent on the river, and believe that Wild and Scenic designation will
provide a needed cushion of protection. At the same time we recognize
the historical rights of property owners along the river corridor;
and hope that they will see the provisions of the act as an ally
rather tnan an imposition.
In closing, we trust that our statement will serve to reaffirm the
F . R.A.A. 's commitment to the Farmington River and to its designation
as Wild and Scenic. More importantly, we trust thai Wild and Scenic
designation will help to establish a legacy for our children which
will allow them to feast upon the same beauties of the Farmington River
which we are all now privileged.
Respectfully submitted,
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PUBLIC LAW 103-313-AUG. 26, 1994

Public Law 103-313
103d Congress

108 ST.AT. 1699

PUBUC LAW 108-313-AUG. 26, 1994

108 STAT. 1700

(4) dariu tlae ltullY, t1ae Farmfnpoa River Study CommitRatianal PU& Senim
~ a comprehensive
Dian tW tlae Conwttcut ~t (tha "Upper
~ ~Rhw
Plan", daW April 29, 1993)
which
ltudardl, and ldlao ~s
tbat will enaan ~ protection al the mer'• outstanding
ftluee and com~ ~t al ita land and -ter
l'990Uftlll, witboUt Federal 11W1q91D9Dt al dected Janda not
owned b)". the United Stat.ea;
(5) tha l'armburtGD River Study Committee 90tecl unanimoualy on April 21, 1191, to apt the Up_per Farmineton
River Mena...,..t Plan and to recommend tbat Congress
include the Coanedic:at 11p1ent in the National Wild and
Scenic Rinn SJStem in acCOrduce with tbe spirit and proviliona al tbe Upper P~ River Manapment Plan, and
to ncomm•d tbat, ID the absence of town 'fOtea supporting
~tlon, no action be taken reprdlDf wild and acenic river
dmiination altbe Manachuetta ~t; and
l6) the Colebruok Dam and Goodwin Dam hydroelectric
projects are located outside the river 1111111ent cfejipatecl by
section 3, and baud an the study of tlie Farmhurton River
pursuant to Public Law 99-390, continuation or tlie aiating
operation of these ~ u ~tly conf1gured, including
UIOCiated tnnamiaion Dnea alid oeher aiatiq project works,
la compatible with the d.Umation made by iectlon 3 and
will not UDl'ealODBbly dliDW'ilJ the tceDic, ncreational, and
flab "and wildlife Yalua al the MIJD.ent deaipated by such
section u of the date ofeaadment ofthil Act.
tee and tlae
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An Act

To clemipate a portioa aCthe Farmincton Kher ID Conmcticut u a cmnponent
al the Natioaal Wild and Scenic R l - System.

& it enacted by the &nate and HoUlll! of Repraentatiws of
Fannm,ton
the Unjted States ofAmuU:a in Congrea anembkd,
8BCl'ION L SHORT Tl'l1&
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Aug. 26, 1994
[H.R. 2815)

Wild and Scenic
Rivv Act.

16USC1271

Thia Act may be cited aa the "Farmington Wild and Scenic note.
River.Act".
SEC. I. FINDINGS.

The Conjp'US flncll that(1) Public IAw 99-590 authorized the study of 2 segments
of the West Brauch of the Farmiqton River, including an
11-mile headwater lelJDent in MuaichUMtta and the uppermost 14-mile eegment in Connecticut, for potentfal inclusion
in the National Wild and Scenic Rivera System, and created
the Farmington River Study Committ.ee, conaiating of representatives from the 2 States, the towm borderinr the 2 segments,
and other river intere.ta, to advise the Secretiry of the Interior
in conductirur the ltudy and concerning management alternatives ahoufd the river be included in the National Wild and
Scenic Riven Sptem;
(2) the stuCly determined that both segments of the river
are eligible for inclusion in the National WilCI and Scenic Rivera
System baaed upon their free-Oowing condition and outatanding
fl8heries, recreation, wildlife, and biStoric values;
(3) the towna that directly abut the Connecticut 1egment
(Hartland, Barkbamated, New Hartford, and Canton), as well
as the Town or Colebrook, which abuta the segment's major
tributary, have demonstrated their desire for national wild
and scenic river designation through town meeting actions
endorsing designation; in addition, the 4 abutting towns have
demonstrated their c:ommitment to protect the river through
the adoption of •river protection overlay districts", which estab. lish a uniform setbaclt for new structures, new septic systems,
sand and gravel eztraction, and vegetation removal along the
entire length of the Connecticut segment;

SEC. I. DEBIGNAftON.

Section 3(a) of the Wild and Scenic Riven Act (16 U.S.C.
1274(a)) ii amended by adcUq tbe followinl new parqraph at
the end thereof:
"( ) FARMINGTON Riva, CoNNECTICUT.-The 14-mile segment
of the West Branch and mainatem utendin• from immediately
below the Goodwin Dam and ~lectric Project in Hartland,
Connecticut, to the downstream end of the New Hartford-Canton,
Connecticut, town line (hereinafter in thil paragraph referred ta
u the '-.ment'l, u a recreational river, to be administered by
the Secretary al the Interior through coo~ratlve greements
between the Secretuy al the Interior and the State of COnnecticut
and Its releYBDt political 1ubcUri1ion1, namely the Towns of
Colebrook, Hartland, Barkhamatecl, New Hartford, and Canton and
the Hartford Metropolitan District Commiulon, ~nuant to sec·
tlon 10<e) this Act. The HlllleDt shall be man.ad in accordance
with the Upper Fannincto.n River Manqement Plan, dated April
29, 1993, and such amendments thereto u the Secretary of the
Interior determines are consistent with this Act. Such plan shall
be deemed to satisfy the requirement for a comprehensive management plan pursuant to section 3(d) of this Act.".

or

IGUSC 1:m
not..
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SEC. 4. MANAGEMENT.

· (a) CoMMITl'EE.-The Director of the National Park Service
or his or her deaignee, shall represent the Secretary on the Farming·
ton River Coordinating Committee provided for in the plan.
(b) FEDERAL.-( 1) In order to provide for the long-tenn protec·
tion, preae"ation, and enhancement of the river segment des·
ignated by section 3, the Secretary, pursuant to section lCXel ol

._
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the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, shall offer to enter into cooperative
agreements with the State of Connecticut and its relevant political
subdivisions identified in the amendment made by such section
3 and, pursuant to section ll<bXl) of' such Act, shall make a
similar offer to the Farmington River Watershed Association. The
Secretary, pursuant to such section ll(bXU. also may enter into
cooperative agreements with other parties who may be represented
on the Committee. All cooperative agreements provided for in this
Act shall be consistent with the Plan, and may include provisions
for fmancial or other assistance from the United States to facilitate
the long-term protection, conservation, and enhancement of the
segment designated by such sec:tion 3 and the implementation of
the Plan.
(2) The Secretary may provide technical assistance, staff support, and funding to assist in the implementation of the Plan.
(3) ImpJementation of this Act through cooperative agreements
u described in paragraph (2) of this subsection shall not constitute
National Park Service administration of the segment designated
by section 3 for purposes of section lO(c) of the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act, and shall not cause such .segment to be considered
u being a unit of the National Park System.
(c} WATER REsoURCES PROJECI'S.-{1) In determining whether
a proposed water resources project would have a direct and adverse
effect on the values for which the segment designated by section
3 was included in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System,
the Secretary shall specifically consider the extent to which the
project is consistent with the Plan.
.
(2) For purposes of implementation of section 7 of the Wild
and Scenic Rivers Act, the Plan, including the detailed analysis
of instream flow needs incorporated therein and such additional
analysis as may be incorporated in the future, shall serve as the
primary source of information regarding the flows needed to maintain instream resources and the potential compatibility between
resource protection and possible water supply withdrawals.
(d) LAND MANAGEMENT.-The zoning ordinances duly adopted
by the towns of Hartland, Barkhamsted, New Hartford, and Canton,
. Connecticut, including the •nver protection overlay districts" in
effect on the date of enactment of this Act, shall be deemed to
satisfy the standards and requirements of section 6(c) of the Wild
and Scenic Rivers Act. For the purpose of section 6(c), such towns
shall be deemed "villages" and the provisions of that section, which
prohibit Federal acquisition of lands by condemnation, shall apply
to the segment designated by section 3.
SEC. II. DEFINmONS.

For the purposes of this Act:
( 1) The term MCommittee" means the Farmington River
Coordinating Committee referred to in section 4.
(2) The term "Plan" means the comprehensive management
plan for the Connecticut segment of the Farmington River
prepared by the Farmington River Study Committee and the
National Park Service, which is known as the "Upper Farmington River Management Plan" and dated April 29, 1993.
(3) The term "Secretary" means the Secretary of the
Interior.

108 STAT. 1702

PUBLIC LAW 103-313-AUG. 26, 1994

SEC. 8. FUNDING AUJ'BORJZAT10N.

There are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may
be necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act, including
the amendment to the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act made by
section 3.
Approved August 26, 1994.
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